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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Over the past four years Poland has made significant progress in the transition from a centrally
planned economy to a free market system. This progress has been accompished, in large part, by the 
rapid expansion of the small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector. Government of Poland (GOP) 
policies, although not clearly defined, have nevertheless created an atmosphere for the development of 
private entrepreneurship unknown during the socialist period. However, this development has not yet
reached its potential because of remaining constraints. Many of these constraints can be removed through
policy and legislative initiatives, technical assistance, and experience. Others, the result of policies 
adopted by GOP to address macroeconomic issues, will be resolved only through successful realization 
of the economic stabilization process. 

In spite of severe government restrictions on private economic activity prior to 1989, private 
entrepreneurship in Poland was not totally eliminated. As these restrictions were lifted, a relatively small 
private sector started to expand rapidly, and the number of SMEs increased from 300,000 to 1,700,000. 
When the privatized state-owned enterprises, small in number but significant in terms of employment, 
are included, the private sector accounts for an estimated one-third of nonagricultural employment. When 
the employment figures for the agi;culture sector, which is 80 percent privately owned, are added, it 
becomes evident that private sector emp!oyment in the economy has passed the 50 percent mark. Private 
sector contribution to gross domestic pro.41ct, reported to be 28 percent in 1989, has officially been 
estimated to have grown to more than 50 percent by the end of 1993. 

Although expansion of the private sector has been dramatic, the rate of further development is 
likely to be slowed by remaining constraints. Some of these constraints reflect the inexperience of both 
private sector entrepreneurs and financial sector institutions and can be corrected over time by training 
and experience. Others require legislative and regulatoiy action. However, an important GOP constraint 
to SME sector development is the lack of a comprehensive national policy in support of SMEs. When 
adopted, an effective SME policy will express GOP recognition that a well-developed SME sector is 
critical to building a strong national economy, declare the government's commitment to promote and 
support development of the sector, and mandate coordinated action to remove barriers to SME 
development. Without this policy, no framework exists within which to structure the corrective initiatives 
GOP must take. 

As advisors to the Council of Ministers, the Poland Small Business Project of the Growth and 
Equity through Microenterprise Investments and Institutions (GEMINI) Project has assisted in the 
development of an umbrella policy identifying those issues that must be addressed to ensure maximum 
development of the SME sector. In addition, GEMINI and the Council of Ministers staff are finalizing 
a draft SME Act that identifies the actions to be taken and the implementing agencies responsible fnr 
setting the policy in motion. 

The umbrella policy will provide guidelines for initiatives to be undertaken by the government.
A Financial Sector Action Plan will also be developed by GEMINI to assist in implementing programs 
to address the financial sector constraints to SME development. Foremost among these constraints are 
the shortages of short-term credit, investment capital, asset-based financial mechanisms, and capital 
market facilities. 

The primary concern of the SME sector is the limited access to bank credit. Entrepreneurs 
maintain that the banks' collateral requirements are excessive, interest rates are too high, and the financial 
information requested is intrusive and overly complicated. Bankers contend collateral coverage of 150
200 percent is essential to high-risk SME lending. They also maintain that the transaction cost of small 
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loans requires higher interest rates. The banks prefer to limit their lending activities to the larger 
companies with established credit experience, accurate financial statements, and professional business 
plans. The banks also prefer to invest in GOP bonds and treasury bills that provide high returns and have 
neither risk nor significant transaction costs. Under current circumstances the comments of the bankers 
and entrepreneurs have some validity. Nevertheless, training and experience will improve entrepreneurs' 
ability to prepare accurate and realistic business plans, and banks, by improving the efficiency of their 
lending procedures, can reduce both the cost and the risk of SME lending. Proposed amendments to 
collateral law will reduce the amount of collateral required by reducing the attachment costs and 
improving the collection procedures for mortgaged assets in the event of loan default. 

In recognition of limited SME access to credit and investment capital in the domestic financial 
system, international assistance agencies offer significant financial aid in the form of loans and grants for 
private sector development. Multinational support is provided by the World Bank, tile European 
Economic Community, and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Assistance is also 
provided by individual countries; the United States provides the most assistance of any country, through 
the U.S. Agency for International Deelopment. 

The larger international agencies have included in their programs specific credit or equity 
investment facilities directed toward SMEs. For the most part these programs have not achieved their 
intended objective. Reasons given include lack of interest on the part of Polish banks to participate as 
intermediaries, minimum loan levels that far exceed the requirements of most SMEs, complicated 
application procedures, extended approval processes, and borrower concerns for the foreign exchange risk 
inherent in these loan programs. 

To address the problems that banks have in lending to small business, several international 
agencies have considered the feasibility of guarantee funds to reduce bank risk. To date no formal 
guarantee programs have been instituted in Poland, although GOP provides guarantees to state- and 
Treasury-owned banks that arc often referred to as guarantee funds. Although a guarantee fund could 
result in a small increase in lending, to be successful it would have to be limited to potential borrowers 
whose loan proposals are close to meeting a bank's requirements, with the exception, for example, of 
sufficient collateral. If not, the fund would be a high-risk operation and would likely lose a substantial 
portion of its capital. In addition to potential guarantee losses, operating costs of a fund would necessitate 
fees that both banks and borrowers might find unacceptable. Under the circumstances a donor 
organization considering a guarantee fund would have to be prepared to lose its investment. The question 
arises as to whether the funds invested might better be used to remove the underlying constraints rather 
than to support a program designed to circumvent these constraints. 

Limited SME access to credit and other constraints to SME development were the subject of a 
report, Ilvesting in the Future, issued by the G-24 Ta.sk Force in April 1993. The task force, consisting 
of representatives of foreign assistance agencies, GOP ministries, private sector entrepreneurs, and the 
Polish Union of Banks, was established early in 1993 by the Council of Ministers with the assistance of 
GEMINI. The task force's primary mandate is to supervise the implementation of the recommendations 
of the SME report and to coordinate the SME support programs funded by its members.' 

In June 1993 the Minister for Small Business Development formally presented the task force 
rport to Poland's President and Prime Minister. Shortly thereafter, the government failed a vote of 
confidence and in September parliamentary elections brought a new government to power. At that time 
the office of the minister without portfolio for small business development was dissolved. Although the 

' See Annex F for task force recommendations. 
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new government has not yet established a new agency to promote private sector interests, discussions are 
under way, and it is expected that an SME advocacy unit - the Bureau of Advocacy - will be 
established at the level of the Council of Ministers within a short time. 

Action to correct the remaining constraints to SME development must be a combined effort of 
the SME and financial sectors working in conjunction with government and supported by foreign
assistance agencies. GEMINI, in accordance with its project work plan, will continue to act in an 
advisory capacity with the new Bureau of Advocacy in implementing the recommendations included in 
this report, the Financial Sector Action Plan, and the G-24 Task Force Report. 

This report is divided into two volumes. In Volume One, we examine the financial system in 
Poland, with emphasis on the banking sector, the capital m irket, and the nature and extent of 
international assistance. We then look at the SME sector, and at internal and external constraints to 
development. The legacy of the state-run economy is examined in some detail, as are financial and public
sector constraints to SME growth. Conclusions and rec.ommendations complete the report. Volume Two 
contains the appendixes to the report. 



INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

Over the past four years Poland has made significant progress in the transition from a centrally
planned economy to a free market system. This progress has been accomplished, in large part, by the 
rapid expansion of the small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector. Government of Poland 
(GOP) policies, although not clearly defined, have nevertheless created an atmosphere for the 
development of private entrepreneurship unknown during the socialist period. However, this 
development has not yet reached its potential because of remaining constraints. Many of these 
constraints can be removed through policy and legislative initiatives, technical assistance, and 
experience. Others, the result of policies adopted by GOP to address macroeconomic issues, will only
be resolved through successful realization of the economic stabilization process. 

In spite of severe government restrictions on private economic activity prior to 1989, private
entrepreneurship in Poland was not totally eliminated. As these restrictions were lifted, a relatively
small private sector started to expand rapidly, and the number of SMEs increased from 300,000 to 
1,700,000. When the privatized state owned enterprises (SOEs), though small in number but 
significant in terms of employment, are included, it is estimated that the private sector accounts for 
nearly one-third of nonagricultural employment. When the employment figures for the agriculture 
sector, which is 80 percent privately owned, and the unregistered gray market are added, it becomes 
evident that private sector employment in the economy has passed the 50 percent mark. SME 
contribution to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) estimated at 28 percent in 19)1 has now grown to 42 
percent. 

However, this figure of 42 percent in Poland contrasts sharply with developed, free market 
economics, to which the private sector contributes on average more than 80 percent of GDP. If the 
gap between Poland's private sector contribution to GDP and that of Western countries is to be closed,
the remaining constraints to SME development must be eliminated. 

Many studies and reports have been written about Poland's transformation to a market 
economy, but a comprehensive analysis of the financial sector and its relationship to SMEs has not 
been undertaken recently. The purpose of this report is to update those issues affecting the 
development of SMEs, with particular reference to the limited ability of the financial sector to support 
development initiatives. 

This report also serves as the research base for the scheduled subproject of the Growth and 
Equity through Microenterprise Investments and Institutioi.s (GEMINI) Project to develop actionan 
plan for the elimination of financial sector constraints to SME development. It also compliments the 
findings of the G-24 Task Force Report, Investing in the Future and will assist those who implement
the recommendations included in that report. 

METHODOLOGY 

To gather a wide range of facts and perceptions, the study team conducted 60 interviews with 
100 individuals in Warsaw, Gdansk, Poznan, Krakow, Katowice, and Kielce. Persons and 
organizations interviewed included financial institutions, foreign donor organizations, government 
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representatives, private sector individuals, business associations, research institutions, trade associations 
and chambers of commerce, and academics. In addition to these meetings, the team also took 
advantage of existing documentation and related information on the financial system and the business 
sector in Poland. 
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THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM IN POLAND 

THE BANKING SECTOR 

Inadequate financial sector support to the private sector isone of the overriding issues that must 
be addressed if the transition from central planning to an open market economy is to be completed
successfully. Before examining the constraints to private sector development, however, it is necessary 
to analyze the structure of the financial sector and the difficulties the sector has experienced during the 
transition period. 

Until the collapse of the communist government in 1989, the Polish system provided only the 
financial services required by a centrally planned socialist economy. The financial sector consisted of 
the National Bank of Poland (NBP) and lour state-owned specialized banks: PKO BP, the savings and 
housing bank; PKO SA, the foreign exchange deposit bank; Bank Handlowy, the foreign trade bank; 
and BGZ, the state-owned farms and agro-industry bank associated with a network of 1,600 small 
cooperative banks. 

The Ministry of Finance (MOP-) controlled the activities of NBP and of the specialized banks. 
NBP met the commercial banking needs of the government and state-owned enterprises based on 
administrative decision. Central planning required few financial market allocation mechanisms or free 
market banking services. 

In 1989 new bank legislation declared NBP independent of the ministry and, although a 
connection remains between MOF and NBP, strong leadership within the central bank has done much 
to ensure its autonomy. Today the bank is free to pursue its primary responsibilities of monetary
policy formulation and implementation and the supervision and regulation of financial sector 
institutions. 

The financial sector in Poland includes Treasury-owned commercialized banks, both foreign
and domestic private commercial banks, cooperative banks, credit unions, state-owned specialized
banks, and foreign donor-funded venture capital and lending institutions. 

National Bank of Poland 

NBP as policy maker and implementing agent plays a fundamental role in the day-to-day
operations of the banking system. In this role, NBP has a critical effect on the availability of resources 
and the regulations under which those resources are converted to development of the private sector. 
It has the responsibility not only to regulate and supervise the banking sector but also to create an 
atmosphere that will encourage the growth and development of the private sector. 

Bank surervision became critical with the transition to an open economy and NBP's licensing
of 80 new, privately owned banks, some with minimal capital and limited management experience.
These new banks embarked on a reckless lending program with little regard to standard credit 
procedures and controls. The resulting losses emphasized the need for the policy guidelines and 
regulations traditionally provided by an independent central banking authority. 

During this same period, an overheated economy further confirmed the need to establish 
effective monetary controls. The removal of MOF influence in the regulation of monetary supply 
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provided NBP with the opportunity for more effective control of monetary policy and preservation of 
the value of the zloty, thus reducing the threat of higher inflation. 

At first, however, the central bank was slow to affirm its autonomy in monetary policy and 
regulation. A period of institutional instability persisted until 1992. The bank was without a 
permanent president from mid-1991 until March 1992 and the director of the Supervision Department 
was 	not appointed until late May of that year. With these two positions vacant, the effectiveness of 
NBP 	was severely restricted. The lack of senior management and the need to resolve the precarious 
position of many banks resulted in short-term decisions, while long-term solutions were postponed. 

With the appointment of its current president, the central bank moved decisively to develop 
the policies and regulations needed to carry out its primary mandate. To date the bank has resisted 
successfully the call for increased government spending and a higher deficit, which could increase 
inflation and interest rates. The banking reform program concentrates on two initiatives: 

* 	 Creation of a favorable environment for the banking system through developmenL of a 
legal, regulatory, supervisory, and accounting framework; transition to indirect monetary 
controls; reduction in the volume of directed credit; and clarification of past financial 
links with the state; and 

* 	 Fostering the institutional development of nine state-owned commercial banks through 
reforms and Western technical assistance. 

Treasury-Owned Commercialized Banks 

To satisfy the credit requirements of an open market economy, the nine branches of NBP were 
converted to joint stock commercial banks with the State Treasury retaining a 100 percent equity
position. This first step toward private ownership is referred to as commercializatior. As these banks 
are recapitalized or otherwise relieved of their nonperforming loans, the Treasury is expected to sell 
its controlling interest to foreign or domestic investors. When the Treasury has reduced its position 
to less than 50 percent, these banks will be considered fully privatized and will be included in the 
private bank category. To date, 2 of the 9 Treasury-owned banks have been or are in the process of 
being privatized. Wielkopolski Bank Kreditowy (WBK) was privatized in March !993, when the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) agreed to take a 23 percent position.
Treasury retained 30 percent equity, and WBK 20 percent. The remaining 27 percent was sold in a 
public offering. Bank 8lski is in the process of privatization. NBP anticipates the sale of the 
Treasury's controlling interest in the remaining banks by 1996. 

Commercialized banks provide most of the traditional services of a commercial bank, including
demand and time deposit, interbank transfers, short- and long-term credit, and foreign currency 
transactions (although not all banks are licensed for foreign currency lending). Checking accounts are 
available but not in wide use, necessitating payment of most trade obligations by cash or by interbank 
transfer. 

Treasury-owned banks continue to carry loans to SOEs granted before the breakup of the 
NBP's branch system. Many of these loans are of doubtful quality and endanger the banks' capital 
structure. In recognition of the precarious financial condition of many SOEs and the problems thus 
created for the Treasury-owned banks, the government enacted the Enterprise and Bank Restructuring 
Law in early 1993. The purpose of the law is to facilitate bank-SOE agreements to restnicture debt, 
reschedule loans payments, or arrange debt-for-equity swaps. Use of these procedures has been limited 
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because tax considerations may make forced liquidation preferable to restructuring. Nevertheless,
increased activity is expected prior to the March 1994 deadline for the banks' loan workout 
departments to identify which procedure they intend to follow with each of 2,000 debtor enterprises. 

Private Banks 

Like the commercialized Treasury-owned banks, private banks offer most of the traditional 
services of commercial banks including demand and time deposits, interbank transfers, short- and long
term loans, and, if licensed, foreign currency transactions. 

Approximately 61 privately owned banks with no foreign ownership have been established 
since 1989. Liberal licensing policies between 1990 and 1992 resulted in the establishment of many
banks with limited capital, inexperienced management, and limited credit analysis expertise.
Consequently these banks are undergoing significant problems in meeting the capital i-equirements of 
NBP. 

The quality of loan portfolios deteriorated sharply during 1990-1991, as a result of poor
lending practices and the effect of the business recession. According to loan portfolio reviews carried 
out by Western auditors as of June 1991, the number of nonperforming loans increased on average
from 15-20 percent to 40 percent of loan portfolios between the end of 1990 and June 1991. Portfolio 
reviews as of June 1992 indicate that this deterioration bottomed out in mid-1991, reflecting the 
stabilization in economic activity and the banks' more restrained lending practices. Although average
nonperforming loan ratios have improved, several banks are still managing ratios as high as 30 percent 
of their total exposure. 

Included in the private bank category are the two recently privatized Treasury banks, 14 
institutions owned wholly or in part by foreign banks, and 10 representative offices. These include 
such well-known names as Citibank, Banque Nationale de Paris, Cr6dit Lyonnais, Banco Commerciale 
Italiana, Dresdner Bank, and Deutsche Bank. For the most part theii markets are multinational 
businesses and the largest Polish companies. The impact of foreign banks on the SME sector is 
negligible. 

The entrance of foreign banks has created the potential for competition with domestic banks 
but this potential has not yet been fully realized. Perhaps in recognition of the foreign banks' 
concentration on the multinational market, the President of NBP stated recently that the issuance of 
licenses for new banks wholly owned by foreign investors will be suspended. According to NBP it 
would be better for the banking system if foreign banks invested in existing Polish banks rather than 
competing with them. The Piesident of NBP also recently announced that an ordinance would soon 
be issued requiring foreign banks to maintain their capital in zlotys rather than in the currency
contributed. This regulation is intended to encourage strategic investors to participate in the 
privatization of state banks. 

Cooperative Banks 

Analyses of the financial and small businesn sectors tend to exclude Poland's 1,660 rural 
cooperative banks, taking the position that the co-op banks and the agriculture sector operate under a 
different set of economic rules. This ignores the fact that the banks have begun to include small 
business loans in their portfolios and to adopt the lending procedures of the commercial banking 
system. Because the difficulties encountered by SMEs in obtaining credit in the rural areas are 
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significant, a brief discussion of the co-op banks' contribution to rural lending and the system under 
which they operate is included in this study. 

The cooperative banking system has been active in Poland for more than 120 years. The Food 
Economy Bank (BGZ) was established in 1919 as the first State Agricultural Bank, merging in 1975 
with the Central Association of the Savings and Lending Cooperatives. This merger provided BGZ 
with greater lending power, primarily because cooperatives are traditionally net saving organizations. 

In miJ-1990, BGZ discontinued its runction as the central bank for cooperative banks and the 
cooperative banks entered into operational agreements allowing the co-ops to purchase shares in BGZ. 
By mid-1991, 1,576 of 1,664 cooperative banks had signed such an agreement with BGZ. Slightly 
more than 50 percent of BGZ capital is owned by the Treasury and the remainder is held by local 
cooperative banks. There is some question as to the financial stability of BGZ, casting some doubt 
on the value of the co-op banks' investment. 

About one-third of the co-op banks have become affiliated with three new regional banks (in 
Poznan, Wroclaw, and Warsaw), which act as central banks for those participating. The $3.5 million 
capital requirement for establishing the regional banks was contributed by the cooperative affiliates. 
The latter retain their individual lending limit of 15 percent of their capital base, but can refer a larger 
loan to the regional bank in which they own shares. 

Although co-op banks have historically been looked upon as providers of financial services to 
the agricultural sector, the loan portfolio mix has changed dramatically over the last year. In two 
banks interviewed, the agricultural business comprised only 16 percent and 10 percent of the total loan 
portfolios. Three years ago it was as high as 80 percent for one of the banks. To adjust to these new 
changes, the cooperative banks are adopting lending practices similar to the commercial banks. Loans 
are 12 months or less and require collateral at a 3:1 ratio. The difficulties involved in obtaining 
adequate financial information from its borrowers result in lending decisions ba;ed on management or 
character as weil as collateral. The delinquency rate is reported to be approximately 10 percent. 

To augment cooperative bank employees' knowledge, the USAID-funded Agricultural 
Cooperative Development International (ACDI) Project provides training for b.-th regional and local 
banks in credit, human resources, planning, director roles and responsibilities, finance, and other 
topics. ACDI also helps strengthen the banks by providing technical assistance to the regional banks 
and to the National Union of Cooperative Banks. The U.3. training program will send 97 bank 
presidents to the United States for training. Follow-up will be provided to these bank presidents by 
Volunteers in Overseas Cooperative Assistance (VOCA) who will work with the presidents over a two
to-four-week period to implement management changes. 

Although attempts are being made to stabilize the financial condition of the co-op banks, a 
substantial percentage remain in a precarious position. According to press reports 5 banks are 
bankrupt, 7 are waiting for their bankruptcy applications to be considered, and another 87 are eligible 
for either bankruptcy or liquidation.' Four banks are in receivership and rehabilitation programs are 
being implemented in 40 percent of all co-op banks. Only 30 banks meet the required 8 percent ratio 
of capital to risk assets while 15 percent report ratios of less than 2 percent. 

' "Banking: Fearing the Domino Effect," Economic Review, October 22, 1993. 
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Credit Unions 

Credit union activity began in Gdafisk -within the Solidarity movement and is supervised by the
Foundation of Polish Credit Unions. The World Association of Credit Unions is providing technical 
assistance. As of October 1993, 51 crcdit unions have been registered, of which 26 are operational.
Total assets are reported to be the equivalent of $4.5 million, with total savings of $3.2 million and 
total loans of $3.5 million. The credit unions provide members with consumer loans and, to a lesser 
degree, microenterprise loans. 

Specialized Banks 

Polish Development Bank 

The Polish Development Bank (PDB), established by the Council of Ministers in 1990, is a
refinancing apex bank. The State Treasur , holds a 75 percent equity position, a 19 percent position
is held by the Industrial Development Agency, and 6 percent by three foreign banks. A fourth foreign
institution recently (December 1993) purchased shares of PDB, thus changing the State Treasury
holding and the foreign bank holding per:entages slightly. The long-term goal of PDB is to stimulate 
structural changes in the Polish economy through appropriate credit and investment policies. The 
bank's primary activities include financing ad assisting the development of the private sector. 

PDB relies not only on its own domestic currency resources but also acts as a wholesale lender 
via lines of credit granted by foreign banks and foreign assistance agencies including the European
Investment Bank and the World Bank. 

Zloty loans to finance industrial production are available to enterprises that have undergone, 
or are undergoing, commercialization or privatization, or are implementing restructuring investment 
projects. Zloty loans are also available to small- and medium-sized private businesses. 

PDB loans funded by the European Investment Bank are denominated in ECUs or other hard 
currency and are provided for the same purposes as PDB's local currency loans. However, funds are 
also available for on-lending to joint ventures with priority given to partnerships with firms from
European Economic Community (EC) countries. PDB is also involved in the EC-PHARE equity
investment program that enables Polish private enterprises to use the European Investment Bank credit 
to strengthen their capital base. Such equity investment will have a maximum of 15 percent of the 
enterprise's existing equity, not to exceed ECU 200,000. 

The World Bank has also provided funds to PDB for on-lending through intermediary banks 
to enterprises being commercialized, undergoing privatization, or implementing investment projects.
A separate World Bank line of credit for the development of SMEs is also available. 

Polish Investment Bank 

In addition to the nine Treasury-owned banks previously under its control, NBP retained 49 
secondary branches in provincial capitals, 4 foreign currency branches, and 2 branch offices. To 
complete the process of divesting itself of commercial banking activities, NBP created a new bank, the 
Polish Investment Bank (PIB). This bank, with 47 branches, has taken over the foreign currency and 
zloty accounts of NBP customers. The main purpose of the bank is to support Poland's economic 
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reform. Because it will not have the burden of unpaid debt, which restricts the lending capabilities of 
Treasury-owned commercialized banks, PIB is expected to become an active source of medium- and 
long-term credit, access to which is now extremely limited in the commercial banking system. When 
PIB is fully operational, it expects to provide full service for individuals and corporations and to be 
involved in capital market activities. PIB opened in November 1993. 

.Bank for Socio Economic Initiatives (BISE)/ 
Foundation for Socio Economic Initiatives (FISE) 

BISE was established in 1990 by tile Ministry of Labor in collaboration with the French b ik 
Caisse Centrale de Crddit Coop6ratif to support the development of SMEs as a job-creating initiative. 
To uate, BISE has made approximately 1,000 loans. The average loan is $25,000 to $30,000. 
lnitially, most of the loans were for commercial activity but, more recently, there has been a shift to 
small manufacturing. BISE has intrcduced several new initiatives such as the Society for Socio 
Economic Investments (TISE), which was established to offer equity capital to SMEs, and a mutual 
guarantee fund that was run on a mutual support line for participating borrowers. The guarantee fund 
was suspended in 1992. TISE has made three equity investments. 

FISE was established concurrently with BISE and through a network of Agencies for Local 
Initiatives has provided counselling to small firms. Now almost half of BISE clients arrive after 
contact with FISE. 

THE CAPITAL MARKET 

Until Poland embarked on the transition to an opcen economy, there was no market-oriented 
financial system. Before late 1987, when a few state enterprises issued bonds, the concept of capital 
and money market activities did not exist. 

In 1989, a true capital market began to emerge under the auspices of the Ministry of Finance. 
Because the primary and secondary market for selling and trading GOP securities was the only market 
of interest to the government, money market and credit instruments were left underdeveloped. During 
the same period, the spontaneous development of the stock exchange encouraged the growth of quasi
exchanges that traded not only securities, but almost anything tradeable. In April 1991, after a year 
and a half of unregulated development, the Act on Public Trading in Securities and Trust Funds 
eliminated quasi-exchanges and established the rules and regulations under which authorized traders 
and brokers were required to operate. 

There are now only two categories of market participants who may trade directly in securities. 
These are independent broker-dealer firms and banks that maintain broker-dealer departments. The 
list of permissible activities includes securities offerings, buying and selling securities, portfolio 
management, and custodian services. Bank debt instruments do not exist although several banks are 
prepared to issue debt. Of the 20 registered securities houses, 16 are bank-operated, and those mostly 
by Treasury-owned banks. The only restriction on bank trading, stated in banking law, is to limit the 
value of a bank's securities portfolio to a maximum of 25 percent of capital and long-term deposits. 
Underwriting the issuance of new shares, usually of newly created banks, is the primary role of the 
banks in this segment of the market. A first-of-its-kind underwriting operation took place in mid-1993 
when the Bydgoski Bank Komunalny underwrote the sale of municipal bonds issued by the city of 
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Plock. Banks are the primary participants in the capital market, particularly as investors in government 
securities. 

According to literature circulated by the Polish Development Bank, it is prepared to play an 
active role in the emerging capital market. For joint stock companies, the bank will organize the 
issuance of commercial paper, buy the paper through primary subscription and create a secondary 
market for trading. PDB also issues and maintains a secondary market for certificates of deposit 
indexed on the basis of variations in the exchange rates between the zloty and the US dollar or the D-
Mark. Forward foreign currency transactions and repurchase agreements are also included in PDB 
capital market activities. 

PDB is the only significant initiator in the private sector money market and in most instances 
has created the instruments being traded. It operates on the secondary market for Treasury bills, and 
organizes primary and secondary markets for certificates of deposit and commercial paper issued by
firms quoted on the stock exchange. It has reuently added repurchase agreements and reverse 
repurchase agreements to its list of products offered on the money market. PDB trades with other 
banks with brokerage licenses, but, while the brokerage houses familiarize themselves with the 
mechanics of the instruments available, the volume is still low. PDB is also participating in the 
forward foreign exchange market although there is a very low volume of business because of a lack 
of basic client understanding of the product. 

Money market instruments have not been subject to reserves in the past but, as the NBP 
reviews the mechanics and functions in the financial sector, it has designed a policy requiring these 
transactions to be included in reserve requirements. 

In July 1992, a U.S.-based group established the Pioneer Trust Fund Company to test the 
Polish market for mutual funds. The Fund commenced full operations in April 1993, with capital of 
$2 million, and now has over 100,000 investors and assets of $280 million. Approximately 50 percent 
of assets are invested in government securities, 30 percent in the Warsaw stock exchange, 10 percent
in overseas investments, and 10 percent in liquid instruments. Because of its success, the Pioneer 
group is planning to expand its operations with a second fund directed toward low-risk long-term 
investments. 

THE INTERNATIONAI ASSISTANCE SECTOR 

The international community has provided substantial assistance to help Poland reverse the 
damage done to the financial and business sectors by almost 50 years of socialist economic control. 
Financial support in the form of grants and long-term loans has been made available to both the public 
and private sectors. However, development of any one sector depends not only on financial 
contributions. The transfer if knowledge in the form of technical assistance and training programs 
must also be considered. To determine the positive impact and the shortcomings of foreign assistance 
initiatives, the GEMINI study team analyzed primary sources of support to measure the effect of this 
support on the development of the financial sector and SMEs. 

Multinational assistance is provided by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World 
Bank, the European Economic Community, EBRD, and the United Nations Development Progranme 
(UNDP). In addition, individual countries provide support to both the private and public sectors, the 
most significant of which comes from the United States through USAID. Great Britain, Germany, The 
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Netherlands, Switzerland, and France also have programs in place. And, finally, privately funded 
foundations direct financial and technical assistance to the private sector. 

International Monetary Fund 

Poland joined the IMF as a charter member when the fund was established at the end of World 
War II, but withdrew its membership on March 14, 1950. Reinstated in 1986, Pol.nd was granted 
a quota of 988.5 million Special Drawing Rights (SDR), approximately $1.36 billion. In late 1989, 
the Polish government proposed the first stand-by arrangement, which made $710 million available. 
However, Poland failed to meet performance requirements established by the IMF and eventually
received a reduced amount of $473 million. A second agreement with the IMF was negotiated in April 
1991 -- a three-year adjustment program caled the Extended Fund Facility that gave Poland access 
to approximately $2.5 billion. Only $500 million of available funds have been used because thL, 
government exceeded the targeted budget deficit and banking system loans to the government. The 
government also failed to achieve the required level of foreign exchange reserves. 

The IMF reviews the following economic and financial figures to determine whether Poland 
is an eligible borrower: the budget deficit, a specified level of foreign reserves, net domestic assets, 
government loans, and foreign loans granted or guaranteed by the government. 

In March 1993, the November 1992 agreement for the $650 million, 14-month loan between 
Poland and the IMF was officially approved by the IMF's council after Parliament passed the budget 
law for 1993. These funds are to be disbursed in five instalments. In August 1993, the loan 
covenants were monitored and all but one of the criteria were met (foreign currency reserves were 
somewhat lower than required). To rectify the situation, the government *movedto devalue the zloty 
by 8 percent, which would in effect shift the movement of funds in the economy from foreign to 
domestic goods. 

Meeting the terms of the IMF agreement is extremely important to Poland as a precondition 
for the second stage of debt reduction by the governments of creditor countries affiliated to the Paris 
Club. In Ap il 1994, further debt reduction is planned for about 20 percent ($6 billion) of Poland's 
debt. 

Stabilization Fund 

The stabilization fund was a multinational effort established in 1990 to protect Poland's foreign 
reserves position. As Poland's reserves increased, the agreement establishing the fund was allowed 
to lapse and, in 1992, funds were diverted to a bank recapitalization program. 

The bank recapitalization program is structured so that the GOP issues securities to the 
remaining state-owned banks to ccver the percentage reserves they have set aside for bad debt. When 
the bank is privatized, the securities are repaid with principle and interest by the stabilization fund. 
The government securities represent capital to the receiving banks. It is intended to bring the banks 
capital ratio (capital to assets) up to the BASEL standard of 8 percent. The Bank Przemyslowo-
Handlowy, S.A. bank in Krakow has aheady received the GOP securities and is expected to be 
privatized by mid-1994, at which time the stabilization fund will step in and redeem the securities.The goernment has issued PLZ II trillion in securities to date and expect that they will have to issue 
a total of PLZ 21 trillion, about $1 billion. 
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According to information received from MOF, the following donor countries have provided 
funds to the stabilization fund: 

Amount of funds 
Country Type of Funds (US$ 000's) 

Great Britain Grant 112,165 
USA Grant 200,000 
Sweden Grant 3,300 
Austria Grant 1,000 
Ireland Grant 17 
Finland Grant 518 
Japan Loan 146,000 
France, Italy Line of Credit 237,000 

Total Available 700,000 

The funds are held at the Federal Reserve Bank in the United States. 

World Bank 

Loan Facilities 

The World Bank's program for financial assistance provides one of the most significant sources 
of loan funds available to both the public and private sectors in Poland. As of October 1993, the Bank 
had approved 19 loans totalling $3.6 billion. 

A $60 million line of credit for private enterprise development was obligated in July 1992 for 
small- and medium-sized (up to 500 enrployees) private enterprises. Of the total available, $58 million 
was to be channelled through the Polish Development Bank to qualitying intermediary commercial 
banks for on-lending to SMEs. Loans are denominated in U.S. dollars or Deutschmarks, for a 
maximum term of seven years. The loans are to range from a minimum of $200,000 to a maximum 
of $2 million for a single project, and a maximum of $4 million in aggregate to any one borrower. 

To date PDB has been unable to establish a network of intermediary banks through which to 
channel the funds to SME borrowers. Banks cite too-high minimum loans, excessive paper work, and 
foreign exchange risk as the reasons for lack of participation. 

In January 1993 negotiations were concluded for a $450 million loan, $350 million of which 
would be used for restructuring the industrial and banking sectors. The balance would be at the 
disposal of the government, including the option to buy Poland's external debt. There has been no 
utilization of this facility because the restructuring program is ju:;t getting under way. 

Training and Technical Assistance 

The World Bank has also acknowledged the need for technical assistance and training in 
Western banking practices, and to that end has undertaken a twinning program with 7 of the original
9 Polish state-owned commercial banks. These arrangements were proposed in 1991 and formalized 
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by May 1992. The Polish banks have joined with experienced Western banks for the purpose of 
transferring skills over a three-year period in all areas of bank operations. Of the 2 banks that did not 
participate, I receives assistance from a USAID-funded financial advisor and the other has since been 
fully privatized. It is hoped that the technical assistance will develop into special business relationships 
including possible equity participation by the Western twinning partners. 

The World Bank is involved in an incubator initiative set up to assist in the development of 
small businesses.- This program provides technical assistance, training, and lines of credit to 10 
incubators in selected regions. 

European Economic Community/European Investment Bank 

The EC, through its PHARE program, has funded several programs targeted toward the 
development of the SME sector. The AgroLine program, similar to the SME concept, combines the 
development of cooperative rural banking with strengthening of advisory services and credit facilities. 
This program haz a budget of ECU 30 million, of which ECU 27 million is for lending purposes. 

In November 	 1992, the PHARE program was modified to make the majority of its funds 
available for lending to SMEs rather than for providing technical assistance. Also approved was the 
PHARE-STRUDER program in support of Polish regional policy. ECU 60 million was allocated for 
the program, which will provide loan facilities to SMEs, funds for financing or investing in new 
ventures, and a guarantee fund to facilitate SME access to credit. The Regional Development Agencies 
and the Polish Agency for Regional Development will implement the program, which was scheduled 
to begin operations by the end of 1993 and will be terminated by the end of 1995. 

Loan Facilities 

Through the Cooperation Fund, the SME Sector Import and Support Program was established 
to provide a credit line of ECU 19 million for on-lending by selected banks in the Lodz, Gdansk, and 
Wroclaw regions. The facility was suspended in August 1993 with unused funds transferred to the 
STRUDER program. 

Utilization: 	 45 loans granted for approximately ECU 2.1 million (II percent utilization). 

The EC has also established a line of credit for ECU 75 million available to the Polish 
Development Bank for on-lending through the Export Development Bank and BISE. The loans, which 
may range from ECU 20,000 to 5 million, can finance up to 50 percent of capital investment projects 
of businesses involved in production, agriculture, tourism, environment, or energy. The minimum 
loan term is four years but the maturity date may not extend beyond year 2006. 

Utilization: 	 ECU 50 Million (66 percent) in loans have been granted. Loan applications for 
an additional ECU 16 million are under review. 

- An incubator is a protected supervised area where special funds are injected to promote growth. 
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Training and Technical Assistance 

Through its EC-PHARE program, administered by the Cooperation Fund, the European 
Community has been providing technical assistance to both the financial and SME sectors. It has 
dedicated over 40 million ECUs for SME and financial sector reform. Resources amounting to ECU 
6 million are currently allocated through this program for technical assistance in support of local 
organizations offering advisory and training services. A network of Business Support Centers has been 
established involving organizations such as the Chambers of Commerce and Regional Development
Agencies, which offer counselling and information services. This service is scheduled to continue 
through the end of 1994. 

European Investment Bank also offers a ECU 2 million equity line that can only be used in 
conjunction with the ECU 75 million loan. There has been no utilization to date because of a lack of 
qualified borrowers. 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

EBRD is an international institution headquartered in London. Its membership includes 43 
countries. The bank's mandate is to promote private entrepreneurial initiative by providing loans 
directly to the private sector, co-financing facilities to intermediary banks, and investing in other 
institutions active in development assistance. Over the last 18 months, EBRD has committed roughly
$500 million equivalent in Poland, with the goal of lending 60 percent of its portfolio to the private 
sector.
 

The minimum amount for direct lending is $5 million, an amount too large for all but a few 
private sector businesses. In an attempt to reach the SME sector, EBRD has made co-financing 
arrangements with several banks and development institutions. However, for a number of reasons 
linked with lending policies of the intermediary banks, the difficult situation in the banking system, 
the frequently low quality of the demand for ciedit, and the strict lending policies and procedures of 
EBRD, the resources offered under these lines of credit have been underused or not used at all. 

Loan Facilities 

EBRD has established a $50 million line of credit for co-financing with Raiffeisen Centrobank 
(Austria). The loan amounts may range from $250,000 to $8 million. In cooperation with ING Bank, 
EBRD operates a joint credit line totalling $100 million for financing investments in the range of 
$100,000 to $10 million. 

EBRD has granted Amerbank a subordinated loan of $5 million together with a credit line of 
$15 million that enables it to increase the size and number of its loans to Polish and foreign SMEs. 
Loans may range from $500,000 to $1.5 million. A similar facility has been granted to Kredyt Bank 
in the amount of US$ 10 million. Under the agreement EBRD will match a Kredyt Bank loan with 
up to the same amount. Loans will be considered up to US$ 2 million. EBRD will also provide a 
guarantee for 50 percent of the loan value. 

Together with the Polish American Enterprise Fund, Creditanstalt Bankverein, and others, 
EBRD has made an investment in the Polish Private Equity Fund to co-finance development projects 
for US$ 500,000 to US$ 10 million. In selected cases the Fund can provide debt financing in addition 
to equity. 
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A $2.5 million investment in CARE Small Business Assistance Corporation (CARESBAC),
Poland, has recently been finalized. An additional $2.5 million is also available in matching funds if 
another investor is identified. 

Training and Technical Assistance 

EBRD has funded the operations of the Polish Business Advisory Service (PBAS) in its effort 
to provide technical assistance to Polish entrepreneurs. 

United Nations Development Programme 

UNDP began operations in Poland in late 1990. Under the Fifth Country Program, developed 
jointly between UNDP and GOP, there are three priority areas for assistance, one of which is the 
Market Economy Institutions (MEI) Program. This program has been developed with the Ministry of 
Privatization as a two-year prototype program to assist the privatization of SMEs at the regional level 
(the program will focus on four voivodships: Lublin, Chelm, Biala Podlaska, and Zamosc). The 
program, with an initial budget of approximately $2 million (costs are. shared among UNDP, GOP, 
and beneficiaries), has two primary focuses: 

" 	 To assist up to 65 enterprises in the region in preparation for entering a market economy 
as a pr'ivate entity and preparation for privatization through provision of hands-on 
technical advisory services; and 

* 	 To help develop an enabling environment for business and SME develk,ment in the 
region, especially by enhancing management capabilities through training ...d strengthen
ing public understanding and support for a market economy. 

UNDP also supports other relevant initiatives that compliment the MEI program. 

The Technology Business Incubators Program supports business incubator development in 
Poland. Business incubators offer support to start-up entrepreneurs with viable business plans ranging
from low-cost office space, equipment and business support services, to training and consulting services 
in marketing, finance, and management. UNDP has been instrumental in establishment of a business 
innovation center in Poznan and supports the networking efforts through the Business Incubator 
Association. 

The establishment of the Pilot Industrial Sub-contracting and Partnership Exchange (SPX) in 
Poland started its operations in 1991 to develop a network to promote industrial subcontracting in 
Poland. Subcontracting between large enterprises and SMEs is an essential feature of a market 
economy. It is a tool to develop more efficient use of national industrial capacities and resources and 
supports SMEs that are potential subcontractors. The pilot SPX was established in Gdansk. It is 
expected that two more SPXs will be established to create a national SPX network. 

UNDP is also providing assistance to the credit union movement through the Foundation of 
Polish Credit Unions. 
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U.S. Agency for International Development 

Financial Assistance 

Polish Stabilization Fund. In 1990 the United States granted $200 million to the stabilization
 
fund as a hard currency reserve to be drawn upon should Poland's foreign reserves fall below 
 a
 
specified amount. This reserve enabled GOP to implement the economic reforms of January 1990,
 
including the establishment of the internal convertibility of the zloty. When Poland's foreign reserves
 
increased as a result of the reforms, the stabilization fund reserves were no loager required. At the
 
end of 1992 the fund was not extended and the decision was taken to divert this grant for the purpose
 
of recapitalizing selected banks.
 

Utilization: none. 

Polish American Enterprise Fund. PAEF was established as a nonprofit corporation funded 
from a 1989 U.S. Congress authorization of $240 million. Through its wholly owned and equity 
partners, PAEF is engaged in a broad range of programs for financing small, medium, and large 
businesses, and for investing in Polish companies and venture capital projects. 

Utilization: It has been estimated that $180 million of the $240 million available to PAEF 
has been drawn down. $101 million represents loans and investments 
completed to date, $29 million has been committed for venture capital invest
ment, and $50 million has been invested in the Polish Private Equity Fund. 

In December 1990 the fund established the Enterprise Credit Corporation (PAECC) to 
administer the fund's loan program for SMEs. Funds are channlc!led through 10 Polish intermediary 
banks that accept and analyze loan applications for fund approval. Loans to a maximum of $500,000 
are denominated in US dollars and bear a fixed interest rate of II percent (loans between $200,000
$500,000 can bear an interest rate between 11-16 percent) for a maximum term of three years. 
PAECC approves 80-100 loans a month and has $62 million in capital to lend. Loan requests 
exceeding $200,000, must be approved in the New York office. The average loan amount is $24,500 
and the smallest loan is $400. PAECC now approves approximately 60 percent of loan applications 
as opposed to the 15 percent approved when they began operations. 

Utilization: Approximately 2,600 credits have been approved for a total of $62 million. 

In 1991 the Enterprise Venture Capital Corporation (EVCC) was funded with $10 million to 
serve the needs of medium-sized companies. Loans requested of $75,000 to $500,000 were financed 
through this corporation. In a recent restructuring, the activities of EVCC were transferred to another 
affiliated company but the corporation continues to manage remaining projects. 

Under the new organizational structure for venture capital facilities, PAEF has established 
Equit, Enterprise Investors. This group is responsible for the initial due diligence and analysis of 
potential investment opportunities. When a potential opportunity is identified and the deal is closed, 
the Polish PrivateEquity Fund (PPEF), established in 1992, takes over to manage and monitor the 
investment. PPEF, a closed-end venture capital investment fund, has start-up capital of $150 million. 
In addition to PAEF's investment of $50 million, EBRD contributed a like amount and Creditanstalt 
Bank, $7 million. U.S. corporation pension funds provided the balance of US$ 43 million. The 
purpose of the fund is to provide equity investment capital in Polish enteiprises. 

/ 
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Utilization: 	 To date the equity division has completed 27 investments, the smallest of which 
is $600,000 and the largest $15 million. 

PAEF's participation in First Polish American Bank in Krakow is one of the Fund's most 
significant investments in a private Polish financial institution. PAEF invested in the bank to expand 
its capabilities in that region. Under the supervision of its new president, an American banker, 
management has introduced a new business strategy with new products, tighter credit standards, and 
more aggressive marketing. A new workout group has been successful in recovering several delinquent 
loans and otherwise returning nonperforming credits to a current basis. 

Training and 	Technical Assistance 

In technical assistance to tie financial and SME sectors, USAID supports the GEMINI Small 
Business Development Program; IRIS Legal and Regulatory Reform Program; MBA Enterprise Corps; 
International Executive Service Corps; Bank Reform/Financial Advisory Services, U.S. Department 
of Treasury; and the Financial Services Volunteers Coips. All of these organizations place candidates 
in businesses, government offices or banks, to provide daily guidance and advice to improve, 
implement, and operate more effectively in a free market economy. 

Although the Polish American Enterprise Fund's primary focus is to provide loan and equity 
capital to private sector entrepreneurs, a parallel effort has been undertaken to develop human 
resources. These programs are channeled through two organizations established by PAEF during the 
past 18 months: the Educational Enterprise Foundation is engaged in practical business education to 
the business community; the Enterprise Assistance Corporation provides training for accountants, 
management information specialists, bank lending officers, and executives. 

Other USAID-funded organizations providing technical assistance specifically to SMEs iniude 
the Polish Business Advisory Service (PBAS), the Peace Corps Free Enterprise Transition Consortium, 
and the Small Business Advisory Center in Warsaw. All these business-consulting groups assist SMEs 
in their endeavors to operate a successful business, to learn standard Western business practices, and 
occasionally to obtain funding. 

USAID is fully funding the Warsaw Banking School, which, in cooperation with the Union of 
Polish Bankers, is providing short-term courses and seminars for bankers. The program has dedicated 
a portion of its seminars to train bankers on SME lending and analysis. As a separate project, USAID 
provides assistance to credit unions through the Credit Union National Association Support Grant. 
This grant finances the training and start-up costs of credit unions throughout Poland. They expect 
430 credit unions to be operating by the end of 1994 as a result of this assistance. 

Overseas Development Administration (ODA) 

Great Britain's ODA contributed $100 million to the stabilization fund of which $75 million 
is to be contributed to the Polish Bank Privatization Fund; $8 million is to be spent on assistance to 
debt workout units of the state-owned banks; and $17 million to state restructuring. $19 million of 
interest has accrued on the funds, which will be used to develop SMEs in the depressed regions of 
Bialystock and Lublin. 

Utilization: 	 Project in preparation, implementation expected in mid-1994. 

CL 
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The United Kingdom has a major presence via the Know-How Fund. This fund has been
 
financing feasibility studies and a series of seminars for SME development. They are providing
 
training in Western methodology through advisors and consultants to SMEs and banks. The British
 
government has donated L50 million of which Poland has used about L35 million (70 percent). This
 
fund has also supported the work of PBAS. British consultants have carried out quality management
 
training for 20 companies under PBAS auspices. The Know-How Fund is also helping to build the
 
capacity of FISE to run effective small business clinics.
 

Polish Swiss 	Regional Program 

Under this program, 4 million Swiss Francs are available for capital expenditure loans. The 
progi'am was 	 started in Rabka (Nowy Sacz voivodship) and has recently been extended to Lukta 
(Olsztyn voivodship). In each district, committees have been established that recommend those 
undertakings with priority need for support. 

GTZ (Gesellschaft fiir technische Zusammenarbeit) 

Germany isoffering technical assistance through its GTZ program. GTZ operates an advisory
service for Polish enterprises, with an emphasis on five regions: Lodz-Warsaw, Katowice-Krakow, 
Bialystok-Suwalki, Wroclaw, and Poz-ian. It runs its operation as a coaching program, under which 
groups of 30 	enterprises join in a series of seminars for key officials who then go back to their 
respective companies with the acquired management expertise. In the process the company can 
formulate a business plan and develop other activities. In addition, GTZ makes foreign experts 
available to help in solving specific problems on site. 

Other Donor-Supponed Agencies 

CARESBAC-Polska S.A. 

CARESBAC-Polska is a joint-stock company whose shares are held by CARE Small Business 
Assistance Corporation, EBRD, the Cooperation Fund, and the Foundation for the Development of 
Polish Agriculture. CARESBAC-Polska invests in Polish SMEs that demonstrate a high potential for 
success and are engaged in activities that contribute to the rebuilding of the Polish free market 
economy. Investment operations began in March 1992. Most investments are in either agribusiness 
or light manufacturing. The company also arranges expert business assistance for its investees through
the many foreign assistance organizations operating in Poland, including VOCA, IESC, CDC, 
MBAEC, FDPA, and the Peace Corps. 

Utilization: 	 To date the company has 9 completed investments, 3 committed investments, 
and 2 approved investments that have not yet been funded. Committed funds 
total $2 million. 

The Foundation for the Development of Polish Agriculture (FDPA) 
FDPA was founded in 1988 as a private Polish foundation dedicated to Polish agriculture and 

the development of the rural economy. Initial funding was provided by U.S. philanthropic 
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organizations; funding has been extended to include international institutions and governments. 
addition, FDPA engages in economic activities to help finance development objectives. The objectiv 
of the foundation are to assist in the development of private agriculture and the entire rural econorr 
within the context of the restructuring of the Polish economy. 

As a result of a strategic review of program activities, the foundation will concentrate 

technical and fivancial resources in:
 

" 	 Pilot agricultural projects essential to restructuring, including privatization; 

* 	 Establishment of a new specialist Rural Tourism Division; 

" 	 Expansion and promotion of activities related to sustainable agriculture and 
environmental issues; 

* 	 Expansion of the Rural Women's Enterprise Development program; and 

" 	 Development of a series of new training and educational activities. 

Although significant funds for lending and technical assistance have been made available b 
foreign aid agencies, only a small percentage of total funds has reached the SME community in th 
form of credit. Opinions vary as to the reason for this situation; the general perception is th, 
minimum loan limitations exclude the majority of small and medium entrepreneurs. (The PAE 
windows program holds a portfolio of $60 million with an average loan of $24,500 while most foreig 
assistance credits require a minimum loan in excess of $200,000.) Banks and potential borrower 
maintain that application procedures are too complicated and too much information is required of th 
borrower. Borrowers are also cautious with regard to the exchange risk in an economy whos 
currency is being devalued by approximately 1.5 percent per month. Although foreign donors cannc 
be faulted for being prudent, the fact remains that the SME sector is not participating, primaril: 
because there are few foreign credit facilities for borrowers seeking loans for less than $100,000. 

Guarantee Mechanisms 

To improve SME access to credit, government ministries, NBP, and foreign assistance agencie 
have looked to guarantee programs to reduce the risk in lending to small business. Although referrei 
to as guarantee funds, programs to date have been limited to government guarantees without the full, 
capitalized institutional structure uormally associated with a traditional fund. 

In analyzing the feasibility of a guarantee fund, the study team assumed that such a fund shouh 
be a separate intermediary institution with a solid reputation in the financial community. It should bi 
fully capitalized to demonstrate its ability to meet its guarantee commitments and to cover operatinl 
expenses. A properly administered fund should be self-sustaining and maintain its capital through th( 
life of the program. An exception could be made if GOP or a foreign assistance agency provide( 
funds for social purposes, such as areas of chronic unemployment, with the knowledge that high-risl 
lending would probably decapitalize the fund. 

For interview purposes the team made the assumption that a fund would be directed to thos( 
enterprises whose loan proposals meet a bank's basic criteria but do not have sufficient assets to mee 
collateral requirements. Such a fund, if it were to remain financially viable, could iot cover high-risl 
situations but would target its activities to borrowers falling just outside a bank's tolerance for risk. 

/,
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The study team concluded that a guarantee fund could provide a limited benefit to the private
sector during a period of economic difficulty. The added transaction costs and guarantee fees,
however, may not appeal to either the borrower or the lending bank in much the same way that foreign
lines of credit for the most part do not attract a response from the banks and the SME sector. These 
issues would have to be carefully analyzed by any institution considering a fund and a determination 
would have to be made as to whether the capital involved might better be applied to addressing other 
constraints to SME access to credit. 
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SMALL- AND MIEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES
 

A successful transition to a market-based economy is contingent upon the rapid growth and 
development of SMEs. Although many of the problems that impede the growth of SME development 
are beyond the direct control of the SME sector, others reflect the issues that small entrepreneurs must 
address to adjust successfully to open market conditions. One of the more evident issues is the 
difference between adjusting to the restrictions of central planning and aggressively meeting the 
demands of a market-oriented economy. Pretransition entrepreneurial skills were developed to serve 
a shortage economy in which effective business management, financial controls, and marketing
techniques were not major concerns. In today's competitive market, largely free of government
control, these issues have become increasingly important as private business replaces the state as the 
dominant contributor to the Polish economy. 

To define a business as small or medium, most organizations use the number of employees as 
the standard of measure. Traditionally, SMEs in Poland were broken down by industry to include 
service firms with up to 50 employees, retail firms with up to 100 employees, wholesale firms with 
up to 200 employees, and industrial firms with up to 500 employees. This categorization has been 
modified to reflect today's expanding business sector. The Central Statistical Office has amended the 
official classification as follows: small companies: 1-5 employees; medium companies: 6-50 
employees; and large companies: more than 50 employees. To categorize size more specifically, other 
organizations take into consideration whether a business is in the production or service subsectors. 

Among foreign assistance agencies, eligibility guidelines vary. The World Bank has set an 
upper limit of 500 employees to define SMEs, while the EC-PHARE program will only consider loa.,1 
to SMEs with less than 100 employees. EC also employs criteria such as financial independence and 
ownership mix to determine eligibility. PAEF defines the size of the company by the amount of the 
loan request. Western indicators such as sales, gross profits, sales per employee, aud asset size are 
not normally considered. 

Until 1989 the private sector existed to meet the needs of central planning. The government
controlled the activities in which private entrepreneurs could operate and limited the number of workers 
a private sector enterprise could employ. With the removal of these regulations the number of private
businesses expanded rapidly. Today there are 1.7 million municipally registered private sector 
companies. Statistics indicate that the number of private sector businesses increased by 15 percent over 
the 12-month period through mid-1993. The greatest change was in the service sector, which increased 
40 percent in 1992. Growth during the first half of 1993 was almost 4 percent, an increase of 58,000 
companies. Including court-registered businesses such as joint stock companies, limited liability
companies, and general partnerships, the private sector accounts for 128,000 of the 198,000 economic 
registered firms operating in Poland (about 65 percent). This sector comprises 72,000 companies with 
Polish capital only, 18,000 with foreign Lcapital, 20,000 cooperatives, and 18,000 miscellaneous 
companies. 

The formal private sector, including natural persons, limited liability companies, joint stock 
companies, and agriculture, is now a major force in the development of the domestic economy,
contributing 28 percent in 1989, 31 percent in 1990, 42 percent in 1991, and 47 percent in 1992. It 
isofficially estimated that this contribution exceeded 50 percent at the end of 1993. When the figures
from the gray market (unofficial and unregistered economic activity) are included, private sector 
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participation in the GDP becomes even more significant.' According to an independent stud 
undertaken in 1993, the gray market may represent as much as 22 percent of GDP. Other estimate 
range from 15 percent to 30 percent of GDP. If accurate, these estimates reflect a much greate
economic contribution by the private sector than is reflected in official statistics. 

Most private sector firms are unincorporated proprietorships or partnerships because this wa 
the only legal form o1' ownership available to private entrepreneurs before 1986. Such enterprise
include craftsmen, tiade and service enterp:ises, and small manufacturing enterprises. However, thi 
expanding market economy demanded more ownership flexibility. Legislative reform provided for thi 
creation of joint stock and limited liability companies needed by larger private entrepreneurs to attrac 
outside equity investment. 

Despite the rapid expansion of the SME sector over the four-year transition period, furthe 
development may well be limited by constraints that are largely beyond the sector's control. Thes(
external constraints are discussed later. There are, however, other issues within the SME sector itsel 
that can only be resolved with experience and the support of GOP and foreign assistance agencie., 
experienced in free market business activity.' 

INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS TO SME GROWTH 

The Internal problems SMEs face, and underlying reasons for these problems, are detailec 
below. Many of these problems are the legacy of a planned economy. 

Traditional Business Practices 

Polish entrepreneurs have been compelled in the past to operate under circumstances dictated 
by foreign economic systems. To survive was t,) learn to function in an often-alien busines, 
environment and to maneuver around the restrictive laws and regulations that attempted to regulate
economic activity. The ability to adjust to external constraints beyond their control carried successful 
entrepreneurs through almost 50 years of central economic planning. Although this trait ensured 
survival during a difficult period, it has become something of a handicap to many businesses in 
adapting to a demand-driven economy. Socialist central planning requires little knowledge of strategic
planing, financial controls, and marketing practices. Entrepreneurs who became successful did so by 
adjusting to the external demands of central planning, ignoring the internal factors necessary to succeed 
under free market conditions. Although central control has diminished substantially, business advisors 
find that entrepreneurs remain preoccupied by issues they can do little about while neglecting basic 
management practices. 

' For further discussion of the shadow economy see the next section on constraints to SME development. 

The comments in this section reflect the perceptions of SME advisory service representatives working 
closely with small businesses to address these internal issues. 
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Lack of Management and Planning Experience 

Prior to 1990 the average working person was excluded from the decision-making process.
Management decisions and financial planning were the responsibility of central government policy
makers. With the transition to an open market economy many entrepreneurs entered the private sector 
with sound concepts for providing goods and services to the consuming public. These sound concepts,
however, did not always include the necessary expertise to actually operate a private sector business. 
Potential entrepreneurs also lacked familiarity with traditional capitalist banking systems and did not 
know how to gain access to that system for credit to start or expand a business. 

The inability of many borrowers to prepare a business plan that establishes the need for 
financing and identifies the means of repayment continues to be a major stumbling block to borrowing.
Although there is an increasing level of expertise, many entrepreneurs are unaware of bank 
requirements. As the banks are not notably helpful in assisting prospective borrowers, loan proposals 
are oiften incomplete, with inaccurate sales and income figures. Banks will countef with the comment 
tlat borrowers are frequently reluctant to provide accurate sales and profit figures in an effort to reduce 
or avoid tax liabilities. Bankers interviewed also tended to characterize inexpcrienced entrepreneurs 
as impatient and short-sighted, seeking quick profits incurrent trends instead of planning for long-term 
business growth. 

Many companies have hired consultants to design long-term plans. These business plans are 
often missing tie short-term tactical dimension that entrepreneurs are more a,-customed to. Because 
long-range plans are not made for day-to-day operations, the entrepreneur does not understand their 
value. At the same time, because they are already familiar with short-term operations, they often feel 
that there isno need for a short-term business plan. The result is that a company will flounder because 
their short-term activities do not connect with long-term goals. Many entrepreneurs also state that it 
is impossible to project long-term goals because of the unstable economy, but few realize that the 
variables inherent in an unstable economy can be factored into a complete business plan. 

Business advisors cite business planning as an issue that some entrepreneurs have not yet
recognized as an essential component for success. But successful businesses have recognized the need 
to concentrate on strengthening or investing in internal operations and performance. By doing so these 
entrepreneurs are attaining a competitive advantage. 

Cash Flow Problems 

In addition to the need for start-up and expansion capital, SMEs are especially vulnerable to 
short-term cash flow shortages. Most firms operate on a strictly cash basis and must receive sufficient 
inputs from suppliers and timely payments from their customers. When companies have cash flow 
problems, banks seldom assist them in restructuring loan terms. Bankers take the position, however, 
that SMEs are undercapitalized aid not prepared for cash flow problems. In general, SMEs will 
always have to address the issues of meeting cyclical demands and short-term capital needs. With this 
realization SMEs have begun to focus planning efforts on covering cash flow needs and now make this 
procedure a part of the company's overall market plan and strategic initiative. 

Individualism 

The reluctance of businesses to organize into private sector lobbying groups arises, in part,
from historical avoidance and distrust of government. Entrepreneurs who operated successfully 
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through the socialist period did so by quietly adjusting to, or working around, the system. This same 
attitude extended to their relationships with other entreprencurs. Although businesses could have more 
influence if they organized into a unified group, they hesitate to unite because of distrust and 
individualism. The concept of lobbying to achieve mutual goals among entrepreneurs is not yet fully 
accepted. To organize is reminiscent of centrally dominated institutional structures. Pending
legislation requiring all registered businesses to become members of a business organization reflects 
the reluctance of many entrepreneurs to independently promote the sector and the desires of some 
members of quasi-government business organizations to encourage centralized control of private sector 
business. 

Links Between SOEs and the Private Sector 

Private businesses require dependable suppliers and timely payments from customers. Because 
state-owned enterprises still dominate Poland's business activity, SMEs are frequently dependent on 
them as both suppliers and clients. Unprofitable SOEs are slow in meeting their payment commitments 
and unreliable as suppliers. As these SOEs are liquidated, many of these debts will likely remain 
outstanding to the financial detriment of SME providers of goods and services. 

During the early years of transition the linkage between the public and private business sectors 
was of vital importance to SME profitability. However, privatization of state enterprises will transfer 
these companies and their producing assets to private investors, thus reducing the significance of this 
relationship. 

Marketing Strategy 

Prior to 1990 the private sector entrepreneur usually established a market niche that had little 
or no competition. Demand exceeded supply and the seller needed to do little more than wait for the 
customer to come to his place of business. The buyer considered himself fortunate to find a needed 
product or service and customer dissatisfaction was a minimal threat to a company's success. After 
four years, many firms continue to lose market share without researching the reason for the loss, 
concluding that increased competition rather than their own inefficiencies are to blame. Companies 
fail to understand that the cost of maintaining and retaining a current customer is a fraction of the cost 
of marketing to increase their customer base. 

SMEs now realize that new marketing techniques must be developed but tend to concentrate 
on attracting new customers without realizing that these customers are quickly lost as a result of poor
inventory planning or inferior product quality. Many small shop owners have not yet adjusted to the 
fact that supply has caught up with demand and simply having something on the shelf to sell will not 
automatic ly lead to success. They do not yet recognize fully that marketing must include such factors 
as location, inventory, display, presentation, and customer service. 

Financial/Accounting Strategy 

Business advisors continue to encounter companies that fail to realize that financial projections, 
careful cash-flow analysis, and detailed cost accounting information are essential to successful business 
operations. Without these systems entrepreneurs cannot determine actual production costs, forecast 
cash-flow requirements, or prepare realistic business plans that will support requests for bank credit. 
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Small manufacturers often cannot distinguish between the cost of defective products and salable 
goods because production costs are collectively reported. To establish a legitimate pricing strategy, 
cost accounting practice requires that the cost of defective goods be excluded from the pricing strategy
and charged as a separate expense. If this cost is not specifically identified, the manufacturer will 
continue to raise prices thus affecting his competitive position. 

Inventory Management 

In today's evoiving business environment, businesses can still be found whose owners fail to 
recognize the importance of inventory management. Clear records of inventory ordered, inventory on 
hand, work inprocess, finished goods, and defective inventory are essential for the proper coordination 
of marketing and production. 

One 	business advisor cited as an example of this lack of inventory planning and coord;nation 
a medium-sized company whose marketing division forecast a significant increase in sales. The 
production department did not plan for the increase and failed to arrange for raw materials to meet 
increased demand. Marketing did not understand the long lead time needed to obtain the supplies from 
subcontractors and continued its sales crusade. The production department was unable to keep up with 
demand and found it necessary to turn to alternative, but unreliable, sources of supply. Production 
could not meet demand and the quality of the product was poor. Inventory management of this 
company was crisis-oriented, which cost the company valuable customers and diminished its 
competitive advantage. 

EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS TO SME DEVELOPMENT 

Numerous external issues also affect the development and expansion of SMEs. These issues 
can be categorized as constraints within the public sector and the financial sector. However, an 
overriding issue and a major constraint to small business development is the lack of a comprehensive 
government policy in support of the SME sector. Such a policy is particularly critical to an economy
that, after 40 years of central 7'anning, has no institutionalized consciousness with which to guide the 
transition from public ownership to competitive private enterprise. 

A well-defined SME policy would: 

" 	 Express government recognition that a well-developed SME sector is critical to 
building a strong national economy; 

* Declare commitment of government to actively promote and support development of 
a vital SME sector; 

* 	 Mandate coordinated governmental action to remove existing c.instraints to SME 
development; 

* 	 Establish the goals and objectives against which individuai and coordinated 
governmental initiatives affecting SMEs are measured; and 

* 	 Provide clear and consistent guidelines for decision making. 
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Without a comprehensive policy there can be no effective framework within which to address 
the other macroeconomic, financial, legal, and social constraints to SME development. 

Financial Sector Constraints to SME Development 

Lending Policy issues 

SMEs have traditionally financed their working capital and expans'on needs with personal 
savings, family loans, and internally generated capital. These methods of financing are not uncommon 
globally. Historically, start-up companies throughout the world must provide their own capital until 
the company is a proven success and is thus able to approach the commercial banking sector for 
financial assistance. 

According to a 1992 study of 300 entrepreneurs from the Gdansk region, four out of five 
existing businesses used internal financing for working capital. The study noted a declining role for 
loans from family and friends, and a marginal role for bank credit as a source of start-up capital for 
new firms. SMEs may find self-financing to be a short-term alternative to unavailable credit; however, 
the true difficulty becomes evident when a profitable business is unable to gain access to banks and 
capital markets to meet short-term working capital needs or to obtain investment funds to expand 
operations. With a lack of capital market mechanisms and the banking sector's high collateral demands 
and equally high interest rates, even successful small entrepreneurs are unable to have their credit 
needs fulfilled at a cost that will ensure continued profitability. 

Until the late 1980s banks were limited to accepting deposits, granting centrally approved
funds, and transferring funds as needed to state-owned enterprises. Lending to SOEs was a central 
government decision. Loan analysis and risk-taking were unknown. In 1990 the banks, largely free 
of government control, embarked upon a lendiiig spree to newly established SMEs. Lack of well
defined lending policies and technical expertise resulted in substantial losses in lending activities to both 
the public and private sectors that still impede the performance of Treasury-owned and private banks. 

This experience is largely responsible for bankers' aversion to lending to SMEs, which the 
bankers perceive as inexperienced and unreliable borrowers. In the current economic climate profit
oriented banks are understandably cautious and seek to ensure their own financial survival. Because 
of the added risk and higher transaction costs of smaller loans, many bankers decline lending to start
up enterprises, or offer only short-term credit with restrictioas that most SMEs cannot meet. 

Anecdotal Evidence. The obstacles encountered by new and unproved businesses are perhaps 
best described by the comments of executives from two foreign assistance institutions, PAECC and the 
Cooperation Fund, the implementing agency for the EC-PHARE program. In an article in the local 
press, a representative of PAECC stated that there are many clients with bright ideas of what and how 
to produce, but they don't know how to sell their products. Such loan applicants have no chance of 
obtaining funding. He also stated that the most serious problem for Polish entrepreneurs is lack of 
collateral. Frequently applicants lack even the funds required for their own investment in the project.
Bankers who have advised businesses agree that Polish entrepreneurs want to do too much too quickly.
Firms are immediately interested in big loans for large projects exceeding the company's current 
potential.' 

"Foreign Credit Conference: Spelling it Out," Warsaw Voice, June 1993. 
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In an interview, a representative of the Cooperation Fund stated that the problem with lending 
to SM's is three-fold. The first issue is that the borrower is new to the bank. Such companies have 
no histcry to demonstrate their ability to succeed. Entrepreneurs are usually specialists and lack 
management and financial experience. In the final analysis they are not sophisticated enough to 
demonstrate management and financial competence and often cannot offer collateral to strengthen their 
position. Second, in the new economy banks are required to make unaccustomed decisions. They are 
fearful and generally not open for project financing or risky endeavors. The SME sector has been 
ignored by banks becau'se it is not a lucrative source of business. The banks have had poor lending 
experience from which they turn to government bonds as a profitable risk-free investment. 

Credit Analysis Deficiencies. Through the period of economic transition, banks have been 
unable to properly assess acceptable levels of risk because of lack of training and experience with 
credit and commercial banking activities. As a result, they tend to protect their positions by seeking
maximum security. To minimize risk, banks routinely require 150-200 percent security for principal
plus interest. Today, athe banks maintain that their high collateral demands are still appropriate in 
rapidly changing economy where any business, no matter how successful, is subject to financial 
hazards beyond the banks' or the borrowers' control. Although there is some validity to this statement, 
too many banks use collateral as a substitute for credit analysis rather than as a last resort means of 
repayment. 

Loan Monitoring Problems. Aside from deficiencies in credit analysis, banks admit to 
problems with loans caused by poor or insufficient loan monitoring. Follow-up procedures are often 
not established or maintained. As a result, many banks are unaware of problems until borrowers are 
already in serious financial difficulty. 

Much of the banks' aversion to SME lending is a matter of perception. *Banks have failed to 
realize that in a free market SMEs form the core of the business community. Having made the 
decision to avoid the sector, the banks have made little effort to introduce efficiencies in lending
techniques that would reduce transaction costs and increase the profitability of their lending operations.
They also do not realize that, although working closely with prospective borrowers may be costly in 
the short term, such efforts will develop into profitable relationships. Long-range planning would 
demonstrate that as the economy stabilizes and the financial position of the banks improves, alternative 
investments such as government securities will no longer be attractive and SME lending will begin to 
make a substantial contribution to bank profitability. 

Interest Rates 

Although interest rates are primarily a reflection of macroeconomic policy, they have a direct 
effect on the success of SMEs requiring bank credit. In an open market an entrepreneur who must 
factor interest costs of 40-50 percent into a business plan may the risk of losing his market torun 
better-financed competition, both domestic and foreign. Bankers are aware of the added risk of high
interest rates but are reluctant to follow the downward trend of the NBP discount rate. They look upon
maximum income as a hedge against existing and potential losses in their total loan portfolio. They 
appear to be inflexible in reducing the interest rate spread even though the discount rate has fallen from 
40 to 29 percent. Banks maintain that they cannot make parallel adjustments because of NBP reserve 
requirements. Aldough the short-term attitude of the banks is understandable, a particular bank could 
take the position that by reducing rates it would attract a volume of good loans that would improve 
profitability. 
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Bankers also insist that they should be compensated for the opportunity cost of interest lost on 
reserves of 23 percent on current accounts and 10 percent on savings accounts. It is reasonable to 
expect at least nominal interest to be paid on deposit reserves, but NBP at this point cannot afford the 
expense. 

Inthe first few years of the transition a considerable amount of short-term credit was extended 
to individuals and small businesses to finance rapid-turnover consumer goods. High interest rates were 
of no great concern when profits were high and loans were outstanding for short periods of time. As 
the private sector developed, however, the need for investment financing for productive activity 
expanded and the cost of borrowed money, particularly for term credit, became a significant factor for 
SME profitability. The alternative credits, at hard currency rates, available through foreign assistance 
agencies looked attractive. Little attention was paid to the dangers of devaluation and the potential 
need for an increasing zloty repayment requirement. Foreign currency borrowing is now perceived 
to have dangers of its own except for the export sector, whose sales generate the hard currency needed 
for debt repayment. 

Financial Sector Liquidity 

Although the issue of bank liquidity is not the primary constraint to SME access to credit, it 
is a significant factor in a financial market critically short of investment capital. There appears little 
doubt that the liquidity position of the banks would allow them to make a greater contribution to SME 
development if other problems, both perceived and real, were resolved. These problems relate in part 
to NBP policies and regulations that encourage bankers to seek alternative sources of income. 

Abasic issue concerns the limited capital with which many newly licensed private banks began 
operations in 1990. At that time, NBP had neither the experience nor the technical capacity to 
understand the implications of inexperienced bankers embarking on extensive loan programs. When 
NBP realized the danger and established new minimum capital requirements, many of the new banks 
were already in a precarious position. The necd to attract new capital became a primary concern of 
these banks, requiring a search for new investors or mergers with other institutions. 

Although the banks exhibited an average capital adequacy ratio of 12-13 percent at the end of 
1990, the magnitude and speed of the portfolio deterioration experienced in 1991 led rapidly to serious 
solvency problems. Based on mid-1991 portfolio reviews, the seven commercial banks under review 
were estimated to be insolvent in the aggregate. The banks' financial condition has improved since 
then, as a result of increased interest income from very high spreads and, to some extent, a shift from 
risk assets to government securities. However, based on updated portfolio reviews and financial audits, 
the shortfall of the commercial banks' capital to their risk-weighted assets was still significant as of 
June 1992. During the first quarter of 1993, the liquidity ratio of the banks was as follows: 14 banks 
were below 0 percent; 3 banks were between 0-3 percent; 6 banks were between 3-6 percent; 4 banks 
were between 6-7.9 percent; and 59 banks were 8 percent and above. According to this report only 
69 percent of banks maintained an adequate liquidity position.' 

Banks with inadequate liquidity ratios are effectively prohibited from further lending until new 
capital is in place. These limitations are designed to protect the stability of the banks and ensure the 
safety of their customer deposits, but they also force the banks to cease lending and to look for other 

6 "Regulating Banks: The Players and the Game," The FinancialVoice, May 1993. 
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sources of income. Bankers often choose instead to invest in short-term time or inter-bank deposits 
for greater risk-free returns. 

The issue of the GOP deficit, and the need to borrow from the banks to cover that deficit, is 
a significant part of current negotiations with the IMF. Included in the GOP's recent Letter of Intent 
to the IMF are statements that, in accord with fiscal policy, the government will take the necessary 
stens to confine the budget deficit to PLZ 81 trillion, or 5 percent of GDP for all of 1993. Projections
contained in monetary policy guidelines state that the increment in the banking sector's net assets for 
1993 will be confined to PLZ 117 trillion. The government sector is projecting a need for PLZ 76.5 
trillion in net financing.' It is difficult to assess the significance of twe f1-gures quoted above; however, 
the government's financing requirements will continue to be a considerable drain on the banking 
sector's funds position. 

Bank Services 

At its present stage of development, the banking system lacks many of the more sophisticated
services available in most Western countries. Currently, credit services are limited primarily to short
and medium-term loans and guarantees to other banks. Export Letters of Credit (L/C) generally must 
be collateralized with cash except for the most creditworthy. Asset-based lending is basically
unknown. Although most SMEs would not yet qualify for these services at this stage of their 
development, as the sector grows SMEs will require more up-to-date facilities. 

Credit from a bank generally consists of a short- or medium-term loan for a maximum of 1.5 
to 2 years with either a balloon repayment schedule or an amortizing principle schedule. These loans 
are offered at a spread above the cost of funds and are callable at any time. The spread above the cost 
of funds generally reflects the NBP discount rate although it varies from bank to bank. 

A loan from one bank is often guaranteed by a second bank as a way for the latter bank to 
circumvent the credit ceilings currently applied by NBP and to generate fee income. 

The use of export Letters of Credit is a routine service provided by Western banks to their 
exporting customers. This document guarantees the exporter that he will be paid for the product
shipped abroad if the terms and conditions established by the credit are followed. L/Cs are generally 
opened for periods of 30-180 days depending, in part, on anticipated shipping time. From a funds 
flow point of view, the exporter, although guaranteed payment, must wait until the transaction is 
completed before he may expect to receive the funds. The second feature of a L/C allows for the 
creation of a banker's acceptance, a mechanism by which the bank issuing the L/C will discount the 
note that accompanies the document and pay the discounted proceeds to the exporter. The latter 
therefore receives immediate payment for a transaction that might otherwise be forthcoming only after 
180 days.
 

In Poland, Letters of Credit as described above are available only to a bank's most 
creditworthy clients. A L/C is a guarantee by the bank that could conceivably cost them the amount 
of the credit should the transaction not be completed as agreed. Polish banks are seldom willing to 
take that risk for their SME clients and require the exporter to place a cash deposit with the bank until 
payment is ultimately received from the overseas importer. Under these circumstances the concept of 
discounting the document for immediate payment to the exporter is impossible. 

' Economic Review, Warsaw, December 15, 1992, pp. 3-4. 
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The use of the Letter of Credit service therefore represents a substantial cost for the Polish 
entrepreneur who has not yet reached the degree of creditworthiness required by his bank. His cash 
flow problems are increased by having to wait a significant period for payment from the foreign buyer, 
and he must also tie up an equal amount of cash to collateralize the L/C transaction. 

As a constraint to SMEs' competitive position in the international market, inefficient financing 
mechanisms become a significant issue. Lack of internal capital and bank credit create cash flow 
deficiencies for exporting SMEs. To insure rapid settlement, Polish exporters are forced to offer lower 
prices thus reducing profit and ultimately resources for further development. 

Bank Systems 

The effectiveness of the bank regulatory framework depends ultimately on licensing, monitor
ing, and enforcement capabilities. Although significant progress has been made in the last year, these 
capabilities are still underdeveloped in Poland. An illustration of the impact of this situation is the 
large number of technical insolvencies in the private banking sector reportedly caused by fraudulent 
activities and insider lending. The management of NBP isunequivocally committed to developing off
site and on-site supervision. It has started to increase the staff of the Supervision Department and to 
improve its employee compensation in line with wage levels in the private banking sector. However, 
both new and many existing NBP personnel are still unfamiliar with modern banking supervision
practices and principles, and a massive training effort will be required to develop a strong supervisory 
capacity. 

According to the head of NBP supervision, "it is not unusual that 2 client's creditworthiness 
is not checked because, according to the bank, he offers excellent collateral. Aside from the fact that 
such actions violate the banking law, the banks should be aware that the quality of the collateral offered 
by customers under Poland's economic situation is fluid." With situations su(;h as this in the banking 
sector today, it is difficult to maintain steady growth and development. From a slow start, NBP isnow 
playing an effective role in monitoring the banking sector's operations and procedures. 

Former state-owned banks are still under pressure from NBP to lend to SOEs, although many 
of these banks are already overexposed to a few large state firms. Although NBP provides banks with 
liquidity, banks carry their own credit risk. To avoid bank risk, the government will provide a 
guarantee that supports the SOE without directly affecting the state budget. Support of SOEs through
the banking system tends to drain the system of funds that might otherwise be available to the private 
sector. Since many SOEs have their own capital adequacy problems, creditor banks may find 
themselves in serious financial jeopardy. Privatization of SOEs and restructuring of bad de.bts or 
recapitalization of Treasury-owned banks will improve the financial position of the banks ano make 
them more likely lenders to the private sector. 

Lack of automation and advanced systems has until recently created problems for bank clients 
in meeting their business obligations through the inter-bank payment system. Delays in this system 
not only produce cash flow difficulties for entrepreneurs, they also create an opportunity for fraud. 
Because of a lack of automation and information systems, a local company was able to make millions 
of zlotys in interest by depositing and withdrawing funds simultaneously through several banks, thereby 
earning multiple interest on a single deposit. After this technique was exposed, the SWIFT wire 
transfer system was introduced to selected banks. This development in management information 
systems has improved the efficiency and speed of the movement of funds, but, internally, many private 
banks are still doing all of their processing and reporting manually. 
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In January 1994, the introduction of Mobitex, a domestic wire transfer system, was expected 
to be implemented. This system, owned by Telbank, will allow banks and other business tousers 

move funds more easily through the banking system.
 

Loan Secu, ity/Collateral 

Banking sector policy regarding loan security is a major SME credit-access issue. Banks 
routinely require 150-200 percent coverage before they will consider a borrower's loan application. 
Security may take the form of a guarantee from another bank or individual known to the lender, or 
cash. None of these are readily available to most small entrepreneurs. The most common form of 
security is a mortgage or lien on fixed or moveable property. 

Although collateral may be necessary to validate a credit proposal, it poses its own problems.
In case of default, banks face difficulties in taking possession of collateral that they have been assigned 
in the form of real property. These difficulties include the lack of an efficiently run central registry 
where property ownership can be verified, difficulties in identifying prior mortgages outstanding, the 
cost of hiring an intermediary to present a collateral claim in court, the fee required by the court to 
register a claim, and the time and expense involved in court proceedings. In addition, there is no 
procedure for a bank to be granted a first lien on its collateral. In the event of multiple bank lenders, 
each will rank par!passu with all subsequent lenders. 

In mid-1993 the treatment of private banks under banking law changed. The law previously 
stated that State Treasury banks had clear rights to execute a call on a loan and collect the collateral 
without court approval, now, all banks have this right. This law has reduced the time in which it takes 
to foreclose on a loan and liquidate collateral. In spite of this amendment to the law the complications 
and expense involved in relying on collateral as a means to collect on a nonperforming loan increases 
bankers' aversion to SME lending! 

Access to Foreign Assistance Funds 

Interviews with bankers and private sector entrepreneurs indicate that, with few exceptions
(primarily the PAECC), foreign assistance credit facilities are inaccessible to most of the SME sector. 
Banks cite this limited access to foreign currency lines of credit as due to complicated procedures, lack 
of information on availability, and restrictive borrowing criteria. Minimum loan requirements also 
tend to exclude many SMEs. Foreign assistance proposal requirements are too detailed and time
consuming for both the SME and the intermediary banks, and thus are not cost-effective. Some banks 
lack the expertise to go through the lengthy process of accessing foreign lines of credit, preferring to 
work with the few acceptable loan proposals received, or to invest in government instruments and 
interbank deposits. 

The usual procedure for foreign assistance credits to reach the borrower is to establish an 
intermediary bank through which the funds are channelled to a network of disbursing banks. This 
system has proved effective for the Polish American Enterprise Fund but has been a stumbling block 
for the World Bank. The latter has approved a $60 million ($58 million for lending) loan for SMEs 
Jisbursed to designated lending institutions through the Polish Development Bank. PDB has been 

8 The issue of collateral is a significant constraint to SME lending and is discussed at length under public 
3ector legal constraints. 
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unable to identify intermediary banks that are both interested and qualified to participate. Although 
the facility has been available for one year (it took another year to finalize the loan agreement between 
PDB and the World Bank), it remains unused. In addition, PDB has indicated that the economies of 
scale for processing a SME loan discourage SME lending. EC-PHARE (Cooperation Fund) has 
offered a similar facility for two years. Utilization is reported to be 3-4 percent due, in part, to a lack 
of acceptable loan proposals. From the perspective of most SME borrowers, however, the criteria for 
borrowing are too restrictive. EBRD, whose minimum loan to SMEs is $200,000, has elected to take 
equity positions in other institutions to reach SME borrowers. These include the PAECC, which 
theoretically has no minimum loan requirement, and CARESBAC, Poland, the venture capital 
institution investing directly in SMEs. 

The question of foreign currency risk meets with differing opinions. Representatives of foreign
agencies tend to support the contention that because of the low rates for foreign currency loans (at least 
in the short term), the risk of devaluation of the zloty is minimal compared to the cost of zloty loans. 
Banks and potential borrowers appear generally unwilling to take that risk unless the borrower's 
business is generating foreign currency income. 

Foreign assistance agencies, as prudent lenders, are safeguarding their investments in a high
risk lending climate by adopting Western loan standards and procedures. In doing so, however, they 
are unable to reach the small- and medium-sized entrepreneur. 

Public Sector Constraints to SME Development 

Legal 

Numerous and varied laws and regulations guide today's economy in Poland. Here we 
concentrate on those legal and regulatory issues that have a direct impact on the financial and private 
sectors, impeding growth and development of SMEs. 

Legal experts interviewed emphasized that changes in commercial, banking, civil, trade, and 
other laws that affect the private sector have lagged behind political developments. Of equal concern 
is that although some laws are in place and provide the necessary technical framework, there is little 
legal precedence to which the courts may refer for guidance. Therefore, there are opportunities for 
broad interpretation of existing law. 

Collateral Law. The legal issues of primary interest to lenders and borrowers concern the 
assignmen, and, in the case of default, collection of assets held as collateral. The Law for Mortgage 
and mortgage records of 1982 and amendments of 1991 provide the legal framework for the regulation 
of real property pledged as loan collateral. The law regulates the registration of real estate and the 
indebtedness outstanding on it. The mortgage records are the official register from which the legal 
status of the property can be determined. This is designed to safeguard real estate business activity 
in determining ownership, perpetual usage, and, more recently, cooperative apartment ownership. 

According to the law there is an obligation to establish and maintain registers for each piece 
of real estate. The register identifies the property and all matters related to it, identifies the owner or 
perpetual user, specifies the limited property rights that encumber the property, and registers mortgages 
that may encumber the property. 

I 
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A mortgage on real property pledged as collateral gives the lender a privileged position. The 
lender can collect the debt from the encumbered property regardless of who its current owner may be,
with priority over personal creditors of the property owner. One exception to this procedure concerns 
a claim by the state that need not be entered in the mortgage register. A state claim will affect a 
prospective buyer as it has priority over other mortgages. Thus, when a person purchases property 
or when a lender accepts a mortgage as collateral, there is no certainty that the property is free from 
a statutory claim. 

A borrower may also allow a lien to be placed on movable property as collateral. The debtor 
must turn the property over to the creditor while the lien is outstanding and has no right to the use of 
the property. Therefore, machinery used in the production of goods cannot be used as loan collateral. 

In addition to the assignment of a mortgage on real property as a form of collateral, the legal 
system provides for a personal guarantee backed by the property of the guarantor. The Civil Code 
governs the assignment of personal collateral. The guarantor is obligated to satisfy the claim in case 
of default by the debtor and is equally responsible with the debtor. 

The discrepancies in the legal system as it relates to real property, mortgages, and the rights
of the lending institutions to collect on such property pledged as collateral do not address the question
of the cost in pursuing such action. There is a substantial fee that must be paid to the court to register 
a claim and such procedures must be carried out by a professional whose own fees are often 
substantial. The time factor in collecting on collateral and the valuation that is placed on the property 
also have cost implications. 

Poland's current laws govcrni,.g secrred transactions create a lending regime that isunreliable, 
subject to fraud, expensive, and frequently tine-consuming to execute. It is no wonder that the banks 
have been unwilling to lend in this unfavorable environment. Reform may be close at hand, however,
if the Council of Ministers or the Polish Parliament adopts a version of the draft collateral law 
currently being reviewed by the various Polish commissions.9 Enactment of the draft would expand
the scope of property that could secure a bank loan and would clarify the law with respect to floating
pledges. It would also provide for an effective method of registering pledges on movable property so 
that priority could be determined on a first-in-time, first-in-right basis. Finally, itwould entitle certain 
banks to use an efficient and inexpensive method of execution on the collateral in the event of default. 
If adopted, this law would establish an effective system for asset-based loan transactions, thereby
making it easier for developing businesses to secure adequate financing for growth and expansion." ' 

Bankruptcy Law. The issue of bankruptcy is a cause for concern to many bankers who are 
already averse to SME lending. According to Ministry of Justice statistics, approximately 85 percent
of bankruptcies (there were 2,250 in the first half of 1993, a 300 percent increase over the same period 
a year earlier) are tactical maneuvers designed primarily to avoid repayment of bank debt. Neither the 
legal nor supe.visory system is capable of coping with this situation because Polish law does not 
specify sanctions for bankruptcies. The previous Parliament was dissolved before it acted on a 
proposal for the protection of business dealings, which called for the introduction into the Penal Code 
of harsh penalties, including a three-to-five-year prison term for avoiding debt repayment. 

' Reform of collateral law is a major focus of the USAID-funded Iris-Poland Project, working with the 
Commission for Reform of the Civil Code and the Polish Ministry of Justice to draft a new collateral law. 

'0"Collateral Law Reform Project Making Progress," IRIS-POLAND NEWSLE7TER, Summer 1993. 
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In addition to the existing court-led bankruptcy procedures, the state-owned banks will be given
the right to conduct "conciliation" proceedings whereby minority creditors can be forced into a debt 
restructuring agreement with an enterprise willing to implement a credible restructuring plan. This 
right is intended to increase the ability of banks to recover some of their potential loan losses by 
declaring the company in default through a mutual agreement of the debtors. This allows the banks 
to monitor and control when they believe the investment is becoming too risky. The courts, however, 
retain the right to examine the regularity and fairness of any bank-led conciliation. Since this process
is limited to state-owned commercialized banks, they are being given an unfair advantage over the 
private banks. 

Regulatory Issues 

Banking Regulation. Private sector entrepreneurs all criticized lending policies, but did not 
appear to be as familiar with regulatory matters affecting credit activities. There are, however, a 
number of regulatory issues now under review that limit the banks' capacity to serve the business 
community effe"tively. 

The Banking Law includes several provisions that tend to favor the seven Treasury-owned
banks. The obligations, includng deposits, of these banks are presently guaranteed by the Treasury,
while private banks established after 1989 do not provide deposit insurance. If such a system is 
allowed to continue, prudent depositors will place their funds in the Treasury-owned banks and thereby 
increase their competitive position. 

These same banks have a specific privilege with respect to the collection of bad debts. Without 
going to court they may make use of a court officer to collect past due obligations. They may also 
take possession of a debtors real property even if the loan agreement did not require a mortgage. 

The law of Financial Restructuring of Enterprises and Banks affords the financial sector an 
opportunity to expand its services as well as to increase the health of the banks in general. The law 
works in combination with the privatization of state-owned enterprises as well as with joint stock 
companies. Basically, the law allows a bank undergoing privatization to begin collection proceedings 
on its portfolio of bad or doubtful accounts. A bank holding greater than 10 percent of a company's 
total debt may initiate the proceedings and request that all other debtors participate in the collection 
or workout pocess. If a bank decides that it doesn't want to participate, then it must make its intent 
known within 30 days of ale collection notification. If a creditor holds a lien or mortgage, they have 
the right to refuse to participate but must so notify the committee within 21 days. This creditor (with
the mortgage or lien) will have rights to their collateral after the collection process is complete. 
Otherwise, all banks are ranked pari passu with regard to collateral collection in the proceedings. 

The proceedings aren't necessarily undertaken to liquidate a company; they are used primarily 
to restructure the company anJi reorganize management. The creditor must give the company no less 
than 30 days to complete the management reorganization and show a debt repayment plan to the 
committee. However, if the bank and the company cannot come to ar agreement within four months, 
the collection proceeding is canceled. 

In addition to the loan workout situation, the law states that the bank may sell acquired debt 
in the public market via an auction. The bank's financial statements become public when it initiates 
this type of proceeding. The law also allows the banks that own a minimum of 30 percent of any one 
company's debt to organize a debt/equity swap with the company. To use this process, the company 
must also be involved in the privatization process. 
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A bank with more than 50 percent of its capital stock held by the State Treasury car use 
another method of increasing capital through the Ministry of Finance. MOF has the right to transfer 
treasury bonds and monetary resources to increase the bank's capital base. Only the banks with 
audited financial statements, reserves for doubtful accounts, or a loan workout department, or banks 
that have presented a loan workout plan to MOF, are eligible for this capital transfer option. When 
the bank participates in this capital transfer program it is not allowed to lend to businesses it has 
categorized as having doubtful accounts or bad loans. 

The above opportunities to increase liquidity in the financial sector through capitalizing and 
loan workout are healthy options for banks. In addition, by allowing sales of debt and stock, the banks 
are stimulating the capital market sector as well. 

Proponents of the law emphasize these procedures as key to financial sector recovery and the 
restructuring of state enterprises. An essential feature for the program's success is the emergence of 
a debt market with adequate liquidity. According to the law, the banks will participate in, and be 
responsible for, the implementation of this program. As part of this process, the stabilization fund,
originally provided to GOP by a consortium of donor nations to protect Poland's foreign reserve 
position, has been diverted to the purpose of restructuring the Treasury-owned banks. 

Tax Regulation. In a typical market economy business decisions are often tax-driven. There 
are certain tax benefits related to the structure of a business: where it is founded, where itoperates,
and what type of business it conducts. Government can encourage growth in the SME sector by 
providing certain types of tax benefits. 

In Poland the use of tax policy and regulation as an instrument to encourage business 
development has been limited.' The Ministry of Fiiance plays a major role in developing tax policy
with the basic purpose of maximizing income to meet government expenditures. In doing so it is 
obliged to meet short-term budgetary goals without considering the long-term benefits that might accrue 
from using tax policy to create an atmosphere in which business can expand, thereby increasing taxable 
income to the state treasury. 

Entrepreneurs interviewed were not specifically opposed to the rate that must be paid as income 
tax but were concerned at the overall cost of doing business when customs duties, welfare benefit costs,
and other fees were included. They also cited the technical complexity of the system and the practice
of enacting retroactive tax legislation, thus making business plans and projections a meaningless 
procedure. 

Continuing growth of the gray market is a clear indication that the tax system in Poland 
requires reform. The growth of this market is partly the result of liberalized regulations under which 
private businesses may function without adequate . 'ntrols to ensure that entrepreneurs comply with 
tax and customs duty obligations. Tax loopholes, delays in legal regulations, and a lack of effective 
penalties create an atmosphere for systematic tax evasion. In addition to structural issues, evading 
taxes carries little social stigma. On the contrary, evasion is perceived in some circles as an example 
of entrepreneurial spirit. 

" In 1990 a Council of Minister's resolution provided a tax holiday to new businesses for up to two years.
The resolution had a limit of two years and was allowed to lapse, in part for budgetary reasons. The holiday 
was used substantially by consumer goods importers and did not achieve the anticipated increase in production. 
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Gray Market Activity 

The operation of unregistered businesses inhibits the growth of the official economy and 
prevents free market principles from functioning effectively. Of primary importance to SMEs are the 
market conditions in which registered businesses must compete with low-cost unregistered businesses. 
The official economy is subsidizing the unregistered business sector. 

In addition to the competitive effect that gray market opt itions have on SME performance and 
development, the financial cost to the state budget issignificant. As previously stated, the gray market 
may account for as muc as 22 percent of GDP, which at the current time equals approximately I 
percent of the annual growth of GDP. This in turn reflects a substantial cost to the government in lost 
revenue. (Although the informal economy does not contribute income tax revenue, it does increase 
VAT income in purchasing goods, energy, and raw materials.) 

Privatization 

Although the process of privatizing the SOEs may not, in itself, have a direct impact on SME 
access to credit, it will have an effect on the financial markets. Continued support of unprofitable
SOEs puts pressure on the central budget. Funding the deficit requires the sale of GOP treasury bills 
and bonds, with the Central Bank and the commercial banks the primary investors.' 2 This procedure
tends to drain the banking system of substantial funds that might otherwise be made available to private 
sector entrepreneurs. Without the possibility of alternative risk-free investments, the banks would 
presumably turn to lending activities as their primary source of income and profit. 

In addition to fundamental issues, there is no question that the privatization process is a 
political distraction for GOP. Depending upon their personal political philosophy and the presumed
interests of their constituents, opposition groups accuse the government of selling national assets to 
foreign investors at below-market prices, creating massive unemployment, and otherwise ignoring the 
interest of the workers. Rapid privatization (including programs to address the resulting social 
problems) would effectively deflect this issue and allow the government to turn its attention to other 
reforms conducive to the development of the economy. 

Privatization also contains the potential for creating new SMEs through the sale of ancillary 
assets that investors in SOEs may not necd. These new businesses can play a small role in alleviating 
the unemployment that might otherwise be created in the break-up of the enterprise. At the same time 
they will also create a greater demand for bank financing. 

In spite of what is generally considered to be a critical element in the transition to a market 
economy, privatization is not without its detractors. Team interviews revealed differing opinions on 
the effect on private sector development of privatization of banks and state enterprises. Although most 
believed privatization to be necessary for transition to a market economy, there was disagreement on 
the appropriate time frame. An economist interviewed warned that if privatization is undertaken too 
quickly, many newly privatized firms may fail at a rapid pace. With decreased tax revenues, the 
budget deficit may quickly rise, causing increased inflation and further economic instability. Concerns 
were also expressed that SOEs undergoing privatization would face lack of investment capital, shortage 

'2 In addition to a direct charge to the budget continued support to questionable SOE's is provided by 
Treasury-owned banks covered by government guarantees. This procedure also tends to absorb bank liquidity 
that might otherwise be available for lendinii to the private sector. 
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of experienced management, and an inability to compete in world markets. One person interviewed 
believed that privatized SOEs would be in danger of failure caused by poor worker motivation. If so, 
management would need to provide employee incentives to address this issue. 

Although implementation of the privatization process has become a significant political issue,
there is general agreement that the sale of nonessential SOEs is a key component of free market 
development. Accordingly, the privatization law was enacted on July 13, 1990, representing the 
primary legal vehicle for the transfer of ownership of state-owned enterprises. This law and other 
legislative acts allow for the following means of ownership transfer: outright sale to private investors, 
commercialization, and liquidation. 

Outright Sale 

The preferred procedure for the sale of SOEs is outright purchase from the government by
domestic or foreign investors. In reality such sales result from protracted negotiations on asset value, 
settlement of debt, management and workers' rights, and numerous other issues. 

Several problems with this technique were pointed out by interviewed parties. First, there are 
no clear procedural regulations that specify how, and by whom, the valuation of assets of SOEs should 
be conducted. Lack of specific valuation guidelines prevents the determination of the true market value 
of assets, leading to lengthy and unproductive negotiations among potential investors, unions, and 
government representatives. 

The second obstacle to the smooth privatization of SOEs is the absence of adequate property
laws establishing title to land, including real assets taken from private owneri'iip by the communist 
government. Property rights are governed by the 1964 Civil Code, which is totally inadequate in 
today's economy. According to persons interviewed, this Code provides a satisfactory legal structure 
but is written in general terms and lacks legal precedence. As a result there is opportunity for wide 
discretion in interpreting the rules and procedures set forth in the Code. It should be noted also that 
lawyers as well as judges have little experience in open market business law because the legal system 
was supervised by the central government and offered little opportunity for interpretation. 

Liquidation 

Liquidation as an element of the privatization process includes two procedures. The first is 
based on the !aw about state-owned enterprises and refers to liquidation of an SOE due to financial 
failure. The second procedure is governed by the Privatization Law that allows liquidation of state
owned companies followed by transfer of ownership. Sale of assets of a given company is conducted 
by a liquidator appointed by the State Treasury. A liquidator is responsible for making an inventory
of the company assets, evaluating the assets, establishing the terms and conditions regulating the sale 
of these assets, and, finally, supervising the sale. The sale of the assets to a potential investor can only
be completed if the Employee Council, upon consulting with employees, supports liquidation. 

If agreement is concluded on the behalf of the State Treasury, the amount charged for using 
assets is determined by the following formula: value of an enterprise divided by the number of years
of the agreement. Annuity is set at the level of three quarters of the current interest rate. 

Leasing isthe most frequent form of transforming Treasury assets and takes one of three basic 
forms: leasing with purchase, leasing with purchase option, and ordinary leasing. 
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In theory, the liquidation process should be more efficient than outright sale because it does 
not require the supervision of the state through the entire process, and analysis requirements for 
liquidation are less demanding than those used in the capital method. 

Commercialization 

Commercialization is a means of converting state-owned enterprises into joint stock companies 
owned by the State Treasury. It may be the first step toward complete privatization although, in 
certain industries, enterprises will remain as Treasury-owned entities. The purpose of such transfer 
of ownership is to simplify the management and organizational structures of enterprises. Further, this 
method enables the establishment of a Supervisory Council and does away with the Employee Council. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

0 	 The primary conclusion to be drawn from the GEMINI study team analysis of the SME sector 
is that the government should adopt a comprehensive policy in support of small- and medium
sized business. Without such a policy no framework exists within which to establish initiatives 
needed to remove the constraints to further SME development. 

0 	 Foremost of these constraints is an underdeveloped financial sector, unable to meet the 
financing needs of private sector entrepreneurs. These constraints are the result of a lack of 
bank services and instruments appropriate to SMEs, inexperience, aversion to risk, the unstable 
financial condition of the banks, and a preoccupation with short-term profitability. The 
development of the capital market and the introduction of new financial instruments that will 
increase the flow of funds are critical to the viability of the financial sector. If these issues are 
not resolved, access to financial support will remained closed to all but the most creditworthy 
businesses. 

* 	 Government activity should be limited to removing the constraints subject to government
control. The private sector must be persuaded to adopt management and business practices that 
will encourage private financial sector assistance without government subsidies and guarantees.
GOP must be encouraged to take the necessary action to deal with the policy, legal, and 
economic constraints that impede private sector risk-taking and capital formation. 

* Poland 	has neither the financial resources nor the experience to successfully implement and 
sustain 	a market driven economic restructuring process. Although a great deal has been 
accompl;shed with respect to knowledge transfer, it will be necessary to continuc to seek the 
support of foreign assistance agencies. In addition to substantial foreign assistance for large
scale inve,tment and economic stabilization, specific credit facilities have been made available 
for SME lendirg. For the most part, foreign assistance minimum loans far exceed the needs 
of small- and medium-sized entrepreneurs. Application procedures are beyond the capabilities
of most SMEs and the banks do not find these credits to be cost-effective. Businesses must 
also consider the foreign exchange risk of foreign assistance credits. As a result the majority
of these funds have not reached the groups targeted for assistance and the goals for which they 
were provided have not been achieved. In the absence of efforts to review and perhaps revise 
these programs, they will remain beyond the reach of most SMEs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

0 	 To address these issues, the GEMINI study team recommends that GOP establish a new 
government institutiorn in support of SME development. Such an advocacy unit will establish 
the necessary infrastructure to confront the constraints that impede SME development and 
create a proactive SME advocacy and promotion process in collaboration with SME 
organizations, governmental entities, and the foreign assistance community. 
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Ongoing techixcai assistance should be provided to the new SME advocacy unit to transform 
policy guidelines and G-24 Task Force Report reco.imendations into action plans designed to 
remove the constraints to SME development referred to in this report. 

Specific priority should be given to addressing the financial constraints to SME development.
A select task force of bankers, private sector entrepreneurs, and GOP representatives should 
be established in conjunction with the Bureau of Advocacy and G-24 Task Force to advocate 
implementation of financial recommendations of the Task Force Report and the Financial 
Sector Action Plan to be developed by GEMINI. 
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BANK LOANS AY.. DEPOSITS RESEARCH-

PRELIMINARY REPORT
 

The objective of my bank loans and deposits research was:
 
* 	to create a list of main state, joint-stock and foreign 

banks operating in Poland;
* 	to establish deposit interest rates according to time
 
periods offered by each bank;


* 	 to classify loan rates according to time periods provided 
by each bank;

* 	 to observe a trend in changes of loan rates during the
 
past year and
 

* 	to compare loan and deposit rates in order to define the 
average percentage earned by each bank. 

In my investigations I searched for information in "Gazeta
 
Bankowa" and through a telephone survey. On the basis of the
 
materials published by National Bank of Poland, I established
 
a list of 20 banks and found data about their status, location
 
and telephone numbers. Then, I worked on specific interest
 
rates presented in "Gazeta Bankowa". I went to the newspaper

editor's office where I got access to the tables of credit
 
rates published systematically in 1992. I also made a few
 
direct telephone calls to several banks to verify accuracy of
 
the data published in the newspaper.
 
I found what follows:
 
- interest rates from "Gazeta Bankowa" are the average and
 
general rates of bank loans including operating and
 
investment loans as well as consumer's credits and loans
 
for SMEs;
 

- each bank itself establishes the periods of credits and
 
only general division into short-term loans (up to 1 year)
 
and long-term loans (longer than 1 year) can be created;
 

- some banks have different loan rates for specific
 
activities of SMEs (production, service, agriculture etc.)

however, other banks do not distinguish their credit
 
policies this way.
 

Calling to banks, I asked about current deposit rates loan
 
policies provided by each of them. The deposit time periods

differ from bank to bank, but most of them offer several short
term rates (from 1 week to 12 months) and long-term rates up to
 
36 months. The most popular among customers are short-term
 
deposits (especially 3 and 6 months), because for longer

periods interests paid by banks do not cover the cost of
 
inflation.
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To estimate the average deposit rates in short-term (up to 1 
year) I took 3 rates: 3 months, 6 months and 12 months; in the 
case of long-term deposit rate I counted the average of 24 and 
36 months periods. Deposit rates for time accounts are 
established very precisely in each bank, however, they change 
almost every month. 

In the case of credit policy for economic entities,
 
especially SMEs, each bank follows its own rules regarding the
 
way of evaluating risk, appointing time periods, collateral and
 
other loan requirements. This procedure is usually unique for
 
every single firm and only general rates (rather wide ranges)
 
can be presented. Majority of banks provide short-term loans
 
for SMEs: operating and investment ones. Only few banks
 
gave me accurate data, the rest of them could not present exact
 
numbers or rates. Also only several banks have established
 
precise long-term credit rates and specific time periods for
 
long-term loans. This is why my comparison of loan rates in
 
different banks is not complete.
 

In order to find out what average interests banks earn by
 
lending and borrowing money I compared average deposit rates
 
with average loan rates in both: short- and long-terms.
 
However, as I mentioned above not all banks informed me about
 
their long-term credit rates and my calculations are rather
 
incomplete for this period
 

On the basis of my investigation I gathered all data in the
 
following tables:
 
- current deposit rates;
 
- current loan rates;
 
- comparison cf average loan and deposit rates;
 

To see the changes better I also prepared a few charts
 
showing the~e data.
 

To have better orientation in bank credit policy I
 
established contacts with representatives of Polish Development
 
Bank. I received from them full information about credit
 
requirements for SMEs, application forms, conditions of credit
 
financing. There are also information about amount of loans
 
granted to SMEs by this bank in 1991, annual reports from its
 
activities as well as interesting materials regarding banking
 
system in Poland.
 

Attachement
 



CREDIT RATES: JANUARY, 1993 

No. NAME 

2 

BankGdanski 

SllesblnBank 

Bank Slaskl 

LOCATION 

Gdansk 

Katowice 

ADDRESS 

Tatg Drzewny 1 
80-058 

uI.Warszawska 14 

40-950 

PHONE No. FAX No.1_ 

260-481 317-361 
311t-423 

E37 -2-81/4 5_3_7-364 

538-906 539-930 

STATUS 

state bank 

s__tate -bank 

AV rRGE AVER-G_ 

SHORT-TERIV 
S
HORT 

-
TERM 

LOAN RATES DEPOSIT 
RATES

_1< I YEAR) (< 1 YEAR) 

46 38.7 

- 42 40 

% A G AVERAGE 

EARNED LONG-TERN LONG-TERM 

BY BANK LOAN RATES DEPOSIT 
RATES 

(> 1YEARj > 1YEAR) 
0 

73 525 52.5 
0 
0 

2 _48 

0 

EARNED 

BY BANK 

a Bank ofIndustry and Commerce 
Bank Przemyslowo- Handlowy 

Cracow u;.Sw.Tomasm 43 
31-027 

628-55-86 
223-333 

229-267 statebank 50 43 
0 
7 
0 

53.5 

4 

5 

Deposit and Credit bank 
Bank Depczytowo -K dyowy 

Universal Economic Bank 
Powszechny Bank Gospodarczy 

Lublin 

Lodz 

ulF.Chopia 8 
20-928 

uI.F.D Roosevatta 15 
90-950 

217-12 
203-04 

362-231 
329-440 

240-85 

365-044 

state bank 

state bank 

46 

44 

___ __ 4__
40 

39 

0 
a 
001 

5 
0 

54 48 

49 

a 

6 WiekopolskiCredit Bank 
Wiekopolski bank Kredytowy 

P15n PIWoinosc15 
60-967 

390-018 
521-031 

521-113 state bank 56 5 40 165 

0 
18 

7 

a 

The PomeraniL Credit bank 
Pomorski Bank Kredytowy 

The State Credit Bank 
Panatwowy Bank Kredytowy 

Szczecln 

Warsw 

PIZolnlerzaPobk. 18 
70-952 

u).Nowogrockka 35/4i 
00-950 

533-114 
400-291 

297-221 
296-011/20 

533-114 

296-988 

state bank 

stltebank 

48 

49.5 

403 

39.7 

0
7.7 

00 

95 

0 
52 

55 

4a a 

I West Bank 
Bank Zachodnl 

Wroclaw u.Ofliar Oswfeclm.41/4. 
50-950 

354-928 
44-621 

349-17 
441-82 

state bank 
1_ 

46 39.6 0
84 

0L 
54 48.6 5.4 

10 Bank HandlowySA. Warsaw uI.T Chalubinskiego_ 1 
00-950 1 

304-187 
303-000 

300-113 joint 
stock company 

42 3685 5, 

00 

41 

11 Bank PEKAO S A. 
Bank PolStoKasa "plekl 

War1w ulR Traugutt7/9 
00-890 

joint 
stockcompany 

40 41 -1 
00 

60 49 11 

12 

13 

Export Development Bark 
Bank Rzwoju EksportI. 

PolishDevelopment Bank 
Polski Bank Rczoju 

Warsaw 

Warsaw 

Al JeroIimskie 65/79 
00-950 

ul Zurawia 47/49 

296-853 
300-858 

628-72-01 

287-850 
300-859 

joint 
stock company 

joint 
stock company 

46 38 2 

29 

78 
0 
0 

0 

44 

14 

15 

Upper Sllesian Business Bank 
Gomosask Bank Gospodatczy 

Creditanstalt S A. 

Katowice 

Warsaw 

ul.WarszawskaA 
40-00a 

ul. Nowy Swiat SIl2 
00- 920 

586-636 
586-497 

267-070 

586-497 

265-110 

joint 
stock company 

foreignbank 

46 

52 

42.7 

35 

0 
0 

3.3 
0 
0 

17 
0 

51.5 

51.5 

18 Citibank Warsaw uI.Senatorska 12 
00-082 

635-81-18 
635-55-27 

635-52-78 foreignbank 50 50 
0 

18 

19 

ING 

Credit Bank 
Kiredyt Bank 

BIG SA. 

Bank InIcJatyw Gosp. 

Warsaw 

Warsaw 

Warsw 

Centrum LIM 6th floor 
02-697 

ul Kasprzaka 22 
01-211 

AI. Jerozolimside 44 
00-950 

825-00-40 
625-73-52 

324-631 

266-454/9 

830-72-87 

321-091 

270-013 

foreign bank 

joint 
stock company 

joint 
stock company 

42.5 

50 

58 

41.7 

40.7 

42.5 
00

83 
00 

173 
0 

485 48 

49.5 

0.5 

20 Amer Bank Warsaw 248-505 joint 
stock company 

50.5 38.3 
0 

12.2 
0 

00 



CREDIT RATES. JANUARY, 1993 

No. NAME LOCATION ADDRESS PHONE No. FAX No. STATUS LOANS RATES FOR SMEs: January'93 AVERAGE 
short-term long-term LOAN RATES 
< 1YEAR > 1YEAR IN 1993 
% ain. % max % min. % max. % 

I BankGdansld Gdansk Targ Orzewny 1 260-461 317-361 state bank 46 51 54 50 
80-958 311-423 

2 Silesian Bank Katowice ul.Warszawskz. 14 537-281/4 537-364 state bank 42 42 
Bank Slaskl 40-950 538- 90a 539-930 

3 Bank of Industry and Commerce Cracow uI.Sw.Tomasza 43 628-55-88 229-267 ;t."hank 50 50 
Bank Przemyslowo-Handowy 31-027 223-333 

4 Deposit and Credit bank Lublin ul F.Chopina 6 217-12 240-85 state bank 4C 50 58 50 
Bank Depcytowo -Kredytowy 20-28 203-04 

5 Universal Economic Bank Lodz uliF.D.Fooseveta 15 382-231 365-044 state bank 44 45 
Powszechny Bank Gospodarczy 90-950 329-440 

a Wiekopolsk Credit Bank Poznan PI.Wolnoscl 15 390-016 521-113 statebank 55 58 58 
Wiekopolski bank Kindytowy 60-967 521-031 

7 The Pomerania Credit bank Szczecln PIZolnlerza Pokk 16 533-114 533-114 stale bank 48 
Pomorsk Bank Kredylowy 70-952 400-261 

a The State Credit Bank Warsaw uI.NowogrocIka 35/4 1 297-221 296-988 state bnnk 49 50 52 50 
Panstwowy Bank Kredytowy 00-950 296-011/20 

9 West Bank Wrociaw ui.Ofiar Oswiecim.41/4: 354-928 349-17 state bn., 46 52 58 51 
Sank Zach.-. i 50-950 448-621 441-982 

10 Bank Handlowy S A Warsaw ulT.ChalublnskJego e 304-187 300-113 joint 41 43 46 44 
00-950 303-000 stcck company 

11 Bank PEKAO S A Warsaw uI.RTraugutta 7/9 269-211 261-187 joint 54 
Bank Po:,ka Kass Oplekl 00-950 stock company 40 60 

12 Export Development Bank Warsaw A/.Jertolimskl 65/79 296-853 287-850 joint 48 
Bank RcwoJu Eksportu 00-950 300-858 300-859 stock cnmpany 

13 PolishDeveloment Bank Warsaw u.Zumwi. 47/49 628-72-01 joint 45 50 47.5 
PolskI Bank Rczwoju stock company 

14 Upper Silesian Business Bank Katowice ul.Warszawska 4 50d-636 588-497 Joint 48 
Gornosasld Bank Gospodarczy 40-008 586-497 stock corpany 

15 Creditanstaft SA. Warsaw ul.Nowy Swiat 6/12 267-070 265-110 foreign bank 49 55 51 52 52 
00-920 

16 Citibank Warsaw uI.Senatorska 12 635-81-18 035-52-78 foreign bank 50 50 
00-082 635-55-27 

17 ING Warsaw Cantrum UM 6th floor 825-00-40 C30-72-87 foreignbank 41 44 42 
02-697 625-73-52 

18 Credit Bank Warsaw ut.Kasprzakn 22 324-631 321-091 joint 45 55 45 52 49 
Kredyt Bank 01-211 stock company 

19 BIG S A. Warsaw Al. JerroIlmskie44 266-45419 270-013 joint 57 591 56 
Bank niclatyw Gosp. 00-950 stock company 

stock company 
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CREDrr RATES: JANUARW. 1993 

PERCENTAGE EARNED BY BANKS 
BORROWING AND LENDING OPERATIONS 
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CRDI RATES: JANUAR(. 1993 

PERCENTAGE EARNED BY BANKS 
BORROWING AND LENDING OPERATIONS 
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CREDIT RATES: JANUARY, 1993 

AVERAGE SHORT-TERM LOAN AND DEPOSIT RATES
 
70 COUNTED FOR JANUARY,1993 

60 

:- S. ._ . . 

10 J i ___ ! . __ . 

1 2 3 

COUNTED FOR SHORT-TERM(< I YEAR) 

5 6 7 9 0 10 1| 12 13 14 15 

BANK NUMBER 
LOAN RATEZ DEPOSIT RATE 

16 17 is 19 20 



QPEDFIRA ES: JANUARY. 1993 

AVERAGE LONG-TERM LOAN AND DEPOSIT RATES
 
70 COUNTED FOR JANUARY,1993 

60 

30 -, 2 -

E-0 

1 2 

COUNTED FOR LONO -TERM(> 

3 

I YEAR) 

4 5 6 7 3 10 II 12 13 14 15 

BANK NUMBER 
LOAN RATES= DEPOSIT RATE 

16 17 Is 19 20 

00 
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DEPOSIT RATES: JANUARY, 1963 

0. 4AME 	 LCATON 

1 Bank Gdanski Gdansk 

2 Silesian Bank Katowice 
Bank Siaski 

3 Bank of Industry and Commerce Cracow 
Bank Przemyslowo-Handlowy 

4 Deposit and Credit bank Lublin 
Bank Deparytowo-Kredytowy 

5 Universal Economic Bank Lodz 
Powszechny Bank Gospodarczy 

6 Wielkopoiski Credit Bank Picnan 
Wiekopoiskl bank Kredytowy 

7 	 The PomerrzLa Credit bank Szczecin 
Pomorski Bank Kredytowy 

8 The State Credit Bank Warsaw 
Panstwowy Bank Kredytowy 

9 West Bank Wroclaw 
BankZachodni 

10 Bank Handlowy S A. Warsaw 

1 Bank PEKAO S A Warsaw 
Bank Polska Kasa Opleki 

!2 Eaport Development Bank Warsaw 
Bank R-wolu Eksportu 

13 Poish Deveopment Bank Warsaw 
Poiski Bank Rcwoiu 

14 Upper SilesLan Business Bank Katowlca 
Gomoslaski Bank Gospidarczy 

15 Creditanstat SA. Warsaw 

16 Citibank Warsaw 

17 ING Warsaw 

1S 	 Credit Bank Warsaw 
Kredyt Bank 

BIG S A. Warsaw 
Bank InIcjatyw Gosp. 

19 

Warsaw20 Amer Bank 

DDESS PHON o. 

Targ Drzewny 1 260-46180-658 311-423 

uI.Warszawska 14 537-281/4 
40-950 538-906 

uLSw.Tomaa 43 628-55-86 
31-027 223-333 

uI.F.Chopina 6 217-12 
20-928 203-04 

uI.F.D.Roosaevelta 15 362-231 

90-950 329-440 


PI.Wolnosc1 15 390-016 
60-967 521-031 

PI.Zolnlerza Pokk. 16 533-114 
70-952 400-261 

ui.Nowogroc:ka 35/41 297-221 
00-950 296-011/20 

IOflar Oswlecim 41/43 354-928 

50-950 446-621 


u.T.Chalubinskego 8 304-187 
00-950 303-000 

uiR. Tmugutn 7/9 269-211 
00-950 

AI.Jerczolmskle 6579 296-853 

00-950 300-858 


ui.Zumwj47/49 828-72-01 

ul.Warszawska 4 586-636 
40-006 586-497 

ul. Nowy Swiat 8/12 267-070 
00-920 


u.Senatorska 12 635-81-16 
00-082 635-55-27 

Centrum UM 6th floo 625-00-40 
625-73-52
02-697 


ui.Kasprakm 22 324-631 
01-211 

Al. Jerczolimskie 44 266-45V9 
00-950 

248-505 

No. 

317-361 

537-364 
539-930 

229-267 

240-85 

365-044 

521-113 

533-114 

296-988 

349-17 

441-982 


300-113 

261-187 

287-850 
300-859 

58-497 

265-110 

635-52-78 

630-72-v 

321-091 

270-013 

TAU 

vista 

state bank
 

state bank
 

state bank 


state bank
 

state bank
 

slate bank
 

state bank
 

state b.nk
 

state bank
 

joint
 
stock company 


joint 
stock company 

joint
 
stock company 


joint 
stock company 


joint
 
stock company 


foreign bank 


foreign bank 


foreign bank 


joint 
stock company 

joint 
stock company 

joint
 
stock company 


:1I8 

8.5 

6 

5.5 

6 

8 

7 


6 


6 

6 

a~____ 

9 


10 


_ 

8 

15 

10 

CURRENT 
1 month 

is 

16 

I 
19.951 19.95 

16 20 

20 

20 16 

20 

20 

4.4 

2r 

161 22 

25 

1 

22 

24 

20 

ANK DEPOSITS 
3 months 6 months 

31 38.5 

38 

35 

35 

33 

40 

42 

41 

38 

34 

34 

34 

34.8 

345 

37 

35 

33 

5 

40 

39 

41 

39 

42 

38.5 

18 

33 

42 

35 

I
 

39! 42 

37 40 

35 40 

RATES: JANUARY 1993 
12 months 24 nonthe 38 months 

46.5 51 54 

44 46 

52 53 54 

441 	 46 

46 	 49 

484 

AS 55 

44 46 

45 47.4 49.6 

40 

44 48 50 

41 	 44 

50 51 52 

37 

I 

44 48 

45 48 47 

40 



DEPoSrr RATES: JANUARY. 1993 

No. :AX No. TATUSTFNo. ,MOCATION DRES HON 
r____ NAME_ O W -CuRFENT 3ANIK DEPOSIS RATES: JANUARY 1993 

avista IOR 1 month 3 months 6 monti's 12 months 24 months 36 months 

BankGda6sk 
n 

Gdansk 5Targ Drz1wny
80-956 

1 260-461 
311-923 

317-361 statu bank. 
.5 1i-33 38.5 46.5 51 54 

2 Sllestarn BankBank Slaskl Katowice ul.Warszawska 1440-950 537-28114536-906 537-364,5323-Q30 state bank 6 381 10 44, 48 

3 Bank of Industry and Commerce 
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Study 'Venture Capital* for SME's in Poland' 

Phase I. 

Summary of conclusions 

Finance for the restructuring of the Polish economy is at present (autumn 
1992) not sufficiently available. Savings circulate in the money markets more 
than anywhere else and are not invested into the economy. 

Privatisation as part of a restructuring program, will necessarily destroy part 
of the existing capital base and can only succeed if new capital, management 
and technology is invested simultaneously. 

Whether as spin-offs from the former state-owned companies or as greenfield 
investments, small and medium sized enterprises, SME's, will play a decisive 
role in innovating and expanding the Polish economy, as they have done in all 
other developed economies. 

SME's cannot Lfford the high interest on bank loans and are faced with 
extreme collateral requirements when borrowing anyway. SME's therefore 
have restricted ivossibilities to innovate and grow. 

For SME's to play their decisive role in establishing a new economical order, 
as they have done elsewhere, the right conditions have to exist or be created. 
A necessary condition is the availability of capital for investments. 

Where bank lending to SME's is lagging behind in Poland, risk-bearing 
finance is the only practical source of new finance at the moment. Informal 
investments, for instance by family and friends, and retained profits are 
limited sources of risk-bearing capital. Venture capital* is the potentially most 
important source of new risk-bearing capital in Poland to be considered. 

It takes a promotional effort to make SME's aware of venture capital as a 
source of finance, while at the same time taking away some of the misgivings 
and misunderstandings that are in existence about venture capital. 

At present, very limited amounts of venture capital are available for SME's in 
Poland. At the same time, there is a high demand for venture capital with 
SME's. This would call for more venture capital, provided SME's do not only 
a~k for new capital but are also able to absorb it in a productive way. 

* Fora glossary of venture capital definitions and concepts, see appendix 1. 



The ability of SME's to absorb venture capital will first of all depend upon the 
quality of their internal business functions, such as finance & administration, 
marketing, production and management of human resources. Where this 
quality is generally low, as in the case in Poland, venture capitalists would 
have to hedge against future failure by offering not only new money, but also 
technical assistance. 

Supplying scarce -venturecapital and technical assistance makes more sense 
when the SME's involved belong to the best prospects available among all 
SME's that can be identified as potential receivers. This puts high demands on 
the identificatio, and intake coverage of venture capital operations. 

The identification and intake of new ventures will require some form of 
regionalised network to cover a wider area and obtain informal information at
'grassroots' level, that makes up for the lack of reliable formalised business 
information about SME's applying for venture capital. 

This kind of 'retail' networking would ideally lead to co-investing between 
partners, who share the risk between them. For a foreign venture capitalist, 
networking with a Polish counterpart will definitively diminish exposure to 
risk. 

When a venture capital structure for SME's is established in the Polish 
economy, banks can and should in their own interest support venture 
capitalists, to whom they play a complementary role, e.g. by referring their 
clients to venture capitalists, by teaming up to combine loan and risk bearing 
capital for particular clients or even by co-funding ventux-e capital operations. 

A gouvernmental guarantee scheme for venture capital seems a useful 
instrument to stimulate the venture capital industry and through this Poi:ih 
SME's. 

Existing venture capital operations should be very seriously taken into account 
as potential partners of new Venture Capital Funds. The eventual creation of 
syndicates to spread risk and a mutual informal market to sell participations in 
are very interesting possibilities. 

Sources of venture capital are to be found in Poland and abroad. There would 
have to be no shortage of venture capital, provided certain pre-conditions 
have been met. 

Establishing and running a venture capital fund for SME's seems potentially a 
feasible operation with important positive effects for the innovation and 
growth of the Polish SME secior. 



I. Actual situation with regard to the use of loans versus equity by 

Polish SME's 

1.1. Historical background 

Until the abandonment of State Communism Polish companies in general went to State banks, 
which were in reality acting as disbursement agents, for finance at relatively low interest rates. 
Looking for other sources of outside finance was irrelevant for corporations since these were 
neither wanted nor available. Financial skills were therefore not developed in a modem sense. 

During the early days after the shedding of Communism this situation was continued as long as the 
banks did not introduce ikiore severe lending conditions, which in the meantime they did. This 
helped to establish and maintain high leve!3 of financial leverage with the state-owned companies, 
which are hampering the growth of the economy. As .ar as newly established private firms are 
concerned, these are staying away from short term bank lending as much as they can, because they 
cannot afford it. This fact also hampers growth. 

During the central planning economy the focus was on production. Only manufacturing targets had 
to be met and goods manufactured today were fetched tomorrow by state sales organisations. 
Through this there was no need for commercial skills, which until today are lagging behind. The 
main problem here does not seem to be a lack of focus on sales so much as on marketing, which 
requires purchasing, manufacturing, packing, distributing, selling and supporting products in a 
systematic way, based or! individualised planning. 

Wttak financial and marketing skills have caused a haphazard approach or complete neglect of 
essential business functions and have therefore also had a direct impact on the standard of business 
and feasibility plans, financial prognoses and c.-sh flow calculations. Through this the Polish SMF 
is in general not really an adequate prospect for a 'hands-off venture capitalist who would not be 
willing or able to assist the SME in building up its business functions. 

Equity capital for new SME ventures is mainly found with family and friends, because 
entrepreneurs take a dim view of sharing control of their companies with some outsider, who they 
do not know. Polish companies have no history of partnerships. It could be stated without much 
exaggeration that the attitude here seems to be one of keeping complete control, even when this 
would endanger the survival of the business. 

This attitude seems to be confirmed by some of the few existing Polish venture capital operations 
who claim their clients initially do not want any equity financing and are looking for loans instead 
(from venture capitalists). It takes some explaining by venture capitalists to convince SME's that it 
is not the 'driving seat' the new investors are after. (See under V.I.) 

A completely different bur more common source of equity fundinp s the relatively widespread 
custom of importing a foreigi, joint -venture partner's equipment and materials into Poiand as a 
payment in kind for the shares the foreign paitner gets in the Polish-foreign joint-venture. 



This kind of equity investmentcan not be considered a venture capital deal in the strict sense, in 
that partners are 'insiders', involved 'hands-on', and in practical terms fully aware in advance of 
their mutual contribution to the commercial perspective and general viability of their new venture. 
Estimates are that the size of this equity financing in kind is considerable, compared with all the 
other sources. 

Finally, it should be mentioned here that an eventual redistribution of state-owned assets wouLd 
require a structure beyond the scope of venture capital organisations, but would certainl, add to 
the capital structure of private companies and through this to the effectiveness of venture capital, 
which by origin is meant for the expansion of companies that have a trim capital base already, 
more than for their financial restructuring. 

In the wake of any kind of privatisauon operation, new SME's will emerge as direct successors to 
the state-owned enterprises and as spin-offs, taking on new activities. These SME's will be very 
aware of the significance of loans versus equity and how to structure their balance sheets by 
carefully balancing both sources of finance. 

1.2. Loans versus equity ratios 

A survey of financial structures, as shown by the balance sheets and new investment plans of 
Polish SME's, shows a very erratic pattern, which is to be expected in view of the short lives 
these SME's have led so far and the lack of reliable branch information. 

Moreover, SME's attract new money wherever they can get it, which is not in many places. 
Because of this, using one source of capital (say equity provided by family and friends) does not 
mean there is an abundance of this type of capital, quod non, or that there is apparently no interest 
in other capital sources (say bank loans). Or, one step further, that even if there were no apparent 
interest in bank loans, changing/normalising the lending conditions would not lead to a vast 
demand for bank loans (which it most probably would). 

A reflection of the aforegoing is found in the following debt/equity ratios, which were taken from 
the client-records of a Polish accountancy firm, working in the Polish market under 'western' 
supervision. 

Branch Equity/debt ratio 

Clothing industry 14: 1 
Shoe and leather industry I 1 
Food processing 1 : 5 
Construction 1: 1 
Services 1 : 3 

We shall not draw any conclusions from the material presented here, other than that venture 
capitalists do not find any substance in financial statistics to base their preference for specific 
branches on. 



II. The role of the banks as financeers of SME's 

11.1. Present situation 

Even though Poland has over 80 licensed banks and something like 1600 (small) cooperatives
 
(unlicensed), which makes one inclined to believe Poland is to some degree 'overbanked', the
 
banking sector is not at all competing to attract new SME customers.
 

Banks in Poland have a very near horizon and think in terms of 3 to 6 months rather than 5 to 8 
years as venture capitalists do. This kind of short term finance, when not supplemented with 
adequate long term lendinig or equity, leads automatically to negative working capital, where fixed 
asse ts that revolve slowly are financed with short term borrowing. This in fact also helps to 
establish a short term view amongst entrepreneurs. 

The technical obstruction to long term lending is the fact that deposits entrusted to the banks are 
also short term. ",e fact that interest on deposits is not taxed, helps to keep savings in the money
market instead of freeing them for investments. Another factor that reinforces this of course is the 
state-guarantee of deposits placed with state-owned banks. 

It can further be noticed that banks, from a managerial point of view, do not know enough about 
their client's business to take a longer term view. Also, to take such a view they would have to bc 
able to put more trust in their client's business plan, collateral and expected cash-flow. This could 
mean they would not readily finance long term capital needs, even if they had the funds for it. 

The few internationalschemesfor long term lending. like e.g. the EBRD long-term lending 
arrangementas operated by ING Bank, seem to bypass SME's, because the laterhave relatively 
low projectsizes. In the case of EBRD the requiredsize is at between 1,000,000 and 10,000,900 
USD (however note that the averageinvestment is at approx. 2,000,000 USD), with afurther 
requirementof 25% own capital.This 25% is not suppliedby Polishbanks, since Polish banks 
only lend short term. 

Short term lending by Polish banks, in practice the only finance available, puts high demands on 
collateral, to be provided by investors: 
- Machinery is not considered a collateral at all, mainly because the legal system is not 

waterproof in assigning a specific piece of machinery to a specific creditor who would have to 
claim 'his' collateral. 

- Debtors are not considered a collateral at all, compared with more sophisticated economies 
where 60 - 70% of accounts receivable serve as loan-coverage. The same goes for stocks, with 
the exception of certain rigid stocks in accepted bonded warehouses, of which the keys are 
almost literally in the hands of the banks. 

- Mortgages, when given (not by all banks) c given up to 50% of real estate value, although no 
bank we have spoken to seems to have any experience yet with executing for instance an 
occupied residential building, even though the law seems no longer to strictly prevent such 
action, as it did before. 

Contrary !o the excessive lending conditions, the lending criteria of Polish banks are not 
uncommon when compared with those in further developed economies and are in themselves 
rather healthy criteria, applied to the intake of lending prospects. 



Banks ask for a business plan or feasibility-study, balance sheets/profit and loss accounts and 

realistic prognoses both in words and in numbers. Not many SME's however are able to supply 

such information because they do not have it or because they are unable to present it in an 

acceptable form. 

The banks do not render any noticeable assistance in this matter. Also, the existing formalised 

methods and manuals for making and testing business plans (such as Unido's Comfar) seem to I 

too general, too abstract and too little user-friendly to be of great value. 

So far the Polish banks and other financial institutions have not come up with solutions for the 

as follows: 
problems sketched above, which can be summarized 

- no long term lending 
much emphasis on short term lending under severe conditions 

-


- lending criteria that SME's in general can hardly meet
 

no adequate assistance and co-thinking with SME clients
 -

The outcome of this situation is that growth of the SME-sector is not stimulated by the financial 

sector.
 

positive deveiopments11.2. Some 

The negative implications in connection with the present situation in the Polish financial sector 

generally recognised but not really considered to be quickly solvable. Some efforts are being ni 

however. A mention has to be made of the World Bank's USD 60 million loan, borrowed an Ic 

on to Polish businesses through other banks. This loan is explicitly meant to support the creatl( 

of new private business by 
providing finance for loans to private enterprise, particularly SME's 

-
- overcoming deficiencies of business practices
 

building support services for private enterprise development

-

eccor will be able to benefit from. 
This may well be the kind of structural approach the SME 

A positive development of a more qualitative nature seems to be the creation of Capital Market 

Centers by the big banks, such as Bank Handlowy and the Polish Development Bank, where I 

employees are trained to understand such new phenomena as: 

- debt-to-equity swaps 
- mergers and acquisitions 
- longer term view development 



loans for financing the Polish SME 
II. Equity as an alternative to 

loan capitalIII.1. insufficient 

For a start, it must be observed that the commercial banks, state-owned or private, are very careful
 

when lending to SMIE's, which leads them to stay away from overdraft and to restrict themselves
 

to (heavily) secured loans.
 

It is vital to notice that Polish banks are offered and have widely embraced a much safer outlet for
 

their investment capital than lending to SME's: interbank lending and state-guaranteed bonds and
 

securities, that yield a profitable margin at virtually no risk. (The total size of this money market
 

segment is at 20 billion USD, October 1992).
 

In cases where bardl's do lend to SME's, collateral in the form of guarantees, mortgages etc. has to
 

be very high, which decreases the SME's capacity to borrow, to a higher degree than it would in
 

fully developed capital markets. The excessive freezing of assets for the sake of bank security,
 

blocks the way to ,ise part of them as collateral in other directions or to divest them in exchange for
 

liquidity or other much wanted assets.
 

Of course it ,s true that the applied lending rules are reducing excessive rr -ourse to debt, which
 
goods and service.s 

may be g od from a financial policy point of view. For the real econorry o 

however, excessively reducing the SME's disposition of assets that could play a role in furthering 

l'he effect is that SME's run dry with no loans at 
growth of investments, sales and profits, is bad. 


all or aie stuck with expensive loans, whose interest decreases their capacity to retain profits as a
 

source of finance and may even be the cause of losses and untimely bankruptcy. In both cases, the
 

growth of the economy is negatively effected.
 

Even in an economy where banks thrive on corporate clients instead of the money market, the iced
 

for equity capital is clearly demonstrated by the enormous growth of the venture capital industry all
 

around the industrialised world. (For Europe see appendix 1).
 

Another negative effect is scored by the government budget deficits, causing high pressure on
 

available capital and raising interest rates.
 

instead of existing debt 
111.2. Venture capital 

In more sophisticated economies this kind of conversion in general has to be understood as an 

indirect conversion, meaning future venture capital instead of future debt financing. A direct one

on-one conversion of existing indebtedness by venture capital has no priority, because venture 

capital aims at capital gains through the financing of additional business activity and not at financi. 

restructuring by paying off the banks per se. 

In cases where venture capital is consciously used to pay off banks, this is generally not done on 

basis, but against an exchange rate which is unfavourable to the banks in situations 
one-on-one 
where the latter have no option but to accept or lose all. 



In the situation of Polish state-owned enterprises, conversion would have to be applied directly to 
existing debt as long as existing loan obligations are not waived by the banks or their eventual 
successors or at least depreciated in a substantial way. Restructuring the balance sheet by getting 
rid of suffocating bank loans through the input of new risk-bearing capital in that case would be 
the only way to restore sound financial conditions. 

It could be imagined that the eventual further privatisation of the Polish economy, through the 
privatisation of selected large State enterprises and/or a mass privitisation programme to prepare a 
large numbei of smaller enterprises for private ownership (e.g through management/employee
buy-outs), would popularise equity as a source of capital and indirectly work to the advantage of 
ventte capital introduction. Also, the complementary roles of the banks, private owners and 
venture capital institutions would become more visible. 
When privatisation is accompanied by foreign-deLt-to-equity schemes, foreign venture capital 
institutions are offered another incentive to enter the market, because investment cost is made 
lower. 

With or without any institutionalised legal backing of debt-to-equity swaps, venture capitalists 
would necessarily have to be able to discuss book values of the assets involved in relation to theix 
replacement or expected future cashflow values. Deteriorated buildings and equipment would be 
abandoned, maybe rented but rarely bought without a considerable discount. Apart from the 
economic principle at stake, owning something that has or may have belonged to a predecessor 
seems to be an option that is still to be avoided in Poland. 

In the case of private new ventures without a history of large employment numbers, indebtedness 
to banks and ownership disputes, there would clearly be much more manoeuvering space for 
venture capitalists to invest directly into unhampered innovation and growth. 

111.3. Venture capital for innovation and growth of SME's 

For some years to come profit regeneration to finance innovation and growth is not expected to b 
a sufficient source of new capital for Polish SME's. In the meantime, long term finance will have 
to come from outside SME's, venture capital being a natural source for investments that take a 
relatively long time to mature. 

Venture capitalists are not investors in the stricter sense, in that they have more than a fractional 
interest in a company and wish to have the same information that the management has. It is 
especially this involvement that makes venture capital an interesting source of finance for SME's. 

Innovation and growth rates of SME's are shown to have improved through the investment and 
involvement of venture capital. The main reason for this seems to be the fact that venture capitalists 
have indeed one focus when investing in a company: to make as big as possible a capital gain. To 
achieve this they monitor their investments closely with the eye of an entrepreneur rather than a 
financeer. 

Venture capitalists may be expected to be the most business orientated financeers that the Polish 
economy can attract. They do not come in for a short period, but for 5 years or more, meaning 
they will be around for the whole period or growth phase that they have initialised by participating. 
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IV. Sources of venture capital and where to invest it 

IV.A. Sources of venture capital 

The original sources of corporate finance are: 
- retained earnings 
- bank credit (on collateral or as overdraft) 

Venture capital became popular in the USA during the late 1970's, later to be followed by the UK 
and continental Europe. It is found in many sources, ranging from private individuals to the 
gouvernment. However, a pattern has emerged, that we will represent for Europe as a whole. 

Sources of European venture capital in 1991 

Corporate investors 5,1% 
Private individuals 4,7% 
Government agencies 1,6% 
Banks 36,2% 
Pension Funds 14,6% 
Insurance companies 11,3% 
Academic institutiors 0,3% 
Other sources 9,0% 
Realised capital gains available for reinvestment 17,2% 

Total new funds 1991 100,0% 

There are reasons to assume that the sources mentioned above are in principle also available to the 
Polish economy and therefore the SME sector. Banks will not go into venture capital participations 
direct, but through venture capital funds in which they invest. Several banks have expressed 
interest in this. Realised capital gains, being the gains made on venture capital portfolio 
divestments on exit, is a source that will exist wherever venture capital exists, growing over dime 
as portfolios mature. 

Some Polish insurance companies are already into venture capital in a structured way (see under 
VII. 4.). However, insurance companies (19 licensed life and non-life) and pension funds (ZUS) 
in Poland still lack the substantial saving:; necessary to play a dominant role as institutional 
investors. Private individuals (type 'relatives and friends') and corporatc investors are at the 
moment THE source for venture capital. 

Acomparison with the situation in Hungary, where a venture capital market has very recently been 
established, learns that in 1991 the following sources for new vertuie capital funding were tapped: 
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Sources of venture capital in Hungary in 1991 

Corporate investors 53,9% 
Private individuals 6,9% 
Government agencies 13,1 -, 
Banks 15,6% 
Realised capital gains available for reinvestment 10,5% 

Total new funds in Hungary in 1991 100,0% 

IV.2. Identification of sectors eligible for participation by external investors 

When the development phases of companies are taken into consideration, venture capital in Poland 
seems at the moment applicable to all but one development phases, i.e. to start-up, expansion, 
replacement and management buy-out phases, but not to seed-finance phases. 

This one exception is a logical consequence of the fact that 'seed' financing refers to the 
development of an invention or idea that needs to be demonstrated as feasible before even a 
business plan is made, let alone a complete management-team exists. This is a very high-risk form 
of venture capital. In an economy which is relatively open to imports it is really only applicable to 
state-of-the-art innovations, which beat the competition by being more advanced and most of the 
times even protected by international patents. The present standing of the Polish economy does not 
indicate state-of-the-art levels in many sector of the economy where such liigh-risk investments aue 
warranted. 

During the study a number of promising sectors for venture capital were mentioned, such as: 
- food industry, mainly ago-type 
- bio-technology 
- exporting light industry, such as 

furniture and other wood products 
footwear and leather 

- construction 
- energy and environmental protection 
- transport and communication 
- services, especially in the financial sector 

When trying to find the most interesting sectors, it should be borne in mind that the Polish 
economy is, and will be for an uncertain amount of time o come, unstable. SME's come and go, 
or change their activities practically overnight. Company records are lacking or unreliable and the 
institutional registration functions are not fully in place. Therefore, much of twe available statistical 
information on 'the' sectors of the economy is bound to be losing its factual basis upon or even 
before publication. Thi- is the main r'qon why it is not the sectorial structure of the economy that 
venture capitalists should be fucusing on. 

Of course it is not implied here that the screening of any sound quantitative data is to be neglected. 
Venture capitalists should clearly be interested in as much data on management and company 

activities as they can obtain and trust. One just has to bear in mind that a desk-research approach is 
not a realistic option, when considering a 'due-diligence' process to verify the quality of any given 
prospect.
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Our conclusion here would have to be that the identification of good investment prospects needs to 
be done at micro-level, that is at the level of individual SME's, more than at the level of sectors. 

As has beer. the case in developed economies, specialisation of Venture Capital Funds as to 
sectors, market-niche's etc. will gradually develop later. In practice, this meaxis that the managers 
of a Fund will divide the market between them and each specialise in specific sectors. 

With a view to the necessity to invest scarce funds into the best available prospects, much attention 
will have to be given to selecting among the vast amount of SME's. Identification of ventures 
eligible for participation at micro-level will therefore require a well established network, covering 
enough of the Polish economy to come to the right SME participations. 
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V. Stimulating SME's to use venture capital 

V.1. Promotion 

To spread knowledge of venture capital among SME's, promotion campaigns are a 'must'.
 
Methods to be used include:
 
- mailings
 
- advertisements 
- road-shows 
- brochures and leaflets 
- public appearances, also on television and radio 
- free publicity 
- magazines, such as the brand new Financial Sector Magazine, published by Mediabnk S.A. 

SME's are not used to sharing ownership with investors. It is therefore wise -. add: ess and 
explain that situation at an early stage, to avoid the kind of misunderstanding and disappointment 
that would give venture capital a bad name. 

The following questions need to be answered at a very early stage: 
- Does the SME really need venture capital or are there any better alternatives? These may 

include leasing, merging with another SME, a joint-venture etc. 
- How big should the participation be in terms of power transferred? If the participation tends to 

be too big for the SME's management to swallow, loans instead of share capital could be the 
solution. However, if the venture capitalist is a foreign operation. one has to take into account 
the fact that corporation tax is significantly lower if foreign shareholding exceeds the 30% 
range. 

- What price is the venture capitalist willing to pay for his share in the SME? With this respect it 
is very important that the valuation methods applied are accepted by both sides. 

A big point should be made of the fact that venture capital is for the longer term, say 5 - 10 years, 
and aims at structural improvement of the company-record. Too much reference to the 'upside' of 
the venture capitalist is to be avoided, although it is clear that a healthy profit must be in the cards 
to interest venture capitalists in the first place. 

The intake-process should not take too much time or cost too much money. Lawyers making the 
contracts must do so at reasonable fees. Contract-standardisation, still allowing some flexibility, is 
cost-effective and should be applied. The use of consultants should not lead to disproportionate 
cost. Ma~drig use of existing volunteer-schemes offers some solution although real consultancy 
commitment stems from commercial involvement more than from any other form. 

V.2. Technical assistance 

Any institution, whether completely private, or financially backed by the Polish or any other state, 
that considers entering the market for venture capital on the supply-side, is confronted with clients 
that suffer from deficiencies in almost all aspects of business-knowledge and experience, even 
though they may be able to hide some or most of it. 
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Venture capitalists offering just money would certainly be forced to put severe demands on the 
client's financial standing and business track-records to avoid being drawn into ventures doomed 
to fail. This would mean that only low-risk prospects would be taken in and funded, a situation 
also existing on the supply-side of the market for loan capital. 
A western-style due-dJ1igence process at iiitake is off the mark, as it would put too much emphasis 
on finding problems tha: are there anyway and ask to be solved, not to serve as an eventual motive 
for withdrawal from the project. 

There is a feeling in the financial world that venture capitalists will be looking at track-records too 
much. For management of SME's this will not create a fair chance. Also, it would automatically 
lead to neglecting greenfield investments, which are valuable in the present stage of development 
of the Polish economy. 

Venture capitalists can only realiy add to the restructuring of the Polish economy by offering 
technical assistance. Such assistance could be restricted to functional support, e.g. in the field of 
administration ard marketing, or could even include complete managerial take-over as in a 
management buy-in. 

To gain the trust of SME's as potential users of the funds it is mandatory for venture capitalists to 
offer and apply constructive forms of assistance right from the beginning, when the business idea 
is translated into a feasible business-plan. 

It would make sense for venture capitalists to invest some of their available investment funds in 
centralised technical training facilities, especially serving SME's and therefore also their own 
investees. This could be a profitable operation, taking into account the possibility to oblige 
investees to follow its programs as part of the investment contract. 

V.3. Bank sector as linking pin 

Business-plan creation is mentioned by the banks as uie main technical issue facing the venture 
capital sector. Since banks are confronted with many unstable business plans and with many 
clients that need business partners before needing new money, the banks are bound to play an 
important role in linking up SME's with venture capitalists, both to enhance credibility and 
standing of venture capital and of the SME's involved. This goes to show that banks and venture 
capitalists can and will play complementary roles in the economy. 

A problem still is the relative unawarerness of the banks regarding SME practices and problems. 
Apart from the positive effects to be expected from the existing twinning-arrangements with 
foreign banks that exist for 7 of the 9 state-owned banks, continuous attention will have to be 
given to training the loan officers, directly or through training the trainers programs. A major issue 
seems to be the making and evaluating of a business-plan, including descriptions of at least the 
following areas: 
- commercial side 
- production
 
- finance & administration 
- personnel 
- external factors 

(It is worth noticing however that a business plan has to remain the plan of the entrepreneur, who 
has to be fully committed to it). 
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V.4. Consultants 

Already the emergence of a consultancy layer between SME's and the financial sector has become 
visible in Poland. Consultancy services are of utmost importance to SME's and to venture 
capitalists alike. Consultants may help SME's to understand the benefits of venture capital in 
relevant cases, apart from their function as developers of strategic and operational business 
functions inside SME's. 

Venture capitalists will have to use consultants when taking in or upgrading their SME 
participations, for which they themselves are not sufficiently staffed. Training the consultzncy 
sector, as for example PBAS/3P, a joint-venture of the International Finance Corporation and the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, is doing is of utmost importance and has a 
direct positive impact on the venture capital sector. 

V.5. Some practical cases 

As part of the study individual meetings with several companies and institutions from the area 
were prepared by the Business Support Centre (Centrum Wspierania Biznesu) of Lodz, at the 
request of the Polish Cooperation Fund in Warsaw. 

The meetings were seen as a way to get in touch with SME-practices, to be used as field-research 
material for the venture capital study. They also served to underline the need for technical 
assistance and consultanc, as felt and expressed by the different participants in the discussion. 

Company I 
This is a 100% privateowned enterprise.Company 1. builds roadsand bridges andneeds a new 
machine to lay bitumen roadsat high speed. They have guarantees from localgovernment to lay 
several hundreds kilometers of new B-roads,now sandy roads. Turnover in '92 shall be DM 
700.000, profits before tax 20%. 

The machine they have in mind is a Germanmachine, costingDM 400.000 andhalving laying 
cost. Therearehowever also other suitablemachines, to be determined also by the eventualjoint
venture partner.They have no bank loans, which are too expensive. 

It is agreedthat they need a strongbusinessplan before they areable to approachajoint-venture 
partnerora venture capitalist.They expresseda needfor assistance with making the business 
plan. 

Company 2 
This is a 100% private owned enterprise.It builds house-blocks, o.f which the partsareprefabed 
in theirown plant.Sofarthey have only been buildingfor housingfoundations,which pre-pay 
for the work as it progresses.Without this they would be in liquidityproblems. They have no 
bank loans, which are thoughtto befar too expensive, exceptfor so-called 'technology-loans'at 
38%, which is the interbanklending-rate. 

They now wish to tap the largemarketforprivate house-blocks,anid work for theirown account. 
This of course requiresmoney and/ora partner.The risks in this market are higher but so are 
profits. 
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Company 2. is interestedin talking about risk-bearing capital,assuppliedby a venture capital 
fund orany other risk-bearingsource. Tzey need some assisiancewith the preparationof the 
businessplan. 

Company 3 
Company 3. is a manufacturerof upholstery-fillings, which are madefrom coconuts out of Sri 
Lanka. They are 100% state-owned. Turnover is at DM 2.000.000. 

Theirs is not a totally uniqueproduct,but since labourcost is at 25% of total cost in this par.icular 
manufacturingprocess, Polishlow wages play a positive role in taking onforeign competition in 
theirown markets (mainly Austriaand Germany, totalexports are at DM 600.000). 

Company 3. wishes tofind a partnerwho buys the companyfrom the state and continues its 
operations.This couldbe a branche-companion,but also a more generalfurnitureoperation,or a 
venture capitalfund. Asking pricewill probablyequalbook value (DM 4.000.000), but actual 
buyingprice can be lower. Also investments up to DM 3.000.000 are neededfor mechanisation. 
After this the workforce could be reducedfrom 200 to 150. 

They have had talks with a Germanrnanufacturet ofseatsfor the car-industry,but these are not in 
a hurry. Company 3. therefore wishes to put pressureon them, while at the same time creating 
opportunitiesin otherdirections.It was agreedthat the actualproductionofa solid businessplan 
will take care ofpressuremeant, as the Germansclearly would understandand hopefully alsofear 
its multi-applicabilityin the venture capitaland take-over market. 

Company 3. would need some, but not much, assistancewhen preparingthe businessplan, and 
some consultancysupportwith regardto doing the deal with the government. 

Company 4 
This is a privatelyowned policlinic,housed in a 2.000 sq. metre building with its own laboratory 
andpharmacy. 

They need 100.000 USD tofinish the existing operation,as it would allow them to make the 
following investments: 
- X-ray machine 20.000 
- PeripheralDoppler 30.000 
- Working Capital 40.000 
- PR, advertising 10.000 
The working capital need isfor buying drugs, which they will use themselves and resell to other 
hospitals,clinics etc. 

The clinic was established on the basis of a 1.000.000 USD IDEA-loan, interestpaidin advance. 
realdisposition 700.000 USD. They now need to complete the outfit. 

Management has at this moment much biggerplans,requiringseveralmillions of dollars,but it 
was agreedto firstshow capabilityoffinishing what was started. 

Company 4. is now working on a businessplan, that will enable it to get the necessaryfunds, 
preferablyfrom some venture capitaloperation. 
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VI. Building the supply-side of venture capital 

VI.1. Policy measures 

As we have already stated, there are reasons to assume that adequate sources of venture capital are 
in principle available to the Polish economy and therefore the SME sector, provided the right pre
conditions exist. 

One general pre-condition that would have to be fulfilled for venture capital to become a forceful 
factor in developing the Polish SME sector is the establishment and maintenance of political 
stability, as venture capitalists perceive it. The presence of Poland on the high-risk countries list of 
export credit insurance companies is a negative factor that has to be addressed by the Polish 
gouvernment. 

Monetary policy should make clear how depreciation of the Zloty is being slowed down and 
eventually controlled. Grounding a strong exports sector on in part the depreciation-instrument, as 
has e.g. happened in South American countries, is to be avoided if one intends to integrate into a 
greater economical environment (say 'Europe') as a stable partner. 

A negative fiscal policy factor will be the fact that, while interest on deposits is and will remain 
tax-exempt, capital gain on equity is going to be taxed in 1994. (In 1992 and 1993 it is tax
exempt). This would certainly not add to building the supply-side of venture capital. 

The main policy factor influencing the supply-side of equity capital certainly is the privatisation 
process. The slowing down of this process would prevent more liquidity from flowing into the 
equity sector and also greatly hamper the development of the stock exchange, eventually one of the 
main exits out of venture capital participations. 

Some other conditions under which to build the supply-side of venture capital are mentioned 
below. 

VI.2. Retail networking 

There is every reason to assume that recourse to equity has generally been blocked in Poland in at 
least two ways: 
- co-ownership is distrusted by SME entrepreneurs, if not explained properly 
- there is very little private or institutional risk capital available outside SME's 

Both negative factors seem to put the initiative on the supply side. Even when this is so, the 
creation and functioning of a Polish market for equity capital requires more market transparency 
than is available now to enable assessment of the risks that are involved. 

That is to say that even when SME's would embrace co-ownership and Venture Capital Funds 
wou!d emerge in the market, the money might still not be invested because of insufficient or a 
negative insight into risks involved. 
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Some of the elements involved when assessing risk are: 
- company track-record 
- management track-record 
- business-plan 
- shareholders protection 
- accounting standards 
- taxation of profits and capital gains 
- legal rights and liabilities 
- stock-market and other exits 

All these elements have to be clearly taken into account and understood by the investor before he 
commits himself. 

Accounting standards for example have improved with the introduction of new requirements for 
company record-keeping and the production of financial statements. (1991, based on the EC's 
fourth directive). The accounting regulations however, deal with audit requirements for SME's (or 
any other companies) only in a limited sense, so more is expected to come from the Ministry of 
Finance. Especially the Polish practice that financial statements are used only to show that 
companies have observed legal and tax regulations has to be redressed so, that these statements in 
the future will serve also to give a fair and true view of the state of the companies' affairs. This 
latter application is the one venture capitalists are interested in before entering an investment, while 
monitoring it and wnen exiting from it. 

Accounting standards have to allow for a clear evaluation of a prospect. Net asset value of a 
company (total value of assets minus liabilities) has to be based on 'true' value, which in practice 
requires revaluation of assets and liabilities. Discounted cash flow evaluation, based on expected 
future earnings, requires unambiguous monitoring standards (See under VIII). 

Taxation is a factor already mentioned under VI. I. It can be added here that loss carry-forward is 
somewhat restricted, which is unfavourable in most venture capital situations where initial loss 
through growth/de,,elopment-cost is consciously 'risked' with the expectation of full 
compensation with future profits. The absence of such full compensation might make initial losses 
too 'risky 

Legal rights and liabilities have to be known in full, which requires a legal audit upon intake of 
new ventures. Especially property rights, such as usufruct, easements, pledge and mortgage are 
sometimes badly visible and also spread, which requires thorough and costly investigation. 

As far as 'exits' are concerned, these will occur after 5-8 years, aiming at capital gains without any 
intermediate dividend payments. The stock-exchange is only one (and at the time not an ideal one) 
exit, others being the sale of the company to another corporate entity, the sale of the venture capital 
position to a (foreign) financial investor, a (re)purchase by a joint-venture partner who is in on a 
deal. Selling back to the Polish entrepreneur is also an option, but most of the times not realistic 
due to a high share-value if the venture has been successfull. The venture capitalist will have to 
assess his exit possibilities, especially if they are restricted. 

So, even before a 'due-diligence' or verification process becomes relevant, there is the pre
screening or intake-period where the right SME's are identified and the wrong ones shed. 
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The identification of SME's, eligible for participation by external investors, will necessarily have 
to take place at ground level, where these SME's are operating. As we have seen earlier, their is 
neither much affinity with or knowledge of equity and venture capital with SME's, which indicates 
that SME's will as a rule not take the initiative and come to venture capitalists to discuss 
partnerships. Venture capitalists will therefore have to cast a rather wide net, that covers the 
country or parts thereof at 'retail' - level and approach SME's that way. 

Retail venture capital networks require a strong regional or local component. Examples of such 
networks are: 

Tise, disposing of a 15-office regional network, which makes it possible 
- to identify and screen prospects at close range 
- to supply not only the capital but also the support that may lead to the success of SME's 

involved. Consultants and technical assistapce (SIDI, Peacecorps, ezc.), are available on a no
cost ad hoc basis. 

Business Support Centres, one out of the ten existing centres being part of the European 
Business & Innovation Centre Network. They are normally (but not always) connected to 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry, but do not take over their functions. They assist local 
business on all matters relevant to business development. 

Regional Development Agencies, the Ministry of Industry and Trade/IDA and the Voivod 
(and sometimes also the Solidarity Economic Foundation) being the shareholders in the majority of 
cases. The RDA's stimulate regional development and do some investing of their own. 

Cooperation of Venture Capital Funds with local and regional institutions like business support 
centres, chambers of commerce and regional development agencies enhances visibility and trust. 

VI.3. Risk-sharing through co-investing 

Venture capitalists will assess their risk as completely as possible. If they cannot estimate the 
extent of their exposure in a deal they will not do the deal, unless somebody else would bring the 
risk back to an acceptable level by co-assessing and sharing it. 

Risk-sharing through co-investing is a normal practice for venture capital funds. Especially when a 
specific knowledge or experience is lacking, finding a partner can be the key to doing the deal or 
leaving it. As long as venture capital remains a little known phenomena in the Polish economy, it 
is to be expected that some outside expertise has initially to be involved in any case if and when 
new venture capital funds are to be established. 

The specific knowledge lacking in such a case would be 'inside' knowledge of the Polish 
economy, its business climate, its business people and its ways to check on the formal and 
informal track-records of businesses and their management. 

Co-investing with knowledgeable Polish partners helps to deal with this problem. It would also 
embody exactly what is needed in a developing economy: partnership-application of skills and 
experience during a period of transition. 
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VI.4. A venture capital guarantee scheme 

Lending institutions like the World Bank, International Finance Corporation, European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, European Investment Bank, Phare, Cooperation Fund, Bank 
for Food Economy, whose available credit-lines are meant to be invested into companies, also 
SME's, experience rather slow disbursement into the economy and are looking for means to speed 
up the process, for instance through the eventual creation of a guarantee fund. 

After the second world war most 'Western' gouvemments decided to stimulate their economies in 
various ways. State-guaranteed loan capital was one of the first instruments to induce new 
ventures. As long as the capital base of the economy remained high, no need was felt for the 
introduction of measures to create more risk-bearing capital. 

During the 70's however companies started to show higher and higher leverage levels (ratio of 
loan capital to equity capital), mainly because higher added value led to disproportionately higher 
wages and lower profits, meaning less profits were available for investment. 

In 1981 the Dutch gouvernment created a guarantee scheme to explicitly stimulate the creation and 
growth of SME's through additional risk-bearing capital. This was done indirectly by stimulating 
the creation of private Venture Capital Funds, that would invest into SME's. This scheme, that has 
undergone some changes over time, is basically still existing today. 
Under the scheme, private Venture Capital Funds investing in SME's are offered a guarantee,
stating that part of their losses incurred when investing in SME's shall be covered by the Dutch 
Gouvernment. In practice this meant that approximately 50% of losses on risk-bearing investments 
in SME's, made in accordance with certain rules and regulations, were paid back to the Fund by 
the State. 

The guarantee scheme is generally thought to have had a profound influence on the establishment 
of a thriving and large venture capital market in The Netherlands, that has contributed considerably 
to the strength and variety of the Dutch private sector. In particular the readiness to invest in young 
and starting companies has increased. 

An assessment of the effects of the guarantee scheme indicates that an extra Dfl. 40.000.000. in 
profit tax revenues is received by the Dutch State annually, whereas the total amount of annual 
loss-compensation payments under the scheme is much lower than that. 

Also, every investment under the scheme has added 50% in employment during the investment 
period, totalling approximately 10.000. persons over 7 years. (One has to bear in mind however,
that the Dutch economy is highly capital-intensive and that the employment effects will almost 
certainly be -much- higher in more labour-intensive economies, where labour is relatively cheap, 
as is the case in the Polish economy). 

It has also been shown that the investment levels of Dutch SME's has on average more than 
doubled (from Dfl. 1,4 million to over Dfl. 3 million) during the involvement of venture capital 
funding, indicating that the company's innovative and growth potential had been strongly 
improved by this type of funding. 
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A venture capital guarantee scheme for the Polish economy is certainly something worth 
considering, even at this early stage. Recourse to (semi-) gouvernmental regional development 
funds only, as seems to be the tendency, would certainly be valuable, provided no political criteria 
but strictly socio-economical criteria are applied. The emergence of private Venture Capital Funds 
would introduce a yardstick for measuring the gouvernmental investment sector and also create 
much needed possibilities to cooperate in co-investing schemes. 

The creation of new jobs is clearly a policy issue for any government. As there are indications that 
the creation of a stable new job takes a financial input of between 5,000 (Enterprise Credit 
Corporation) and 7,500 USD (Bank Bise), venture capital could play an important role in re
employing people coming out of the privatisation process. 
A governmental guarantee scheme, whee the gevemment shares the risk through carrying part of 
the losses incurred, provided these losses did not come about through negligence, would almost 
certainly have an impact on the introduction of venture capital. Experience in other countries, e.g. 
the Netherlands, has shown that the direct cost of such a scheme can be low and even negligible 
when compared with the indirect gains, such as less unemployment payments, more income and 
profit tax revenues. 

VI.5. Information services 

A requirement for a venture capital market to properly function would be the availability of 
information services that could be used to attract and verify information on companics, persons 
etc. that need to be screened before investing. At the moment, there are at least two noticeable 
initatives 
- Warta-TIM, who is working on a data-base, holding information on several hundreds of 

Polish companies, to which a considerable number is added every month. The information is at 
micio(company) level and serves to check credibility of companies and persons. Internationally 
Warta-TIM works together with Dun & Bradstreet. 

- Centre for Privatisation, working with the so-called CePont database, that holds information at 
branch-level and follows 63 branches in the Polish economy. 

- National Chamber of Commerce (KIG), offering some forms of verification services. 

Size of the market 
At this stage, only educated guesses can be made about the size of the venture capital market in 
Poland. From our discussions with several venture capital parties we gather that an amount of at 
least 100.000.000. ECU could be invested in venture capital deals within 3-5 years. When looking 
at the Hungarian market, where 23.000.000. ECU were invested during the first year of measured 
venture capital activities, this does not seem a wild guess at all. 
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VII. A concise description of some venture capital organisations that 
are already active in the Polish market. 

VII.L. Enterprise Venture Capital Corporation (EVCC) capital 10 million 
75.000 - 500.000 USD per project, committed 2.5 million USD in 
projects 

USD, 
15 

EVCC, in operation since May 1991, is a 100% daughter company of the Polish American 
Enterprise Fund and also run by them. Management uses a 'window-system' to reach out into the 
Polish economy. This system entails a cooperation with 9 banks, 8 of which are regionally spread, 
who operate 'windows' and 'sub-windows', staffed with trained screening officers to idcntify and 
assist viable business opportunities for investing. The training was based on the experience gained 
by the South Shore Bank of Chicago, when implementing a development scheme for the black 
community. 

Companies, mainly private SME's, are getting help with filling out application forms (of 24 
pages), preparation of the business plan etc. The 'window-system' also enables the rendering of 
technical assistance, for which very rarely outside consultancy is called in. 

Up till now, 15 projects have been financed by the EVCC, all except one with loans however. At 
the same time the EVCC is expecting to do more equity deals in the future, since they feel they 
have now established their operation and gained enough experience to assess and take on risks 
involved with equity exposure. The main obstacles, according to EVCC, seem to be 
- the lacking capability of the entrepreneur to make a solid business plan 
- the unwillingness of the banks to follow the venture capitalist into an entrepreneurial approach 

of business activities 
- the fact that entrepreneurs are not familiar with share-capital. 

The market for venture capital is thought to be 'huge', which is why the EVCC thinks it will be 
doing more equity-based deals in the near future. 

VII.2. Caresbac-Polska S.A. capital 5.2 million USD, 75.000 - 300.000 USD 
per project, committed 1.5 million USD in 5 projects, minority interest 
(25 - 49%) 

Caresbac-Polska S.A., operational since 1991, is a joint-stock company, operating under Polish 
law, whose shares are held by Caresbac-USA (majority), the Cooperalion Fund and the 
Foundation for the development of Polish Agriculture. The company's staff consists mainly of 
well trained and experienced finance and development experts with an international background. 

The company's main purpose is to invest on strictly commercial terms in private SME's with 
between 15 and 100 employees, annual turnover of between USD 150.000 and USD 1.500.000. 
and current owner's equity of between USD 50.000 and USD 500.000. (read: Zloty.-equivalents 
of these dollar amounts). Furthermore, they wish to supplement such investments with advice and 
support, mainly in the fields of finance, business administration and commercial activities. For this 
latter purpose Caresbac maintains relationships with support organisations, working with 
volunteers. 
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Investments are as a rule at between 25 and 49% of total paid-up share capital. Procedures 
followed include 
- intake 	of prospects by Caresbac's regionalised network, including some of the chambers of 

commerce and the network of Tise in syndicated deals 
- a quick screening of such prospects to check viability and agree on main issues 
- development of the business plan 

Caresbac-Polska claims it has identified some preferential sectors for investment, such as 
- agro-food 
- light industries for export 
- businesses supporting the housing industry 
- essential business services, like printshops and software services 
- businesses helpful to the environment 

Investments made to date, totalling 5, include 
- a horticultural farm 
- a poultry slaughter house 
- a poultry farm equipment trader 
- a software company for accounting/m.i.s. services 
- a manufacturer of matresses. 

Investment decisions in a final stage include a state farm privatisation project and a producer of 
apple concentrate. 

Management feels the market for venture capital is very large, provided the right technical 
assistance 	can be offered. One of the main venture capital objectives would have to be 
strengthening the balance sheet by de-leveraging, i.e. roll over credits into equity. 

VII.3. 	 TISE, capital 7 billion zlotys, max. 500 million zlotys per project, 
SME's exclusively (approx. 10 - 50 employees), minority interest 
(below 50%) 

Tise, or: Company for Socio-Economic Investments, was established in 199 1. Tise is offering 
financial and other support to SME ventures from intake to exit, or from day one until on average 
5 years after participation. The company shall soon be raising its capital basis to 7 billion zlotys. 

Tise addresses solely SME's employing on average between 10 and 50 persons. Per enterprise a 
maximum of 500.000.000 zlotys is available. This means Tise is aiming at companies and projects 
that are considerably smaller than those in the target groups of EVCC and Caresbac-Polska. 

For some valuable bigger projects however, syndication is established, for example with 
Caresbac-Polska. Also in some cases, cooperation is sought with commercial banks that supply 
loan capital. Participations amount to less than 50% of total share capital and are to last approx. 5 
years. In some cases additional loan capital is made available. An important other activity is the 
leasing of machinery and tools. Over 1992 Tise is expected to commit 1 billion zlotys. 
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In order to qualify SME's must be able to show expected economic profitability and social value, 
like the creation of employment for lowly qualified people in socio-economical weak regions. 
Apart from offering money, Tise also organises technical assistance by Polish or foreign experts. 
It is important to notice that Tise is basically a non-profit organisation supported by the Ministry of 
Labour. Its performance is to be measured in terms of keeping the Fund intact in real terms 
(premiums on share-sales minus inflation minus investment losses) and of showing acceptable 
levels of capital spent per job created. 

It is therefore that Tise, even though it is a non-profit organisaticn, stays away from higher-risk 
investments. SME track-records that show a history of earlier funding having gone the wrong way 
or that indicate personal problems within the local socio-cultural environment will prevent money 
from being invested. 

Tise works closely together with its shareholders, Bise (Bank for Socio-Economic Initiatives), 
Fise (Foundation for Socio-Economic Initiatives) and Sidi (Socidt6 d'Investissement et de 
D6veloppement International S.A.). Through this it is embedded in a network where knowledge of 
finance as a tool for ecoiomic development is available. What is more, a regionalised network of 
15 agencies, under Fise, is available for intake, screening and monitoring of projects and training 
and supporting of SME-management. 

The fact that the capital base of Tise is being raised in spite of selective/restrictive investment 
policies demonstrates that the market, also for the 'safer' projects, is considered to be not fully 
tapped. It seems likely that the further development of skills and experience within the Tise 
structure will eventually raise the level of acceptable risk, creating a wider range of action. An 
additional contribution to this is expected from local guarantee funds -now being discussed-. 
capitalised with money from local institutions. 

Tise has no specific branches or sectors that it invests in, although there seems to be a preference 
for agro-related projects, also in connection with the geographical regions where the Tise network 
operates. 

Some sectors where Tise is invested are: 
- Dairy-industry 
- Flour Mills 
- Fruit juices 
- Furniture 
- Clothing 
- Food processing 

Some examples of recent investments by Tise are: 
- a producer of fodder for rabbit farms 
- a dairy project in public/private partnership 
- a workshop for wood products 
- a manufacturer of construction materials 
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VII.4. Warta-TIM, 20 operational people, shares held by Warta Insurance 
company and several Polish trading firms 

Warta-TIM is an example of how financial and other strengths in the private sector (insurance 
companies and businesses corporations) are combined by a Fund manager and applied in a venture 
capital sense. Warta-TIM operates four lines of activity: 
- assessing investment prospects for the shareholders (e.g. Swarzedzkie Fabryki Mebli) 
- investing direct into companies (e.g. the furniture and the shoe industry) 
- working as a business information service in cooperation with worldwide Dun & Bradstreet 
- collecting debts 

Investments are based on a positive assessment of business plans and feasibility studies presented. 
Warta-TIM has a preference for prospects that need money plus management support. Through 
management support they are upgrading companies, which they can then sell to industrial buyers 
(trade sales). Apart from the people from their own operation they can also involve specialists 
from their shareholders in the ongoing upgrading processes that require specialised expertise. 
Occasionally third party experts are hired. 

At the moment they are in a consortium with foreign banks tendering for the 'Management of 
a national investment fund under the Polish mass privatisation programme.' 

Participations shall not be smaller than 10% and always require a seat on the supervisory board. 
Apart from share capital also loans are offered to viable businesses. 

It should noticed that most SME's will probably fall short of Warta-TIM's requirements, in that 
investments have to be rather short-term and rather large in money terms. At the same time it is 
clear that a venture capital fund would sometimes wish to syndicate bigger deals with this 
professional investment company that could render an 'inside' second opinion, or use it's 
management capacities. Since a venture capital fund needs profitible large deals to counterbalance 
management-intensive smaller SME-deals and protect overall profitability of the fund, Warta-TIM 
could indirectly play an instrumental role. 

VII.5. Significance of existing venture capital operations in Poland 

The existing venture capital-type operations in Poland, dealing with SME's, are of great value. 
They will assist in making venture capital a financial instrument that is both understood and 
accepted by Polish SME's and by investors, whose contributions will help to enlarge existing 
venture capital funds and create new ones. 

A very interesting aspect in connection with the present forerunners is that the eventual exit from 
the SME's invested in would not only have to be sale of the shares to the management or other 
local interests, but also to venture capital operations established later, that can offer more capital 
and wider networks, for example reaching across border. In fact, this kind of informal market for 
participations is now being created between venture capital organisations in Western European 
countries as a way to enhance access and exit possibilities. 
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come into the market: 
VII.6. 	 Some further venture capital funds to 

Avalon Ventures for bio-technology, 70 million USD 
-

Polish Private Equity Fund, 150 million USD in equity subscriptions; to invest in SME's 
-

Amsterdam Pacific Corporation, method: management buy-in, upgrading, reselling. 
-



VIII. The significance of accounting and financial disclosure
 

standards and practices. 

VII.1. General 

In 1991 new regulations on accounting were issued by the Ministry of Finance. These regulations,
based on the European Community's Fourth Directive, aim at significantly changing some of the 
requirements for company record-keeping and presenting financial statements. 

However, the intemationady accepted accounting and auditing standards and services are still 
under development in Poland. There is also the fear that over-regulation might stop the 
development of the Polish private economy dead in its trcks. The role for an independent auditing
profession and its organisations in the whole process of verifying any new standards, will 
therefore be a limited one for the time being. 

A special mention must be made ,f the fact that under the current (new) regime Polish companies 
are obliged to produce as financial statements only a balance sheet and profit and loss account,
whereas venture capitalists will have to insist on cash flow projections also, meaning the future 
extenision of the regime to include these projections would improve the climate for venture capital 
to grow in. 

To bridge a time-gap here, we are referring to what we have already said earlier in this study (see
under V.2.): that venture capitalists need to give technical assistance. Especially the training of 
financial management techniques would serve both sides of a venture capital dal. 

The lack, at some specific points, of some financial information does not necessarily mean the 
exposure of venture capitalists in Poland would have to be unacceptably high when compared wi 
other, further developed countries. This is because even in a 'western' setting accounting
standards, also when appiied to the full, can never take away the necessity to look at other 
financial or non-financial data which are of special interest to venture capitalists, like information 
on directors, management and employees, premises, analyses of sales, markets and competitors
analysis of contribution, production, suppliers, detailed description of the basis for valuation of 
fixed assets, inventory, debtors, cost of sales, labour costs and others. 

The lack of financial information just means that venture capitalists will have to work out and 
apply some further standards and safeguards for themselves, which would then be imposed on 
and possibly paid for by the seekers of this finance who are actually receiving investment mon 

It is very important that most of the information asked for in the first instance, is prepared by t: 
management, under the assistance of the venture capitalist, rather than by the outside accounta 
as this will help to create a better mutual understanding of the business itself and its environm, 

It is very likely that tb.e management will need both conceptual and technical assistance in 
preparing financial statements (balance sheets, profit and loss accounts and cash flow 
projections). Here is a task for venture capital institutions, who have to look at these figures 
anyway to answer the question of how much the business could afford to borrow and as a re 
how much equity will be required. 
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The information mentioned above is already on the checklists used by banks when investigating 
their credit clients. Because of the different levels of risk involved in 'debt' activity and venture 
capital activity, the accuracy and reliability of the information required by venture capitalists, who 
are not covered by collateral, will have to be -and as we have seen can be- higher. 

VIII.2. Valuation with regard to venture capital risk-assessment 

Review of balance sheet with respect to valuation at intake and/or exit 
- Fixed assets 

*Building Who owns it
 
What value
 

*Land Who owns it
 
What are the environmental claims/liabilities
 

- Current assets 
*Inventory What is value of finished goods 
*Receivables Who are debtors and how good are they 

- Provisions Any environmental claims 

- Long term debt Currency applicable to debt 

- Current liabilities Currency applicable to debt and payment-terms 

During the study it became clear that presently most balance sheet figures presented to venture 
capitalists would include overvaluation of some kind, often to an intolerable degree. However, if 
one agrees upon the standards and the auditors to be used beforehand, this does not mean a 
venture capital deal would be 'wild'. It would just mean a venture capitalist would have to use the 
proper (network of) expert assistance when taking in prospects, making cost of doing so part of 
the deal. 

Our conclusion has to be that the present status of accountancy application in Poland, although 
,underdeveloped, is not a real threat to the development of a ventu capital market. As with other 

business functions, such as general management and marketing, technical assistance should be 
rendered to bridge the gap between 'risk' anu 'gamble', enabling hands-on corporate developme: 
approaches to prevail over the risk-avoiding detachment of bankers. 
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Appendices 

1. 	 Glossary of venture capital definitions, concepts, 
data, etc. 

2. 	 List of visits and discussions in connection with 
venture capital study 
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Appenlix 1. kilossary oi Venlture! capitai ulielLkuiib, cUAiLL4Jt:, u.It,. C&i. 

Definition of vehiture capital:
 
Venture capital is risk-bearing capital for companies or projects with a more than average risk-profile.
 
Specific characteristics of venture capital are:
 
- there is no collateral for the ventue capitalist
 

(Venture capital looks to future cash-flows more than to past balance sheet figures) 
- there are no guarantees given to the venture capitalist 

(The only guarantee he has is his own expertise in assessing the risks involved) 
- venture capital input is a substantial part of total equity, but not necessarily a majority 

(Venture capitalists are happy with co-owning but not with running the company) 

Size of European venture capital marKet end of 1991 
Total funds raised until end of 1991: 33,0 billion ECU 
Total funds invested until end of 1991: 18,4 billion ECU 

Sources of European venture capital in 1991 

Corporate investors 5,1% 
Private individuals 4,7% 
Government agencies 1,6% 
Banks 36,2% 
Pension Funds 14,6% 
Insurance companies 11,3% 
Academic institutions 0,3% 
Other sources 9,0% 
Realised capital gains available for reinvestment 17,2% 

Total new funds 1991 100,0% 

Breakdown of sectors invested in 1991 
Communications 1,6% 
Computer related 5,6% 
Other electronics related 3,3% 
Biotechnology 1,9% 
Medical/Health related 3,8% 
Energy 1,7% 
Consumer related 22,4% 
Industrial products and services 12,9% 
Chemicals and materials 3,7% 
Industrial automation 0,6% 
Transportation 5,1% 
Financial services 2,6% 
Other services 14,5% 
Other manufacturing 9,3% 
Agriculture 1,3% 
Construction 3,3% 
Other 6,4% 

Total investment all sectors 100,0% 
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----- -------------

Development stages of European company-ivestees of venture capital 991 

% of total amount invested 1991 

Development stage * 
1,0%Pre-start or seed finance stage 

52,6%
Start-up stage 
5,9%Expansion stage 

34.6%Replacement capital stage 
Management buy-out 

100,0%
Total 

venture capital:to Europeanas applicable
Defining the development stages,

* 

or seedPre-start 
concept stage; no profits or losses, because there is no business yet 

-

backing an entrepreneur or a technology (invention)-
- no management team in place yet 

no precise product or service definition yet
-

- no business plan available 
no track record established-
focus on technical viability + business plan development + management recruiting 

-

potential reward 60 - 80% rentability per year
-

. downside (risk): lose everything 

Start-up stage 
- well-conceived business plan available 

key members of management-team are in place-
some product development risk still there (more 'Development' than 'Research') 

-
no track record established yet-

focus on market and marketing strategy-

potential reward 40 - 60% rentability per year
-

downside (risk): lose everything-

Expansion stage 
scale-up stage; loss to break-even situation 

-

largest capital requirements for working capital more than to cover losses 
-

focus on market development and on manufacturing scale-up 
-

showing some track-record already-
- 40% rentability per year

- potential reward 25 
- downside: lose everything 

Replacement capital stage 
- existing shareholders wish to sell 

- existing capital base too narrow 

- restructuring and preparing for public share offering 

- creating a capability to attract more banks loans 

- focus on reinforcement of in-company business functions 

potential reward 20- 35% rentability per year
-

- downside: (continuation of) losses 
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Management auy-out 
- present ownership not 'best' long-tern solution for company 
- existing management wishes to control company tnrough (co-)ownership 
- venture capital needed to retain solvability 
- focus on independent strategic position in market 
- potential reward 15 - 30% rentability per year 

Main forms of venture capital 
- ordinary shares with voting rights, entitled to dividend only after all other company cost has 

been met 
- preference shares without voting rights, but with priority rights regarding dividend and 

repayment 
- sub-ordinated loans, often convertible into shares later 

2 main positive opinions about venture capital 
- venture capital enables growth where banks are not interested
 
- venture capital enables companies to survive in difficult periods
 

2 main negative opinions about venture capital
 
- a partial loss of independan-e for the entrepreneur
 
- some venture capitalists put excessive demands on companies
 

Modern characteristics of the venture capitalist:
 
- they are very professional
 
- they are taking no 'gambles' but only calculated risks
 
- they are able to give more than just money:
 

*functional support in earlier stages (commercial, financial, technological expertise) 
*strategic support in later stages (positioning in market, clustering of activities) 
*networking all the time (contacts and introductions to important people and institutions) 

How to approach the venture capitalist 
- business plan 
- strong management team 

Contents of business plan 
- history 
- people 
- products and markets 
- production 
- f&a 
- external factors 

Main subjects of evaluation 
- management 
- market 
- technology 
- risk/reward 

at intake of new investments 
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main lactors tor buccess tLl.duLeU aiL .t-he 
- excellent management 
- rapid market growth 
- proprietary technology 
- low capital intensity 
- high involvement venture capitalist 

Main factors for failure estimated at intake 
- poor management 
- undifferentiated product/service 
- premature technology 
- high capital intensity 
- low involvement venture capitalist 

Breakdown of good and bad managerial skills looked at by venture capitalist 

DAQd 
high energy 
optimistic 
team builder/leader 
visionary who is 
driven to succeed 
creative/unstructured 

Reasons for involvement 
- monitoring the investment 

D 
slave driver 
ignores risk 
poor manager 
inflexible vision 

low interest in 
planning and control 

with investment 

- realising capital gain in time 

Forms of involvement with the investment 
- supervisory board 
- regular management information 
- support and advice 

Monitoring-procedure applied by venture 
- regular information (m.i.s. has to be ok) 
- management/shareholders contracts 
- supervisory board * 

Exits out of investments 
- trade sale (sale to another company) 
- sale to other VC-funds 
- flotation on the stock-exchange 
- reselling to management 

Trends in venture capital in Europe 
- more and more later stage investments 
- fewer but bigger transactions 

capitalists 

- larger positions in portfolio companies, thus more influence 
- start-up and early-stage only without dilutive financing by other capital investors 
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Appenix 2. LISt Ofi VISIuS alla WiSCUSSiuIS in uIiIeCLiuiI WIWI V11LuAC capiUal 

study 

Government
 
- Ministry of Finance
 

mr. Andrew L. Kozlowski Esq., legal adviser to the minister 

- Ministry of Industry and Trade
 
mrs. Jolanta Tanas, director Department for the Promotion of Eitrepreneurship
 

- Council of Ministers, office for the Minister of Enterpreneurship Promotion
 
mr. Andrzej Gerhardt, director
 
mrs. Aleksandra Duda, head international
 

- Cooperation Fund
 
mrs. Krystyna Gurbiel, deputy director general
 
mr. Charles L. De Smet, adviser
 
mr. Mart Nugteren, adviser
 

International institutions 
- Industrial Development Agency of tie EC 

Dr. Lothar Nettekoven, senior adviser 

- International Finance Corporation/3P 
mr. Gijs van de Mandele, managing director 

- European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
mr. Witold Radwanski, deputy resident representative 

- The Intemational Foundation for Capital Market Development 
and Ownership changes in Poland, Centre for Privatisation 
mr. Jerzy Krok, general director 

- Dutch Embassy in Poland 
mr. Arjen Uijterlinde, trade secretary 

- Development Altei-natives inc. Gemini 
mr. Bruce Heady, adviser 

Banks 
- National Bank of Poland 

mr. Jerzy Hylewski, director 

- Polish Bank Association 
mr. Andrzej Wolski, assistant managing director 
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- bank -handowv 

mr. Edward Zbik, director 

- ING Bank
 
mr. Jos de Wit R.A., assistant general manager
 

- Amer Bank 
mr. Wlodzimierz Paszkowski, corporate banking associate 

- Polish American Enterprise Fund
 
mr. Piotr Kowalski, vice president
 

- Bise S.A.
 
mrs. Nathalie Bolgert, senior account manager
 

- Wielkopolski Bank Kredytowy (in Poznan)
 
dr. Hanna Gruchman, vice-president
 

- Bank Komercyjny 'Posnania' S.A. (in Poznan)
 
mgr. Henryk Sobkowiak, vice-president
 

- Bank Market
 
mr. M. Wojcichowski, president (in Poznan)
 

- Agricultural Credit Association (in Poznan)
 
Dr. Marian Krol, president
 

- International Bank in Poland S.A. 
mr. Alfred de Seri~re, president 

- PKO Bank 
mr. Krzysztof Ciosek, deputy manager 

- Polish Credit Bank 

Venture capital organisations 
Tise 
mr. Zbigniew Bondarczuk, managing director 

Caresbac-Polska S.A.
 
mr. David A. Fisher, senior advisor
 
mrs. Sarah M. Fisher, senior advisor
 

Enterprise Venture Capital Organisation
 
(see under Banks, Polish American Enterprise Fund)
 

- Warta-TIM S.A. 
dr. Andrzej Pielak, president 
mr. Stanislaw Bialecki, vice-president 
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Regional ana iOCal organlisaions
 
- Business Support Centre Lodz
 

mr. Bartlomiej Walas, director 

- Lodzka Agencja Rozwoju Regionalnego 
mgr. inz. Marek Skoczylas, vice-president 

Companies and business clubs
 
- Small business club Warsaw
 

mr. Wieslaw Witkowski, board member
 

- Company 1. Spolka z o.o. (in Loz)
 
mgr. inz. Janusz Opalek, vice-president
 

- Sekompo civil co. (in Lodz) 
mrs. Ewelina Zawadowska, M.Sc.C.E., president 

- P.Z. Jaxa (in Lodz)
 
mrs. Greta Wojcieszak, managing director
 

- Form Spolka z o.o. (in Lodz)
 
mr. David Janer, president
 

- Company 3. (in Lodz)
 
mgr. Henryk Kospin, curector
 

- Medical Centre of Lodz Spolka z o.o. 
Dr. N. Med. Andrzej Berner 

- Avny Industries Co. 
mr. Joscph Abemacio, president 

- Johnson & Johnson Poland Spolka z o.o. 
mrs. Tanja Naastepad, division manager 

- Zelmer ZZSD 
dr. ing. Boguslaw Madera, director 

- BDO Binder z o.o. 
mr. Tomasz Zdziebkowski, office manager 
mr. Tomasz Adamczyk, consultant 

Facet BV 
Marktplein 20a, P.O. Box 10425, 7301 GK Apeldoorn, The Netherlands 
Phone (31) (55) 22 55 86, Telefax (31) (55) 22 49 77 
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APPENDIX D 

PROJECT FOR CREATION AND OPERATION OF A 
CAPITAL FUND FOR THE POMORSKI REGION 

(GDAN SK AREA) 

Gdafisk, November 1992 

Prepared by: Regional Development Agency 



DESCRIPIION OF THE VENTURE 

A/ General goal and the background 

The currently existing methods of financing of SMEs in Poland are highly 
unsatisfactory and in general, are characterized by excessive share of the entrepreneur's 
own funds in the planned venture. This fact seriously limits the scope of feasible 
economic investments. In addition, the financing by the bank credits, especially of the 
new investment projects, includes the range which is too narrow. It is all connected 
with the lack of enough capital for financing so called "own contribution" and with the 
lack of appropriate collateral ( mainly properties and guarantees ). The important factor 
discouraging the investments by the way of bank credit is the excessive interest rate of 
local credits. There is lack of strong institutional investors, supporting investment 
projects. Out of the external sources ( mostly bank credits ) only sure investments, 
where the risk is small are financed and as a rule they are fully secured on properties. 
The banks are not willing to finance the projects where the risk level exceeds the limits 
they normally accept. This situation combined with total lack of the subjects interested 
in financing the ventures of middle or higher risk level on polish credit market, in 
practice makes impossible the implementation of vast part of the investment projects in 
the private sector, especially the new ones. Particularly the inve.stments connected with 
introducing high-tech. 

That is why there is a need to fill the gap existing on the market of investment project 
financing. It can be done by creating a capital fund specialized in financing and 
guarantying the projects of middle and higher risk. 

B/ Specific goal 

The specific goal is to create an enterprise - financial institution, bearing the proposed 
name Pomorski Capital Fund - PCF ( Pomorski Fundusz Kapitalowy SA ), operating 
for profit, in the field of financing investment projects of middle and higher risk level. 
The detailed description of the methods and techniques is presented in the further part 
of this report. 

MARKET 

A/ Demand 

PCF is going to finance and guarantee: 
* new and already operating private SMEs, mostly from Gdafisk region; 



* investment projects of different level of engagement: 
* strongly growth oriented enterprises with energetic management, which have enough 

potential market for their products or services, to be able to ensure for PCF an income 
which is appropriate to the level of the risk. 
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The Fund could guarantee the following: 

- the middle and long term loans for SMEs and hand-craft establishments in the Gdarsk 
region;
 

- the temporary and minority shares in the capital of the SMEs of the region, lodged by
 
the institutional investors or by capital risk companies.
 

According to tile obtained information, only in the Gdaiisk agglomeration there exists
 
about 1300 private companies with relatively stabilized employment over five workers.
 
Great part of those companies are strongly expansive and represent the potential
 
customers of the PCF. The particular expansiveness is shown by the trading companics,
 
and among these companies the particularly big percentage is represented by big
 
companies. There is also a number of energetically growing enterprises owned by
 
natural persons and a number of partnership companies. However., from the Ip'int of
 
importance for the country economy, the PCF should chose companies involved in
 
production or rendering services as its main partners.
 

B/ Supply
 

At the moment, practically, there is no supply of the financial means for investments of
 
middle and higher level of risk in the polish financing market. There are some first
 
tries to conduct the activities on equity financing basis done by some newly created
 
financial institutions as for example Polish Development Corporation. However
 
according to the obtained data, all these activities are either on the declarations or in a
 
very preliminary stages. There is no activity based on near equity financing at all.
 
There are no institutions dealing with generating of investments pools basing on their
 
clients order. Big part of low interest rate credits out of euro-credit lines is not utilized
 
due to lack of the guarantee or credit securing system. It makes impossible for the
 
enterprises not having enough collateral to access those credit lines. Emerging
 
possibility of complementary Financing based on equity would expand the possibility of
 
utilizing euro-credit lines.
 

INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

The PCF should be a highly flexible investment partner, introducing different forms of 
financing depending on individual project: 
* guararcees would be given for the loans obtained from institutions granting ordinary 

or extraordinary credits for SMEs and hand-craft establishments from the Gdaisk 
region, or for shares of the institutional investors or capital risk companies in the SMEs 
of the region, in order to create, or expand or enrich or change of the structure of 
those enterprises. The investments aimed at replacing or rescuing the deficit enterprises 
will be not allowed. 
* The PCF would finance SMEs of middle and high growth ratio. 
* The PCF financial engagement in the projects should be within the limits from 200 

million to 10 billion zloty ( depending on the possessed means ) and will complement 
bank financing, especially the one from euro-credit lines. 
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a single project would 
be assumed that the typical engagement of tile PCF i 

, It can 

the level of 2-4 billion zloty.
be on 

* The 	percentage of the shares of the PCF in the total value of the financed investment 

should 	be within 10-30% 
PCF should be a patient investor preferring ingernts to he implemented

STile 
period 	 not longer than 5-7 years.

within 	tile period of two years and the repay 

* The 	PCF would finance the economic ventures in the different stages of their 

to begin with a start up, through expanding the activities or restructuring, 
development; 
up to the ownership transfer. 

The PCF would be an easy accessible source of professional financial and managerial 
* 

advice 	for its customers. 
Through involving its capital, time and its employees expertise, the PCF would 

* 

contribute to expand the whole investment market. 

FINANCING TECHNIQUES 

The PCF will implement its investment strategy through: 
-

a/ Investing into the capital of the enterprise equity financing ( for example
 

or bonds of the financed venture). It is assumed that this kind
 
purchase of the shares 


of action would involve 1 - 3 billion zloty.
 
that this kind of 

near equity financing. It is assumed 
b/ Investing through 	 to 5 billion zloty. It can be 

means from 1,5 
involvement should engage the financial 

foreseen that this kind of the financing will follow the below procedure: 

the agreement for financing a part of the project by the way of loan should be 
* 


concluded;
 
the agreement precisely defines the interest rate and term of repayiment; 

" 
* the agreement defines certain moment in the future, when the creditor will be given 

the price agreedor bonds basing on 
an opportunity to change the loan into shares 


beforehand;
 
during 	the time of the agreement the PCF enjoys the right to strictly control the 

* 

finances of the enterprise concerned. 

The example for the above is granting a loan with two years repayment waiting 

with the rate of interests higher by two points than the interests rate of eur
period, 
credit 	( for example LIBOR), providing that half of the loaned capital could be changed 

6th from the start of the-
or bonds of the financed project in the 4th 

into shares 
on the 	financial results of the venture. 

financing. The decision would be based 

this kind of financing could 
C/Complementary loan financing. It is assumed that 

This form 
from 250 million zloty up to 2,5 billion for one venture. 

involve the means financing out 
will be utilized exceptionally, only, when there is no possibility to obtain 

bank credit line. 

* Loans for SMEs 

The loans will be granted for physical investments, excluding buildings, and for the 

patents, licenses, research and development
physical investments:following non 

software. The limitations imposed by this list can 
expanding trade networks,programs, 


be subject to a change.
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the dask region which are operating 
The guarantees will be given for the SMEs fro, 

in the field of the industry 

(together with food processing ) and services. The retailers will not be able to obtain 

the guarantees. 

* The loans for hand-craftsmen 

The loans will be granted for the necessary investments for founding, expanding or 

of the hand-craft workshops in the Gda~isk region. The loans for 
modernization 

will not be guaranteed.purchase of buildings 

d/Guarantees for the loans obtained from other source 

(mainly banks) 

loans
* Guarantees for middle and long termri 

rational economic criteria, and it cannot be 
onThe guarantee will be given basing 

hand-craft enterprises utilizing the 
a half of the loan value. The SMEs a-:

higher than sum 
guarantee should contribute annual fee amounting to 1%of the guaranteed 

remaining to be rapid. 

* The guarantees for purchase of shares or bonds 
or bonds in to become an owner or co-

The guarantees will be given to purchase shares 

the risk of lose connected with capital investments made by 
owner in order to secure 

venture companies in SMEs or hand-craft 
or capitalinstitutional investors sectorsconcern the same 

establishments of the Gdarisk region. The above guarantees 
The minority shares and
 

as mentioned above for SMEs and hand-craft establishments. 


equity shares ( up to 30% ) aiming at obtaining profit within given time and constant
 
are 

growth of the net assets of the enterprises in which the share was purchased, 
physical investments. The 

considered here in order to enable further physical and non 

guarantee will be given for defined risk level and for certain amount. The risk involved 

spent for the share purchase, while the 
in the guarantee cannot exceed 50% of the sum 

to 
cannot ne higher than defined limit ( the indexation according 

amount guaranteed 
- GUS retail prices is applied here ).

General Statistics Office 

strict rational criteria of investment 
The applications for loan will be studied basing on 

new 
feasibility. The priority will be given for the investments connected with founding 

for the endangered enterprises will not be taken into 
The recapitalizationenterprises. 


consideration.
 

a guarantee will pay one time fee amounting 1% of the 
Each enterprise utilizing 

for the first year of the guarantee, and 0,5% for every following year. 
guaranteed sum 

The guaranty period will be 10 years from the date of granting. The guarantee, within 

cover all the risk percentage agreed upon in the guaranty 
the first 7 years will 

Ipto 3/4 in the 8th year,
this percentage then will subsequently decrease

agreement, 
1/4 in 10th year until itreaches 0 by the end of the 10th year. 

half in 9th and 

The way of utilizing a guaranty will be analyzed in case: 
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* selling of the shares or withdrawal of the share from the investment or any form of 

resignation from participation in the project which is a subject of the guaranty 
* voluntary or enforced liquidation of the enterprise of which the shares were 
purchased or dissolving the relationship of participation 
* declaring bankruptcy and starting the bankruptcy procedures for the enterprise of 
which the share was purchased. 

The above analysis will be done only in case when the facts mentioned above would 
occur not earlier than in two years after purchase of tile share and termination of the 
guarantee. If whatever reason for bankruptcy would ocur during the first two years 
of the guarantee, it will case its termination. 

The guarantee gives the buyer of the share the right to compensation in case when the 
difference between final value ( plus dividends and other profits ) and tile sum of 
purchase ( revaluated according to the coefficient of prices changes, as calculated by 
GUS according to the coefficient of the month of issuing the guarantee) is negative. 
The analysis of the rationale of the guarantee utilization will be done if the negative 
difference exceeds 20% of the value of the amount invested multiplied by the 
coefficient of revaluation. 

The value of the compensation paid from the Guarantee Fund will be equal to the 
percentage of risk guaranteed in the preliminary agreement and by no means car 
exceed the sum guaranteed initially, increased by the sum resulting from GUS 
coefficient. 

The PCF will give the preference for equity, near equity financing and credit 
guarantees, treating regular loans as a supplement only. The typical practice of the 
PCF will be struggling to recover the invested sums by reselling the shares or bonds, 
very frequently to the same company, which was financed. The PCF will also 
identify investors to whom it could sell the shares by the way of public auction. It is 
assumed though, that this last possibility would be practiced very seldom. 

GENERATING OF FINANCE POOL 

1) In the first stage, the evaluation, selection and possible approval of the projects to 
be implemented will be done. 
2) In the following stage, the rules of financing of the project will be fixed by the way 
of negotiations with a customer. Particularly the proportions of financing the project 
by the Fund, by the customer and by other external investors and by the banks will be 
settled. It is assumed that the PCF share in the financing of the project will reach from 
10%to 30% of the project value ( including 40% of the loan which is possibility tc 
exchange it for the own capital or for own capital itself). 

In order to increase the effectiveness of the investing, the PcGi 7 will suggest to the 
customer entering into capital arrangement with the external investor(s). 
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The choice of the external investor will be done as follows: 

1/ First, the PCF will offer the shareholders of the Fund to join the investment pool, 
2/ Next, the PCF will offer other big investors to join the pool, 
3/ Finally the PCF will organize public auction of proposed project's shares. 

This way of creating the investment pool will secure maximum profit for the share 
holders of the Fund and full access to information about investing possibilities. 
The essential condition to arrange the effective operation will be to open 2 -3 euro
credit lines to finance the operation of the Fund and the projects. 

With the anticipated share from an entrepreneur of 20% of the project value, about 
10% share of an additional investor and 30% Fund's share - the remaining 40% could 
be obtained from the bank credit. 

However, the limit of 30% of the Fund's share is not a final one and it can be 
anticipated that within the first period of 3 - 3 years this share could be increased up to 
50%. 

A Place on Investments Market 

The strategy of investments of the PCF will tend to fulfill the existing gap on the 
investments market. This gap includes the part of the market between to crucial 
segments of the investments market i.e. between bank investments crediting and 
private investments. 

The PCF will finance and guarantee mainly the investments of considerable and higher 
risk and income level. However, taking into consideration the lack of the venture 
capital institutions which are financing investments of the high risk level, it is possible 
that the PCF will apprehend a part of their functions. 

The total value of the sums covered by the guarantees could never be higher than 6 
times value of the Fund and at least one third of the guarantees has to connected with 
purchase of shares. If the above limit was ever surpassed as a result of a necessity to 
implement a definite guaranty, the above mentioned balance should be brought back as 
soon as technically possible. 

Marketing Strategy 

The place of the PCF in the market will determine its marketing strategy, and the 
success of the Fund depends on this strategy. 

This strategy should be based on intensive activities including: 

* A direct marketing influence on the nmost promising potential clients. The clients 
and their potential financial possibilities have to be identified. As a next step the 
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undertaking of actions aimed at making the clients realize possibilities of utilizing the 
forms of financing offered by the PCF as a form of investing and the profits out of it. 
The existing and newly created data banks ( for example BIG of Solidarity Economic 
Foundation or planned !-joinil Center for Market Inftormation within !he frames of 
Agency of Developmcnt of tie Gdaiisk Region. or statistical data from Voi vodship 
Statistic Office WUS and own researches) will be the basis for the action for 
identifying. The PCF will maintain close contacts with institutions and institutes 
working in the field of researching the investments, market. Within the frames of tie 
PCF the unit for InarkeL research will be created. 

* Creating of the effective investing network. The PCF should utilize based on full 

trust relations with commercial banks, private investors and entrepreneurs. This 
requires presenting to all the interested parties the profits resulting from a cooperation 
with the PCF ( increasing a number of clients by the banks, making easier the access to 
the capital for the entrepreneurs, providing attractive possibilities to deposit capital by 
private investors ). The PCF should create effective information channels between 
entrepreneurs, banks and private investors. 

A Project for the Company Agreement ( Legal Structure ) 

The Fund should be created in a form of a joint stock company, the shareholders of the 
company should be : commercial banks, big private companies, foreign financial 
institutions, government agencies, funds and foundations lively interested in local 
investments. It can be assumed that the capital shares (bonds) should have high value 
and that is why it was assumed the value of the single share should be I billion zloty. 
This should ensure that only serious shareholders of good financial standing would join 
the PCF. It will be allowed to purchase one share by a few investors who should 
appoint their representative. 
The company agreement should be concluded for an unlimited period. It is assumed 
that every shareholder of the PCF will be represented in the Supervisory Board of the 
PCF proportionally to the number of shares. 
The intention of the PCF promoters is creating a solid capital structure providing a 
chance to expand the activities of the PCF over the limits of this business plan. 
The intention of the PCF promoters is also to gain such shareholders who could play a 
role of active investors for the projects financed by the PCF. 

Capital Structure 

One of the key conditions for proper sharpening of the PCF is gaining 1 - 2 foreign 
companies specialized in the field of venture capital financing, what, besides utilizing 
their experience, would ensure more profitable fiscal treatment. 

The basis of the idea of financing by the PCF is an assumption that about one third of 
the capital necessary for financing will be out of the stock capital and the remaining 
two thirds from bank credit lines. This means that the share of the PCF in financing in 
a venture should be at least like 1:2. 
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It can be assumed that the capitalization will take place in two following stages: 

1) Initial stage - preparation. A goal of this stage is to get the PCF organized and
 
especially:
 

a) to select shareholders, 
b) to sign notary act for foundation of the PCF 
c) to chose the company authorities and recruitment of' personnel 
d) gathering the stock capital for the first stage of capitalization amounting to 30 
billion zloty 
e) beginning of choosing the projects and implementation analyzes 
f) signing an agreement for opening credit lines 
This stage could last from 0,5 to 1 year. 

2) Start up stage aiming at: 

a) practical implementation of financing of the projects 
b) widespread search for new projects, market research, investment analyses 
c) opening 1 - 2 new credit lines 
d) within 3 years, a successive final capitalization of the Fund with the capital up to 60 

billion zloty ; the payments would be done successively upon request of the Fund, 
along with starting the financing of new projects. 
It is assumed that this stage will last 3 years. 

3) Operation stage - form the 4th year. 

System of Administration 

In the initial stage, the PCF will be managed by an operation manager and two 
operational investments analysts subordinated to him. The contracting of vendors to 
execute certain works ( especially expert analyzes) is foreseen. 

At the final stage it is foreseen that the board of the Fund will be enlarged by following 
oparation mamager ( deputy ) and employment of one additional investment analyst. 

The employees should enjoy good knowledge of banking ( crediting ) and they should 
be sent for short but intensive ( one month ) training courses in other fiendly foreign 
funds. 

For the operation directors and investment analysts the salaries according to Western 
standards should be ensured i.e. the directors shoud earn 5 times average country 
sal;ary and the analysts 3,5. 

The mamagement of the PCF will be supervised by the Supervisory Board consisting 
of the shareholders or their representatives. 
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The Role of the Agency for the Development of Gdii(sk Region (ADGR) 

The scope of work of the ADOR is: 

a) promotion and spreading of infurnation about the f'und among the final receivers offinancial moans, crediting and investinig institutions, and capital risk companiesoperating on regional and nation,-d levels. The appropriate information will bepassed thrugh regional and national p..fc:'ionl a:i:in:;. 
also 

b) adinistrative servic, and book-keeping of the Fund. 
C) analysis and decision making for the giving the guarantees basing on appropriateinformation obtained from the institutions applying for guarantees.During the process ofdecision making the Agenicy could tise an amsglance. of specially created comitce. Thecomitee of about five nembi,:s uf the Agency and penple of high knowledge ofindustrial and problems of the region. 

d) pcrmnant control of the condition of the final tscr.s of guarantee.. 

The Iinancial management of the cash of the Fund will be enltrusted to regular creslilbank, having its seat, branch or department in the Gdazisk region. The bank will besellectcd Mi itebidding procea.q. In the terms fcr the bid the minimum and maximumlimits of income tu be obtained from capital and capital operations and the limits ofcommission for thc services will de determinateA. All the net income obtained from thefree capital turnover will be dcstineid for increasing of the guarantee fund. Inexchange for the above m,;ntioncd seivices tile ADGR cnuld obtain yearly remunerationpaid directly from the 'ash rcscrves of the Fund. The remuneration will be calculated
on a haqis of real justified costs but it canhut increase certain Rum.
 

Financing of T'ICF 

(comments for Ile pro-fornia balance and the pro-fonna calculation of ctosts and

income )
 

The initial financial plan of the venture was prepared in the form of balance and costsand income calculation pro-ba maa, raking as an oYample a similar plan prepared for une
of amcrican funds. 

1)The balance and costa and incomc calculationi would comprise, the period of ten yearsincluding 4 years of obtaining capitalization and sevci years of obtaining planneg
calJtalization our of credit lines. 
2) In the piecpered plans the fnllowing simplifications and assumptions were applied: 

a) The own capital will be gathered sic.essively, 30 billion in thc first two years and
following 15 billion in the forth year. 
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b) The credit lines will be opened gradually starting from 5 billions in the first yearuntIl 124 billion in the eighth year i.e.. so called leverage factor will grow from 1,17 up
to about 3.07 

c) It was assumedlthat tde average loan or guarantee will be about I billion zloty and itwill bc grantcd for 5 yeais with 3% rate of interests over prime rate; lhe total numberof financcd ventures will grow fiu, 16 tip to 26: it mneans engaeement in ahnut 131)projects from the 7th year what will cause ( in case of suucessive repayments ) thecurrent engagcment of means of 52 billion zloty.It is asstmed that the loans will be granted in the complcmcntary way compaied withwith a possibility to change it for own capital. The number of projects can vary
depending on prnfitability and needs. 

U) Fur the sake of simplicity, it was a.sumed in the financial plan that the Fund willconduct guianintying and near equity activities, mnthe equity investments were skipped. 
e) For the sake of simplicity, it was assuimnd that the Fund would use the, option ofchanging a loan into capital mainly, to sell ii. Itwill allow to recover the loanedborrowed capital and will increase rate of money flow. It was assumed that an averageadditional profit will be about I billion ( when financing is about 3 billion ). This
figure was established taking pesimistic assumption that the obtained inCumin 
 will be
one third lower that in similar american ventures.
 

f) The averdge financing on the hasis of near equity c-,pital was astmed on the level of3 billion zloty. The loans would be granted for '1ytars, with cu a period in the firstyears. The number of lnanced ventures would grow from 7 to 11 as a final numberwhat willcausc that finally the Fund will lie Involved in 5* projects Ib total amount132 billion. That means that final iuvulvinent of the Fund will rceh 52 billion in

regular loans and 132 billion for option loans.
 

2) The optin of changingloann for the capital would he used in the 5th or 6th year.
This kind of loans wntild have 2% interest rote over ihc prime rate.
 

h) The pi) - forma balabcc was prepared with the assumptions that the income of theFund is paid to the shareholders in ftll ( not reinvested ). Assuming the rule ofreinvestment iii the first few years would increase the profitability and future
cxpansivity of the PCF. 

i) For the sake of simplicity, it was assumtied taht the primne rate. is 10% and the creditlines opened for the Fund will have 0,5% ovei prime rare, the Fund will grant regularloans 3% over prime rate and option loans 2% over prime rate. 

j) It is planned thal the net income obtained from the own capit] will be 30% startingfrom the 8th year onwards. It will be resulted by the increase of the levcrage factor upto over 3.07 and ahtaining additional income out of utilizing option loans ( from the 
6th year). 
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k) The financial plans were made with the assumption of constant rate of the exchange 
of zloty against the currency of the credit lines ( or few currencies ). It is assumed that 
the settlement of all the loans 
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I.THE CAPITAL MARKET AS AN ELEMENT IN THE TRANSITION OF POLAND'S 
ECONOMY INTO A MARKET SYSTEM. 

At the time of the establishment of the first non-c -nmunist government (August -
September 1989) since the Second World war, Poland's economy was governed by the 
command system, and oniy a few, residual elements of the market economy were in place. 
There was no market-oriented financial system in Poland at that time. Nor did any of the 
four parts (money market, capital market, credit market and off-balance sheet financial 
instruments market) of a real financial market exist. In a sense, the credit market operated 
at that time, although its scope and the way it worked were far different from the credit 

market of a market economy. 

It is worth noting, however, that an embryonic foreign exchange market was in operation 

in Poland n the late 80's. Formally it appeared in 1982 following the governament's decision 
to modify partially the central distribution of foreign exchange by introducing the right to 

foreign exchange retention accounts. In reality this market started to operate only in 1987 
after the foreign exchange retention rights' accounts became proprietary and foreign 

retention rights auctions were initiated. 

We should stress that this minor and specific currency market which existed in Poland in 
the period of 1987 - 1989 was the only foreign exchange market in Central and Eastern 

European countries at that time. 

The key elements in the transition from a command-type economy to the market system 
are: ownership changes; building markets and market institutions. Among the markets the 
most important are: goods and services markets, financial market, foreign exchange market 

and labor market. 

These three key areas of the transformation are mutually interdependent. 

At the beginning of 1992 i. e. more than two years after the first non-communist govern
ment was formed in post-War Poland, the transformation process has made little progress, 
although~the progress made in Poland had certainly been greater than in any other country 
of the region. Privatization had progressed slowly and at the same time its concepts had 
changed a few times. Advancement in building up markets and market institutions was 
modest, although the development of the individual markets proved highly uneven. 
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At present the most advanced is the goods and services market which has gained the 

features of similar markets existing in developed economies. The financial market as a 

whole is under-developed, although specific segments are at different stages of develop

ment. In terms of size and scope of operation the credit market is certainly far ahead of the 

other financial markets, although it ismuch smaller and less mature than the least developed 

credit markets in Western Europe. The capital market is at an early stage of development; 

its trading volume is very low and it does not play any of the functions of a mature capital 

market yet. Paradoxically, the capital market is the most precisely regulated by law and it 

operates within a more detailed legal framework than any other market in Poland. Of all 

segments of the financial markets, the least advanced is the money market which has not 

yet left its embryonic stage. The off-balance sheet financial instruments market does not 

exist at all. 

In practical terms, -there is still neither a labor market. Nor a currency market. The latter 

statement may come as a surprise since - as mentioned earlier - a minor, untypical currency 

market operated in Poland in the late 80's. It was, however, eliminated as a result of the 

launch of the economic stabilization program and the amendments to the currency law at 

the beginning of 1990. 

More than two years after the transformation process began, it seems clear that the 

transition to the market economy has not been backed by any comprehensive vision. In fact, 

it must be stressed that the market economy has grown spontaneously, while some of its 

elements have not been implemented at all. The impression is that the transformation effort 

has focused on attempts - which proved successful - to build up the goods and services 

market and to maintain this market in equilibrium. Instead, the other elements of the 

transformation activity have been designed separately arid incompletely while some have 

been neglacted. In other words, the natural and mutual relations among the various 

elements of the market economy have been overlooked and a workable timetable for 

implementing them has not been effected. There are numerous examples which confirm 

the above: 

1) the privatization law (passed in July 1990) is not fully compatible with the securities law 

(passed in March 1991), 

2) the privatization law came into force before finding a settlement for reprivatization 

claims ( which still need to be settled), 
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3) the development of the capital market precedes the establishment of the money and 

currency markets. The process should have gone the other way round, 

4) thestate-owned banks which are the core of Poland's banking system have not yet been 

privatized. In result, the development of the money market has advanced little, while the 

more developed credit and capital markets are partially distorted since state-owned banks 

operating basically in a non-market way are major participants in the both markets. This 
especially refers to the credit market which has been much more accessible to large 

state-owned and politically strong enterprises than to small and medium-size private firms 

which operate exclusively according to market forces. 

5) the embryonic currency market operating in the period of 1987 - 1989 ceased to exist 

at the beginning of 1990 as a result of the tightening of the foreign-exchange law. Foreign 

exchange retention rights were replaced by a compulsory sale of export earnings. 



!1.	THE KEY FEATURES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAPITAL MARKET IN 
THE PERIOD OF 1989 - 1992. (June) 

There are two whys in which a capital market can be built up in a country attempting to 

transform its economy from a command system to a market economy. Firstly, the capita! 

market may develop spontaneously without any state control or interference. Such a 

development of the market is generated by the entrepreneurship of private entities and 

based on commercial and civil laws. Secondly, it may be a state-generated and state-con

trolled development of the market where state regulation may take the form of either the 

direct or indirect supervision of the capital market by state institutions. 

As international experience indicates, only the oldest, most mature and developed capital 

markets emerged and progressed in a spontaneous way, while state supervision of these 

markets appeared much later. This form of development was followed by the capital 

markets of the U.K., the U.S.A., Canada, Australia and Switzerland. It is worth adding that 

until recently, there was no state supervision of capital markets-in the form of separate laws 

to regulate them or separate state or governmental institutions to control trading in 

securities-in some of the countries with the oldest capital markets. For instance, such stat: 

sulervision appeared in the U.K. only in 1986 and in Switzerland only in 1990. 

On the other hand, in most of the countries whose market economies developed later, th 

establishment of capital markets was shaped and controlled by the state from the ver\ 

beginning. 

Although in theory there is no room for the spontaneous development of a capital market 

in any country in the very late XX century, and that the only option is to leave the state with 

the task of shaping the market - in practice this may be not so. The point is that the 

spontaneous development of a capital market allows for its rules of operation to be bettei 

fitted to the individual conditions of a given country, such as the society's mentality, existinc 

trading habits and traditions, society's risk preference and ability to be entrepreneurial 

Should this spontaneous market development concept be abandoned, it is necessary t 

make an extremely careful examination of other countries' experiences relating to thc 

development of their capital markets. This is the best use which may be made of foreigt 

experience when preparing a new capital market and adopting it to local conditions. 



It is true that there are many ways of organizing rnd operating the capital markets which 
exist in different countries. All these systems can be, however, grouped in two basic models 
of the capital market, if the two key features of these markets are defined as, the method 
and scope of state supervision over the capital market, and secondly the type ot legal 
framework according to which the market operates. These two models are: Anglo-Ameri

can and Continental European. 

Under the Anglo-American model of the securities market, the state indirectly oversees 
the market participants and market operation, leaving much room for self-regulation. 
Moreover, the stock exchanges - the major institutions of the secondary market - are private 

institutions. 

Under the Continental European model of the securities market, the state directly 
oversees the market participants and market operation, leaving very little or no room for 
self-regulation of the market. The securities exchanges are mostly state institutions. 

Poland has choosen to develop its capital market in a non-spontaneous way. That choice 
was reflected not by any governmental resolution or declaration but by a decision to set up 
a working group at the Ministry of Finance in early autumn 1989 whose task was to elaborate 
a conception of the development of the capital market in Poland. The rules for selecing 
the members of this group have never been publicly released. Astonishingly enough, the 
securities market was the only one out of 5 financial markets which drew the government's 
attention. The remaining four financial markets (money market, credit market, currency 
market and off-balance sheet financial instruments market) were neglected. 

Moreover, the financial market as a whole has been neglected by the government, too. 
There was no governmental working group to deal with the financial market. I take the view 
that the government should have set up a working group whose primary aim would be to 
design a plan for the building up of the financial market. The group's work could have 
prevented the financial market from chaos, financial scandals dnd distortions and, al the 
same time, could have helped to build up the financial market in an orderly way. 

Despite the fact that the governmental workinggroup on the development of the securities 
market was set up in early autumn 1989, the securities market had been spontaneously 
developing for about a year and a half. This was possible because there was no state 
regulation or other restrictions on securities trading before April 25, 1991 when the Act on 
Public Trading in Securities and Trust Funds came into force after having been passed by 
the Sejm on March 22, 1991. The draft securities law was drafted by the afore-mentioned 
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governmental working group and finally approved by the Sejm despite the strong criticism 

it aroused from traders nuerating on the spontaneous securities market which existed prior 

to April 25,1991. 

April 25, 1991 is a formal date which seperates two phases of the development of the 

Polish capital marktt .Ince September 1989. In its first phase, the development of the 

market was - as mentioned - spontaneous, whereas since April 25, 1991 the capital market 

has come firmly under the authority of the government. What were the major features of 

the spontaneous development of the capital market? 

The most important feature of development of the Polish capital market in the period 

September 1989 and April 1991 was its spontaneity. The market participants had to comply 

only with the general provisions of the commercial law (The Commercial Code of 1934), 

the civil law (The Civil Code of 1964 which was based mostly on the Napoleonic Civil Code) 

and the Act on Bonds of 1988. There was no specific legislation to regulate the capital or 

financial markets. The market praticipants who were thus not restricted by any specific 

provisions of the law and whose knowledge of the organization and operation of capital 

markets of the market economy was very limited, shaped the Polish emerging capital market 

in a way different from that known in the market economies. For instance, the Polish 

spontaneous market participants did not have distinct primary and secondary securities 

markets. Although trading in securities usually took place on the organized markets which 

were called securities exchanges, in reality they had - with very few exceptions - nothing to 

do with real stock exchanges, but were small brokrage firms or broker-dealer firms which 

traded according to the rules of the OTC market, not to exchange-like rules. In almost all 

cases those quasi-exchanges were not non-for-profit organizations, but profit-oriented 

economic entities. 

A specific feature of the spontaneous development of the capital market was that the 

quasi-securities exchanges traded not only in securities but also in products typical of 

commodities exchanges (like sugar, coffee, grains, oil etc.) and in non-exchange products 

(like cars, clothes, TV sets, videos etc.). The spontaneousness of the market was also 

reflected in the many cases of violation of the old principle "my word is my bond" and in the 

fact that the professional and ethical performance of many traders was poor. 

The autonomous capital market became very popular in the emerging private sector an: 

among people who had excess funds. Nevertheless, the real reason for that popularity wa' 
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not businessmen's hopes of issuing their firms' securnties to borrow money for development, 
but their belief that the capital maket will enable them to earn a great deal quickly. 

The third important feature of the capital market which existed from September 1989 till 
March 1991 was its very small size and shallowness. AJthough shares of joint-stock com
panies were the most numerous financial instruments on that market, state bonds accounted 
for the bulk of trading (in terms of volume). 

The small size and shallowness of the capital market in the period of September 1989 -
March 1991 was obviously caused by the low number of securities issues, their size and the 
limited extent of trade in them. It is enough to say that only 19 economic entities (of which 
6 were banks) publicly issued their shares prior to March 31, 1991. In most cases the size 
of the issue was in the range 10,000 - 20,000 shares. What is also worth noticing is that not 
all of the 19 issues were fully sold on the primary market and that some of the issues sold 
on this market had no involvement with secondary markets. 

The number of bond issues, including the first issue (July 1989) and second issue (Decem
ber 1989) of Treasury bonds, was not much smaller than the number of share issues, totalling
11. It is worth considering the circumstances of these issues. The point is that the majority 
of the II bond issues took place in the second half of the 80's, that is under conditions of a 
centrally planned economy, market shortages and growing inflation. The state interprises 
which issued most of the bonds did not attempt to attract a possible investor-lender through 
interest payments (which was wretchedly low in comparison to the inflation rate), but rather 
by offering privileged access to the goods and services they produced. The price liberaliza
tion effected in early 1990 and the dramatic decline in real incomes which followed put the 
goods and services market into equilibrium. In result, the humiliating queues and market 
shortages disappeared, and individual enterprise bonds became unattractive for lenders. 

Since the later issues of enterprise bonds (issued after January 1990) were also unattrac
tive to investors, and the first issue of Treasury bonds (July 1989) was small and transitory, 
the whole bond market in the phase of the spontaneous development of Poland's capital 
market was practically reduced to the Treasury bonds of tie second issue (December 1989). 

For about two years, these second-issue Treasury bonds represented the greatest simi
larity between the Polish financial instruments and their Western counterparts. The nomi
nal value of the whole second issue to be launched between December 1989 and November 
30, 1994 was to total zi 5,000 billion, that is about US $ 5bn at the December 1989 US $/zloty 
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exchange rate or more that US$ 0.5 bn at the January 1990 US$/zloty exchange rate. Thu., 

it is the largest issue of "one-name" securities in Poland since 1945. 

The Treasury bonds of the second issue were launched in 4 denominations: zl 200,000: zi 

400,000: zi 1 million and zi 5 million. According to the January 1990 US$/zl exchange ratc 

the nominal dollar value of the bonds were respectively: about 21, about 43, about 105 and 

about 526 US dollars. 

These bonds are unusual. They are convertible, giving their holders the right not only to 

receive interest but also to convert bonds into shares. In case of Treasury bonds of the 

second issue their holders were (and are) eligible to convert bonds into the shares of those 

state interprises which are privatized thorough public offers of shares. 

Treasury bonds of the second issue are attractive to the holders not only because they car: 

be converted into shares but also because they offer a 20% discount when used to bu\ 

privatized state enterprises' shares. Apart from that, Treasury bonds (of the second issue 

attract investors by offering anti-inflation protection. The idea is that the interest rate oi 

Treasury bonds is variable and equals the inflation rate, calculated by Central Statistic:. 

Office. This means that a bond nominal value is increased every month by the previou 

month's inflation rate. 

The Treasury bonds have two further untypical features. Number one, they may be bough 

only by private individuals, not by legal entities. Number two, they are attractive to stal, 

enterprises' management since they can be used by state enterprises to avcid the excessiv, 

salaries tax. When paying salaries (or their part) in the form of bonds rather than cash, stai; 

enterprises are exempt from excessive salaries tax. 

The sale of Treasury bonds (of the second issue) on the primary market did not continu 

till the planned deadline (Nov. 30,1994) but was stopped by the government in early M, 

1991. The total sale of these bonds amounted to zl 500 billion in that period, that is abot 

10% of the target figure. 

The sale of Treasury bonds on the primary market was uneven. The nominal value of tI 

bonds which were sold during the first nine months of the issue amounted only to zl i 

billion. The sales of bonds radically accelerated in the four last months of 1990 and in tl 

first four months of 1991 as the sale of privatized state enterprises' shares on the seconda 

market began. 



A similar tendency could also be seen on the Treasury bonds secondary market. This 
market was not too active in the first nine months since the launching of the bonds issue. 
The trading volme of the bonds secondary market began to increase significantly in early 
autumn 1990 and boomed in early May 1991 after the issue was suspended. 

The fourth and very important feature of the spontaneous phase of the development of 
Poland's capital market was the initiative displayed by its participants, particularly by 
broker-dealer firms. The most visible manifestation of tb it entrepreneurial spirit was the 
unusually large number of quasi-exchanges established in ,he two-year period that followed 
the formation of the first non-communist government in September 1989. As mentioned, 
those exchanges traded not only in securities but in almost anything tradeable. An extreme 
example of this entrepreneurship, as well as being evidence of the market participants' 
ignorance, was the fact that shares of one of those quasi-exchanges were sold on that 

exchange ! 

Poland proved to be the only post-communist country wich experienced such a strong 
eruption of entrepreneurship on the capital market and in the exchange trading. A similar 
phenomenon appeared only in Russia, the Ukraine and Belorussia in the last months of 

1991. 

Now, let's examine the second of the key issues raised earlier, namely the major charac
teristics of the government's plans to shape the market administratively. Before discussing 
this issue itshould be remembered that there is a fundamental difference between the 
process of shaping the capital market by the government in a post-communist country like 
Poland, which has only started to build up a market economy, and a country with a market 
economy already in place but without a capital market. The examples of the latter are 
Indonesia, Thailand or Malaysia. What makes the difference is that creating a capital 
market in an already extant market economy consists largely of providing the relevant 
legislation and - to some extent-capital market institutions, whereas in post-communist 
countries it must include not only prividing the legislation and all capital market institutions 
but also undertaking activities aimed at creating a supply of financial products for the capital 
market. 

To accomplish the last, the state can act either ditectly or indirectly. Acting directly the 
state initiates and monitors the privatization of state enterprises. It also issues debt instru
ments (mostly bonds). Acting indirectly, the state pursues a macroeconomic policy to 
extend development oppotrunities in the private sector, and at the same time encourage 
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investment funds-hungry economic entities to step into the capitaI market. That means that 

even those governmental economic policies which do not relate directly to the capital 

market can have a strong impact (positive or negative) on this market. For instance, the tax 

policy of 1990 and 1991 which exempted the interest on bank deposits from tuxation and 

did not extend that privilege to dividend income, was undoubtedly an important obstacle 

to capital market development. Obviously, under such a tax policy, investors would always 

be much more willing to make deposits with banks than to buy shares on the capital market. 

Another example of how macroeconomic policy can negative influence capital market's 

activity is a high nominal interest rates policy, and in particular - positive real interest rates 

policy. If real interest rates are positive, investors would .rather go to banks than to the 

capital market. 

The major purpose of this section of the report is not to provide a detailed analysis of the 

establishment of a legal and institutional infrastructure for the Polish capital market by the 

state. Nor is to provide a detailed examination of the government's activities (direct and 

indirect) aimed at increasing the supply of financial instruments for the capital market and 

increasing its trading volume. This section of the report aims at reviewing only the key 

characteristics of the process of the shaping of the capital market by the state. However, a 

detailed assessment of this issue is to be developed in the final section of this report. 

The Act on Public Trading in Securities and Trust Funds, which was passed by the Sejm 

came into force on April 25, 1991 will prove to be crucial in theon March 22, 1991 and 

government's influence of capital market development. Generally speaking, this securities 

law is principally based on the Continental European model of the capital market with only 

a few ideas adapted from the Anglo-American system. 

The final shape of the securities law was - to a limited extent - a compromise between the 

governmental concept of the capital market development (as mentioned, the concept 

elaborated by the governmental working group) and the vastly different concept offered by 

the businessmen who had established numerous quasi-exchanges. 

As a matter of fact the governmental working group did not have a clear concept for a 

long time, hesitating whether to restore the model of the capital market which had operated 

in Poland in the inter-war period or to adopt the solutions presently used in Continental 

Europe. Nevertheless, the governmental group also considered specific solutions which had 

nothing to do with the Continental European model of the securities markets. For instance, 



the group considered preventing banks from being important players on the Polish capital 
market and ensuring that private stock exchanges rather than state-owned ones, should 
constitute a secondary market. 

Finally, the govern-mental concept departed completely from the solutions used in Poland 
in the inter-war period. It proved to be, however, a very restrictive version of the Continental 

European model of the-securities markets. 

The community of the quasi-exchanges was mostly in favor of the Anglo-American model 
of the securities markets, being against any state regulation of the market at all. 

The particularity of the compromise between the two concepts was that although the final 
shape of the securities law included only very few suggestions coming from'the community 
of the quasi-exchanges and expressed mostly the governmental group's ideas, nonetheless 
it accepted the key demand of this community, that the on-exchange trading in securities 

be geographically decentralized. 

The government's view that Poland should have only one stock exchange (in Warsaw) was 
rejected. This point needs additional explanation. It is likely that Poland will have no more 
than one stock exchange in the future. However the community of the quasi-exchanges took 
the view that market forces rather than the government should have a decisive say regarding 
the number of stock exchanges in Poland and their geographical location. The legislators 
accepted this view. In result, the securities law brought the Warsaw Stock Exchange into 
being on the one hand, and opened the way for setting up stock exchanges in other major 
cities in Poland. Although the Warsaw Stock Exchange is an almost 100% state-owned, it 
will be privatized. (In practice, it will take many yeas to get the WSE privatized). The other 
stock exchanges to be set up can be either stater0wned or private since only the State 
Treasury, banks and broker-dealer firms are eligible for exchange membership. By the end 
of June 1992, there was still only one stock exchange in Poland. 

There is no doubt that the most important characteristics of building up the Polish capital 
market within the legal framework of the Act on Public Trading in Securities and Trust 
Funds is the decisive role played by the state and, at the same time, the direct and extremely 
rigoros control the state has over this proress. As a result, since the securities law came into 
force, the development of the capital market has involved no self-regulation. 

The institution of permits is the most basic tool by which the state exerts control over the 
capital market. Practically anything that happens on the market must have a permit. The 
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Polish capital market does not employ such innovations as licences or registration which 

have similar meanings to permits, but which allow for more flexibility in practice. 

The Securities Commission brought into being by the securities law exercises institutional 

control and supervision over the market. Unlike the U.S. Securities and Exchange Com
mission, it is not an independent state body, but it is directly run by the government 

administration. In this respect and in terms of the scope of its powers, the Polish Securities 

Commission is more reminiscent of the French Commission des Operations de Bourse, 

prior to the radical changes of the French securities legislation which took place in 1988. 

Although the Securities Commission exercises many powers, three are of key importance. 

Firstly, the Securities Commission is empowered to enforce the rules of fair trading and 

competition applying to public trading in secrrities. Secondly, the Securities Commission is 

responsible for initiating, organizing and undertaking activities aimed at securing an orderly 

stock market and investors' protection. Thirdly, which probably constitutes the greatest 

power of the Securities Commission, it is empowered to undertake any action provided for 

by the securities law. 

The Securities Commission is the only institution empowered to admit securities to public 

trading. It exercises this power by issuing permits. No securities may be publicly issued and 

traded without a prior Securities Commission's permission. However, this rule does not 

refer to securities with a maturity of less than one year. Nor does it refer to securities issued 

or guaranteed by the State Treasury.and National Bank of Poland. The securities law does 

not refer to checks or drafts, either. 

The securities to be admitted to public trading must comply with very high requirements 

set by the Securities Commission, similar to those applied in developed market economies. 

There are only two categories of market participants who may directly make deals in 

securities either for their customers or on their own account. These are broker-dealer firms 

and the broker-dealer bureaus of banks. Both broker-dealer firms and banks' broker-dealer 

bureaus may only be involved in activities relating to securities market. The list of per

missible activities includes: offering securities for public trading; buying and selling se

curities for clients and on firms and bureaus' own account; managing client's portfolio of 

securities, serving as advisors on securities trading and offering custodian services in 

securities. 
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Broker-dealer firms or banks' broker-dealer bureaus may operate on the capital market 
only after being admitted by the Securities Commision. To receive the Securities Comnus
ion permit, a broker-dealer firm or bark's broker-dealer bureau must meet a number of 
requirements, set by the securities law. In case of a broker-dealer firm they refer to the size 
of a firm's own capital, its office space and technical and telecommunications equipment, 
as well as to a ratio between the firm's own and borrowed funds, and between the firm's 
own capital and its trading volume. In addition, a firm must employ a sufficient number of 
persons who have a Securities Commission permit to act as broker-dealer. 

It is worth stresing that the October 9, 1991 amendment to the Act on Public Trading in 
Securities and Trust Funds imposed an important restriction on setting up broker-dealer 
firms. Before the amendment was made, a broker-dealer firm might be operated by a 
private individual, legal person or an entity without personality at-law. The amendment 
excluded private individuals from those entities entitled to operate as broker-dealer firms. 

Broker-dealer activity on the Polish capital market may be conducted not only by 
residents (in terms of the currency law) but also by non-residents. The latter may - like the 
former - operate broker-dealer firms or banks' broker-dealer bureaus. Non-residents also 
must apply for a Securities Commission permit to conduct broker-dealer activity and must 
meet the same requirements. The only diffcrence is that non-residents must comply not 
only with the provisions of the Act on Public in Securities and Trust Funds, but also with 
other acts which govern the conduct of economic activity by foreign parties in Poland, and 
economic activity with the participation of such parties. 

The Se,-rities Commission is also empowered to issue permits for private individuals 
wishing to obtain the broker-dealer rights without which no natural person may conduct 

broker-dealer operations. 

A natural person may obtain broker-dealer rights provided that he: 

a) has full capacity to perform legal actions; 

b) enjoys full public rights; 

c) has not been sentenced for crimes in respect of documents, economic offences, forgery 
of money, securities or official stamps, or fiscal offences; 

d) has passed an official examination for securities broker-dealers. 



Should all these requirements be met, a private individual may be entered into the register 

of broker-dealers which is kept by the Securities Commission. However, even if the private 

individual has been entered into register, it does not entitle him to undertake broker-dealer 

operations. This is permitted only after such a person has been employed by the broker

dealer firm or bank's broker-dealer bureau. 

The Securities Commission also exercises its extensive powers to oversee the activity of 

trust fund corporations which manage trust funds. A trust fund corporation may be 

established exclusively in the form of a joint-stock company. The Securities Commission is 

authorized to approve the charter of the trust fund corporation, the by-law of trust fund and 

selection of the trustee bank. The Securities Commission is also empowered to approwe 

any change in charter of the trust fund corporation, the by-law of the trust fund and the 

selection of the trustee bank. In addition, the Securities Commission has a right to approve 

the decisions of the general meeting of the trust fund corporation concerning the composi-. 

tion of its board of directors. Finally, the Securities Commission is authorized to request 

the dissolution of the trust fund corporation, should it fail to observe the provisions of tne 

securities law. 

The Securities Commission's powers to oversee the Broker-Dealers Self-Government 

Organiza;:icn (brought into being by the securities law' -.re even greater than those to 

oversee trust fund corporations. The Securities Commission exercises (using the language 

of the Act) superior supervision over the Broker-Dealers Self-Government Organization, 

while having the right to suspend the resolutions of the BrokLr-Dealers Self-Government 

Organization's bodies. The charter of this Self-Government Organization is subject to tht-

Securities Commission's approval. As a result, the Broker-Dealers Self-Government Or 

ganization is only notionally a seif-governed organization since it has been effectivelh 

incapacitated by the provisions of the securities law. 

The rigid state control over the capital market is reflected not only in the extensive power 

of the Securities Commission but also in the fact that the state interferes administrative! 

in the organization and operation of th: secondary securities market. The point is th: 

securities law prefers on-exchange trading to off-exchange trading (the OTC market) sinc 

one of the law's provisions says that secondary public trading in securities takes place 

stock exchanges. Although off-exchange trading in securities is not banned, it is subject 

a Council of Minister's permit. Moreover, only the Council of Ministers is authorized 

i 
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define the forms of off-exchange trading in securities, although this job should be left to the 

spontaneous activity of broker-dealer firms which have been admitted to the public trading, 

A very specific and, at the same time, most moden characteristic of the Polish capital 
market is the concept of"dematerialization" of the secunties trading. The essence of this is 
that it is not physical securities themselves that are traded, but their ownership which is 
exchanged through electronic media. It practically means that neither buyers nor sellers 
have physical securities at their disposal. What they do have, are securities accounts entries. 
The only document that confirms thatsomebody holds securities is a Certificate ofSecurities 

Deposit which, in itself, is not a security. 

The "dematerialization" of securities trading has been enforced at the level of the 
Securities Law. The law obliges any issuer to deposit his securities with the National Deposit 

of Securities. 

While it must be admitted that the Polish capital market is one of the smallest in the world, 
it is at the same time one of the most advanced in terms of the "dematerialization" of 
securities trading. Even the oldest and most developed capital markets like markets in the 
USA and UK, have a long way to go to accomplish the full "dematerialization" of securities 

trading. 

I take the view that the "dematerialization" of securities trading cetrainly has a number of 
advantages. However, I do not regard this concept as appropriate to present conditions of 
Poland. It is premature for the Polish capital market, and thus wrong. I shall refer to this 
issue in more detail in the final section of this report. 

The Warsaw Stock Exchange, which was brought into being directly by the Act on Public 
Trading in Securities and Trust Funds, is a very important ingredient of the institutional and 
legal infrastructure of the Polish capital market. As mentioned, it is a state-owned institu
tion. The WSE is very likely to play a dominant role on the secondary securities market for 
some years to come. There are two major reasons for this. Firstly, on-exchange trading ,n 
securities is preferred  at the expense of the off-exchange trading - by the law.Secondly, the 
WSE was the only stock exchange operating in Poland in 1991 and the exchange is very 
likely to remain the only one in 1992 and, maybe, longer. Since the trading volume of the 
Polish capital market has been very low over the last year, and is unlikely to grow significantly 
in the near future, even one stock exchange may not earn enough (in the form of transaction 
fees and other fees) to cover the total cost of its activity. A state-owned stock exchange may 
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survive running a deficit since it isfinanced by the state. A possible private stock exchange 

(or stock exchanges) might not. 

A particular characteristic of the stock exchange in Warsaw is its trading and price 

determination system, which is not dependent on a continuous trading system. Not is it any 

combination of"the open outcry system with continuous trading. The trading and price 

determination method used at the only stock exchange in Poland is modelled on the French 

version of the fixing system which was in operation in France before 1988. This system is 

called in France "par-casier". 

Although there is a trading floor at the Warsaw Stock Exchange, and there are broker

dealers on it during trading sessions, transactions in securities are not concluded on the 

trading floor nor are securities' prices determined by broker-dealers. This is because the 

Warsaw Stock Exchange uses a computerized fixing system which sets automatically the 

price of the day for each security and determines the number of transactions concluded at 

this price. 

From the opening on April 16, 1991 through to the end of 1991, trading sessions at the 

Warsaw Stock Exchange were held once a week (on Tuesdays). Since the beginning of 1992 

they have been held twice a week (on Tuesdays and Thursdays). 

Privatization is a primary direct activity of the state aimed at securing a supply of good 

quality financial products for the capital market. Although the privatization legislation 

includes a lot of legal acts, the most important is the Act on the Privatization of State 

Enterprises of July 13, 1990. The Act provides for a number of different methods of 

privatization, of which nearly all could directly or indirectly increase the supply of the 

financial products for the Polish capital market. 

"Capital" privatization, based on public offers of shares is the method of privatization most 

likely to increase the supply of financial products. Under the capital privatization method 

only large and relatively successful state enterprises have been privatized. 

The commercialization of state enterprises is the initial stage of its privatization. Com

mercialization takes place when a state enterprise is transformed into ajoint-stock company 

owned by the State Treasury. The essential stage of capital privatization - the public offer 

of shares - begins with the public sale of the shares of the State Treasury's companies to 

third parties. The State Treasury may offer for public sale only a part of its holding, keeping 

the rest for itself. Should this happen, the State Treasury's company becomes a mixed 
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private-state enterprise or the State Treasury will offer the rest of shares it hols to selected 

investors through individual negatiations. 

It should be noted that the principle of the general access to shares through their public 

offering is to some extent limited by two factors; the employees of a privatized state 

enterprise are eligible to buy 20 % of its shares on preferential terms, and, non-residents 

may buy shares of the privatized state enterprises at the same terms as residents. 

Other methods of capital privatization than the public offering of shares of the State 

Treasury's company are much less effective in generating a supply of financial products for 
the capital market. They are, however, of importance in the process of ownership transfor

mation now occurring in Poland. These methods include: the sale of shares by tender or 

negotiations initiated by a public invitation to tender or negotiate; management buy-out 

and employee buy-out. 

Public offers of shares of State companies proved not only the most important form of 
the capital privatization but also a decisive privatization method in general during tb period 

of July 1990 (the date when the privatization law came into being) to the end of .une 1992. 
Nevertheless, the speed of privatization under this method was slow, its scope was limited 

and the supply of financial products it provided was very modest. 

In this period (that is July 1990 -June 1992) 13 state enterprises were privatized through 

public offers of their shares. That means that the shares of the 13 joint-stock companies, 
which appeared following the transformation of 13 state enterprises, were admitted to the 

public trading and were offered for sale on the primary stock market before the end of June 

1992. However, only the shares of 9out of those 13 companies were traded on the secondary 
stock market by the end of 1991. The shares of 13 out of these 13 companies were traded 

on the secondary stock market at the end ofJune 1992. It should be added that the secondary 

stock market means practically the Warsaw Stock Exchange in the case of these companies. 

The equity capital of the first 12 state enterprises which were privatized through public 
offers of their shares, was distributed into about 22.5 million shares whose nominal prices 

ranged from zl 20,000 (more than 2 US $ at January 1, 1991 US dollar/zloty exchange rate) 

to z1 50,000 (more than 5US $) with one exception where a nominal price stood at z1 100,000 
level (more than 10 US $). The average public offering price of shares was twice their 

average nominal price. However, with respect to the supply of financial products on the 

capital market it is not the total number of shares, offerd for sale on the primary stock 
market that matters. What matters most is the size of the public offer of shares. 50 % or 
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more of the total issue was accounted for by the public offer of shares in the cases of 9 out 

of the 12 privatized state enterprises. The public offering of shares of these 12 amounted 

to about 12.6 million which accounted for about 55.5 % of all the 12 issues combined. 

If the most important source of the supply of financial products for the capital market, i.e. 

capital privatization based on the public offering of shares, is very modest, the other 

methods of capital privatization and the other methods of privatization played a minimal 

role. It is enough to say that shares of only 3joint-stock companies other than those of the 

State Treasury, were submitted for public trading before the end of 1991. This number did 

not change over the next 6 months. This figure is certainly astonishingly low since a lot of 

fast-growing and capital-hungry private companies (including private banks) have been set 

up over the last two and a half years. There are many reasons why these companies do not 

choose the method of public issue of their securities to meet their capital needs. They are 

discussed in more detail in the final section of this report. 

However, it is necessary to stress at this stage that one of the most important barriers to 

private companies entering the capital market is the rigidity of th(, legislation that governs 

the Polish capital market. 

The point is that altough the securities law rightly sets high rfquirements for companies 

wishing to increase their capital through the public issue of secirities, it does not consider 

the important differences existing among potential issuers. In other words, the legal 

requirements for securities to be admitted to public tiading were principally designed for 

only one category of economic entity, namely large, long-standing and he-,lthy state 

enterprises, subject to the capital privatization based on the public offer of shares. Thus, 

the securities law ignores an obvious outcome of the newly emerging Polish market 

economy, namely that quite new private companies would be formed. Some of these have 

grown rapidly and dynamically and are performing very well. At the same time, they are not 

well known and do not have established names. 

The securities law also ignores the existence of smaller and less well-known enterprises 

than the first 13 state enterprises privatized through capital privatization based o: the public 

offer of shares. 

Both categories of economic entities (i.e. "pure" private companies and smaller and less 

known state enterprises) do not have a serious chance of being admitted to the capital 

market as issuers of securities, at least in the short run. At the same time, most of them, and 

maybe all of them, are currently facing capital shortages. 
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Moreover, it is likely that public issues of the securities of new private companies and 

privatized medium-sized state enterprises would be more popular in the regions of their 

operation than the securities of large privatized state enterprises operating in other parts 

of the country. 

A simple way, which is not provided for by the securities law, to dismantle this barrier to 

the development of the private sector of the economy and the capital market would be to 

set different requirements for different categories ofpotential issuers. This is not to say that 

issuing requirements be lowered. This is to suggest that a more flexible approach to issuing 

requirements, which would be differentiated in line with different categories of issuers, 

should be applied. Judging by the examples of other countries among of which the UK's 

securities marker is particulary appealing, such a flexible solution would.secure acces to the 

primary securities market for many more issuers than has been the case. 

In addition, a segmentation of the secondary securities market should be implemented. 

Naturally, it would have to be in line with differentiated issuing requirements for different 

categories of issuers. For instance, the secondary market could be segmented into two parts: 

senior and junior markets. Only securities subject to the most rigoros issuing requirements 

could be admitted to the senior market, whereas the other securities could be traded on the 

junior market. Presently, the stock exchange in Warsaw (and possible stock exchanges to 

be set up) could serve as the senior market, whereas the OTC market could become the 

junior market. The secondary securities market could also be segmented in such a way that 

both the stock exchange and OTC market are divided into the senior and junior markets. 

A very important feature of the process of the administrative shaping of the Polish capital 

market is its being subordinated to the efforts aimed at ownership transformation in t.e 

economy. Moreover, the capital market has been shaped in such a way as to be closely in 

line with only one privatization method, namely the capital privatization based on the public 

offer of shares. This privatization method - modelled on the British privatizations of the 

80's - was seen by the first non-communist government (August 1989 - November 1990) as 

the fundamental path of ownership transformation in Poland. Of course, it must have had 

its impact on the way the government saw a future capital market and securities law. 

Although the second government (December 1990 - December 1991) showed more flexi

bility and less one-sidedness in its approach to methods of privatization, it has had little 

influence on the final shape of the securities law. 
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It is logical to link the building up of the capital market with privatization under the 

conditions of a post-communist country. Otherwise it is hardly possible to see a capital 

market operating in an economy with state ownership predominant. On the other hand, it 

could be of little use to think about establishing a capital market for its own sake, with the 

conviction that a capital market must exist in a market economy. 

It is not productive, however, to subordinate the formation of the capital market to 

privatization in general, and to one method in particular. As a result, the Polish capital 

market has been developing very slowly, slower than it could have been, and at the same 

time, has become one of the barriers (although not the most important) impeding the 

ownership transformation in the economy. 

The government's concept of the transformation of the capital market in Poland has 

unfortunately ignored other countries' experience which showed that a. decisive role in this 

particular phase of capital market development should be played noL ty ownership instru

ments (mostly shares) but by debt instruments (mostly bonds) issued by the state. Had the 

state begun forming the Polish capital market with the state bonds market rather than with 

time and effort-consuming public issues of shares of State companies, the capital market 

would have grown much faster and be much bigger. 

This thesis can be justified by the practice of the Polish capital market over the last two 

years. The paradox is tiiat the state bonds (of the second issue) were the most actively traded 

individual security on the capital market in the period of 1989-1991. Moreover, a total 

weekly trading volume of the state bonds was higher - with the exception of 2 weeks - than 

the combined weekly trading volume of shares at the Warsaw Stock Exchange in 1991. The 

essence of this paradox is that the second issue of state bonds was conducted without 

reference to the planned establishment of the capital market, and was stopped in May 1991. 

It is worth adding that the objectives and character of the second issue of state bonds were 

very closely related to the goverment's macroeconomic policy. To sum up above, the largest 

segment of the Polish capital market in the period 1990-1991 was the one almost completely 

ignored by the authors of the final concept of the formation of the capital market. 



III. THE ASSESSMENT OF THE OPERATION ON THE CAPITAL MARKET IN THE 
PERIOD 1989 - 1992 (JUNE). 

Poland is the third post-communist country after Hungary and Yugoslawia to have 
established a capital market. The origins of the Poland's caoital market go back to the 
second half of 1987 when a few state enterprises issued their bonds. However, conditions 
for the development of a real capital market appeared only two years later with the 
dismantling of the centrally planned economy which took place in August 1989. 

The process of the development of Poland's capital market in the period 1989 (August) 
- 1992 (June) can be divided into two phases, separated by the date of April 25, 1991 when 
the Act on Public Trading in Securities and Trust Funds carrie into force. In the first phase, 
the capital market was growing spontaneously within the general framework of the com
mercial and civil laws, and without any state regulation or supervision. However, in the 
second phase, the process of the formation of a capital market has been regulated and 
strictly controlled by the state, and at the same time deprived of any spontaneity. In addition, 
the official final concept of the administrative shaping of the capital market by the state 
ignored all the practical solutions and experience of the earlier autonomous development 
of the capital market. It is true that the autonomous development brought about a number 
ofnegative occurrences on the capital market. It is equally true, however, that some of these 
practical solutions and experiences are worth applying. 

The most visible achievement of capital market development has been creation of the 
elementary institutional infrastructure of this market. It is composed primarly of the 
Securities Commission, The Warsaw Stock Exchange (other stock exchanges may be set 
up), bank's broker-dealer bureaus, broker-dealer firms, the National Deposit of Securities 
and Broker Dealers' Self-Government. Equally important, all these institutions have been 
slowly, but systematically entering the social consciousness. Further good news is that the 
legal infrastructure of the capital market has been elaborated and brought into being 
although my strong feeling is that the securities law, which is the core of this infrastructure, 
is inappropriate for Polish conditions. In this context it is worth stressing that the capital 
market is the only one out of 5 markets (the remaining markets are: money market, credit 
market, off-balance sheet financial instruments market and foreign exchange market) 
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constituting the financial and currency system whose development has been based on a 

prepared plan and thus, has not been a chance result of the government's economic policy 

and 'transformation efforts (unlike the four remaining markets). 

At the same time it must not be overlooked that even allowing for its being at the initial 

stage of development, the scope of the operation of the capital market is narrower only 

than that of the credit market. The capital market is very small and shallow. Its trading 

volume is 'also very modest. It is hard to assess whether the market trading volume would 

have significantly been higher if the capital market had continued to develop in a sponta

neous way (without the state regulation and supervision). However, it can be assumed that 

the continuation of the spontaneous development of the capital market would have brought 

more financial products into being than was the case. 

The small size of the capital market has already been illustrated by selected figures. To 

supplement it, the following facts should be added. At the end of 1991, the shares of 12 State 

Treasury companies (which came into being as a result of the transformation of 12 stite 

enterprises) were in public trading. So were the shares of 3 purely private joint stock 

companies. (The former figure increased to thirteen, while the latter did not change over 

the next 6 months). Apart from these ownership instruments, the state bonds of the second 

issue were also in public trading at the end of 1991. Unlike the shares of the companies, the 

state bonds were not subject to the admission procedures executed by the Securities 

Commission. 

Public trading in securities included also shares and bonds of about 10 enterprises and 

companies, which had issued those instruments a few years before the Act on Public Trading 

in Securities and Trust Funds came into force, and which did not make any effort to adjust 

their former issues of securities to the issuing requirements set by the securities law. Trading 

in these securities has been illegal, and its voulme has been residual. Out of 16 securities 

which were legally in public trading at the end of 1991, 9 were listed on the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange. As at the end of June 1992, the respective figures were 18 and 14. 

The capital market trading volume must be recognized as very modest, in both the phase 

of spontaneous and regulated development of the market. This refers to both primary and 

secondary markets. 

The primary market trading volume is determined by the size of the issues of specifi 

securities. The secondary market trading volume is determined by the total number o? 

on-exchange and off-exchange transactions. 
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It is hard to calculate precisely the secondary market trading volume. While it involves no 
difficulties in case of the Warsaw Stock Exchange, such a calculation is hardly feasible when 
it comes to the OTC (secondary) market. 

According to the statistics, more than 1,730,000 shares changed hands in the course of 36 
trading sessions held at the Warsaw Stock Exchange in 1991. Thus an average weekly trading 
volume was about 48,000 shares. Total market value of all transactions concluded at the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange amounted to about zI 292 billion (i.e. about US$ 26 million at the 
December 1991 US$/zl exchangerate). Accordingly, the average weeklyvalue of the trading 
volume was about zl 8.1 billion (about US$ 736 thousand). A trading volume record was set 
at the 34th session held on December 10, 1991, when 182,000 shares worth z1 45 billion (US$ 
4.1 million) changed hands. 

What is certain about the OTC securities market is only the fact that its key ingredient in 
all respects are state bonds of the second issue. It is practically infeasible, however, to assess 
precisely the trading volume in state bonds and its value since a portion of these transactions 
in state bonds has evaded any statistics. The point is that some of the transactions in state 
bonds took place (and to a lesser extent are still taking place) on the grey and black securities 
markets, i.e. off-authorized broker-dealer firms and bank's broker-dealer bureaus. In 
addition, some of the transactions in state bonds concluded by the broker-dealer firms were 
not recorded (the latter referring only to that period of time - that is up to July 25, 1991 
when the three-month long legislation vacation relating to the securities law was over 
-during which broker-dealer firms could still trade in securities without the Securities 
Commission's permit). 

Since only the recorded trading volume in state bonds was higher than the Warsaw Stock 
Exchange total trading volume, and an unrecorded trading volume in state bonds iay have 
accounted for up to 25 % of the recorded figure, we again arrive at the conclusion that state 
bonds (of the second ussue) proved unexpectedly a primary financial inttment of the 
Polish capital market in the period of 1989-1991. So the bond market appeared to be the 
largest segment of the capital market. As we already know, those developments were far 
away from the intentions of the authors of the official concept of the formation of the Polish 
capital market, who were strongly in favor of the share market. 

The Polish capital market is not unified in organizational and technical terms. Until the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange commenced its trading (April 16, 1991), only physical securities 
were traded on the Polish capital market. It became a two-tier market after that moment 
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since the on-eychange trading is "dematerialized", whereas OTC deals involve physical 

securities. 

In addition to being very small and shallow, price'movements on the Polish capital market 

are extremely volatile and unpredictable. Market volatility and unpredictability stem not 

only from the narrowness and shallowness of the market, but also from other factors. These 

*include: political instability in Poland, the failure of the shock therapy implemented in early 

1990, growing economic troubles, short term speculation in securities by some of their 

holders and the fact that the capital market is hermetf . However, I take the view that the 

major explantation for the market volatility is something else, namely that the capital 

market is - in a sense.- artificial. The artificiality of the capital market consists mostly in its 

not being integrated with the real economic process occurring in Poland's economy. In other 

words, the capital market in Poland does not play yet any of the basic roles of a true capital 

market. The most visible manifestation of the lack of the correlation between securities 

prices and real economic process has been the movement of the Warsaw Stock Exchange 

share prices which has had very little to do with the economic performance and development 

prospects of the various companies. 

One of the most important aspects of the operation of the capital market in its regulated 

development phase has been its hermeticism. Access for potential users is extremely 

difficuit. In my view this low accessibility may be primarly blamed for its artificiality, small 

size and lack of dynamism. 

The hermeticism of the market can be seen in all areas of its operation. Let's begin with 

the promotion of the capital market - an issue whose importance in bringing the idea of this 

market to the public's attention seems quite obvious in a country whose economy was 

centrally planned for about 50 years. The promotion of the capital market has been very 

limited, and some of the very few promotion activities do more harm than good. A 

well-known example of such an unsuccessful measure was the TV campaign which accom

panied preparations to the public issue of shares of the first five privatized state enterprises 

(the last two months of 1990). The campaign slogan was: "Learn the power of your money", 

which was usually presented together with the interior of the most luxurious hotel in 

Warsaw. Bearing in mind that national income per capita in Poland was 20 % lower in late 

1990 than a yeAr before, one must conclude that the authors of this campaign demonstrated 

their isolation from the economic reality of the country in which they intended to build up 

the capital market. 
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A very important element of the market hermeticism is also the "dematerialization" factor. 
Realizing that the man in the street knows almost nothing about the capital market and 
perceives it as something strange, it is no wonder that a "dematerialized" product traded on 
this market wakes it even more remote from public perception. 

Under Polish conditions, the "dematerialized" capital market can not be a mass market. 
It can only be an exclusive market which is not able to meet appropriately the functions of 
the capital market. The Polish capital market is hermetic also because the scope of the 
operation of broker-dealer firms has been narrowed by the securities law. This limits the 
number of broker-dealer firms operating on the capital market while ensuring that banks 
dominate, at least in the short run as it occurred in Ponand in 1991 and in the first six months 
of 1992. Most (16) of the 20 broker-dealer securities houses which operated in Poland at 
the end of 1991 were bank's broker-dealer bureaus of which the most numerous were state 
banks' broker-dealer bureaus. It should be added that the state banks play a dominant role 
both on the primary and secondary securities markets. 

Other countries' experience shows that banks can and  in some nations -do have a leading 
role on the securities market. Germany is the best example of a country whose capital 
market is dominated by banks. 

In a number of developed economies, however, commercial banks not only do not operate
 
on the securities market but are 
not eligible to enter this market. The major institutions 
engaged in securities trading on such securities markets are broker-dealer firms. I am 
strongly in favor of the view suggesting that only broker-dealer firms, not banks, should have 
been the primary players on the capital market under Poland's conditions. There are many 
causes to justify this thesis. 

Firstly, the Polish banking system is still dominated by the state banks, and this is not likely 
to change in the near future. As a result, state entities (that is state banks' broker-dealer 
bureaus) will continue to hold a dominant position on the Polish securities market for at 
least, the next few coming years. Thus the market will continue to operate without the 
necessary vigor which would be naturally brought into the securities market by pirvate 
broker-dealer firms. The developments occurring on the securities market in 1991 and the 
first six months of 1992 fully confirmed these fears. 

Secondly, the well konwn weaknesses of the Polish banking system should be noted. They 
include - among other things - banks' inability to perform banking services like the banks 
of developed economies and their poor technical equipment. 
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Finally, it does not seem to be a good idea to charge the same institutions (that is banks) 

with a double taskof underwriting securities issues on the primary market and being primary 

traders on the secondary market. Such a situation may give rise to confilicts of intrest and 

corrupt practices. 

It is true that the dominant position of the state banks in the first.year of the regulated 

development of the securities market was - to great extent - caused by the official concept 

of forming the capital market. Had a less cautious and bureaucratic and more flexible 

concept of building up the capital market been chosen, the state banks would not have had 

to play a leading role both on the prim uy and secondary securities markets. In case of the 

latter - banks might have been replaced by selected private foreign exchange bureaus or 

the best of the broker-dealer firms that had operated before the Act on Public Trading in 

Securities and Trust Funds came into force. 

However, even under the terms of the official concept of building up'the capital market, 

it is feasible to weaken the monopolistic position of the banks on this market. In order to 

do this, the admissible scope of the broker-dealer firms' operation would have to be 

extended. Accordingly, the securities law would have to be slighly amended. In this context, 

it should be stressed that the watchdog of the Polish securities market, that is the Securities 

Commission, seemed to have neglected this issue in 1991. 

The Polish capital market has been scaled against almost all of the economic entities which 

might attempt to raise funds on the capital market. This is so - leaving aside the reasons 

relating to the macroeconomic policy - because the ru)s of operation of the capital market 

wer almost exclusively fitted to share issues by State companies. No wonder that the 

nunber of other companies whose shares were admitted to public trading was minimal at 

the e,!,f 1991 (this number being the same six months later). 

It was even worse in case of bonds. There was no public issue of bonds in 1991, apart from 

the continuation of the issue of state bonds (of the secc.id issue) till early May o( that year. 

It is worth emphasising that municipalities are an important group of potential bond issuers 

who do not yet have access to the bond market for legal reasons. The point is that the 

Securities Commission has not yet determined a list of requirements for a bond issuer's 

issuing prospectus. 

I take the view that the most important characteristic of the Polish capital market is that 

it doesn't perform any of the essential functions of the true capital market. Since the phase 

of the natural development of the Polish capital market is over and was short-lived, the 
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following remarks are restricted to the phase of regulated development in the capital 

market. 

What evidence can we give to justify this assertion that the Polish capital market is 

artificial and does not serve its purpose? 

Number one, the capital market still does not provide a mechanism for channelling funds 
within the economy from those who have money reserves to those who need investment 
capital. Only residual funds were transferred through the capital market in 1991. 

Number two, the capital market does not yet constitute an investment valuation mechan
ism. This is a simple consequence of the capital rfiarket's not being a mechanism for 
transferring funds and the fact that the securities prices on the secondary market have very 
little to do with the performance of respective companies. 

Number three, since the capital market neither transfers funds in the economy nor values 
their investment uses in defferent sectors of the economy, it does not serve as a resources 

allocation mechanisnmi, either. 

The performance of the capital market should not come as a great surprise despite the 
fact that a number of government officials expected it to do better. Firstly, because of the 
time factor. Too little time has passed for the capital market to integrate with real economic 
process. Secondly,the capital market has been built up under the specific conditions of the 
financial system as the whole. The essence of the problem is that the Polish financial system 
is still not market-oriented, and that the development of the capital market has been taking 
place while a comprehansive concept of a market financial system has yet to be worked out. 
Moreover, the capital market has been built up without the assistance of the money market 
and foreign exchange market which effectively do not yet exist. As other countries' experi
ence indicates, a capital market can not serve its functions without a money market. Nor 
can it deveolp appropriately unless it is linked with foreign capital markets through the 
currency market. Finally, the capital market has been developing under strong and effective 
competition from the state banks-dominated and warped credit market 

Thirdly, a good deal of blame for the poor performance of the capital market should be 
put on its hermeticism and super-restrictiveness. Had its rules of operation been more 
liberal, the capital market would have been more integrated with the real economic 

processes. 
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Fourthly and finally, the macroeconomic policy implemented in early 1990 has not 

supported at all the development of the capital market. Contrary to that, this policy can be 

seen as an i ,portant obscale to capital market growth. As is widely known, macroecinomic 

policy has re ;ulted in a dramatic decline in Poland's national income and industrial produc

tion over the last two and a half years. By definition, deep economic recession does not 

support any capital market, and particulary such a new and untried market. 

In addition, an important element of Polanc's macroeconomic policy, namely the positive 

reail interest policy, has obviousiy favoured investments in the form of bank deposits at the 

expense of securitie.s purchases. This has been compounded by the overvalued real ex

change rate policy which has made zloty bank depisits ever, more attractive for investors. 

A negative impact of the macroeconomic policy on the capital market has also ,esulted 

from one of the faulty assumptions on which this policy was based. This assup-,pt'on was 

that state enterprises would be forced to undertake adjustment and restrut.turing efforts 

under the conditions of tight monetary and fiscal policies implemented in early 1990 and 

as later became clear - without new technology injection from abroad. This has proved to 

be a completely wrong expectation. Most of the enterprises chose a survival approach, not 

a development option. Thus they have not attempted to raise funds on the demanding and 

shallow capital market, but turned to the credit market. The more so because the existing 

connections between state banks and state enterprises made it easier for the latter to seek 

bank credits. Tl.. political power enjoyed by large state eriterprises made their borrowning 

on the credit market even easier. 

Apart from the above, the general character of macroeconomic policy combined with the 

political instability negatively influenced the behavior of most economic entities, making 

them uninterested in long term strategies. Instead, they tried to accomplish either short

term or very short-term objectives. In result, they do not need the capital market, but prefer 

to borrow on the credit market. Finally, the tax policy should be mentioned in that sense 

that it has stimulated depositing money with banks rather than investing in securities. 

Naturally, it would not have been too difficult to design such a macroeconomic policy for 

Poland over the last two and a half years which would have had a positive impact on the 

development of the capital market. No matter whether Poland's economic performance 

over the last two and a half years is assessed positively or ,Legatively, should itnot be accused 

of having being subordinated to the considerations for the formation of the capital market. 

Surprisingly enough, such a subordination is demanded by one of the authors of the official 



concept of the capital market development who is disappointed with the poor performi nce 
of the capital market. This is putting the cart before the horse. He complains about the 
maintenance of positive real interest rates and financing state budget deficit through issues 
of the Treasury bonds and bills. According to him, bo.h factors have impeded the develop
ment of the shares section of the capital market. He is right. Nevertheless, it is not enough 
to demand that changes of the macroeconomic policy be made on this ground. Such a 
reasoning indicates that the functions of the macroeconomic policy and capital market in 
the economy are not understood, and that natural interrelations between the two have been 

overlooked. It confirms once more that the designers of the official concept ofthe formation 
of the capital market neglected opportunities to initiate building up the capital market as 
a bond market, particularly the State Treasury bonds market. It also gives on evidence that 
at least one of those designers is still far away from recognizing the harm that has been done 
to the capital market by banning the spontaneous market and by the bad legal construction 

of the existing market. 

All the above is not to say that the macroeconomic policy could have not included - at 
least to a limited extent - considern -ions for capital market development. That was certainly 
feasible, and, practically speaking, some modifications of the macroeconimic policy, which 
would stimulate investing in securities, should have been implemented: for instance such 

modifications of tax policy that would have encouraged investing in securities. 

A very important characteristic of the development of the Polish capital market is its 
mutual inlerrelation with privatization. In the long term, it is just the scope and speed of 
privatization that will determine the size and depth of the Polish capital market. At the same 
time, it is obvious that privatization would face vast difficulties or would stop if it were not 

accompanied by an effective capital market. 

That mutual linkage between privatization activity and the capital market has not worked 
well since their inception. The privatization program has produced fewer issues of securities 
than was originally hoped for. On the other hand, the capital market which suited to only 
one privatization method (capita: privatization based on the public offering of shares), has 

hardly been accessible for any economic entities, except those state enterprises which have 
been privatized under this method. The capital market has not assisted privatization efforts 
also because of its being hermetic. 
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Despite its having operated for more than a year, the regulated capital market is still far 

away from being a funds channelling mechanism in the economy. At present only the credit 

market constitutes such a mechanism in Poland. 

This is an abnormal situation even the two additional factors are taken into account: the 

youth of the Polish capital market and the fact that the credit market is the only external 

source of funds for most small and medium size firms in market economies. 

The final and most important conclusion of the report is that the development of the 

capital market in Poland up till now has mostly had a symbolic rather than real meaning for 

the performance of Poland's economy and its transition to the market system. 

In order to stimulate the capital market and integrate it with real economic processes, it 
2 

is necessary to undertake the steps and measures which have been indicated above 

The primary measure should be to fuly integrate the capital market formation into a 

program of transforming the whole financial system. The program needs to include primar

ily the following items: 

1. privatization .of state banks, 

2. interest rate liberalization, 

3. exchange rate liberalization, 

4. setting up a money market, 

5.setting up a currency market. 

It is also essential to modify significantly the securities law in order to reduce t!" 

hermeticism of the capital market and make it popular and democratic.3 
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FOOTNOTES
 

1See Jedrzejczyk G. Dlaczego ne dziala rynek kapitalowy? Lepiej do banku niz na gietdq 

(Why does capital market not operate? Better bank than stock exchange), "RZECZYPOS-

POLITA", no 193, August 20, 1991. 

2 See also Pietrzak E., Rynek kapitalowy po roku (The capital market after one year), 

"FlMA", no 3, March 1992. 

3A need to revise the securities law was also recognized by the chairman of the Polish 

Securities Commission, see "RZECZPOSPOLITA", no 229, October 1, 1991. 
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Preface 

Investing in the future - this means in de Polish context mainly investment by
hundreds of thousands of entrepreneurs in their small and medium-sized 
businesses, with the aim of creating income and employment. As we all know, these 
enterprises are playing a key part in the transition of Poland towards a modern, 
market oriented economy. Poland will have to find its place within an enlarged
European Community. Therefore, promotion of small and medium-sized enterprises 
means facilitating Poland's access to the European Community. 

A lot has been achieved in this transitional process. The private sector is growing 
steadily and strongly. The Government is striving to create the favourable 
framework required to bring this process to full fruition. Poland's international 
friends and partners have pledged important amounts to assist this transition 
process. 

The buik of the work, however, is still ahead. The business environment needs 
continuous improvement, the enterprises need better access to capital and advisory 
services, and donors need to make their assistance more effective. Being aware of all 
these constraints, the Polish Government, the private business sector and the donor 
community organised in the "Group of 24" have undertaken to combine their efforts 
aimed at developing the small and medium-sized business world in Poland by 
establishing this SME Task Force. 

The present report is the result of three months of concentrated work of the Task 
Force. It contains a set of priority recommendations which all aim at actions to be 
taken in the shortest possible time, involving the Government, the financial sector, 
the donors, but most importantly, also the target group itself, the entrepreneurs and 
their organisations. 

The intention is to maintain the Task Force beyond this first phase, as an instrument 
for effective implementation of these and other actions still to be developed. It has 
been a unique exercise in Poland so far, and we do have reasons to believe that it 
can produce results which will go far beyond of what has been achieved already. 

We therefore encourage the Task Force members to continue their fruitful work also 
in the next phase which should see substantial progress in the implementation of the 
actions recommended in this report. We would also like to thank the Task Force 
secretariat for their intelligent and tireless efforts in compiling this report. 

A.H. Dijckmeester Z. Eysmont 
Head of Delegation Minister for 
of the Commission Entrepreneurship Promotion 
of the European Communities of the Republic of Poland 
- G-24 Coordinator in Warsaw 
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Executive Summary 

Background 

The private sector has emerged at an impressive speed in Poland. The liberalisation 
of the economy has led to many new entrepreneurs establishing their own firms, 
while those already in business now have better prospects for expansion. 

About 1.7 million private enterprises are currently registered and more than 5 
million people work in the private sector (more than 9 million including 
agriculture). These figures indicate that the private sector is a sector of very small or 
micro enterprises. The share of the private sector in the total GDP is about 42%, 
being only 28% in 1989. 

Sustaining this growth of the private sector is important for a number of reasons. 
The private sector, and in particular small and medium-sized enterprise (SMEs), 
will form the backbone of a market economy and in the future will, as in most other 
countries, give the majority of employment. In addition, support for small enterprise 
can help in demonopolisation as part of the process of transformation as well as in 
social stability through the creation of a middle class. 

Since the sector is new and does not have a powerful political lobby or clear and 
comprehensive institutional support, and given that the size or firms is typically 
very small, it is important that at this stage further support is given to the 
development of the sector in general. Many foreign donors have recognised this 
factor and made SME development one of their priorities in giving aid to Poland. 
Equally, the Government of Poland has recognised the importance of this sector by 
appointing a Minister without portfolio with specific responsibility for 
Entrepreneurship Promotion. 

To try to harmonise these various actions, and to create better coordination, a Task 
Force has been set up consisting of representatives of the Government of Poland, the 
G-24 donor community, the Polish banking sector and the private sector, to produce 
a recommended list of actions for the development of small and medium enterprise. 
The Task Force met six times during February, March and April 1993 to discuss the 
constraints affecting the sector, and possible actions to overcome them. 

Constraintsto SME Development 

The constraints for SMEs identified by the Task Force on the basis of documents, 
reports and interviews are numerous and diverse and affecting practically all 
aspects of business. Constraints were initially grouped into nine major fields: 
general environment; enabling environment; entrepreneurship promotion; 
financing; information and counselling; technology; privatisation; trade, export, 
import; and foreign assistance. After discussion, it was felt that it was not possible to 
deal with all these areas in the initial phase of the Task Force's work and therefore 
work should concentrate on three fields, namely: 
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o enabling environment 
o financing 
o information and counselling 

This prioritisation does not mean that the other areas should be ignored - for 
example, the macroeconomic environment, including the rate of inflation, has a 
major effect on, for example, the ?bility of the banking sector to deliver finance to 
SMEs at an acceptable interest rate. In addition, these areas cann,,f be treated wholly 
in 2Jolation: development of policy towards the SME sector must interact with any 
general macro-economic policies, whilst any actions which require foreign funding 
must take account of the limitations under which foreign donor programmes 
operate. 

As a result of discussion of the constraints in the three areas against the background 
of existing and proposed initiatives, some 37 recommendations for action were 
proposed by the Task Force. All of these actions are feasible and should be carried 
out in due course. Nonetheless, it was felt useful to agree which were the crucial 
actions to be carried out immediately and as a result 9 actions were highlighted for 
particular attention by Task Force members. It is expected that the Task Force will 
continue its work and that over time new priorities will take over, including actions 
which are not a priority in the first phase. 

PriorityActions 

As an absolute priority, Task Force members emphasised the need to support the 
reform of civil and commercial law. This is a precondition to the effective 
functioning of the banking system, where lack o adequate collateral law and a 
central collateral register hamper credit assessment and consequently access to 
finance by SMEs. After this retorm, the major financing instrument emphasised by 
Task Force members was to support pilot guarantee schemes, both mutual and loan 
guarantee schemes. Guarantee schemes operate in a number of other countries 
where they are used ro extena the collateral to which SMEs nave access. In the 
period ot transition it is felt best to have closely monitored pilot proje.-ts to discover 
whether this instrument can also be effective in Poland. 

The government should also take action to develop an umbrella policy towards the 
SME sector and to place this in an SME Act stating the government's intentions 
towards the sector. 

Not all actions should be taken at a national level, however. In addition to nationai 
actions, donors should try to fund regionally-based projects. A number of different 
suggestions for action were given, including an approach of "coaching" regional 
business promotion agencies. 

Donors can also help by developing instruments using examples from abroad. This 
is important for careful preparation of detailed proposals in complex but important 
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areas. A particular suggestion was for analysis of the tax system and fiscal 
measures in order to develop effective proposals to st-imulate SME investment. 
There should be a parallel review of the capital market wvhich also has considerable 
importance in generating finance, in oroer Lu uevelop proposals to accelerate 
development of this sector. This process should be complemented by a regulatoru 
review which should be repeated at regular intervals in order to ensure that 
regulations which adversely affect SME development are identified and modified. 

Although much of the discussion around financing related to financing instruments, 
continued training of bank personnel was also seen to be of considerable importance 
in developing the banking sector and consequenny Ener services to SMEs. 

Finally, in order to address the need for information of both donors and 
intermediaries serving the SME sector in the field of information and counselling, it 
was proposed to set up an SME Information Centre to coordinate the flow of 
information. 

OtherActions 

Other actions can be most easily presented in the context of the three fields 
identified above. 

In the field of the enabling environment, general SME policy should be addressed. 
As well as the umbrella policy, the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should 
take a number of actions to improve coordination and communication among 
government departments and with the private sector. Such actions include the 
creation of a Coordinating Committee with other Ministries, the creation of a 
Council for Entrepreneurship including representatives of the private sector, and 
addressing the needs of the regions by regional representatives or liaison people, 
and regionalmeetings. The Minister should also have a clear role of advocacy and a 
right to intervene in the legislative process where this affects SMVIEs. In order develop 
policy on the basis of appropriate information, a Research and Analysis Unitshould 
be established. Finally, there should be an awarenesscampaign to ensure that policy 
makers and legislators are aware of the particular problems of the SME sector. 

Laws and regulations are also important parts of the enabling environment. As well 
as the SME Act, a regulatory review, and support for civil and commercial law 
reform, actions should be taken to stabilise the regulatoryframework, and to give 
the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion the right of obligatory assessment of 
new regulations. iFinally, two further specific areas were highlighted as needing 
particular attention, namely public procurement, and accounting regulations.These 
areas can have a particular effect on SMEs and therefore changing regulations 
should take the sector into account. 

Tax policy can also be used to help SMEs. It is proposed that a study is carried out 
on tax measures to stimulate investment by SMEs. Also, particular areas for 
attention would include: equal treatment of income from dividends and interest, a 
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t.ax incentives for investment in SMEs, and support to the tax controlstudy on 

service in order to make the tax system fairer.
 

In the field of finance a number of recommendations for financial instruments were 

made in addition to pilot projects on guaranteeschemes. Consideration should be 

given to the idea of a grant scheme with commercial loans on the basis of 
and creditmonitoring the current STRUDER initiative and its success or failure, 

lines with preferential terms since both these initiatives would help rcduce the cost 

of capital to SMEs. As well as supportfor the development of the capital market, 

support should be given in developing a national clearingchamber to help improve 

banking services and a credit ratingservice to assist in risk assessment. Finally, as 

before, the importance of bank personnel trainingshould not be forgotten. 

As far as actions to support information and counselling activities, 	apart from the 
level. RegionalSME Information Centre, actions should" take place at a regional 

actions can include, as well as coaching of business promotion agencies,funding of 

other specific regional projects, trainingfor voievodship offices, establishment of 

telephone help lines, and making a study on regional development. All these actions 

should assist in the better delivery of services to SMEs at a local level. 

The special needs of medium-sized enterprisesshould not be forgotten, since they 

often have greater needs for sectoral consultancy and management training services. 

Institutions assisting this sector should therefore be supported. 

organisationsof entrepreneurs can help in all of the aboveFinally, support for 
actions by enabling the private sector to help itself. As part of the debate on business 

of buzinessregistration and whether there should be compulsory membership 

organisations, it is proposed that there should be a study on business registration 

systems to see how this could most effectively be performed using existing 

institutions. 

FinalRemarks 

Although there are many recommendations listed, many of them are ongoing or can 

be performed by existing institutions. Wherever possible it is clearly better that an 

existing institution active in the field carries out an action rather than that a new 

body is created - this applies, for example, to the establishment of the Research and 

Analysis Unit and the SME Information Centre. 

Nonetheless, much of the work of initiating these actions will fall on the Cabinet of 

the Ministei for Entrepreneurship Promotion which has only limited size. If the 

recommendations are to succeed, strengthening -of the Cabinet will be essential. 

Finally, it should be noted that this is only the first step in the process of jointly 

developing measures to support the SME sector in Poland. It is to be hoped that the 

Task Force will continue its activity with regular meetings and that over time the 

other fields and constraints can be addressed. 
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List of Recommended Actions
 

Time scale indications: I - ongoing, I 
Underlined actions are priorities 

Ref. 	 Action 

GENERAL SME POLICY 
3.2.2 Umbrella policy 

3.2.3 Coordinating Committee 

3.2.3 MoEP standing for advocacy 

3.2.3 	 Council for Entrepreneurship 

3.2.3 	 MoEP Regional 
Representatives 

3.2.3 	 Regional meetings of MoEP 

3.2.4 	 Research and Analysis Unit 

3.2.5 	 Awareness campaign 

LAWS/REGULATIONS 
4.2.2 	 SME Act 

4.2.3 	 Stabilising regulatory 
framework 

4.2.4 	 Regulatory Review 

4.2.5 	 Obligatory Assessment of 
proposed new regulations 

4.2.6 	 Support for Civil Law reform 
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- as soon as possible, III - within a year 

Initiator Major Actors Time 

MoEP other MinisLrs 1 

MoEP other Ministers II 

MoEP, Prime Minister III 
Council of 
Ministers 

MoEP, Prime Minister II 
business 
organisations 

MoEP regional business I 
organisations and 
authorities 

MoEP Regional Representatives II 

MoEP donors, EFureau for Foreign II 
Assistance 

all Task Force members, business II 
organisations etc. 

MoEP Council of Ministers III 

MoEP Min. of Justice, Council of III 
Ministers 

MoEP Min. of Justice III 

MoEP other Ministries III 

MoEP Min. of Justice, donors II 



4.2.6 Public Procurement Act MoEP business organisations II 

4.2.6 Accounting System Accounting Min. of Finance 
organisations 

TAXES 
5.2.2 	 Study on tax measures to MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign III 

stimulate investment by SMEs Assistance, Min. of Finance 

5.2.3 	 Equal tax treatment of income MoEP Min. of Finance, Council of II 

from dividends Ministers 

5.2.4 	 Study on tax incentive for MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign II 

investment in SMEs Assistance, Min. of Finance 

5.2.5 	 Support to tax control service Min. of donors, MoEP, Min. of III 
Finance Finance 

FINANCE 
6.2.2 	 Support for Clearing CLamber Union of Polish Banks, NBP, MoEP donors, II 

National Clearing Chamber, Tekebank 

6.2.3 	 Bank personnel traininc Phare PIU, Foundation for Development of I 
Financial Sector, Task Force for Training, 
Bureau for Foreign Assistance 

6.2.4 	 Improvement of the Capital NBP, SEC, Stock Exchange, Min. of Finance, I 
Market Union of Polish Banks 

6.2.5 	 C± edit Rating Service Union of Polish Banks, donors I 

6.2.6 	 Mutual Guarantee Scheme MoEP, Bureau for Foreign Assistance., II 

(pilot project' NbP, local initiatives 

6.2.6 	 Loan Guarantee Scheme MoEP, Buceau for Foreign Assistance., II 
(pilot project4 NBP, donors 

6.2.7 	 Grant Scheme based on MoEP, Bureau for Foreign Assistance., II 
commercial loans NBP, donors 

6.2.8 	 Credit Line with preferential MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign III 
terms Assistance, Ministry of Labour 
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INFORMATION and COUNSELLING 
7.2.2 	 SME Information Centre MoEP donors I
 

7.2.2 	 Dooor-funded regional MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign I
 
initiatives Assistance
 

7.2.2 	 Funding for specific projects MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign III
 
at grass roots level Assistance
 

7.2.2 	 Training for Voievodship MoEP donors, Voievodship offices III
 
Offices
 

7.2.2 	 Telephone help-lines MoEP donors, regional authorities III
 

7.2.2 	 Study on Regional MoEP CUP, donors III
 
Development
 

7.2.2 	 Coaching Regional Business MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign III
 
Promotion Assistance
 

7.2.3 	 Support of the medium-sized MoEP donors, Bureau for Foreign I
 
sec: ir Assistance
 

7.2.4 	 Support for Organisations of Council for Entrepreneurship, MoEP, I
 
Entrepreneurs donors
 

7.2.4 	 Study for business registration Chambers MoEP, donors, III
 
system
 

MoEP = the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion 
NBP = National Bank of Poland 
SEC = Securities and Exchange Commission 
CUP = Central Planning Office 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Increased investments by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in profitable 

projects is seen as a key to economic recovery and development in Poland. In spite 

of many measures undertaken by the Government of Poland and the Donor 
Community un respect ot the SME sector, currently SMEs face major obstacles in 
their development. 

Measures taken so fir have proved to be insufficient in the face of the problems. A 
large and growing number of potential and existing SMEs are unable to overcome 

the obstacles to profitable investment. On the other hand, large amounts of foreign 
loans have remained unspent. 

Against this background, the Polish government and the G-24 donor commuldty 
established a Task Force in February 1993 with the objective of recommending 
measures aimed at a sustainable increase of profitable investments by SMEs. Terms 
of Reference are presented in Annex A. Members of the Task Force have been 
representatives of Ministers (for Entrepreneurship Promotion, European Integration 
and Aid Coordination, Finance), of Polish banks (National Bank of Poland, Union of 
Polish Banks), of the Polish private business world, as well as representatives of the 
G-24 donor community (World Bank, Commission of the European Communities, 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, USAID.. and the Federal 
Republic of Germany). Several other Ministries, organisations, foreign -lonors and 
individuals participated actively in the work of the Task Force, during the public 
sessions as well as through interviews and written contributions. A list of Task Force 
members is enclosed in Annex B whilst Annex F lists persons interviewed y the 
secretariat. 

This report presents the recommendationm ,vorked out by the Task Force between 
February and April 1993. The report was compiled by the Task Force secretariat, a 
group of four experts funded by the Commission of the European Communities 
ander the PHARE programme. 

1.2 Policy Objectives 

Small and medium sized enterprises are expected to contribute to the economic 
welfare of Poland, in part'cular to economic growth and job creation. As 
experienced in many other countries, SMEs are already contributing to comp iition 
in markets for goods and services and guaranteeing a permanent process of 
creativeness and innovation, essential elements of economic development. In Poland 
this rble of SMEs has been recognised and the Polish goverrunent has defined the 
tasks of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion accordingly. 
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In Resolution No 139/92 of the Council of Ministers (see Annex C) it is stated that 

Promotion undertakes activities in the field of 
the Minister of Entrel.-reneurship 

shaping economic, legal, social and organisational conditions for the promotion of 

entrepreneurship and the development of small and medium enterprises. 

It is in this frame that the Task Force for Small and Medium Enterprises has worked 

out the major strategy for reaching this objective. In particular it has considered 

actions to reach a sustainable development of the SME sector. 

Some basic principles have to be addressed in the design of an adequate SME policy 

and these are explored below. 

1.3 Basic Principles 

1.3.1 SvfE Target Group 

Since the Polish economy is in transition, various categories of private firms exist 

with different legal forms. Firms originate from a variety of sources including: new 

and prillatisation of State 
start-ups; continuation of the former private sector; 

very small firms, although a certain category
Owned Enterprises. Most of these are 

better.
already reached a certain scale which guarantees survival 

of firms have 
Moreover, SMIEs have ermerged in all sectors of economic life but in particular in 

trade. 

should be seen as quite
Taking into consideration these aspects the SME sector 

heterogeneous in legal status, size and sector. 

consideration,
To define policy instruments, these aspects should be taken into 

that the target group of SMEs should be defined more precisely when 
which means 

effectiveness of 
these measures are elaborated in more detail. This will favour more 

for allmeasure or instrument applicable
policy initiatives than considering every 

SMEs. 

which economic activity or sector of SMEs
it should be consideredIn particular 

should be addressed. 

that strengthening the competitiveness of the Polish 
It should be emphasised 

more 
economy and thus creating economic growth and more employment can be 

directly reached by stimulating the manufacturing sector or other balance of 

oriented sectors like transport, wholesaling and tourism. On the other 
payment 

in. other sectors is providing the Polishorhand, stimulating t!V,2 SMEs in general 

economy with an entrepreneurial c!ass that guarantees creative entrepreneurship in 

the long run. 
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1.3.2 Regional Approach 

SMiEs need an approach on the national level especially as far as it concerns macro

economic conditions and the enabling environment, in particular related to the 

legislative and regulatory framework. However, the action-radius of SMEs is rather 

limited as they are operating quite strongly on the local and regional ievel. That is 

why initiatives should be developed or stimulated at the local and regional levels as 

well. In order to harmonise, to avoid overlapping and to facilitate certain actions, 

both national support and cooperation with local and regional actors should be 

envisaged. 

1.3.3 Non-discriminatonjPolicyfor SMEs 

In the Polish transitional economy it siould be stressed that the private sector and in 

particular SMEs are facing a rather discriminatory position. As a result, rather thar 

look-,g for preferences, the first stage should be that they are not discriminated 

against. It should be stressed that if SMEs are expected to be the backbone of the 

Polish economy in the future, as it is in all market economies, then special attention 

is required to eliminate at least this discriminatory position. Developing specific 

instruments to support and to stimulate SME development'in particular in this 

phase of the transition period can be considered as investing in the future prosperity 

of Poland. 

1.3.4 Policy Organisation 

areasThe problems of SMEs are very diverse and concern the policy or fields of 

almost all ministries. As a result, many of the policy instruments necessary to reach 

the SMEs belong to the field of other ministries. That is why it should be 

recommended that there is good cooperation between the Minister for 

Entrepreneurship Promotion and the other ministries and a commitment of all 

ministries to the SME sector. 

As the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion has not his own ministi , but is 

operating from his Cabinet in the Office of the Council of Ministers, activities for 

SMIEs can to a certain exkent only be initiating, stimulating or consulting. 

Implementation is to a great xtent dependent on staff and capacities of other 

ministries and/or extra governmental organisations. 

1.3.5 FinancialConstraints. 

The feasibility of the implementation of the actions depends on the financial 

possibilities in Poland. Being faced with serious budget deficits the Polish 

government will have to look for financial means for strengthening the SME sector 

at present. It is important to look for budget-neutral solutions favouring the SME 

sector on one hand: on the other hand concerted actions by bi/multilateral donors 

and organisations should be sought in order to strengthen the financial capabilities 
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a genuinely large scale programme for 
of the Polish government and to develop 

developing SMEs. 

1.4 Methodologyand Structure of the Report 

The methodology followed in the process of reaching the actions recommended in 

this report is based on the concept of the policy cycle. Taking into consideration the 

above mentioned objectives of an SME policy, first an investigation of the problems 

out. Based on the results of this information
has been carriedand constraints 

gathering phase the Task Force selected three major policy fields out of nine possible 

cnes and these were: 

Enabling Environment (general SME policy, legislation, and taxes),o 
o Finance, and 
o !nfori,-.ation and Counselling. 

For each policy field an inventory of possible actions has been made. The Task Force 

selected the most feasible ones which were recommended for implementation. In the 

following chapters this process is presented. 

sector is provided. The 
In Chapter 2 a short analysis of the position of the SME 

to the SMEs are presented together with a list of the 
support systems geared 

constraints in the different policy fields.
 

- 7 the selected policy fields are discussed and concrete actions are 
In Chapters 3 
recommended. In each of these chapters first a short analysis of the obstacles in the 

policy fields is given. These analyses emerge in appropriate actions or packages of 

actions that are recommended by the Task Force. In particular, attention is paid to 

the implementation phase: which steps are needed, who should be initiator or actors 

involved, and what are the institutional and financial aspects of the actions. Very 

rough estimates of the costs involved in carrying out the tasks are also presented. In 

general these costs represent the arnual costs of running the various projects. 

Finally, in Chapter 8 specific points which emerged from designing the programme 

or packages of actions in the previous chapters are discussed together with a general 

review of the recommendations. 
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2. State of the Art 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the state of the SME sector is analysed to show which constraints 
most urgently need to be addressed. First a brief overview is presented on facts and 
figures of the private sector. An overview of the activities which already exist to 
support SMEs as well as donor-funded projects and financing instruments of the 
banks is given. Thereafter, the constraints registered in literature, reports and 
mentioned by many experts on SMIEs are listed. In the concluding paragraph the 
major constraints to which SMIE policy should be oriented are discussed. 

2.2 StatisticalInformation 

From the late seventies onward private firms in Poland were gradually released 
from central planning. Unincorporated firms received opportunities for 
development earlier than the incorporated, which were enabled to boom after the 
adoption of the Law on Economic Activiiy in 1988. 

At the end of 1992 there were about 1.7 million private enterprises (excluding 
agriculture) producing approximately 471 billion zloty'. That means that about 42% 
of the total GDP in Poland comes from the private sector. Including the agricultural 
sector the share of the private sector in the total GDP rose from 28% in 1989 to about 
48% in 1992. 

Since 1989, the growth of the private sector in comparison to the state owned sector 
has been impressive. Growth figures of the GDP in real terms for the private sector 
were estimated to be 7.1 % in 1990, 33.3% in 1991 and for 1992. the estimates go up to 
12%. The outlook of the Polish economy for this year is optimistic: there are certain 
indications that Poland is emerging from the recession. Exports are doing well and 
the private sector is strongly contributing to this economic recovery. 

The dynamism in the private sector is illustrated by the investment figures as well. 
Of the total gross domestic investment in 1989 35% was in the private sector. This 
figure increased to 41 % in 1990 and it is estimated that in 1991 this figure has been 
slightly higher. 

The share of the investment of private enterprises in man'ifacturing are lagging 
behind, while those in construction and trade are much higher. In the 
manufacturing sector approximately 15% of the total investment was carried out in 
the private sector in 1990. 

'Note: all figures relating to 1992 GDP in this section are preliminary estimates calculated by the Main 

Statistical Office (GUS). 
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This production boom in the private sector is in balance with the development of 
employment the share f thC private :;ctor car easiiy be estimated to e.".ceed 
already 55% (including agriculture), the share at the end of 1991. At the end of 1992 
more ti'an 5 million people worked in the private sector. Including private 
agriculture this figure was more than 9 million. 

A part of the increase in private production is due to reclassification of former 
public entities (notably cooperatives) and changes in ownership (privatisation). 
Interesting is that the growth i-ate of the "old"-reclassified private sector was 
exceeding the growth rate of the private sector as a whole, both in 1990 and 1991. 

As concerns the different categories of legal forms the unincorporated firms (1.63 
million) showed a growth figure of number of enterpriseF if 14.8% in 1992, a bit less 
than in 1991 (25%). The strongest relative growth could be registered with 
incorporated firms ( legal units), of which those that are completely domestic owned 
showed growth figures of 33% and 23.7% in 1991 and 1992 respectively. The 
incorporated firms set up with participation of foreigners rose considerably from 
less than 5000 in 1991 to more than 10000 in 1992: a doubling. 

Incorporated 'irms are of a larger size than the unincorporated. In.,rporated have 
an average employment of 14.7 when they are completely domestically owned. 
Incorpi t.ed firms with foreign participation show an average employment of 23.1, 
while the unincorporated have an average of 1.6 per firm including entrepreneurs. 

At the end of 1992 the largest number of private enterprises owned by legal persons 
were in the trade sector (38%), while in manufacturing 21% were active. Measured 
n employees the share of the manufacturing sector is highest (36%), while that in 

trade is only 30%, indicating that the average size of the manufacturing enterprise 
exceeds considerably that of the trade sector. 

If the unincorporated firms are considered in 1991 approx. 880,000 out of a total 
number of approx. 1.42 million enterprises belonged to the category of very small or 
micro firms (< 5 employees), which is about 62%: it should be considered however 
that these figures include the entrepreneur but do not take into consideration those 
employees that are working on short term contracts. 

If only the private enterprises in manufacturing with more than 5 empioyees are 
considered then the following size-class distribution of employment can be shown: 

small fL,'ms 18.5% 
medium sized 5.--,0% 
large firms 29.5% 

The small firms in the manufacturing sector as well as in the construction sector are 
defined as firms between 6-50 employees and medium sized firms between 51 and 
.500 employees. 
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From this it can be seen that in the manufacturing sector the number of jobs in the 
medium-sized firms is considerably higher than in the small or large firms. 

in conclusion, it can be stated that the private sector is experiencing substantial 
growth and can contribute to the recovery of the economy. It should be realised, 
however, that at least outside the manufacturing sector the firms are generally small 
and vulnerable. 

2.3 	 ExistingSupport Institutionsand Donor Funded Projects in 
the SME Sector 

There are a wide variety of different initiatives on the ground in Poland: private,
public, and funded by foreign aid. Since the network of support organisations has 
grown organically with little overall coordination, these initiatives in some cases 
complement each other and in other cases act almost in competition. Equally, whilst 
in some areas there are many activities in support of the development of private
enterprise, in other areas the level of activity is very low, and this does not relate to 
the actual needs of the area. 

On the Polish side there are a number of different networks of business support
institftions, mostly giving basic advice, information, and training to very small 
enterprises and entrepreneurs who wish to start in business. Such networks include 
those set up by the Economic Foundation of NSZZ Solidamott, Regional
Development Agencies (mostly supported by the Industrial Development Agency),
local Chambers of Commerce and of Craftsmen, a number of Management and 
Business schools and a variety of independent local initiatives sut-h as incubator 
projects. A number of national initiatives complement this, including the 
Foundation for Socio-Economic Initiatives, FISE, (supported by the Ministry of 
Labour) which operates through regionally based Agencies for Local Initiatives. 

Foreign donors have supported some of these initiatives, including FISE and certain 
local chambers, as well as setting up new institutions, such as Business Support
Centres (supported by PHARE through the Cooperation Fund) and hosted mostly
by Chambers of Commerce, and Regional Management Centres established through
the British Know How Fund which offer advice and counselling to the private sector 
as well as management training. As well as initiatives aimed at small enterprise, the 
International Finance Corporation, in association with the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development and USAID has set up Polish Business Advisory
Services, a consultancy and training organisation based on commercial terms and 
aimed at management training and sectoral consultancy for medium sized private
enterprises as well as the training of Polish consultants to form an indigenous

consultancy 
 sector. The German government has funded a parallel initiative, 
coaching medium sized enterprises using foreign expertise. 
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2.4 

and in general the
overall coordinationfrom lack of

Current initiatives suffer 

institutions are weak and lacking in resources (other than those provided by foreign 

aid). 

A more comp.ehensive list of projects is presented in annex D. 

Banks and Other FinancialInstitutions relevant to SMES 

new banking structure has been established, it is still in the process of 
Although a 
development and does not always serve the SME sector very well. This is partly due 

to lack of experience of the banks themselves, but also due to lack of an adequate 

environment. For example, inadequacy of collateral law and the lack of a collateral 

register makes assessment of the value of collateral very difficult. 

to theaverse 
of the banks makes them particularly risk owing 

The situation of adequaterate of failures, and the lack 
problems of risk assessment, the high 


collateral law. In addition, the regulations of the National Bank of Poland related to
 

the necessary ratios for private banks have caused thent to increase their own capital 

SMEs. This tendency has meant that SMEs have 
credit torather than give more 

long term credit. A more detailed 
of credit, particularlyinadequate sources is presented in

the financing of SMEs 
of the constraints hamperingdescription 

chapter 6. 
at 

have been a wide variety of different foreign funded initiatives aimed 
There are 

sector. A large number of foreign credit lines 
disbursing credit to the private 

for this has been the difficulty of using the 
a major reason notlargely unspent and a credit line does 


existing banking system and the fact that simply adding 


remove the reasons for risk aversion indicated above. This is most dearly illustrated 
the Polish Americanforeign initiative is 

the fact that the most successfulby 
Enterprise Fund which has done credit appraisal itself and used the Polish banks 

only as 'windows'. 
as

to other financial instruments, such 
number of initiativ s relatedaThere are of these has reached a sufficientyet noneind equity schemes but asguarantees 

or size to have any real impact on the SME sector. The 
stage of development 
STRUDER programme will have pilot regional projects for both types of actions, but 

they are only at the formation stage at this moment 

include leasing,Such serviceslargely undeveloped.Other financial services are 

factorng, and relevant insurance services. Equally, the services which support the 

banks, including a national clearing chamber and appropriate credit rating agencies 

are only now being put in place. Nonetheless, there are a number of donor-funded 
sector 

initiatives to develop additional services, for example the PHARE financial 

development programme which provides support to the accounting, insurance, and 

tax administration sectors as well as banking training. 

A more comprehensive presentation of the financial sector is presented in Annex D. 
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2.5 Overview of the Major Constraints 

The constraints for SMvE development, and in particular in investing in SNEs, thatcould be identified in the Polish economy are numerous and very diverse. in thefollowing list, which was developed from a variety of sources and presented to theTask Force, the constraints are listed in nine policy fields without giving a specificranking, either for the policy fields or for the constraints. 

2.5.1 GeneralEnvironment 

Macro-Economic 
* high inflation
 
* 
 recession (national and international) 
* large government budget deficit 
• high interest rates 
* high taxes 

Underdeveloped Infrastructure 
• telecommunication 
* market information system 
* transportati,n system 
• distribution systems
 
* 
 business space availability 

Business Climate 
* suspicion and negative attitude towards successful entrepreneurs

0 weak business ethics (trade practices, long payments)

0 limited entrepreneurial tradition
 
0 lack of favourable government policy
 

Informal Sector 
* unfair competition (bribes, etc.)
 
0 tax evasion
 
* massive illegal imports 

2.5.2 EnablingEnvironment 

Policy, Legal and Regulatory iramework 
• no formal government policy or action plan for the private sector
• insufficient quantitative and qualitative policy related information on SMEs
0 unsatisfactory and inadequate 
 influence of private business on the policy

making process 
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legal and regulatory framework is often not dear and tran---parent, cha-ges 
0 administration and 

too often and leaves wide discretion for arbitrary civil 

court decisions 
government administration and juridical system is not compatible with the 

* 
creation of a rrivate sector market driven econonty 

and guidance in 
and courts lack experience

legislators, administratoisa 
fostering the free market economy 

coordination between various government 
insufficient communication and

* 
instttions and ministries 

serious gaps and imperfections in laws (see other fields for example collateral 
* 


law under financing)
 
public procurement practices unfavourable to SNVs 

a 

FiscalPolicy which lead to an 
and collection capabilitiesenforcementinadequate tax 

excessive administrative burden on private business 

* business perceive taxes as too high 

tax legislation is changing too often (even retrospective)
* 


no tax incentive for investment
* 

unequal tax treatment of dividend and interest on personal income
 

* 
high custom duties on impoited equipment and raw materials 

* 

EntrepreneurshipPromotionAssistanceto Start-ups
2.5.3 

External 
difficulties wit, start-up finance/insufficient equity investment 

" 

growing necessary minimum initial capital
* 

insufficient information, technical assistance and training for start-ups
 

* 

limited entrepreneurship promotion
* 

Internal on running business in a competitive 
Itnlack of knowiedge and experience 

market
 
0 limited entrepreneurial tradition
 

limited personal assets and savings
* 

2.5.4 Financing 

a. Equity Capital 

External 
* unavailability of domestic capital 

lack of venture capital institutions and instruments
• 

unequal tax treatment of dividend and interest on personal income 
* 
• underdeveloped security and capital markets
 

no tax incentive for business investment
* 
Task Force for SME - Final Report 
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0 

* 	 limited flow of foreign investment 

Internal 
* 	 too much reliance on debt financing to capitalise business 
* 	 low profitability of many businesses 
* 	 businessmen are reluctant to put their own capital in fixed assets (focus on 

short term business activity) 
* 	 entrepreneurs are reluctant to jointly invest in and "share" control of business 

b. 	 Credit 

External 
• 	 high collateral and or guarantee requirements 

* 	 banks meet problems in taking possession of the collateral 
* 	 no asset/collateral registry 
* 	 loop holes in the land and housing registry 
* 	 lack of adequate property law 
* 	 no collateral law 
• poor bankruptcy law 
lack of standard procedure and market price information to guide 
valuation of assets/collateral 

high interest rates (nominal and real), due to inflation and bank margins 
* 	 banking services underdeveloped and time-consuning 

* underdeveloped clearing system
 
• overdraft hardly available
 
low risk investment alternatives (government bills and bonds)
 

a 	 difficult access to long term financing 
* 	 actual or formal minimum loan size requirements are too high for most SMEs 
* 	 risk aversion. by banks 

* 	 banks have less experience in assessing private sector creditworthiness 
and risk evaluation 

* 	 banks need other institutions to share the risks (for example credit 
guarantee institutions) 

* 	 no incentives/strong disincentives to take risk by state owned bank 
management 

* 	 the high rate of bad loans make banks more cautious on risk taking 
* 	 undercapitalisation of banks 
o 	 major taxes levied on banks when writing off bad loans 
* 	 required credit documents are too aetailed and time-consuming for 

SMEs 
* 	 banks avoid giving small loans (operational costs, etc.) 
* 	 lack of flexibility by banks to restructure debts 
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Internal 
* 	 problems with preparation of application forms and other credit documents 

including a business plan 
* 	 pocus on "low co&ts" foreign exchange loans and without understanding of 

fcreign exchange risk 

Other 
* 	 inter enterprise credit zatory 
* 	 underdeveloped legal framework and institutions for leasing, factoring and 

insurance 

2.5.5 	 Information and Counselling 

External 
* 	 insufficient development of a business assistance support network 
* 	 limited availability of information necessary for good business decisions, 

especially information on: 
* 	 markets 
* 	 financing 
* 	 technology 
* management
 
a SME-support organisations
 
* 	 legislation and regulations 

* 	 private advisory and consulting firms are too expensive for SMEs 
* 	 big differences in the quality of information and advisory services available 

Internal 
* 	 insufficient awareness of the importance of information and advice sharing 

among entrepreneurs 
• 	 lack of knowledge among entrepreneurs how to collect and use information 

for their own benefits. 
* 	 limited knowledge and lack of experience in free market business, in 

particular: 
* 	 marketing 
* 	 finance/accounting 
* 	 management 
* 	 customer services 
* 	 quality control 

2.5.6 	 Technology 

External 
• 	 undeveloped institutions and mechanisms for technology commercialisation 

and transfer 
• 	 unavailable financing for R&D and technology upgrading 
• 	 brain flight 
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* 	 intellectual property protection 

Internal 
* 	 adaptation to international market norms and standards 
* 	 tecdno!ogical backwardness of SMEs affects quality and lin-its flexible 

reaction to market sig-nals 
• 	 insufficient awareness of the necessity of technological an,.! cY ity 

improvement, product design and production processes 
* 	 lack of knowledge on technological developments 
* 	 unawareness of the importance of R&D 
* 	 lack of financial means for R&D and modernisation of the production 

processes
 
0 high custom duties on modern equipment
 

2.5.7 	 Privatisation, SIlVEs and SOEs 

* 	 no policy or programme which integrate SME development with SOE 
privatisation 

* 	 limited SME access to assets of SOEs being privatised 
* 	 problems of SOE affect SMEs 
* 	 insufficient information on privatisation process 
o monopoly situation of some public sector enterprises, especially in regional 

markets 

2.5.8 	 Trade, Export, Import 

* 	 difficulties in adaptation to world norms and standards 
* 	 lack of market information on foreign markets 
* 	 lack of information on foreign regulations 
* 	 relatively high costs for SMEs to access foreign markets 
* 	 high custom duties on import equipment and raw materials 
* 	 foreign import quotas on various products 

0 actual preferences for SOEs 
* 	 unfair competition due to illegal import 
* 	 developing/transforming ind' istries are threatened by competitive import 

2.5.9 	 Foreign Assistance 

* 	 insufficient coordination 
* 	 insufficient information on foreign assistance 
* 	 assistance perceived as not based on the priority needs of the private sector 

and tend to be inflexibie 
*rivate business and the government have little or no iiflucnu,
 
foreign assistance for private business
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business unsatisfied with significant part of foreign assistance spent on 
foreign consultancies and privatisation 

* 	 limited implementation of the results of foreign studies 
* 	 inadequate monitoring of implementation of foreign assistance 
* 	 no coordination and Linkage between financial and technical assistance 
* 	 foreign credits (credit lines) do not reach SMEs 

2.6 	 Conclusionand Selection of Major PolicyFields 

In the preceding paragraphs it was indicated that the private sector and the smaller 
firms in particular have been emerging strongly in the last few years. In spite of the 
actions undertaken to support SivfEs directly, either by strengthening the banking 

sector - an essential actor - or through economic development, this has not resulted 
in a smooth development of the SME sector. Many obstacles have been identified 
that are obstructing the private sector from prospering and exploiting its full 
potential. 

The Task Force has discussed at length the numerous constraints and has selected 
out of the nine policy fields indicated, three major fields to which the SME policy 
making should be orientated, being: 

1. 	 The enabling environment attention should be paid to the general policy 
aspects related to SMEs, as well as to legislation, regulations, and taxes. 

2. 	 Finance: in particular the clearing system, training of bank personnel, credit 

facilities. 

3. 	 Information and counselling in particular integration with regional policy. 

The obstacles in the other six policy fields which were not discussed in detail are 
nonetheless considered important for the further development of the SME sector. 
Alongside the priorities indicated in this document, it is important to recognise the 
need to address the other constraints, in particular those related to the macro
economic environment, which have a large effect on the effectiveness of the actions 
in the report. For example, nominal interest rates are closely related to the level of 
inflation, and therefore high inflation means reduced demand for investment 
credits. 

Equally, it is important that actions taken to support SMEs fit in with actions of the 
government in other sectors and therefore, for example, SME policy should not 
contradict the general macro-economic policy of the government. 

Finally, in seeking funding for the actions recommended, the limitations of donor 
funding caused by the different procedures used by differcnt donors and the 
difficulty of effective coordination and cofinancing should also be taken into 
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consideration. Grant and loan aid need to be more effectively interlinked and the 
government should strengthen its coordination mechanisms in t'is respec 
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3. 	 General SME Policy 

3.1 	 Elaboration of Constraints 

Lack of a coherent SME government policy or an action plan is a major constraint 
causing other constraints for the development of the sector. It lacks first of all an 
umbrella policy which would confirm the recognition of the importance of SMEs for 
economic growth and general welfare, commit the government to foster SME 
development and provide a basis for specific SME policies by all the ministries in a 
coordinated manner. 

The following reasons for the lack of a policy have been identified: 

Among other important questions that the government had to address, 
formulation of policy favourable to SME and the private sector in general ha. 
not been a priority. Some policy makers found policy for the public sector, 
then covering almost all the economy, more important. Others believed that 
the private sector would take care of itself. In particular, departments 
responsible for SME and entrepreneurship promotion were located in the 
Ministry of Industry which, being overwhelmed with the problems of SOEs 
and heavy industry, could not give priority to SME development. 

a 	 It seems that overall strategic objectives of government SME policy have not 
been developed. One has to answer the questions: why do we want to support 
the SMEs? What are tMe long term objectives? Without clear strategic guidelines 
defining specific policies is difficult. 

In 1989-92 attempts to formulate a comprehensive government policy 
towards the SivIE sector failed. Changes in cabinets and officials responsible 
for SMEs and entrepreneurship promotion caused delays and eventually no 
binding decisions were made. For example a document "Assumptions for the 
Government Commissioner for Entrepreneurship Promotion" prepared in the 
Ministry of Industry was revised several times and never approved. 
"Assumptions" defined certain objectives, and a set of short and long term 
actions (including established of a government Comri-issioner at the minister 
level, development of information and counselling system, measures for 
promotion of entrepreneurship, etc.) 

Institutions responsible for SME and entrepreneurship promotion were too 
weak to foster the formulation of such a policy. Their institutional weakness 
and inadequate resources limited their actions. In particular they could not 
implement any significant advocacy function. 

Since several ministries, agencies and institutions were involved in SME and 
entrepreneurship promotion, difficulties arose in coordination and 
elaboration o' a common policy. 
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r,,-,
The government has lacked polic ,-related information JvM!s .u, the 
constraints SMEs face. To formulate such a policy one needs reliable 
information and adequate communication between the poicy : . ldnd 

business community. It lacked monitoring procedures and instruments. 

The business community has been politically too weak, inadequatel: 
organised and has not developed lobbying instruments to influence policy
making effectively. It has not clearly articulated its demands. Business people 
were often reluctant to collaborate with the policy makers. Since die business 
community is not sufficier ly integrated, none of the chambers or associations 
can act as the single representative of the SME sector. 

There has been a lack of adequate efforts and rccommendation.s mi the part of 
donors in stimulating the government in SNvIE policy issues. 

3.2 	 Recommendations 

3.2.1 	 Introduction 

Some of the barriers to the formulation of an SME policy have become lower. In 
particular, observers have noticed growing (but still unsatisfactory) awareness 
among policy-makers of the importance of the development of the SME sector (and 
the private sector in general). Appointment of the Minister for Entrepreneuship 
Promotion is a sign of this and increases the opportunities for formulation and 
adoption of a coherent government policy towards the private sector and SMEs in 
particular. However, several other barriers still limit the possibility for formulation, 
adoption and implementation of such a policy. 

To overcome these barriers and to develop a coherent SMIE policy as well as for 
current and future effective policy-making the following actions are recommended. 

a. 	 Initiate systematic policy process for coherent SME policy through adoption 
of an SME umbrella policy. 

b. 	 Improve the communication and coordination 
* 	 between the ministries and government agencies dealing with SIvEs; 
0 	 between the government and the business community and business 

support institutions. 

c. 	 Support trends to integrate the business community at the icgi A am,, 
national level and assist efforts to develop lobbying instruments. 

d. 	 Provide the government with sufficient SME policy related information. 
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e. 	 Initiate a campaign to increase the awareness of importance of SMEs for 

economic growth and general welfare. 

These actions are described in the following paragraphs. 

3.2.2 	 UmbrellaPolicy 

Action: 
0 	 To proceed with the umbrella policy the Minister for Entrepreneurship 

Promotion, who is mandated to prepare drafts of governments programmes 
for private entrepreneurship support, should prepare a Policy Statement to be 
adopted by the Council of Ministers. 

Function: 
0 	 The Statement will confirm the recognition of the importance of SMEs for 

economic growth and prosperity through increases in competitiveness and 
employment generation. SMEs have proved their essential role in this in 
many countries, in particular in the period of economic transformation. The 
small business contribution to the welfare of the Polish people, in the long 
run, will occur through competition between SMEs which will produce lower 
prices, better quality of output, and innovative goods and services. 

a 	 It will confirm that the government recognises the necessity to produce a 
policy regime which is supportive of competitive small businesses. The 
government should focus on establishing cenditions in which SMEs can 
function effectively: produce or distribute goods and services, make profits, 
invest and, some of them, fail. 

It will 	define long and medium term objectives of government policy towards 
SME sector. This may be the basis for target group selection (see chapter 1). 

The statement will provide an umbrella over specific policies towards the 
SME sector by all the ministries ina coordinated manner, in particular for 
appropriate legislative steps and fiscal policy (SME Act, regulatory review, 
instruments stabilising regulations, obligatory assessment of new regulations, 
investment incentives, etc.). It will be a political frame accepted by the whole 
government for the advocacy role of the Minister. 

Steps: 
* 	 The Minister for Fntrepreneurship Promotion initiates the action drafting the 

statenieri, 

The statement will be made more precise during consultations with other 
Ministers, with comments coming from business community representatives 
and experienced business support institutions, and 

finally approved by the Council of Ministers. 
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The statement should be based on: 

defined in the Government
and economic policy objectives* 	 the social 

Programme, the Assumptions for Social and Economic Policy, etc.; 

of work of the 
* 	 tie Council of Ministers resolution regarding the scope 

Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion; 

a 	 the Task Force report; 

proposals from business organisations.* 

a base 	for 
The umbre!la policy will not replace specific policies, it can only make 

them. 

3.2.3 	 Improving Communicationand Coordination 

as for 	current and future effective policy
as wellTo adopt a coherent SME policy 

improve internal communication"andcoordination as 
making, government has to 


well as SME advocacy in the government. The following actions are recommended
 

to be undertaken as soon as possible: 

Establish a special CoordinatingCommittee consisting of officials in charge of 
a 

SME development (from Ministry of Industry and Trade, Ministry of Labour, 

Bureau for Foreign Assistance, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice, etc.). 

The Conmittee should be set up by the Prime Minister at the initiative 
* 

of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion; 

It should be chaired by the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion;
• 	

to discuss specific policies in relation to 
It should meet periodically* 
overall SME policy, current and programatic issues, coordinate SME 

collaborationof various ministries, and improve
related activities 
between the ministries. 
The Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion will serve 

* 

as the Committee secretariat.
 

Estimated cost $10,000 

sector in government and the 
To fulfil his role of the advocate of the SME

0 governmentto formulate and foster 
member of the government mandated 

SME policy, the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should be given 

to him to intervene in legislative
appropriate standing required allow 

development and regulatory proceedings, e.g. 
hire several persons to

should assign and if necessary* 	 the Minister 
advocacy staff and procurement staff; 

created at arm's length from the 
* 	 a Research and Analysis Unit be 

Minister (see 3.5); 
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* 	 more substantial funds be assigned for these tasks from the 
government and donor sources.
 

Estimated cost $100,000
 

To improve the communication between the government and the business 
community, channels for communication at national and regional level need also to 
be created, in particular: 

D 	 Create an advisory body - the Council for Entrepreneurship - to the Prime 
Minister or the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion (who is mandated to 
represent the government in contacts with entrepreneurs). 

Function: 
provide the government with first hand opinion of business community leaders on 
relevant issues, increase their influence on policy-making process, develop the 
advocacy role of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion. 

The Council should consist of delegates of major business associations. The 
business organisations should be appointed following defined rules of 
admission (to encourage self-organisation and integration of the business 
community) such as membership, geographic or sectoral coverage, etc. 

0 	 The Council should be mandated to consult on all SME-related draft 
legislative acts prepared by the government as well as those draft economic 
programmes and regulations which the minister presents to the Council. 

The Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion will provide 
logistic support to the Council. 

Steps: 
* 	 provision for a Council for Entrepreneurship is included into the umbrella 

policy statement;
 
8 the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion drafts the Council's charter 
to 

be approved by the Prime Minister; 
the Prime Minister appoints the business organisations as members and they 
appoint delegates. 

Cost: besides some operational costs and certain member's costs, the Council should 
be enabled to contract out certain research and analysis projects. These projects
could be funded by foreign assistance. The estimated cost would be $50,000. 

o 	 Appoint representatives/liaison people of the Minister for Entrepreneurship 
Promotion at the regional/voievodship level. This is a temporary solution to 
improve communication between the local business communities, the 
Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion and regional/local authorities as 
well as to stimulate establishment of autonomous regional Councils of 
Entrepreneurs. This action has already been initiated. 
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Function: 
* 	 Representatives will be the Minister's voice in the regions and the voice of the 

regional business community to the Minister. 

They will initiate and facilitate contacts between the business and local 
administration and have advocacy role at the regional level. 

They will initiate and facilitate research and analysis efforts to provide the 
Minister with policy-related information on SMEs in their region. 

* 	 They will stimulate the establishment of regional Councils of Entrepreneurs 
which will take on the functions assigned temporarily to the representatives. 

Steps: 
* 	 The Minister defines terms of reference for the representatives. 

* 	 The Minister consults with regional business organisations and local 
authorities regarding candidates for representatives. 

Appointed representatives develop their chanels for communication with 
local business community, local authorities and business support institutions. 

Cost. because representatives are usually Voievodship office econcmic development 
department employees they should be given a small budget for tasks which exceed 
their present duties and to cover additional research cost when requested. Donor's 
assistance should be made available to support their training and efforts. Estimated 
cost $5,000 per representative. 

o 	 Convene periodic meetings of the Minister with regional business 
community leaders, local authorities and business support institutions. 

Steps: 
* The Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion prepares and makes public a 

Calendar of meetings in different regions. 

Minister's representatives organise the meetings in their regions in 

cooperation with local business community leaders. 

Function: as for the advisory body. 

Costs: pm 

In addition to these actions, it is important to encourage trends toward integration 
and development of business associations. Additional measures are presented in 
section 7. 
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3.2.4 Research andAnalysis Unit 

To make proper decisions the government needs reliable SME policy-related
irformation. Availability of essential data and information is also critical for 
effective advocacy. Without the factual base, arguments made by the SIMEs or by the 
Minister will be looked on as special interest pleading. Effective information can 
highlight the real nature of the problem and can clarify why the desired policy is 
important not only to SMEs but also to the general welfare. 

The Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should sponsor or 
conduct research on the role of SMEs in the Polish economy, including studies of the 
manner in which SMEs and entrepreneurship affect the economy, and studies of the 
manner in which the economy, regulations and policies affect SMEs. This may be 
obtained through the creation of a Research and Analysis Unit (RAU) which will 
provide the government with the necessary SME-related information. 

Function: 
The Unit will gather and analyse quantitative and qualitative information on 
existing SlEs, analyse trends in the sector, needs, opportu.ities and threats 
for SMIE development and other information collected for specific questions. 
The Unit should also report annually on the state of the sector. 

The Unit will either carry out itself or contract out monitoring and assessment 
of effects of specific government policies as well as projects for SME support 
and entrepreneurship prcmotion. 

A data collection function should be defined depending on lack of SME 
related data in main data collection agencies. 

The Unit should organise a "think tank" to deepen analysis of major issues. 

Analysis of draft laws and regulations as part of obligatorya assessment 
procedure may also be assigned to the Unit. 

The Unit should work at arm's length from the Minister for Entrepreneurship 
Promotion. 

The above research and analysis activities have been done to some degree by several 
research institutes and assistance projects. The unit should use the information and 
expertise accumulated in major business support institutions. Their knowledge may
be useful to: identify specific needs and opportunities of SMEs especially at the 
regional level; provide concepts and instruments for business support positively
tested by one institubon which may be applied elsewhere; define appropriate
procedures for selection, financing, monitoring and evaluation of assistance projects. 
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Steps: 
* 	 Responsibility for the implementaticn of the new Unit should be given to a
 

member of the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion who
 
should be given the task to produce a plan within one month detailing the
 
costs, responsibilities and funding opportunities for the Unit. Production of
 
this plan will involve discussions with donors and interested 3rganisations
 
working in Poland. Clearly, opportunities for funding, particularly from the
 
donor side, may have an influence on the exact nature of the new Unit.
 

* 	 On the basis of the study scope of work and specific functions are defined. 

0 	 These research and analysis tasks may be contracted to an independent
 
institution (existing or newly created), selected on a competitive basis. This
 
model has proven effective in other countries. A close working relationship
 
between the unit and the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship
 
Promotion should be developed.
 

0 	 The Unit should be obliged to use at least 50% of funds it has available to
 
contract out with non-governmental or private institutions for research,
 
analysis or information collection.
 

A foreign assistance project should be set up to support these efforts in funds,
 
expertise and information.
 

Costs: assuning 10-15 staff and a foreign advisor gradually withdrawing, for the
 
basic research and analysis with little data collection:
 
year 1: $350,000; year 2: $300,000; year 3 and later: $250,000.
 

3.2.5 	 Awareness Campaign 

Whilst observers have noticed growing awareness of the importance of the 
development of the SME sector (and the private sector in general) the level is not yet 
satisfactory, even among policy makers, legislators, etc. An awareness campaign 
concerted efforts of the Minister, business associations, entrepreneurship promotion 
institutions, donors, etc. is therefore recommended to all Task Force members. For 
example: 
* 	 the Task Force Report should be exploited for this purpose. The Report or its 

surrunary should be distributed among policy makers, legislators, media, etc. 

public statements or press releases at other occasions highlighting the 
importance of entrepreneurship and SMEs; 

awards for journalists, newspapers, tv/radio programmes, promoting 
?ctively entrepreneurship and positive thinking on SMEs. 

Costs: 	$50,000 
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4. 	 Law/Regulations 

4.1 	 Elaborationof the Constraints 

Entrepreneurs, bankers, business support providers state that various laws and 
regulations are inadequate for a modem market driven economy, in particular in the 
regulatory framework for financial institutions serving SMEs. Frequent and sudden 
changes of regulations make impossible any serious business planning and may 
affect even a well prepared enterprise. The problems of SMEs are not sufficiently 
considered in the legislative process. Legislators, administrators and courts lack 
experience in fostering a free market economy. 

4.2 	 Recommendations 

4.2.1 	 Introduction 

It is the basic duty of the government to create and foster the legal and regulatory
 
framework. institutions and mechanisms needed to keep the market working
 
smoothly - to facilitate exchange between private individuals and private
 
companies. The SMEs cannot themselves set the official rules by which markets
 
effectively operate. The long term goal of the government policy towards SMEs
 
should be to accomplish this structural activity.
 

Specific legislative steps should reflect the objectives of the umbrella policy and 
address major constraints identified in the legal and regulatory framework. The 
following measures are recommended: 

a. 	 SME Act; 
b. 	 Stabilisation of the Regulatory Framework; 
c. 	 Regulatory Review; 
d. 	 Obligatory Assessment of proposed new regulations; 
e. 	 Specific issues: speeding up the Civil Law reform and the Public Procurement 

Act. 

4.2.2 	 An SME Act 

The main expression of the adoption of an SME umbrella policy may be an SME 
Act. Its function is to: 

strengthen the recognition of the importance of SMIEs and the government's 
commitment to foster SMIEs and entrepreneurship; 

* 	 provide a legal basis for various policy measures; 
* 	 create more confidence in the government among entrepreneurs. 
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In such an act it should be: 

emphasised that SMEs are important for economic growth, prosperity,
 
competitiveness and labour generation;
 
stipulated that comprehensive measures will be taken in the fields
 
influencing the SME sector;
 
acknowledged that the government is to take legislative steps required to
 
inqlr'ement appropriate measures;
 

* 	 defined which firms belong to the SME sector; 
* 	 stipulated that SME policy formulation and implementation is a joint effort of 

the Government and the SME sector, in which both carry responsibility, 
respecting each others positions. 

Specific measures may be presented defending on policy objectives adopted. In 
particular, the Act should include provisions for: 

* 	 relative stability of re gulations influencing the environment of business;
 
• regulatory review;
 
* obligatory assessment of all legislation/regumlations that may affect SIEs;
 
* 	 creation of an advisory body to the government - Council for 

Entrepreneurship. 

Steps: 
* 	 provision for the Act should be included in the Policy Statement. During 

consultations on the Policy Statement the Minister for Entrepreneurship 
should discuss the issue bilaterally with other Ministers and the Prime 
Minister; 

* 	 the umbrella policy having been adopted by the government, the Minister for 
Entrepreneurship Promotion should draft the Act on this basis. Use of foreign 
assistance to provide western experience of SME legislation is recommended. 

the draft is submitted to the Council for Entrepreneurship and for 
interministerial consultation; 

when approved it will be sent to the Parliament. S[E organisations and 
Chambers increase their lobbying efforts to ensure support for the Act in the 
Parliament. 

Costs: steps are a part of duties of the Minister. Some foreign assistance to present 
and advise on western experiences. Estimated costs: $25,000. 

4.2.3 	 Stabilisingthe RegulatoryFramework 

Poland is undergoing deep transformation and changes in laws and regu!ations are 
inevitable. However, for the economy certain balance of change and stability is 
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make 	 special efforts to avoid sudden andnecessary. The goveinment should 
frequent shifts which will increase business people's confidence in stability of 

regulatory framework and ability to plan, such as: 

Guarantees of a minimum length of time between an act being adopted and 

coming into force, except where special circumstances require otherwise. This 

apply especially to acts that require some adaptation efforts inshould 
enterprises. The relative burden for SMEs must be taken into consideration. 

Wherever possible strategic programmes of legal and regulatory reforms and 

directions for changes in regulations should be published. It may take form of 

"Calendars of Proposed Regulations" published by the ministries. The 
as a programme of adaptation to the EC norms and standards may serve 

framework. 

Advocacy staff of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should be 

obliged to raise the issue explicitly and loudly when too frequent change 

occurs. 

Steps: 
a specific legal conditions to introduction of these instruments and possible 

adverse effects should be investigated by the Minister for Entrepreneurship 

Promotion staff with outside legal experts and possibly Ministry of Justice. 

Experience of similar instruments and their results in other countries can be 

provided under a foreign assistance project 

provision for such measures to be included in the Policy Statervent;* 

* 	 the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion staff draft the documents with 

assistance from outside Polish and foreign experts; 

* 	 provision fc such stabilising mechanisms can be included in the SME Act or 

adopted in other appropriate form to be defined during the process. 

Costs: 	pm 

4.2.4 	 Regulatory Review 

To identify and examine specific constraints in present legal and regulatory 

framework, a regulatoryreview should be undertaken. 

Steps: 
* 	 Provision for such a Review is to be included into the umbrella policy. 

A Review Commission should be established by the 	 Minister for 
practitioners,Entrepreneurship Promotion, consisting of lawyers, business 


consultants, etc. (5-10 persons).
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* Several partial lists of legal and regulatory constraints have already beenprepared (for example, by Union of Polish Crafts, and GEMINI) and may beused as a basis. Chambers and Associations should be invited to submit their 
recommendations to the commission. 

* Identified constraints should be prioritised by the Minister in consultation
with the Council for Entrepreneurship. The priority constraints will beelaborated and options for amendment or removal investigated. 

Action to address the elaborated constraints will be initiated and supported
by the Minister. The Minister should bring them in attention of other relevant
ministries, the Ministry of Justice and Ministry of Finance in particular. 

Provision for such a regulatory review can be included in the SME Act. 

Foreign assistance should support the Commission efforts. The Review may be 
repeated annualiy, but of course on a much smaller scale. 

Costs: Main review costs are estimated at $100,000; annual review costs at $925,000 

4.2.5 Obligatory Assessment of Laws and Regulations 

To limit the possibility of introduction of new laws and regulations adverse toSMEs, all proposed laws and regulations that may influence the SME environmentshou'.d be sent to the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion for examination. 

Steps:
* Provision for such an obligatory assessment to be included into the umbrella 

policy. 

The Minister assigns analysis of drafts to a selected staff or to a specific
committee as necessary. This may also be a function of the Research andAnalysis Unit. Transparency, simplicity and relative costs for SME should be
given particular consideration. 

* Analysis should be presented to the Council for Entrepreneurship. 

Assessments should be presented to relevant bodies: other ministries,Governmental Committees (KERM, KSERM), Parliamentary Commissions. 

the Minister for Entrepreneurship and his advocacy staff should endeavour to
convince relevant bodies regarding the problems of SMEs. 

Provision for such an obligatory assessment should be included in the SME Act. Ifnot, such a Review should be made obligatory by strengthening the Resolution ofthe Council of Ministers of November 20, 1992, par. 3.2.1. 
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the Public 
soon as possible. For example

start as
Time: the analysis should 	 for analysis and

develop procedures
Act analysis may serve to

Procurement 
consultation. Regular obligatory assessment will start when the umbrella policy is 

approved.
 

but can be approximatelynew regulations,
Costs: pm. depends on volume of 

$100,000. 

4.2.6 	 Specific Issues 

There 	are a number of regulatory problems identified and already being considered. 

In particular: 

Civil Law Reform 
on
 

The NMinistry of Justice Commission for the Reform of Civil Law has worked 


seve:a2 acts essential for the banking sector. To speed up and improve the process of 

the reform the Commission should be supported in these efforts. It is recommended 
th6 following steps are 

that at the initiative of the Minister for Entrepreneurship 


undertaken:
 
on 

the laws needing reform. Collateral Law, Acts 
set amrLongPriorities are 

Commercial and CollateralRegister, will all necessarily be priorities due to 

their importance in financing of SMEs. 

* 	 Appropriate funds are allocated to the Commission (for experts, operational 

co.,ts, etc). A Foundation for Pulish Civil Law Reform is now being created 

which donors (both foreign and Polish) should use to channel the funds. An 
to direct 

international board of directors led by Polish jurists will be abie 
on funds 

needed reform projects. Progress of work will depend 
money to 

available.
 

A reasonable schedule for prioritised tasks should be set with the Ministry of 
* 


Justice and the Commission.
 

The Union of Polish Banks should continue to organise meetings with the 
0 	 inwhich bankers face 

to discuss questionsof the Commnissicnmembers 
practice. The Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should support such 

contacts. 

When a draft law is ready, the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion and 

other interested parties (banks, business representatives) should convince the 

government to use the fast legislative track or extended (decree) powers (if 

granted). 

Costs: pm 
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Public Procurement 

The public procurement system is of high importance for SMEs. Until nowprocurement practices have been unfavourable to SMEs. A draft Public Procurement
Act is being prepared in the Central Planning Office and will besoon sent for
interministerial consultation. The following steps are recommended: 

0 The Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion Cabinet analyses the draft.
Possible effects of the new public procurement system for SMEs should be 
carefully examined. 

0 Measures to compensate SMEs for their relative disadvantages (caused by
smaller size, lack of collateral etc.) should be planned in advance. Study ofrelevant policies in other countries be undertaken in the Cabinet. Foreign
assistance will be helpful to find appropriate concepts. 

The Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should ensure that the Act
includes provisions allowing for introduction of measures to decrease
barriers that SMEs face in access to public procurement. SMIE organisations
should similarly lobby in the Parliament for SME favourable provisions in the 
Act. 

When voted for, the governent and business organisations should publicise
the rules defined in the Procurement Act, and sponsor the training to be
carried out by the Bureau for Public Procurement on how to deal with SMIEs. 

Facilitating SME access to public procurement will be a major task for the
Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion staff. They should develop dose
working relationship with the Bureau for Public Procurement. 

Costs: pm 

The Accounting System 

Accounting essential tois an device measure and evaluate the enterprise. The
present accounting system is not appropriate to a modern market driven economy

and does not provide businesses with useful information. Reforming the principles

and regulations ruling the accounting system would
 

* help companies better understand and resolve their own problems;

* 
 help banks in assessing prospective borrowers; 
* help the tax authorities, etc. 

For these reasons it is recommended that the Association of Accountants in Polandshould initiate a joint action with the Ministry of Finance to review the existingregulations and principles of accounting in Poland and to study possibilities of 
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.mprovement. Although accountancY reglations are primarily the responsibility of 

on, forof transiton and the effects 
,he accountancy profession, the current state 

government should be involved in any
example, tax matters, means that the 

proposals for change. 

group of experts should be contracted. Foreign assistance project(s) 
For this task a 

should support these efforts. 
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5. 	 Taxes 

5.1 	 Introduction 

SMEs do not have enough financial means to invest. This problem can partly be 
solved by giving them certain tax preferences. Poland has a serious !Judget deficit 
problem and room for tax incentives is limited. Nonetheless it is possible to adopt a 
number of policy measures which would not necessarily have negative budgetary 
effect. Incentives for SME investment and employment gener'dion can pay 
themselves back by increased revenue from a larger private sector. 

There is a need for equity capital, particularly for SMEs (also see chapter 6, 
Financing) and there are private persons willing to invest in SMEO. bl t-e exiI-ing 
tax system does not stimulate investment in private businesses. There are no tax 
incentives to stimulate equity financing. The existing regulations even discourage 
equity financing since as regards income tax interest from savings and government 
bonds are considered as tax free and dividends not. Risk-free government bonds 
used to finance budget deficit are an attractive alternative for investment in 
business. 

The third constraint related to taxes is the current situation whereby taxes are 
perceived as very high by entrepreneurs but control is rather limited. Consequently 
much private economic activity goes on in the informal se .jr.It therefore creates no 
revenue for the state through taxes and enlarges unfair competition to entrepreneurs
paying taxes. 

5.2 	 Recommendations 

5.2.1 	 Introduction 

If adopted, the umbrella policy/SME Act will provide a basis for a more active tax 
policy towards the SMEs or targeted groups among the SMEs, depending on the 
policy objectives. 

To stimulate investments by SMEs tax measures should be developed. This action is 
described in 5.2.2. 

To stimulate private persons to invest in the equity of SMEs 
the following tax measures must be implemented: 
* 	 income from dividends should be treated eq,.. 

savings in terms of tax 
* 	 a certain percentage of investment in equity by private persons should be tax 

deductible. 
These actions are described in ".2.3, respectively 5.2.4 
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In the final paragraph an action is described to improve the tax collecting system. 

5.2.2 	 Tax Measures to stimulate Investment by SMEs 

Functioning 
As described there are limited tax measures to stimulate investments by SMEs. 
Examples of possible tax measures could be: 
* 	 extending the application of regulations which allow for tax deductions for 

job generating investment in equipment in high unemployment regions.
Their 	 effects should be monitorLd and, if possible, application of this 
incentive extended to other regions, sectors, etc. 

* 	 extending the income tax deduction (for both legal and natural persons) for 
investment in SOEs under privatisation.

• other incentives which proved to be good instruments in other countries 
should be considered, for example: a general profit apportionment scheme 
under which companies with sharp profit fluctuations spread profit/losses 
over a certain numbers of years backwards as well _--s forwards; an allowance 
for self-employment; tax deductions for investment related to objectives of
the SME-policy, such as investment in new technologies or Research and 
Development, etc. 

* 	 complementary measures on tariffs, for example reducing the tariffs on raw 
materials and means of production should also be investigated. 

Advantages/Disadvantages 
Advantages: 
• 	 the tax measures will improve the possibilities for SME to invest. 
* tax measures will reach all the firms
 
Disadvantages:
 
0 without any restructuring of the government budget, tax incentives will in
 

the short run lead to an increase of the government budget deficit. In the 
longer run, however, an increase of the tax revenues can be expected from the 
increased profits of the firms. 

Implementationsteps
To develop these measures a project must be started consisting of the following
 
steps:
 
1. 	 make a comprehensive expert review of current tax legislation, in close 

cooperation with the Ministry of Finance, in order to 	 develop detailed 
revenue-neutral measures to improve the way the tax system affects the SME 
sector 

2. 	 make an inventory of possible tax measures which can be implemented in 
Poland on the basis of the existing tax system and on the basis of information 
abroad. 

3. 	 analyse the effects of the selected measures on: 
behaviour of companies and on 

* 	 the tax revenues of the government. 
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4. 	 study the possibilities for changes in the tax system such that this measure 
has no negative consequences for the government budget (budget neutral).

5. 	 introducing measures with limited scope and monitoring the results. 

Actors 
The Cabinet of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion, the Ministry of Finance,
and the Bureau for Foreign Assistance should approach foreign donors for 
assistance of this project. 

Time schedule 
This action can be started immediately. 

Financing 
Steps 1 to 3 should be financed in the framework of Technical and Financial 
Assistance programmes of foreign donors. 

Costs 
Steps 1 to 3 involve ad hoc costs. 
Estimated costs $ 100,000 

5.2.3 	 Income of Dividends versus Interest 

Functioning 
The tax system must be changed so that income from dividends is treated in the 
same way as income from interest. 

Advantages/Disadvantages 
Advantages:
0 	 due to this measure there will be more equity investment available for SMfEs 
* investment by private persons will decrease the debt/equity ratio.
 
* 
 most SMEs are sole traders and most of them raise their capital from private 

persons including relatives and friends. Therefore these tax measures can 
have a real, if marginal, effect on a larger number of SMEs than venture 
capital institutions can. 

Disadvantages: 
* in the 	case that tax on dividends is decreased without any restructuring of the 

government budget, the measures will in the short run lead to an increase of 
the government budget deficit. In the longer run however an increase of the 
tax revenues can be expected due to the fact that the firms invested in will 
become legal and due to their increased profits. 

Implementation steps and actors 
The Cabinet of the Inister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should submit to the 
Council of Ministers an appropriate draft to amend the existing regulations. 

Time-schedule 
This process should be started in the short term. 
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Costs 
With the activities of the Cabinet of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion no 
extra costs are involved, because they these activities io Lhlei' nuu-ntma sak. 

5.2.4 	 Tax Incentive for Private Persons investing in SME 

Functioning 
As described there is a need for equity capital, pardcularly for SMEs and there are 
private persons willing to invest in SMifs. To sihmulate private persons to invest in 
the equity of SMEs a certain percentage of this investment should become tax 
deductible. 

Advantages/disadvantages 
Advantages: 
* 	 due to thig measures there will be more equity investment available for SNEs 
• 	 investment by private persons will decrease the debt/equity ratio. 
* 	 most SMEs are sole traders and most of them raise their capital from private 

persons including relatives and friends. Therefore- these tax measures can 
h-.ve a real, if marginal, effect on a larger number of SMEs than venture 
capital institutions can. 

Disadvantages: 
V 	 Tax measures, without any restructuring of the government budget, will in 

the short run lead to an increase of the government budget deficit. In the 
longer run however (and maybe even in the short run) an increase of the tax 
revenues can be expected due to the fact that this provision will be an 
incentive for firms to regularise their tax status. Over time, the profitability of 
firms with adequate capital can be expected to show solid growth. 

Implementation steps 
To develop this measure a project must be set up in which the following activities 
are carried out 
1. 	 Information must be collected on the effects of similar kind of measures
 

existing abroad.
 
2. 	 On the basis of this information a simulation must be carried out to measure 

the effects of the measure in the short and long run in Poland 
3. 	 Possibilities for changes in the tax system must be studied in order that this 

measure has no negative consequences for the government budget (budget 
neutral). 

Actors 
The Cabinet of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion should approach the 
Bureau for Foreign Assistance and foreign donors for assistance for the project. 
Actions should be carried out in cooperation with, or even under the management 
of, the Ministry of Finance. 
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Time schedule 
This process can be started at short notice. 

Financing
The additional costs of foreign experts, cooperating in the project can be financed inthe frame of Technical and Financial Assistance Programmes of foreign donors. Asfar as extra work force is necessary it must be discussed with the donor involved. 

Costs 
The costs involved are all ad hoc costs. These costs comprise only the costs of the 
expert(s).
The activities of the other parties involved belong to their normal tasks so noadditional costs are involved. However it may be necessary that these parties need 
extra work force. Estimated ad hoc costs of experts: $25,000 

5.2.5 	 Tax Collection 

Functioning
Much of the economic activity in the SME sector is conducted in the informal sector.
The Ministry of Finance should be assisted in its efforts to improve tax collection. 

AdvantagesiDisadvantages 
Advantages: 
* the tax revenues for the government will raise 
• unfair competition between SMEs will be reduced
 
* 
 SMEs will be obliged to improve their book-keeping
 
Disadvantages:

• 	 For the SMEs, which are not paying the tax they are obliged to, the income

and consequently their ability to develop the firm, will decrease. 

Implementationsteps
1. 	 Consultation with the appropriate department of the Ministry of Finance 

regarding the progress of their activities and their needs.2. 	 If necessary provide the tax control department of the Ministry of Finance 
with expertise and assistance. 

Actors 
The Ministry of Finance and the Bureau for Foreign Assistance should approach

foreign donors for assistance.
 

Time schedule 
This action can be started in the short term. 

Financing
This action should be supported in the frame of Technical and Financial Assistance programmes of foreign donors. As far as extra work force is necessary it must be
discussed with the donor involved. 
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Costs 

The costs of the identification mission are ad hoc costs. These costs comprise only 

the costs of the expert(s). Estimated costs: $ 25,000 
to their normal tasks so no 

of the other parties involved beong
The activities 
additional costs are involved. However it may be that these parties need extra work 

force. 
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6. Financing 

6. 1 Elaborationof Constraints 

6.1.1 Payments 

Underdeveloped regular banking services 
Banks operate under very difficult conditions and like many aspects linked with
transferring the Polish economy into a market economy, the regular banking
services are still underdeveloped. Especially for private businesses, routine 
payments mean an extensive administrative burden and are very time consuming,
time and energy which can better be used for making more well-considered 
decisions. One of the causes of the underdeveloped services is the underdeveloped 
clearing system between banks in Poland. 

6.1.2 Credit 

Banks do notfinance private business adequately
Several reasons are mentioned why banks are not financing private business 
adequately in terms of overdrafts and term credit. 

The first reason is that banks are undercapitalised and are therek'..-e not able or not 
allowed to give loans. 

Secondly, banks consider the operational costs of giving loans to SME too high in 
relation to the size of the loan. 

A third reason mentioned is that banks have possibilities to invest their money into 
state bonds and bills or inter bank deposits which are less risky than private
business. In criticising this attitude first it has to be stressed that it is one of the main
obligations of banks not to put their money in risky business because they are
lending not their own money but the money of those who deposited it at the bank. 
However o earn some profits, normal banking piactice means that banks have to 
take risks. The basic problem is how to assess the risk of financial transactions. 

Risk aversion 
In dealing with this problem one has to bear in mind several reasons mentioned
 
why Polish banks are even more risk-averse than average banks.
 
* 
 Polish banks have become more risk-averse due to the high rate of bad loans. 

Polish banks have less experience in assessing private sector creditw,rthiness 
and risk. 
There is inadequate collateral law and in particular an ineffective collateral 
register which means that banks have no guarantee that the collateral is not 
already pledged.
The existing bankruptcy law reduces the possibility that banks get some 
repayment when firms go bankrupt. 
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Banks meet problems in getting sound information on businesses which want
credit. At this moment banks have limited possibilities to check whether
firms really exist and to gather reliable business information on business.
When firms are regiscered they are registered at different courts dependingon their legal form and in different reqgitns. In any case these registers give
insufficient information on the business activities of the firms. However, a 
new act on commercial registers is already in preparation. 

Documentation, reports and interviews suggest that banks will give more credit toprivate business if there are other institutions to share the risks with. 

Regarding the state owned banks there is another problem hanpering the provisionof loans to private business. There are no incentives but even disincentives to take
risk by these banks. Due to the fact that there is no well defined definition of risk, 
managers of state owned banks can be prosecuted if the bank makes losses. 

High interestrates 
If loans are provided to private business many of them consider the interest rates(nominal and real) as too high. The high interest rates are caused by the highinflation rate and the bank margins charged by banks. The level of interest rates is 
determined by:

* 
 the high saving rates banks must pay to attract current and time deposits
• the fact that banks must account for loan loss reserves. 

The high rates banks have to pay on deposits is among others linked with thealternatives persons have in investing their savings, for instance in government
 
bonds.
 

Regarding the attractionL of deposits by banks it must be mentioned that theregulatory/legal framework regarding banks leads to unfair competition between

banks. For example the fact that savings in state banks are guaranteed by the state
 
and those of private banks riot.
 

It can be expected that margins banks have to charge for overcoming loan loss reserves will diminish in the course of time as banks work more efficiently and 
restructure their portfolios. 

The interest rate is linked to the rate of inflation and psychologically this seems veryhigh. In any case the real inflation rate for different sectors of the economy varies
and therefore the real interest rate for a loan varies with it. 

Additionally the current depressed state of the economy means that many SMEs 
cannot make profits high enough even to cover normal bank margins. 
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Size requirements are too high 
Most private business complain that the actual or formal minimum loan size 
requirements are too high. On the other hand banks stated that the operational costs 
of handling small loans is too high in relation to the revenues. 

Loan monitoring 
Private business which had bank loans complain that the banks are not flexible 
enough regarding rescheduling the repayment of loans. Banks keep too strictly to 
the rules and have a lack of experience in judging the development of business. 

In addition, banks insufficiently monitor the loans provided to private business. 
Consequently barks are not aware of the development of the firms and are not able 
to assist the firms in time. 

Application requirements 
Private business approaching banks for loans complain that the required credit 
documents are too detailed and time-consuming to complete. Banks seem to be 
unable or even unwilling to assist private business, which can be assumed as one of 
the tasks of banks if they want to develop themselves in the future. 

Hiring consultancy for completing the application forms by SMIE for this purpose 
can prove to be very expensive. One of the interviewees stated that the costs could 
be as high as 10% of the loan needed. 

Another aspect regarding the application of loans is that private business are not 
willing or able to show banks their true financial position which makes it even more 
difficult for banks to make a sound judgement of the application. 

Foreign exchange loans 
There seems to be a tendency that the preference of private business for foreign 
currency loans rather than zloty loans because of much lower interest rates is 
decreasing. This may be partly because private business now seems to recognise the 
foreign exchange risk. 

6.1.3 Equity 

Unavailability of equity capital 
One of the reasons of the lack of equity is the lack of domestic or foreign venture 
capital institutions at this moment. This lack is partly caused by a lack of bankable 
demand for venture capital. Due to the high operational costs and the high risk of 
venture capital participation this participation is only profitable if it concerns 
relatively large amounts of capital invested. In other words venture capital 
operations in smaller firms are in general not very profitable. In any case, especially 
in smaller firms, entrepreneurs are reluctant to jointly invest in and "share" control 
of their businesses. At this moment there are a lot of small firms and many large 
firms but only a relatively small number of medium-sized business in which it is 
profitable to invest venture capital. 
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A second reason which hampers the availability of equity capital is that there is not 
a developed security market where securities can be dealt in. 

The existing tax system does not stimulate investment in private businesses. There 
are no tax incentives to stimulate equity financing. The existing regulations even 
discourage equity financing since as regards income tax interest from savings and 
government bonds are considered as tax free and dividends not. 

6.1.4 Other Financial Institutions 

There is a lack of financial institutions other than banks which can assist SMEs in 
their development. Institutions for, for example, leasing, factoring and insurance. 
Reasons can be found in the undeveloped legal framework for these institutions to 
carry out their activities properly. In addition, institutions which support the 
banking sector, for example in credit rating are poorly developed. 

6.2 Recommendations 

6.2.1 Introduction 

In paragraph 6.1 an elaboration is given of the constraints which are hampering
financing of SMEs. On the basis of interviews, documents and repoi-ts the Secretariat 
has selected possible actions to cover these constraints. In annex E these possible 
further actions are described. 

These possible actions were discussed in the Task Force meeting and with
individual interviews with the Task Force members. The final actions recommended 
by the Task Force are elaborated in this paragraph. In addition to these actions, a
number of actions in other sections of the report have a bearing on the functioning of 
the banking system and financial instruments. Such actions include the development
of collateral law and a collateral register; establishment of a commercial register; tax 
measures; and business support activities. 

To improve the banking services two actions are recommended, namely:
* support for the establishment of a National Clearing Chamber 
* support and coordination of training initiatives for bank personnel

These actions are elaborated in paragraph 6.2.2 paragraph and 6.2.3 respectively.
 

Two actions are presented to improve the environment for financial institutions. In
section 6.2.4 actions to improve the capital market are elaborated and in section 6.2.5 
actions to establish a credit rating service. 

Lack of collateral by SMIEs and the unwillingness of banks to take risks are 
mentioned as major constraints for bank financing of SMEs. To overcome these
constraints a Guarantee facility should be set up. A distinction can be made between 
Mutual Guarantee Schemes and a Loan Guarantee Schemes. Due to the fact that 
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there are already initiatives to set up both kind of schemes and due to the fact that 
both have advantages and disadvantages it is recommended that actions are taken to 
set up pilot projects for both kinds of scheme. Paragraph 6.2.6 describes action to 
establish pilot projects for both Mutual Guarantee Scheme(s) and a Loan guarantee 
Scheme. 

.As mentioned before one of the reasons that banks are not willing to take risk is the 
lack of information on their clients. In chapter 7 (Information and Counselling) an 
action is described to develop a proper Pystem of business registration. 

Finally, two actions are elaborated to overcome the high costs of loans for SMEs. 
Paragraph 6.2.7 outlines the implementation of a Grant scheme based on 
Commercial Loans and in 6.2.8 attention is paid to Credit Line with preferential 
terms. 

To improve the supply of equity to SMEs, a tax allowance for investments by private 
persons in SMEs is siggested. In addition, income from dividends should be treated 
similar as income from interest. Both measures are described in chapter 5 (Taxes). 

6.2.2 	 NationalClearingChamber 

Functioning 
A National Clearing Chamber (KIR) has recently been set up with the task to 
introduce a national clearing system. In addition a company called Telbank is 
established. This company is building up a computerised inter-bank communication 
network. Both companies are owned by The National Bank of Poland, some 
individual banks and the Union of Polish banks. These initiatives should be 
supported. 

Advantages/Disadvantages 
A clearing system is a tool to improve the regular banking services. Especially for
 
private businesses, routine payments mean an extensive administrative burden and
 
are very time consuming, time and energy which can better be used for making
 
more well-considered derisions.
 

Implementation steps 
1. 	 Consultation with the National Clearing Chamber and Telbank to identify the
 

progress of their activities and their needs.
 
2. 	 If necessary provide the National Clearing Chamber and Telbank with 

assistance such as, for example, the training of personnel in working with a 
computerised system. 

Actors 
The Union of Polish Banks in cooperation with a representative of the National 
Clearing Chamber and of Telbank should approach foreign donors for support.
Negotiations with foreign donors should take place through the Bureau for Foreign 
Assistance. 
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Expert(s) in clearing systems in cooperation with a selected number of individual 
banks, the Union of Polish Banks, and the National Bank of Poland should identify 
the project and the necessary financial support for the project. 

Time schedule 
This action can and should be started immediately because the National Clearing
Chamber and Telbank are already working on it and the sooner it works the better. 

Financing 
This action should be supported in the frame of Technical and Financial Assistance 
programmes of foreign donors. As far as extra work force is necessary it must be 
discussed with the donor involved. 

Costs 
The costs of the identification missicn are ad hoc costs. These costs compise only
the costs of the expert(s). Estimated costs: $20,000 

The activities of the other parties involved belong to their normal tasks so no 
additional costs are involved. However it may be necessary that these parties need 
extra work force. 

The costs of implementing the assistance needed, are to be presented by the 
identification mission. Some of the costs may be ad hoc such as those linked to 
activities aimed at getting the system computerised (buying computers etc..).
The costs of other activities such as training will depend on aspects such as: 
* 	 is a course already developed 
• the size of the course
 
* 
 the number of persons who need to be trained, etc.. 

6.2.3 	 Training of Bank Personnel 

Function 
Currently there are a number of projects consisting of training bank personnel. It is 
recommended that the existing projects aimed at informing, advising and training
banks should be supported and coordinated in fields such as: 
* 	 normal payments, overdrafts, letters of credit, etc.. 
* 	 customer friendly activities such as informing clients on the services of the 

bank 
* 	 assessing creditworthiness and risk evaluation 
* 	 loan monitoring 
* 	 restructuring of loans like rescheduling the repayment of loans 
• 	 procedure on valuing assets/collateral, etc. 
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Advantages/Disadvantages 
This training will improve the ability of banking personnel to work with SMEs and 

to provide them with all the banking services they need to run their business 
properly and efficiently. 

Implementation steps 
The existing initiatives being undertaken by the PHARE Programme 

Implementation Unit in the Ministry of Finance and the Foundation for the 

Development of the Financial Sector should be supported. The PHARE PIUh is 

already creating an inventory of donor-funded initiatives. 

Between these two bodies the following tasks need to be undertaken: 

1. 	 making an inventory on all existing activities taken in this field; 

2. 	 creating criteria (a national curriculum) on which the existing initiatives can 
be judged to improve the quality if necessary; 

3. 	 collection of information on the training which is missing. Courses on 
subjects which are not yet covered could then be initiated; 

4. 	 designing of a support scheme providing subsidies for costs of courses on 
subjects linked with financing of SMEs. 

Actors 
As well as the two bodies identified above, coordination with foreign donors should 
be done through the Bureau for Foreign Assistance. Training activities should be 
done in cooperation with the Task Force for Training and Human Resources in the 
Cooperation Fund which has been assigned responsibility for all traning matters by 
the Polish government. 

Time schedule 
This action is already ongoing 

Financing 
The activities of the PHA.RE project at the Ministry of Finance, of the Task Force for 
Training and Human Resources, and of the Foundation for the Development of the 

Financial Sector cover what is required for this recommendation. Any further 
finance required could come from other foreign donors. 

Costs 
The recurring costs of actual training should be paid by the banks themselves on a 
commercial basis, at least in the long run. 

6.2.4 	 Improvement of the CapitalMarket 

Functioning 
To speed ur the evolution of a normal capital market, as well as better banks, a wiie 

variety of itistruments and institutions should be developed, including: 

broker arranged private placement of shares, to provide funds beyond thcse 
available from internal generation, and from relatives and friends; 
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* 	 development of markets for unlisted securities of all kinds;
* 	 formation and development of equity investment funds, pension funds, life

insurance companies, mutual funds (unit trusts), and investment banking 
services. 

This process is much further along than widely known. For example amendments tothe Securities Act permitting many of these activities are currently under 
consideration by the government. 

AdvantagcslDisadvantages
By improvement of the capital market as described above a considerable amount of 
money will be generated, particularly for small and medium- sized enterprises. 

Steps 
A working group should be established which should:1. 	 make an inventory of all the initiatives already going and the supporton 


needed by these initiatives
 
2. 	 examine further intatives needed to develop the capital market. 

Actors 
This working group should be established by the National Bank of Poland, the
Securities and Exchange Commission, the Warsaw Stock Exchange, the Ministry of
Finance, the Union of Polish Banks and other experts. 

Time schedule 
This action can be started immediately 

Financing
This action should be supported in the frame of the Technical and Financial 
Assistance programmes of foreign donors. 

Costs 
The costs can be considered as ad hoc costs. The activities of most of the parties
involved belong to their normal tasks so no additional costs are involved. However
 
it may be necessary that these parties need extra work force.
 

6.2.5 	 CreditRating Service 

Functioning
A credit rate service provides information on the business behaviour of firms. Inother countries these services are normally private initiatives. The Polish banks have
already set up an information system on their clients for internal use only. A creditrating service gives broader information such as how firms dealing with theirare 
subcontractors, etc.. 
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Advantages
This service could serve the banking sector and other business with information on 
their clients. 

Steps 
It must be studied to what extent these services are already developed in Poland 
and to what extent these initiatives can be stimulated. It should be noted that EBRD 
is already active in this field. 

Actors 
Banks and private companies should be encouraged to form such a system. Indeed,
such a system is being initiated by the Union of Polish Banks. Donors should
consider ways of supporting actions initiated by Polish organisations. 

Costs 
Estimated costs of this study: $ 10,000 

Time schedule 
This action can be started immediately 

Financing 
This action should be supported in the frame of Technical and Financial Assistance 
programmes of foreign donors. 

6.2.6 Guarantee Schemes 

a. Description ofMutual Guarantee Schemes and Loan Guarantee Schemes 

Two constraints hampering bank financing of SME are the lack of collateral and the
unwillingness of banks to take the risk of SME-financing alone. Abroad, guarantee
facilities have proved to be effective instruments in assisting SMEs unable to get

financing due to the lack of collateral. Nonetheless, in Poland the experience with
 
guarantee facilities is still very 
limited. Due to the problems of an economy in

transition including an underdeveloped banking system, it is not clear whether a
 
guarantee facility will be a success.
 

At this moment there are several initiatives regarding the establishment of Loan and 
Mutual Guarantee Schemes. However, none of these schemes is already so far
developed that it can be implemented immediately: funding is not available, the
functions of the Guarantee Institution are not well defined, etc.. 

It is recommended that action must be taken aimed at establishing a Mutual 
Guarantee Scheme and/or a Loan Guarantee scheme as pilot projects. 

Mutual Guarantee Scheme 
Mutual Guarantee Schemes ("MGS") can be defined as follows: "Systems of Mutual
Guarantees consisting of joint actions of a number of independent enterprises in 



order to provide each other with the necessary securities, in the form of guarantees 
aenterprises form Mutual 

capital from commercial sources. These 	
areto raise 	

a Fund." Mutual. Guarantee Schemes 
Guarantee Company which administers 

to set up 	a Mutual 
mostly set up on a regional basis. Equally, it is possible 


Guarantee Scheme between main and sub-contractors in the distribution sector.
 

Scheme the firm approaches the Mutual Guarantee 
Under a Mutual Guarantee 	 assesses thethanGuarantee Company
Company 	 for a guarantee. The Mutual 

viability of the project taking into account the qualifications and characteristics of 

the entrepreneur. If approved the Company approaches the bank and negotiates the 

conditions of the loan. 

Loan GuaranteeSchemes 

Under a Loan Guarantee Scheme banks can ask for a guarantee for loans which they 
a special 

provide to small and medium-sized business. The guarantee is given by 


Institution which administers a Guarantee Fund from which the losses are paid. In
 

this case the Entrepreneur approaches the bank directly.
 

Funding 
In the case of a Mutual Guarantee Scheme the Guarantee Fund is financed by firms 

a guarantee. In existing schemes abroad two 
becoming a member in order to get 


ways can be distinguished ir.which the 5ME pays for a guarantee, namely:
 

an annual 	charge, in most of the systems a 
a fee which will usualiy include* 	

sum guaranteed. Additionally a initial fee is charged to 
of thepercentage 


cover the appraisal and administrati.,e costs.
 

a participating interest in the risk fund or equity capital of the scheme. This
 

participation is paid back to the firm when the loan is repaid.
 

In addition the Fund can be financed besides individual furms by national, local and 

and other organisation5banksbusiness 	 organisations,regional government, 

interested.
 

The capital for the Guarantee Fund under the Loan Guarantee Scheme comes mainly 

from the government. SMEs getting a guaranteed loan should pay to the Institution 

costs of the Guarantee Institution, as a certain 
a provision for administrative 


percentage of the money guaranteed.
 

In both kinds of schemes the size of the Guarantee Fund must be above a certain 
must coverand the 	 extra feesrevenuesinvestmentminimum because the 

operational costs of the Institution and the losses. It is necessary that the capital of 

the Fund will be invested in risk free investments. Guarantee Institutions should not 

be obliged to pay any tax since they constitute a mean of facilitating financing for 

SME. 

Eligibility criteria	 as the main initiator andgovernment,
Under a 	 Loan Guarantee Scheme the 

should develop eligibility criteria for SMEs benefiting from the scheme 
financier, 
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and the banks applying for the, guarantees. The eligibility criteria for SME3 can vary 
depending on the objectives of the gov.,rnment. Criteria could be: 

linked with the activities of the firm, for instan'ce SME in the manufacturing 
or export sector 
linked with the size of the firm such as firms with less than 100 employees, 
etc.. 

The banks applying for the loan,,should also meet certain criteria, for example:
 
have enough regional cover
 
meet certain solvency criteria
 

* 	 give a certain percentage of their loans to SMFs to shnw that they are able 
and have enough experience to work with SME 

* 	 be willing to train their personnel to serve SMF~s, etc.. 

I nder a Mutual Gnarantee Scheme the memhers themselves decide on the eligibility 
criteria. 

Functinnsof the guaranteeinstitutions 
The Mutual Guarantee Company has the following finctions:
 
* 
 Commercial Function; attracting partners and researching and analysing their 

transactions 
* 	 Assessment inction: All the appliahons are assessed by the Corpany. 

C.ontrol and Monitoringr luncthon: In order to Pnsur ftt had debts are kept 
to a minimum the Mihial Guarantee Company has to check that all parters 
flffil their obligations. Tf non-flffilment occurs an agreement muist ho mode 
between the interested parties to minimise as mich as possihle the losses. 

* 	 Management of delayed payments: After the (.'ompany has paid to the 
defaulting party, the Legal Department will take the necessary steps to 
recover the portion already paid on the loan guarantee. 

* 	 Administrative functions: this will cover all tasks relating to payments, 
accotuting, data processing, personnel matters, etc.. 

* Management h.mctions: The Comp;ny will need : general mannager who will 
be in charge ot over4.eeing and coordination all other fninctions involved as 
well establishing and maintaining contacts with financial institutions and 
other entities. 

The Institution responsible for the Loan Guarantee Scheme will tave the following 
functions: 
* 	 Administrative finchon: this wilt cover all tasks relafing to processing 

applications, contact with banks, payments, accounting, data proes.ing, etc.. 
- Management function: thp Institution will need a general manager who will 

be in charge of ,ver.srring and coordination all other ftnctions involved 
The other functions depend heavily on the tasks of the Institution decided jpon. In 
most existing guarantee schemes abroad the banks select the firms which need a 
guaranteed loan and the banks applying for a guarantee. t'hiLs system Ls only
possible under a well developed banking system. At the beginning of chapter 6 
constraintts were mentioned regarding fhe fact that SMRs cannot obtain or are not 
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willing to use bank loans. One of the constraints mentioned was that banks are notable to evaluate projects and to assess the risk. This problem must be solved in orderto establish a viable guarantee scheme. Measures to be taken include:* training the banks, but it will take some time before the banks have thenecessary experience for judging good projects (see 6.2.3)* giving the Guarantee Institution the task of assessing the piojects broughtforward by the banks. In this case the Institution must have experts who carryout this task. This can be seen as a double check. Although this double checkwill increase the administrative burden linked with the guarantee and makethe whole procedure longer, it can be considered as necessary to reduce thelosses of the scheme. In the long run when the banking structure will beimproved this function can be abolished or at least reduced. 

Special advantages of a Mutual Guarantee SchemeDue to the fact that firms are guaranteeing each other a default of one company hasconsequences for all members. Because the Companiesmembers are set up regionally theare known by each other. Due to this "social control" firms will do theirbest to repay the loan and in case of default repay the Company. 

Role of the government in of both schemes:Guarantee Schemes will onl, function if the government carries out the folowing
activities:
0 Supervision: the activities of the Guarantee institutions must be supervised sothat the Fund is administered properly. In addition it has to be checked howthe Fund is administered and in what way the capital of the Fund is invested• The government may provide a re-guarantee so that the banks will see theGuarantee Institution as a reliable partner. In this case there must be clear

rules and agreements.In both schemes government support is needed. Under the Loan GuaranteeScheme the government is the main financier of the Guarantee Fund. Abroadmany governments also support Mutual Guarantee Schemes by the provisionof part of the capital needed to start the scheme and of subsidies to reduce thecosts of guarantees for SME. At the moment the government of Poland has alarge budget deficit which hampers financing the re-guarantee fund andproviding financial support to the Mutual Guarantee Company. Allowing anincrease of the budget deficit seems to be out of the question so financialsupport for a Guarantee Scheme needs a restructuring of the governmentexpenditures. Nonetheless, a certain willinoness of foreign donors have beenregistered to finance guarantee schemes. In the STRUDER programme abudget is available for a guarantee fund. Due to the fact that this guaranteefacility is not developed yet, the possibility should be examined whether itmay be possible to use this budget for the establishment of a re-guaranteefund and for financial support of Mutual Guarantee Schemes in one or moreof the four selected regions. 
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Extra role of the governmentforMutual GuaranteeSchemes 
* The government must create the conditions to enable MGS to be established 

and to stimulate a positive attitude towards MGS among banks and SMEs. 

Extra role of the governmentfor Loan GuaranteeSchemes 
* 	 The government must take the initiativ. Lo start the scheme. 

Otherconditionsfor both schemes: 
* Banks must be able to provide loans to SME.
 
0 Banks in the scheme must be ones willing to provide loans to SM E.
 
* 	 Banks must be willing to provide small loans although they consider the 

operational costs of giving a loan to SME as too high in relation of the size of 
the loan. 

• 	 Banks must be willing to take risk. 
0 	 Banks must be trained in assessing risk, evaluation of projects, valuing of 

collateral, etc. 

Advantages to banks under both schemes: 
* 	 Banks get experience in giving loans to SME 
* 	 Reduction of risk 

Additional advantagesto banks under Mutual GuaranteeSchemes: 
* 	 Reduction of operational costs such as marketing costs and research and 

operational costs, because the projects are assessed and monitored by the 
Mutual Guarantee Company. 

Advantages to SME of both schemes: 
* 	 A Guarantee scheme improves the opportunities for SMEs to obtain financing 

even when they have a lack of collateral. 

Additional advantages/disadvantagesto SMEs underMutual GuaranteeSchemes: 
* 	 Mutual Guarantee Schemes improve the opportunities for SMEs to obtain 

financing and to improve the quality of the information on which banks have 
to decide. 
1When an SMI has paid its fee and is considered as a member of the Mutual 
Guarantee Company this means that it has to share in the losses of the 
Company and consequently it is not clear how much it gets back from the 
financial contribution. 
A Mutual Guarantee Company can provide SME expert advice on running a 
business such as marketing, management, production and accounting. If the 
transactions of the Company are increasing they, are in a position to negotiate 
loans with more favourable conditions such as a lower interest rate or longer 
maturity periods. 

b. 	 Action to set up a pilot projectfor a Mutual GuaranteeScheme 

Implementation steps 
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A programme must be started in which the following activities are carried out 
1. 	 Review of the regulations to ensure that there are no legal barriers hampering 

the functioning of Mutual Guarantee Scheme. 
2. 	 Studying the feasibility of a re-guarantee facility and the feasibility of public 

financial support for Mutual Guarantee Schemes, including the feasibility to 
introduce a system of Mutual Guarantee Schemes in STRUDER. 

3. 	 Selecting one or more initiative(s) by a tender procedure. 
4. 	 Providing the selected Mutual Guarantee Scheme(s) with the necessary 

technical ind financial support. 
5. 	 Development of a system (criteria) for monitoring the activities of the selected 

Mutual Guarantee Scheme(s). 
6. 	 Monitoring the functioning of the selected Mutual Guarantee Scheme(s). 

Time schedule 
Step 1 and 2 of this programme can be started immediately (after agreement with a 
donor), especially when discussion with STRUDER shows a certain feasibility. On 
the basis of the results must be decided whether it is feasible to proceed with step 3, 
4, 5 and 6. Step 4, the provision of technical and financial assistance, and 6, 
monitoring of the functioning, will last for a longer period. 

Actors 
The Cabinet 	of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion should discuss with the 
Bureau for Foreign Assistance and foreign doeiors the possibility of financing the 
activities described under the different steps. 1he programme must be carried out 
by a team of Polish and foreign experts in consultation with the Ministry of Finance 
and other Ministries involved, the National bank of Poland, the Union of Polish 
banks and 	 other parties interested in Mutual Guarantee Schemes (such as 
authorities, Chambers of Commerce, business organisations and individual banks). 

Financing 
All the activities mentioned under the different steps can be financed in the frame of 
Technical and Financial Assistance programmes of the foreign donors. 

Costs 
The costs of all the steps are ad hoc costs, except for the financial support of 
government of the fund if needed. 
Estimated ad hoc costs of $ 75,000 
The costs of the financial support can not be estimated, they depend on the size of 
the scheme, the functioning of the scheme etc.. 

c. 	 Action to set up a pilot project for a Loan Guaran-;e Scheme 

Implementation steps 
For the establishment of Loan Guarantee Scheme a programme should be started 
consi ing of the following activities: 
1. 	 Select one of the existing initiatives on the basis of: 

All existing constraints hampering bank financing of Polish SMEs 
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* 	 Relevant information in Poland such as the experience of the National 
Bank of Poland, the preparatory work of the Cabinet of the Minister of 
Entrepreneurship Promotion, the feasibility study of Gemini, the 
preparatory work of the Ministry of Finance Department of Financial 
Policy and Analysis, etc.. 

* 	 Experiences abroad with Loan Guarantee Schemes 
• 	 Consultation with possible financiers and their conditions, etc.. 

2. 	 Further develop the selected initiative so that it becomes operative. 
3. 	 Implementation of the Loan Guarantee Scheme. If financing is not available 

the selected initiative can operate as a pilot project in the four selected regions 
in the STRUDER project. 

4. 	 Technical assistance for the Guarantee Fund. 
5. 	 f the scheme is set up as a pilot project, criteria must be developed to 

monitor the scheme. 

Time schedule 
Step 1 and 2 can be started immediately especially when the scheme should be 
introduced in the STRUDER project. The results of step 1 and 2 will show the 
feasibility of starting the implementation of a Loan Guarantee Scheme. 

Actors 
The Cabinet of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion should discuss with the 
Office for Foreign Coordination and foreign donors the possibility of financing the 
activities described under the different steps. The programme must be carried out 
by a team of Polish and foreign experts in consultation with the Ministry of Finance 
and other Ministries involved, the National bank of Poland, the Union of Polish 
Banks and other parties interested in Loan Guarantee Schemes. 

Financing 
The activities of the programme can be financed in the frame of Technical and 
Financial Assistance programmes of foreign donors. 

Costs 
The costs of all the steps are ad hoc costs, except the costs of financial support of the
 
Guarantee Fund which will be recurring.
 
Estimated ad hoc costs of step 1,2: $ 40,000.
 
The costs of step 3 and 4 depend on the results of step 1 and 2 and can not be
 
estimated at this moment.
 

6.2.7 	 GrantScheme based on CommercialLoans 

Entrepreneurs state that the interest rates charges on loans are too high and that 
therefore it is not economic to take credit. 

Two type of actions can be taken to lower the costs of credits: 
* 	 a Grant Scheme based on Commercial Loans 
* 	 a Credit Line with Preferential Terms 
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In this paragraph the Grant Scheme based on Commercia Loans is described. Thenext paragraph discusses the establishment of a Credit Line with Preferential Terms. 

Under the "Grant Scheme based on commercial loans" SME can get a grant on thebasis of loans which are granted by banks on the basis that the projects are viableand that the loans are given on normal banki'ng terms. 

It is however impossible that all SMEs can get this grant. On the basis of businessactivities of SME which have to .'e stimulated to improve the economic developmentof Poland a selection must be on target groups which can apply for the grantEzamples of target sectors could be:
* Manufacturing companies or companies investing in fixed assets
* Medium-sized expanding firms 
Q SMEs in relatively disadvantaged regions

* 
 SMEs in potential growth regions 
* Start up companies
• 
 Companies which create additional employment 
* Commercialisation of technology 
* Export orientated companies. 

The grant should come from a well-defined separate fund of money, controlled by aspecific institution and with clear and public eligibility criteria. This institutionneeds to have effective double check systems for appraisal of the projects to avoidthe obvious tendencies towards corruption caused by public subsidy. 

Advantages/disadvantages 
Advantages:


If the grant is used for investment in 
equity the debt/equity ratio willdecrease which makes firms less vuinerable to reverses in fortune. 
Disadvantages

If the level of the grant is connected with the size of the loan, the amount of*subsidy obtained by an entrepreneur is dependent on the size of the loanrather than actual needs or merit of the project. Other grant schemes could be
developed based on other factors.* Loans will increase the debt/equity ratio of SMEs. ratioThis is alreadyrelatively high, which make the SMEs more vulnerable for reverses. A grantscheme based on commercial loans could encourage SMEs to takeunnecessary loans and consequently a higher increase of the debt/equity
ratio than necessary.

* Due to limited resources on the Polish side an appeal should be done on
donors to have such a support schemes established.Given the shortage of resources in Poland, the funds should be used to put inplace the desperately needed enabling environment. Unless and until thatwork is fully funded, money should not be diverted to grants or subsidies to
individual firms.

There is an overwhelming experience 
 that the recipients of such grants orsubsidies tend to be firms with entrepreneurial expertise in getting grants 
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and subsidies, instead of in the business of business. The dream of something 
for nothing tends to distract entrepreneurs from their real business. 

Implementation steps 
In practice, the grant scheme propcsed in the STRUDER project is an example of this 
type of scheme. 
1. 	 the results of this pilot programme should be closely monitored and 

evaluated on the effect on SMEs. To do this efficiently, criteria for monitoring 
and evaluating the effects must be developed before the start of the 
Programme so that is it is clear which data have to recorded. n this way 
information on the development is available at any point of time. In 
STRUDER there is already a budget for monitoring activities. 

2. 	 On the basis of the results it should be decided to which extent a scheme can 
be used to stimulate other business activities. 

Time schedule 
STRUDER is planned to start in Summer 1993. As described the activities under step 
1 must be carried out before the start of STRUDER. Due to possible start up 
problems, unawareness of SME on the grant etc. a reliable assessment of the scheme 
can take place after 12 months. 

Actors 
The Cabinet of the Minister of Entrepreneurship Promotion must consult the Bureau 
for Foreign Assistance and the European Community on the criteria for monitoring 
and assessment developed under STRUDER. If necessary foreign donor's should be 
consulted on getting technical assistance for the activities mentioned under Step 1. 

Financing 
The activities described under step 1 can be carried out in the frame of the Technical 
and Financial Assistance Programmes of foreign donors. 

Costs 
The costs of step 1 are ad hoc costs. 
Estimated costs of step 1: $10,000 

6.2.8 	 CreditLine with PreferentialTerms 

Functioning 
As described above, entrepreneurs state that the terms of commercial loans mean 
:hat it is not economic to take credit. It is possible to address this problem by giving 
:redit with preferential terms. Such terms may mean, for example, a lower interest 
-ate, or a long grace period. The preferential terms do not necessarily mean that the 
:redit should have a negative real Interest rate and, indeed, many of the sources of 
:redit (such as foreign donors) oppose the idea of negative real interest rates because 
)f the fact that they distort the market. 
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Clearly, any scheme which gives terms better than normal commercial conditions 
presupposes that the refinancing agency has access to subsidy. 

It is however impossible that all SMIEs can get this subsidy. On the basis of business 
activities of SMEs which have to be stimulated to improve the economic 
development of Poland a selection must be on target groups which can apply for the 
subsidy. Examples of target sectors could be: 

* 	 Manufacturing companies or companies investing in fixed assets 
* 	 Medium-sized expanding firms 
* 	 SMEs in relatively disadvantaged regions 
* 	 SvEs in potential growth regions 
* 	 Start up companies 
• 	 Companies which create additional employment 
* 	 Technical commercialisation 
* 	 Export orientated companies. 

The subsidy should come from a well-defined separate fund of money, controlled 
by a specific institution and with clear and public eligibility criteria. The institution 
controlling the subsidy part of the scheme needs to have effective double check 
systems for appraisal of the projects to avoid the obvious tendencies towards 
corruption caused by public subsidy. 

At the moment the Ministry of Labour operates a subsidised credit scheme for the 
unemployed and for small firms which increase employment. Additionally, 
Germany is setting up such a credit line with a subsidised interest rate through her 
Kreditanstalt fir Wiederaufbau in cooperation with the Polish Development Bank. 

Advantages/Disadvantages 
Advantages 
* Such loans will reduce costs to the SMEs. 
Disadvantages 
* 	 Even when there is a positive real interest rate, it may be difficult to make the 

resource renew itself since it is refinanced on less than commercial terms. 
* 	 Given the shortage of resources in Poland, the funds should be used to put in 

place the desperately needed enabling environment. Unless and until that 
work is fully funded, money should not be diverted to grants or subsidies to 
individual firms. 

• 	 There is an overwhelming experience that the recipients of subsidies tend to 
be firms with entrepreneurial expertise in getting subsidies, instead of in the 
business of business. The dream of something for nothing tends to distract 
entrepreneurs from their real business. 

* 	 The fund may locally influence the demand for commercial credits which 
local banks may not be able to meet. 
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Implementation steps 
1. 	 Analyse the effects of the scheme of the Ministry of Labour to determine the 

effects of this scheme as well as analysing the problems related to other 
existing credit lines. 

2. 	 Perform a feasibility study on the establishment of the scheme, including 
conditions and target groups. 

3. 	 Approach foreign donors for financing such a scheme. 

Actors 
The Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion and the Bureau for 
Foreign Assistance should approach foreign donors to finance the activities under 1. 
and 2. 

Time schedule 
This action should be started within one year. 

Costs 
Step 1. and 2. have ad hoc costs estimated at $75,000.
 
In step 3 no extra costs are involved since these are normal activities of the actors.
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7. Information and Counselling 

7.1 Elaboration of the Constraints 

The constraints in this area can be divided as follows: 

7.1.1 Lack of Business Advice/CounsedlinglConsultancy 

The business support network is currently insufficiently developed in Poland. For 
entrepreneurs there are too few places to go for advice and the quality of advice 
they receive can be very variable. The private sector (commercial consultancy) does 
not fill the gap since most entrepreneurs cannot afford to pay for such consultancy
and the sector is not well enough developed for the market to sort out quality.
Currently, organisations which coordinate entrepreneurs (such as Chambers of 
Commerce and business associations) are weak and therefore the small enterprise 
sector is not very effective at sharing advice between its members. 

7.1.2 Lack of Information 

Corresponding to the lack of advice, there is a lack of information in selected areas. 
This includes basic areas of information necessary for good business decisions 
(markets, financing, technology, SME support organisations, legislation) and also 
lack of skills amongst entrepreneurs in collecting information and in actual 
knowledge in key areas (marketing, finance/accounting, management, customer 
services, quality control). Entrepreneurs additionally complain about lack of 
information on activities where actions and information tend to be centralised, such 
as privatisation and foreign trade connections as well as foura',at;', On reign
assistance schemes. The organisations dealing with such information claim to send
the information to regional networks, but dearly communication is still not 
sufficiently effective. It should be noted that for the entrepreneur, the problem is not 
just the lack of information - since much information exists somewhere - but the 
ability to process it into something useful for his business. 

7.1.3 Differing Needs of Different Types of SMEs 

Although the SME sector consists mainly of very small enterprises whose needs for
advice and information tend to be very general, we should not ignore the needs of 
mediurn sized enterprises, formed either through the growth of small enterprises or 
as a result of spin-offs from the privatisation process. Such medium-sized 
enterprises require strategL management training and probably sectoral 
consultancy services. As a result, the types of institutions which need to be 
developed for this sector have different characteristics from those developed for 
start ups or very small enterprises. 
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7.1.4 	 Existing Initiatives 

There are a wide variety of initiatives, both Polish and donor initiated, which act to
 
give advice and information to entrepreneurs and seek to cover the problems
 
outlined above. A iist of these initiatives is presented in annex D. Analysis of these
 
initiatives would suggest the following problems:
 

Coordir,;,ion and cooperation between the various networks created by both 
Polish organisations and by donors is poor. 

0 	 Given that SMEs, local authorities, and the various organisations which
 
support business support networks all have few resources, the rate at which
 
the various networks can grow and develop their services is very limited
 
without support from external sources (either the Polish government or 
through foreign aid). Indeed, without continuing subsidy from some external 
source, man, of these initiatives will cease to exist. 

Most activities are targeted at start-ups and very small enterprises and t-iere 
is less provision for the needs of medium-sized enterprises. 

Despite a wide geographical spread, there is a large concentration of 
initiatives in the larger cities and in most cases there are no offices outside the 
main city of each Voievodship. 

7.2 	 Recommendations 

7.2.1 	 Introduction 

A number of possible actions to address these constraints are listed in Annex E. 

After discussion in the Task Force and in a smaller working group, these actions 
were prioritised and regrouped. During discussion it was suggested that the 
following issues should be addressed by any actions to be taken: 

coordination and cooperation between different business support institutions
 
and networks;
 
transparency in the allocation of resources, particularly funding, to business
 
support insttutions;
 

* 	 development of effective regional policy; 
* 	 availability of future sources of funding for business support; 
* 	 development of institutions to address the special needs of medium sized 

enterprises; 
development of autonomous organisations of businesses and entrepreneurs. 

Taking these issues into account, actions are grouped into three areas: 
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o Actions to improve coordination, cooperation, and the flow of information, 

both ceritraly and at a regional level; 

O3 Actions in support of the medium-sized sector; 

o Actions in support of autonomous organisations of entrepreneurs. 

7.2.2 Actions to improve Coordination,Cooperationand the Flow of Information 

Such actions need to happen both on a central and a regional level since a large 
amount of the activity is at the grass roots and emphasises a local aspect, whilst any
effective coordination, particularly with foreign donors, needs to have a nationwide 
element. 

a. 	 Actions ata Central LeveL Establishmentof an SME Information Centre 

Functioning 

A number of the actions which have to be coordinated centrally relate to what 
should be done in terms of regional policy. Regional policy covers much wider 
issues than that of SIME support, but any allocation of resources to SME support 
organisations should be done in the context of priority regions and needs. Current 
indications are that concentration will be made on the most depressed regions which 
are quite probably not those where there is the greatest potential for SME 
development. In the absence of any effective governmental regional policy, it is 
important that there remains some coordination of information between the various 
business support networks which currently exist and that will be developed in the 
future. 

To address this need, it is proposed that a small SME Information Centre is 
established with the following specific tasks

o 	 Collection and dissemination of information relevant to SMEs as a core 
activity including information found within governmental departments such 
as opportunities resulting from privatisation, information on standards and 
changes in standards, information on legislation and changes in legislation, 
information on foreign trade and foreign investment opportunities. Such 
information should be available to all interested intermediaries dealing with 
SMEs. 

Q 	 Provisionof ir.formation to foreign donors on projectz which they czn fund 
and, 	 conversely, informatioar to projects on the availability of foreign
assistance.This activity is not one of coordination of donors zand donor aid. 
Instead, the centre will ensure that business support institutions are aware of 
new initiatives and sources of funding and that the bodies which make 
decisions on foreign aid are appropriately informed. 
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o 	 Support in the elaboration of individual local initiatives which have 
relevance across the whole country, for example in promotion of 
subcontracting of private SMEs to the state owned sector as part of the 
restructuring process. 

In performing such a function, in the medium term the tasks of the centre can be 
extended to cover the responsibility for: 

E 	 Establishment of centres of excellence in training, both of business 
counsellors and of entrepreneurs themselves. Such centres could be 
established by better coordination of foreign assistance and some form of 
competition between the many business schools and management training 
institutes which already exist Such centres could ensure the maintenance of 
standards as well as the effective use of strategies related to training trainers. 
This is important if the knowledge of people trained at high expense by 
foreign sources is to be retained when they leave the organisations they are 
trained to work in. 

O 	 Monitoringand evaluation of individual projects. To start this process it will 
be necessary to do a comprehensive institutional audit of the existing 
business support networks. 

Within the tasks identified above, the interaction with foreign assistance should be 
done in close cooperation with the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship 
Promotion and the Bureau for Foreign Assistance, since negotiations on such matters 
should be done through governmental channels. 

Future development of such an centre depends heavily on the development of 
governmental regional policy, since the centre will have to interact with it. Along 
with such a policy which would give priorities to regions and a strategy for resource 
allocation between the regions, the centre could enhance transparency for the 
projects and better inform policy-makers of the needs of SMEs in individual regions 
and the needs of business support organisations for support. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

This scheme addresses the identified needs for information by intermediaries and 
the problems of coordination and transparency in the allocation of resources as well 
as providing the possibility of more efficient use of resources and better information 
for policy makers. 

However, it undoubtedly cannot solve all the problems. Lack of any regional 
structure and regional policy will limit its effectiveness, whilst its effect on 
entrepreneurs depends on the effectiveness of individual initiatives at a local level 
in reaching the true grass roots. 
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It is possible that some of the functions of the centre could also be performed bybeter coope atiuoL- and coordination between the existing institutions andorganisations. As a result, it may prove that additionalno quasi-governmental
0agency at the central level would be of sufficient benefit to justify its high set up and 

operational costs. 

Implementation Steps 

Responsibility for the implementation of the new centre should be given to amember of the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion who shouldbe given the task to produce a plan within a short period detailing the costs,responsibilities and funding opportunities for the centre. Production of this planwill involve discussions with donor' and interested organisations working inPoland. Clearly. opportunities for fjn3ing, paricularly from the donor side, mayhave an influence on the exact nature of the new centre. 

1ren funding is identified and a business plan is produced, establishment of thenew centre can be relatively fast, particularly if it is in an institution which already
deals with information. 

The individual responsible for the project, together with any relevant donor, willthen organise a tender between the different organisations which are interested inthe project to decide which of the existing organisations should be the host Criteriafor selection should include the experience of the organisation in this field, thepossibility to raise funding from otber sources, and the degree to which the host
organisation already has an information network. 

Practical results will only appear in the medium tem s..ice the. ew cen.-r will havea job of several months after establishment in gathering basic information,identifying and assessing business support institutions across the country, and
starting its operation. This task should not be underestimated since there will be a
need to create and maintain relationships with a large number of 
 diverseorganisations including both individual initiatives and national bodies. 

The financial consequences of this action are somewhat difficult to calculate. A
rough estimate of the costs for such a centre with real foreign technical assistance
 come to $650,000 working at full capacity which may be diminished if foreign input

is limited.
 

b. Actions at a Regional Level 

Functioning 

Although national coordination is poor, at a local level cooperation between 
different support institutions is growing and this needs to be fostered. 
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There is general consensus that it is not practical at this time to create a unified 
network of regionalage es across the couantry to st.,nIate this cooperation. 
Reasons for this include: 

The lack of a clear definition of a "region". Generally the identity of the 
population and the infrastructure is not congruent with any specific 
administrative unit. 

The lack of any realistic candidates for this function. The Regional 
Development Agencies, for example, are a heterogeneous set of organisations 
with differently defined roles. 

The need to select initiatives on the basis of quality. In the circumstances 
where many new initiatives have been created, it is important to support 
those which are actually successful and not just those with the right name. 

There are already some initiatives being taken to coordinate regional development, 
in particular the planned establishment of the Polish Agency for Regional 
Development which will coordinate the STRUDER programme as its initial task. In 
addition, the creation of the SNE information centre will help in regional 
cooperation by informing both donors and projects of the current situation and 
opportunities, as well as experience elsewhere in the country. 

Nonetheless, the following additional actions can be taken to promote regional 
cooperation and grass roots initiatives: 

D Continuedsuppot of donor-funded regionalinitiativesand close monitoring 
of the results. If regional development is to be effective it requires 
cooperation between different institutions, whilst a source of funding at a 
regional level will force decisions on which projects should survive where 
activities overlap. 

0 A funding allocationfor innovative projects at a grass roots level. Such 
funding could come from both government and donors and should be 
disbursed in a transparent and competitive way. Such projects will have to 
show that the, can raise some part of the costs of the project from their own 
sources. 

"1 	 Similarly, a funding allocation for projects which enhance regional 
cooperationDetween different initiatives. 

These two actions should be coordinated by the Cabinet of the Minister for 
Entrepreneurship Promotion and run on the basis of a widely advertised 
open competition between projects. Projects which fail to ge* acsistance can 
therefore also be identified as candidates for foreign donor assistance and are 
at least visibie for the information centre elaborated above. Assessment of 
projec:s should be done b a panel consisting of representatives of several 
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Ministries as well as the private sector fn ensure that the system is seen to be 
transparent 

Supportfor Voievodship Offices (and other local authorities) from centralgovernment in how to deal with entrepreneurs and how to stimulatecooperation between local initiatives. This would take the form of intensivetraining of individual officers. This training should also include training ofthe regional representatives of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotionand 	 be performed in cooperation with the Regional Council
Entrepreneurship where this exists.	 

for 

o 	 Establishmentof a network of telephone help-lines, both local and national,to advise entrepreneurs on sources of assistance locally and nationally. Localhelp lines are important if such an initiative is to be effective. 

E 	 A Study on Regional Development to identify regions where there is thegreatest potential for growth in the SME sector and the regions where thereare the greatest problems. The study should also identify existing businesssupport institutions and gaps in the institutional network. This could be usedas background information for all the above 	actions 'in the absence of a
regional policy. 

o Supportfor Coaching of Regional Business Promotion. A comprehensiveconcept of regional business promotion which can be implementedsuccessively in all the regions in Poland within five years has beendeveloped. For this purpose Poland is split up in 28 units. A unit consists ofapproximately 30 towns. The Coaching Programme 'Regional BusinessPromotion' would consist of three divisions, namely:
* coaching of Polish companies

* 
 coaching of Polish consultants 
* coaching of Polish regional business promoters.
The first two divisions are already implemented in some regions and haveshown the first positive, measurable results. The strategy of the 	 coachingapproach consists of accompanying the regional business promoters,companies and consultants to success by training, advising and controlling.The tools to reach the success are seminars, practical trainingassistance by Polish and foreign experts and 	

on the job 
an efficient controlling system.Business promoters in the third division can include regional developmentagencies, chambers, business associations, regional banks, etc.. These regionalbusiness promoters should deliver various kinds of products such as businesscontacts, meeting/information days, seminars/workshops, businessincubators, development of commercial and industrial areas, etc.. The maincustomers should be private companies, state owned companie:s.governmental/ municipal offices and foreign investors and trade customers. 
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Advantages andDisadvantages 

Although these actions can help to improve the environment, it is impossible to 
force different initiatives to cooperate and to share their experience. In the short 
term, while much money comes from central sources which are not orientated 
towards regional coordination, there is - certain incentive for local initiatives to 
compete with each other for funding. The major factor which will improve the 
situation will be growth of business support services and recognition of the need for 
cooperation for practical reasons - as is already beginning to happen in some 
regions. 

ImplementationSteps 

The steps outlined above are part of an ongoing process and therefore it is difficult 
to make a clear time schedule for action. It should be noted, as above, that practical 
results will take a long time, perhaps several years, to appear. 

In order to ensure that action is taken, a member of the Cabinet ot the Minister for 
Entrepreneurship Promotion should be given the responsibility for producing an 
action plan for regional development, including accurate co sings, for the above 
actions. Such a plan should be produced within three months. In terms of specific 
steps, the following can be noted: 

Continuedsupport of donor-funded initiatives 
A member of the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should be 
given the task of coordination with foreign donors and liaison with the Bureau fcr 
Foreign Assistance. It is important that this individual collects information on 
individual projects from the sources identified by other actions and makes 
recommendations in the framework of the study on regional development 

In itself this action is within the existing budget of the Minister for Entrepreneurship 
Promotion. 

FundingAllocationsfor speciftc types of projects 
To allocate funding to projects, a proper assessment Board and procedure should be 
elaborated by the member of the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship 
Promotion responsible for regional policy. Clearly, the exact criteria depend very 
heavily on the otportunities for funding this type of activity. It should be noted that 
a scheme whir.h is very similar in structure is described in the project description of 
the World Bank's Private Enterprise Development Project and therefore after 
appropriate negotiation, there is a source of funding which could be available. In 
trying to establish a fund for the activity a minimum level of activity would require 
funding for, say, at least 10 projects every year at an average cost of $100.000 making 
the minimum viable amount $1 million. The Polish government should make a 
budget allocation for this amount of money in the medium term. 
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Supportfor the Voievodship Offices 
3efore establishing a very large training scheme, a short training needs analysis
study of these offices needs to be performed (costing less than $50,000). This couldeasily be funded by foreign donors. As tar as actual training is concerned, it wouldcost of the order of $200,000 to give two people in each Voievodship a one weektraining course organised by foreign trainers. Such could be funded by foreign
donors. 

Establishment of Telephone Help-Lines
This action should be sponsored by the Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurshil
Promotion but probably the network should be managed by the SME Informatioi
Centre outlined above. $100,000 for this project would cover both an initial stud 3and actual implementation in at least a number of regions. An initial study has to b(commissioned to determine the best location for such help-lines in the regions and
the accurate costs of running such a scheme nationwide. 

Study on Regional Development
The study on regional development can be commissioned immediately. Since this is a study that can easily be funded by foreign donors, the individual responsible forthe action plan should first approach donor- to discover if there is any interest. Thecost for such a study should be of the order of $200,000 and should recommend 
ways of keeping the study updated as well as concrete actions to be taken. The survey should be done as soon as possible in order that it can be used as
background information for all of the actions detailed above. 

Supportfor Coachingof RegionalBusiness Promotion 
The coaching Frcgramme could start in October 1993. Poland would be divided into
28 units. The estimated ccsN. for one unit would be: 
capital $ 60,000 
annual fixed costs $ 180,000 
variable costs $ 660,000
 
19% overhead costs
 
The cost of the whole programme of 28 units over 5 years would therefore be more

than $20 million. It would be possibie to have a reduced programme of a lesser

number of units and the costs would be reduced accordingly.
 

7.2.3 Actions in Support of the Medium-Sized Sector 

Functioning 

It is clear that support for medium-sized enterprises requires different institutions
and skills from that for micro-enterprises and entrepreneurs starting newenterprises. In particular, larger enterprises typically require strategic management
training and sectoral consultancy as well as professional accounting services. 

Although man), of the existing initiatives aimed generally at advice to SMEs (such asthe Business Support Centres supported by the Cooperation Fund) help medium 
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sized companies, the main initiative which focuses on this field at present is Polish 
Business Advisor' Setrices (PBAS). PBAS is supported by many of the major 
foreign donors and also has Polish government support PBAS has now established 
itself both as a service supporting the medium-sized sector and as an agent for the 
development of an indigenous consultancy sector. It has developed a good 
reputation, although it still needs to expand its services as the sector which it serves 
expands. 

It is clear that PBAS requires continued support, particularly since in the economic 
situation and stage of development of the private sector, even medium-sized 
enterprises cannot afford to pay an economic rate for its services. 

Additionally, there are a number of other projects in this area, primarily promoted 
by foreign donors, such as the "coaching" scheme presented to the Task Force by 
GTZ. If the GTZ scheme obtains foreign donor support of an adequate nature it 
could complement regional initiatives such as STRUDER. Any new initiatives 
should not be set up in competition with the existing ones and there should be 
agreement, for example, on levels of fees charged to client companies. 

In order to make such initiatives more effective, they should have clear access to the 
information described in the first section, in particular that which is most relevant to 
the medium sized sector (for example, on technology, technical standards, and 
foreign trade opportunities). 

It is important for the sector to continue to develop institutions to support 
medium-sized enterprises, but since foreign aid is Likely to be temporary it is 
recommended th.at the Polish government develops a strategy to take over 
funding where this is necessary. Such fur dng can be at a lower level than at 
present if the existing initiatives succeed in training a team of Polish 
consultants t) take over from external Western expertise. 

AdvantageslDisadvantages 

Although there is a need for support for the medium-sized sector, in the longer term 
this should come from the private consultancy sector and there is a danger that 
subsidised schemes can inhibit the growth of this sector meaning that the Polish 
government will have to subsidise the existing schemes into the future. 

The success or failure of the schemes in this sector depend heavily on the 
environment and therefore reforms of regulations and availability of finance need to 
be improved at the same time. 

ImplementationSteps 

The government needs to have some strategy for taking over funding of the various 
schemes in the future - perhaps in 1-2 years' time. In the current turbulent 
environment it is difficult to estimate the realistic costs of this, but it could be of the 
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order 	of several million dollars a year. In order to help n rreate such a strategy,which is also true for organisations supporting smaller enterprises, an individual inthe Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion should be allocated thetask of creating a dear plan for funding of business support for the future which canbe put forward for incorporation in the budget in future years. This task should becoordinated with the centre outlined above, when this is established. 

7.2.4 Actions in Supportof Autonomous Organisationsof Entrepreneurs 

Functioning 

To develop effective sharing of information between entrepreneurs, a systematicscheme to help develop autonomous structures such as Chambers of Commerce
business and trade associatiors needs to be developed. 

and 

Foreign donors have already given a number of small amounts of technicalassistance either to the National Chamber of Commerce or to local Chambers, butthis could be made more effective through exchange of information. A natural placefor such coordination would be the information centre outlined above. It isimportant to note that foreign aid has concentrated on the official Chambers and hasneglected the development of associations of entrepreneurs and trade associations. 
This tendency should be rectified if possible. 

Most business organisatiors are weak in the ability to represent and lobby for theinterests of their members. Whilst some of this ability can only come by organicgrowth and political experience, other measures which can be taken to quicken this 
process include: 

O 	 the inclusion of representatives of the business sector in the various bodiesconnected with policy making, their inclusion being conditional on theireffectiveness in representing the sector (encouraging integration of different 
organisations); 

o 	 foreign assistance in making connections with foreign small business
associations and learning from their experience. 

o 	 foreign assistance in training in the field of lobbying instruments and 
procedures. 

In order to strengthen the Chambers of Commerce and C-ambers of Craftsmenthemselves, a number of people have suggested that compulsory membershipwould be useful. Owing to the problems of a strong reaction against this caused bymemories of forced membership of communist organisations in the past, it would benecessary to ennance the services given by Chambers of Commerce at the same time,for example by giving them the role of registering businesses and therefore theopportunity to give information. Opinions are divided on this subject and the finalresult will be deternmned as part of the political process. 
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0 To help to inform the process of developing the systems of Chambers, it is 
recommended that a study of the feasibility of using the existing Chamber 
system for registerng business is commissioned. 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Although the actions outlined above can have some effect, it is important to realise 
that truly representative organisations can only grow organically. Even in countries 
where, for e:xample, Chambers of Commerce have compulsory membership, they 
have earned this privilege by being truly representative of the sector and offering 
services to their members. Such a situation will probably take years to achieve. 

ImplementationSteps 

The action to include business representatives in policy making bodies is already 
discussed above in chapter 3. 

Connection with foreign business associations is a matter which foreign donors can 
effectively facilitate without high costs. A number of such actions are already in 
progress and should continue. It may be possible for wider overall coordination to 
be added to this - for example PHARE's assistance to the National Chamber of 
Commerce or suppor to Eurochambres (the European Association of National 
Chambers of Commerce) in training members of Chambers of Commerce. As stated 
above, such assistance should be enlarged to include associations of entrepreneurs 
and the establishment of trade associations. The Council for Entrepreneurship 
should be given responsibility for producing a coordinated plan for using foreign 
aid in this way which can be submi.tted to foreign donors. 

As a specific action to help the Chambers of Commerce and Craftsmen in the current 
situation, a survey using foreign expertise and experience should be commissioned 
to determine the feasibility of using the existing system of Chambers for the purpose 
of registering businesses and the consequences of this in terms of both financial and 
other resources. Such a study would cost around $50,000 and could be financed by 
foreign donors. 
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With regard to the financial sector, specific measures include: 

- the creation of some new institutions (PDB, bise, private sector banks, RDAs); 

- TA to the banking sector (both for training and direct management assistance) through 
PHARE, the IFC twinning programme and others); 

- the allocation of lines of credit for SMEs generally intermediated through Polish 
banks (except for the Polish-American Enterprise Fund). 

These measures have proved inadequate in the face of the problems. A large and growing
number potential and actual SMKs is unable to overcome the obstacles to profitable
investments. On the other hand, huge amounts of foreign grants (mainly for technical 
assistance) and loans (for channelling finance to SMEs) have remained unspent. 

In recognition of these problems, the Government and the donor community have agreed 
to establish a short-term SME task force. 

Task Force General Obiective (Missior, Statement) 

The mission of the task force is to recommend measures aimed at sustainable increase of 
profitable investments by SMEs. 

Task Force Specific Objectives 

The task force will analyze all of the above and possible other obstacles to SME
 
investments and recommend appropriate measures.
 

Specific, but not exclusive, attention will be given to the bottlenecks in the banking 
system. In this area, the task force will: 

- examine the current and future demand on and the capacity of the banking system to 
channel funds of all kinds to SMEs; 

- define the gaps between demand and capacity and make proposals on how to fill these 
gaps, possibly with the help of technical assistance. 

Also with regard to other obstacleS, rhe task force will assess the global needs and delivery 
capacities of the existing structures and develop recommendations. 



Annex 1 

DRAFT CONTENTS OF STUDY REPORT 

Executive Summary 

1. 	 Policy objectives for the SMB sector. 

Picture of the existing situation in the SMIE sector:
2. 

trends of SME development since 1990, general, sectoral and regional (ap,?endix:
-

available statistics on SME); 

funded projects in the SME sector 
existing support institutions and donor-
(appendix: list if institutions and projects); 

banks and other financial institutions relevant for SMEs, donor funded projects 
-

in this area (appendix: list of institutions, projects); 

-	 assessment: results in achieving past and present policy objectives. 

Main bottlenecks identified for further SME developmefZ:
3. 

legal, regulatory and administrative framework;-
- entrepreneurial and managerial capability;
 

- access to modem technology;
 
- network of support institutions;
 

finance (interest rates, types of finance available, collaterals, structure of banking 
-

Finance related bottlenecks will be 
system, other financial institutions, etc.). 


given pardcular attention in the repo!,.
 

- any other relevant bottlenecks.
 

on how to overcome the main bottlenecks and major priorities to 
4. 	 Recommendations 


be addressed by:
 

-	 the Polish Government and the G-24 donor community 

-	 other donors 
- the financial sectors
 
- other support institutions
 
- SME sector organizations
 

This chapter should also include comments on some recent proposals with regard to 

existing bottlenecks, such as the "G-24 TA Restructuring Fund". 



Output of the Task Force 

The task force will report on the above to the Government of Poland and the G-24 in early1993. The core of the report will be written by independent consultants (see below: "TaskForce Secretariat") and will be discussed and accepted by the task force, in its capacity as a steering committee. A draft outline of the report is enclosed as annex 1. 

Composition of the Task Force 

The task force will be composed of members representing the Polish Government, banking
system and SME sector, as well as of some G-24 representatives. 

The Polish representatives (6) will come from: 

- Ministry for SME (co-chairman of the task force)
 
- Ministry of Finance
 

Ministry for Foreign Assistance and European Integrition
 
- National Bank of Poland
 
- Union of Polish Banks
 
- Entrepreneurs
 

The G-24 representatives (4) will come from: 

- EC Delegation (co-chairman) 
- World Bank 
- United States of America 
- Federal Republic of Germany 

G-24 representatives will participate in the task force in their own rights, withoutcommitting their govemments\headquarters or the G-24 as a whole. Any G-24 member notrepresented in the task force but wishing to make contributions to the work of the latter 



Annex A - Terms of Reference of the Task Force and the Task 
Force Secretariat 



Task Force Secretariat 

The secretariat will carry out the study and write the report along the outline enclosed in 
annex 1. In doing so, it will extensively interview the task force members, any other 
institutions and donors active in SME development and finance in Poland, as well as a 
sample of SMEs. During its work, the secretariat will report fortnightly to the task force, 
in steering committee meetings. These meetings are open to attendance by interested Polish 
SME sector representatives and G-24 members. 

The secretariat will be managed by the Cabinet of the Minister for Smatl Business 
Promotion, assisted by the GEMINI Project, in collaboration with qualified Business 
Advisory Experts contracted by the EC PHARE programme. 

Fundine of the Task Force 

No remuneration or cost reimbursement will be granted to the members of the task force. 
Contributions to the secretariat will be made as follows: 

- Minister for Small Business Promotion: logistical support such as offices, secretarial 
services and local transport; 

- EC PHARE programme: fees, per diems and international transport for experts. 

Time Schedule 

10 Feb 93 constitution of the task force 

15 Feb 93 steering committee meeting, start of work of the secretariat 

1 Mar 93 steering committee meeting 

15 Mar 93 steering committee meeting 

29 Mar 93 steering committee meeting 

9 Apr 93 submission of draft report 

14 Apr 93 steering committee meeting (discussion of draft report) 

26 Apr 93 submission of final report 

30 Apr 93 acceptance of final report by the task force and submission to the 
Government and the donor community 

After discussion of the report with the Government. the task force could either be 
dissolved or maintained, with the aim to assist the Government in the implementation of 
the retained recommendations. 
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DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE 

3 February 1993 

Secretariat of 

Task Force for SME Investment 

1. Background 

The Polish Government and the G-24 donor community have established a task force, with 
the objective of recommending measures aimed at a sustainable increase of profitable
investments by SMEs. Specific objectives and other details of the work of the task force 
have been laid down in the terms of reference for the task force (draft version of 
17.12.92). Those terms of reference also give an outline for the work of the secretariat. 

2. Obiectives 

Accordingly, the secretariat will write the report to be submitted, with the approval of the 
task force, to the Polish Government and the G-24 donor community. 

3. Working procedures 

In the course of carrying out the study and writing the report, the secretariat will 
extensively interview the task force members, any other institutions and donors active in 
SME development and finance in Poland, as well as SME organizations. It will 
furthermore exploit the existing literature on SME development and finance in Poland. 

Based on this analysis, the secretariat will develop draft recommendations aimed at a 
sustainable increase of profitable investments by SM.7Es. These recommendations will be 
submitted to the task force for discussion. The secretariat will consider any comments and 
changes made to the recommendations by the task force. Possible reservations expressed
by individual task force members to recommendations accepted by the task force will be 
reported in footnotes or annexes to the main report, if this is especially so wished. 

The secretariat will report to and seek comments from the task force as a group, in 
steering committee meetings called fortnightly by the chairmen of the latter. 
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5. 	 Actions to be taken 

In the event that the study report proposes institutional changes and\or the creation 

of new institutions in the financial sector, it should give terms of reference covering 

such 	issues as: 

objectives and scope of work (regional, sectoral)
-


- ownership\capital structure
 
staffing (including recruitment and training)


-


- operational guidelines.
 

on monitoring the implementation of the recommendations, the activities 
6. 	 Proposals 

of existing and newly planned institutions and the flow of investments into SMEs. 
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A draft outline of the study report is given in Annex 1. The main text of the report should 
not exceed 50 pages. Ample space will be given to the chapters "recommendations" and 
"lactions to be taken". Theoretical deliberations, descriptions of the past and present 
situation as well as of the bottlenecks identified and any further background information 
should be dealt with chiefly in annexes; in the main text, these should appear only to the 
extent necessary to justify the recommendations. The main text will be preceded by an 
executive summary of no more than 5 pages. 

4. Time schedule (provisional)
 

10 Feb 93 constitution of the task force
 

15 Feb 93 steering committee meeting, start of work of the secretariat
 

I Mar 93 steering committee meeting 

15 Mar 93 steering committee meeting 

29 Mar 93 steering committee meeting 

9 Apr 93 submission of draft report 

15 Apr 93 steering committee meeting (discussion of draft report) 

26 Apr 93 submission of final report 

30 Apr 93 acceptance of final report by the task force and submission to the 
Government and the donor community 

5. Composition and organization of the secretariat 

The secretariat will be managed by the Cabinet of the Minister for Small Business 
Promotion, assisted by the GEINI Project, in collaboration with qualified Business 
Advisory Experts contracted by the EC PHARE Programme (Prof. J. Vianen and an 
assistant, together about 12 person/weeks, Mr. S. Thompson, about 4 person/weeks and 
a Polisn member, nominated by the Cabinet Office of Minister Eysmont, Mr. Dariusz 
Stola, for about 8 person/weeks). The Cabinet Office, of Minister Eysmont, with 
assistance from the GEMIN" Project, will provide professional and logistical support such 
as office space, secretarial services, communication facilities and transport. 

Fees, per diems and international transport will be funded by the PHARE Programme, 
under the Small Technical Assistance Facility. 
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Annex B - List of Task Force Members 

Polish SideMembers Repreentatives 

1. 	 POLISH GOVERNMENT 

Mr. ZBIGNTEW EYSMONT (Co-chairman) Mr. Tomasz Wsowicz 
Minister -Member of the Council of Ministers
 

Mr.JAN KRZYSZTOF BIELECKI 
 Mr. Marek Kozak 
Minister - Member of the Council of Ministers 

Mr. JERZY OSIATYI QSKI Ms. Helena G6ralska 
Minister of Finance 

2. 	 POLISH BANKING SECTOR 

Ms. HANNA GRONK[EWICZ-WALTZ. Ms. Janina Kraszewska 
President of Polish National Bank
 
Mr. MARIAN KRZAK 
 Mr. Andrzej Wolski 

Union of Polish Banks 

3. 	 POLISH PRIVATE SECTOR 

Ms. DANUTA PIONTEK
 
Convention of Entrepreneurs, Traders and Agriculture Producers
 

Mr. BOGUSLAW WOJCiK
 
National Chamber of Commerce
 
Crafts Chamber of Small and Medium Enterprises
 

Mr. ZBIGNIEW NIEMCZYCKI Mr. Jerzy Sch6n 
Polish Business Round Table
 

Mr. MAREK GOLISZEATSKI 
 Mr. Witold Michalek 
Business Centre Club 

Mr. TADEUSZ MACOWIAK
 
Christian Entrepreneurs' Club
 

r 

AMs. ANNA C ' 

Union 	of Polish Crafts 



Annex C - Resolution'of the Council of Ministersregarding the 

scope of work of the Minister for Entrepreneurship 

Promotion 



G-24 Members Representatives 

1. Mr. ALEXANDER DIJCKnMES 
Commission of the European Com

(Co-chairman) 
munities. 

Mr. Klaus Schmidt 

2. Mr IAN HUME 
World Bank 

Mr. Mario Reyes-Vidal 

3. Mr. WILLIAM P, JOSLIN 
USAID 

4 Mr. BERND SCHLEGEL 
The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany 

5. 	 Mr. JOHN HASThGS 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 



(DAI/GEMINI English Translation of Polish Original) 

Resolution No. 139/92 

of the COUNCIL OF MINSTERS 

dated November 20, 1992 

regarding the scope of work of the Minister, Member of Cauncil of Ministers, Zbigniew Eysmont. 

The Council of Ministers decides as follows: 

§ 1. 

The Minister - Member of the Council of Ministers undertakes activities in the field of shaping economic, legal,
social and organizatioDal conditions for the promotion of entrepreneurship and the development of small and 
medium enterprises; supporting inter-departnental activities and the creation of policy in this area. 

§ 2. 

The duties of the Minister, Member of the Council of Ministers, Zbigniew Eysmont includ., spetifically: 

1) preparing, in cooperation with the appropriate state administration agencies and non-governmental 
organizations, of a draft of a government program for promotion and suppo-t for the development of 
private entrepreneurship; 

2) representing the Government in cooperation and contacts with entrepreneurs and their organizations; 

3) informing the appropriate state administration agencies of the opinions, conclusions and expectations
of the private entrepreneurs; in order for these t" be taken int, consideration in the implementation of 
the social and economic policy of the state; 

4) initiating and organizing research concerning tht. "onditions, tendencies and barriers in the development
of cntr ?reneurship; and making evaluations of the ,.utent economic and legal system from the 
standpoint of its influence on economic activity; 

5) initiating and preparing, in cooperation with the interested agencies and institutions, projects 
programs and legal acts supporting the development of private enti.preneurship; 

for 

6) initiating and supporting the activities of the appropriate agencies, institutions and organizations for the 
development of infrastructure supporting the development of private entrepreneurship and its 
promotion; 

7) cooperating with international organizations and other appropriate institutions in activities supporting
the development of private entrepreneurship and its promotion; 

8) cooperating with the appropriate state administration agencies and with the Government's 
Plenipotentiary for European Integration and Foreign Assistance, in order to obtain financial and 
material resources, both domestic and foreign, designated for the development of private sector, as well 
as participation in the disposition of these resources: 

9) cooperating in the acquisition of foreign technical and financia! assistance for the promotion of private 
entrepreneurship. 



§ 3.
 

1. 	 In the cour of rx ,forming the tasks defined in art. 1 and 2, the Minister, Member of the Council ofMinisters, Zbigniew Eysmont shall cooperate with the interested state administration agencies and 
gvernmental organizations. 

2. 	 The Minister  vlember of the Council of Ministers: 

1) 	 comments and consults (makes recmmendations) on programs and legislative acts which can 
have influence on the developmeit of private entrepreneurship; 

2) 	 comments and consults (makes recommadations) activities pertaining to the acquisition offinancial and matuial resources, both domestic and foreign, which serve the promotion and 
support of' privar entrepreneurship; 

3) 	 evaluates and consults (makes recommendations) on proposals for allocation and conditions 
of using domestic and foreign resources designated for the promotion of entrepreneurship and 
development of private sector, 

4) 	 comments (makes recommedations) on directions and programs of activities relating to the
transformation of the economy and its promotion abroad; acquisition of new technologies and
the creation of capital and cooperative relations concerning small and medium enterprises. 

§ 4. 

The state administration agencies and authorities are obliged to cooperate with the Minister, Member of theCouncil of Ministers, Zbigniew Eysmont in the scope of implementing the duties described in article 2 and 3. 

§ S. 

The activities of the Minister - Member of the Council of Ministers Zbigniew Eysmont are supported by the
Cabinet of the Minister, which is an organizational unit of the Office of the Council of Ministers.
 

§ 6. 

The resolution becomes effective on the day it is approved. 

(original signed on November 20, 1992) 
Prime Minister 
Hanna Suchocka 



Annex D - Existing Projects and Institutions Supporting SMEs 

We acknowledge considerable help from Polish Business Advisory Services in 
collecting information used in this section. 

1. 	 Types of Support 

Support from foreign donors does not come without strings attached. Each donor 
has its own rules of procedure and eligibility. The following general comments 
apply: 

O 	 The majority of bilateral aid is disbursed on a project by project basis, often 
including very small projects. As a result, the number of such ongoing 
projects in this list is relatively small. This does not mean, however, that there 
are no opportunities for assistance. 

o 	 Most bilateral aid is tied to using technical assistance from the donor country. 
In many cases this means that it is difficult to fund revenue costs relating to 
Polish employees of a project through foreign assistance. 

o 	 In the case of PHARE, although the actual use of the money is not too tightly 
tied and the funds come as a grant to the Polish government, disburserent is 
tied to general programmes determined on an annual basis and specific items 
identified within these programmes are put out to competitive tender where 
appropriate. PHARE programm.es are therefore relatively inflexible when it 
comes to funding new specific projects. The World Bank operates in a similar 
way, but the funds come by way of a loan. 

The different rules and procedures of different donors can mean that coordination 
and cofinancing of projects is difficult to achieve. 

2. 	 Existing Support Instituticns and Donor Funded Projects 

Business SupportInstitutions 

There are a wide variety of initiatives, both Polish and donor initiated, which act to 

give advice and information to entrepreneurs. 

a. 	 PolishInitiatives 

There are a number of different networks which have been established to give 
advice and information to entrepreneurs, inCIuding: 

.	 Regional Development Agencies. RDAs are autonomous bodies charged with 
activitz ,onne.:ed ofwith regional developrnent. including development 
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the private sector. Most are relatively new and are still defining their exactactivities. There are RDAs in almost half the Voievodships and they are now
trying to establish a national association. 

o Economic Foundation of NSZZ "Solidanok". The Foundation has organised
a variety of different a..tions in support of small enterprises includingtraining, advice, and an information bank. The Foundation has 23 region;al
offices. 

o) 	 Fundacja Inicjatyw Spoleczno-Ekonomicznych (FISE). FISE was set up as aninitiative of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs and operates through16 Agencies for Local Initiatives giving basic advice and information. TheAgencies have been set up in areas of greatest economic and social need. .FISE
is closely connected with the bank BISE. 

o Chambers of Commerce and of Craftsmen. Chambers exist across the country
(although there is a big concentration in the larger towris, particularly
Warsaw). Most Chambers are small and weak and somein cases are
dominated by State Owned Enterprises. 

o) 	 Economic Societies. Economic Societies exist across the country promoting
economic development Although they were significant at the point oftransition, newer organisations such as local Chambers of Commerce have in many cases taken over their role as far as support of SMEs is concerned. 

Activities within Voievodship Offices. All Voievodship offices havedepartnents dealing with business promotion and information/ consulting
points. 

O There 	are a number of other independent initiatives such as the establishment 
of local incubator projects. 

b. 	 Donor-ledInitiatives. 

It should be noted that a number of the initiatives above, for example FISE, have
 
received foreign aid.
 

Specific initiatives include: 

o) 	 Business Support Centres. 16 BSCs have been created through
Cooperation Fund using PHARE assistance. 	

the 
The give basic adviceinformation and training and are hosted by exist institutions, mostlyChambers of Commercp. The Cooperation Fund also has a number of otherinitiauvL., including the establishment of a national Euro Info CentreCorrespondence Centre, giving information on standards and contacts withthe European Community, and assistance to the National Chamber of 

Commerce. 
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o Polish Business Advisory Services (PBAS). 'Tis is an initiative to provideconsultancy and support to mediuia-sized enterprises. The initiative has beenset up by the International Finance Corporation and EBRD in association withand with support from a number of other toreign donors and the Polishgovernment. This initiative works on the basis that the recipient enterprisescontribute towards the costs. The German organisation GTZ proposes tointroduce a similar initiative but without payment by the recipient. 

CI 	 Regional Management Centres. The UK Know How Fund 	has established
four Regional Management Centres (in Lublin, L6d, PoznaA and Gdafisk)which as well as providing management training also provide advice services 
to SMEs in their areas. 

O 	 STRUDER. This regional development initiative funded by PHA.R- willinclude provision for advice and information to the private sector whenimplementation starts during 1993. In.order to support STRUDER, the PolishAgency for Regional Development is being established. This body wil haveresponsibility for coordination of the STRUDER actions. 

ol 	 USAID has established three Polish-American Small Business Advisory
Centres in Warsaw, Gdafisk, and L6d;. 

0 	 The Ministry of Labour has a project funded by the World Bank in support ofmicro-enterprises which includes provision for the establishment of a number
of incubator projects across the country. 

Schemesfor Low CostConsultancy 

There 	are a variety of schemes to use retired executives orenterprises. at low 	
IBAs to help specificcost These include: USAID (International Executive Service
Corps, MBA Enterprise Corps), Canada (Canadian Executive Service Organisation).
 

Management Training 

There are a variety of initiatives to promote management training, since this is an
area to which many 
foreign assistance programmes are ideally suited. Specific
initiatives include: 

o 	 Management and Business Schools. There are at least 38 such schools inPoland giving a variety of different courses, some relevant to entrepreneurs. 

0 	 Regional Management Centres. The UK Know How Fund has establishedfour Regional Management Centres (in Lublin, L6d., Poznafi and GdaAsk)which as well as providing management training also provide advice services 
to SMEs in their areas. 
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o 	 Small Business Training Institutes funded by USAID in Bialystok, PoznaA, 
and Rzesz6w 

Many bilateral donors have some form of training exchange programme, typically 
for targeted sectors and for managers and not necessarily relevant to SMEs. Courses 
are normally rut in the donor country. Countries operating such schemes include: 
Britain, Sweden, Netherlands, and Denmark. 

PolicyAdvice 

USAID has funded the long term GEMNI project which provides SME policy 
advisors attached to the office of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion. To 
assist legislative reform, USAID has funded the IRIS project (an independent body 
looking at institutional reform and the informal sector), and RITE (removal of 
impediments to trade) initiatives, the Rule of Law and Commercial Law projects. 

EC-PHARE has allocated funds to policy advice activities, originally scheduled to be 
with the Ministry of Industry, but the actual use of these funds is still under 
discussion. 

SectoralProjects 

Projects which are related to other sectors also have an impact on SME development 
Such sectors include particularly: agriculture, tourism, employment initiatives, 
technological devrlopment 

This applies not only to foreign assistance but also to Polish governmental 
initiatives. In particular, the Ministry of Labour has a number of schemes related to 
employment creation and the retraining of the unemployed. These schemes give 
very small grants or loans to unemployed people who wish to set up their own
 
businesses.
 

Short Term Assistancefrom ForeignDonors 

As stated above, there am many examples of foreign donors giving short term 
technical assistance to srmal projects (for example Swiss government support to 
SMEs in two specific gr.dnas). There are too many projects to mention individually, 
but it should be noted that this is a real opportunity for the future. 

3. 	 Banks and Other FinancialInstitutions relevant to SMEs 

Banks and InstitutionsSupportingSMEs 

The Polish banking system is structured in the following way: 

• 	 National Bank of Poland - the Central Bank 
* 	 State-owned banks 
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Private banks 
At the moment there are more than 90 private banks active including several
with foreign capital. In addition there are extensive number of cooperative
banks. The majority of these banks are affiliated in the Food Economy Bank. 

Special Institutions 
A number of specific institutions have been set up specifically to help the banks help
the private sector. These .clude: 

0 The Polish American Enterprise Fund (PAEF), set up as a separate fund using
the b nks only as windows for dealing with clients rather than for credit
appraisal. PAEF has also set up a number of other initiatives including an 
equity fund set up in association with EBRD. 

" The Bank for Soco-Economic Initiatives (BISE) set up by the Ministry of
Labour with assistance and funding from France and operating in close 
cooperation with FISE (see above). 

O Caresbac Polska. Caresbac Polska is operational since 1991. It is a joint stock
comp'oanv whose shares are held by Caresbac-USA, the Cooperation Fund and
'-he Foundation for development of Polish Agricultlre. The aim of the 
company is to invest in firms with between 15 and 100 employees. Inaddition to the investment Caresbac provides the firms invested in, with
information and advice on all business related subjects. The minimum level 
of the investment is $ 75,000. 

0 The Polish Development Bank, set up as an apex bank and responsible for
credit lines from the World Bank, the European Investment Bank (EIB) and anumber of foreign donors. The PDB also gives loans itself although these are 
not orientated towards SMEs. 

Bank Training 

Bank Training is dearly of importance in developing the banking sector. Foreign
assistance has been given in various different forms from, for example, EC-PHARE,
and the British Know-How Fund. The initiatives listed above have required asubstantial amount of bank training to be effective, for example from France in the 
establishment of BISE. 

Sources of Credit 

As well as normal bank credit, there are the following schemes of assistance to 
S.V-s: 

: Specialist institutions as listed above. 
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o 	 A credit line denominated in ECUs funded by EC-PHARE managed by the 
Cooperation Fund 

O Loans from EIB and EBRD for larger enterprises. The EIB loans are managedby the Polish Development Bank. The EBRD loans are through a variety of 
foreign owned banks. 

o 	 World Bank loans through the Polish Development Bank. The World Bankalso proposes to set up small funds alongside the incubator projects being set up in the programme managed by the Ministry of Labour. 

o 	 Small loans to the unemployed who start up businesses funded by the
Ministry of Labour through Local Labour Offices. 

Sources of Equity 

Equity finance is at present an underdeveloped sector, but there are institutionswhich deal with equity including the Polish American Enterprise Fund, CaresbacPolska, and TISE (associated with BISE). Inevitably these initiatives presently
concentrate on larger SMEs and have yet little experience.
 
The STRUDER programme 
 includes provision for the establishment of regional 
investment funds. 

Western-funded CreditLines 

There 	are a number of schemes which finance exports from the West to Poland. Such,,chemes include ones financed by Austria, Denmark, France, Finland, Spain,Norway, Germany, and Switzerland. Such finance is not necessarily very useful to
SMEs unless they can avoid the exchange risk by exporting from Poland. Schemes
have been agreed but not implemented with a number of other countries, including

South Korea.
 

Nonetheless, there are a number of credit lines which are available for enterprises,typically orientated for a particular sector. Most of the credit lines have not beendisbursed very quickly, owing to the conditions and problems in the bankdng sector.A separate review of these credit lines has been undertaken by a banking task force
and its report should be available in due course. 

OtherInitiatices 

Although there has been much speculation about the establishment of guaranteeschemes, there 	is no large scale scheme functioning at present. Under the NBPscheme, 212 guarantees were issued for some 130 billion zloty in 1990-92. Since theguaranteed part of the loan was decreased in mid-1992, no new guarantees weregiven. The STRUDER programme includes funding for a new guarantee fund. 
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There are few sources of direct grants putside the STRUDER scheme which will give 

grants to enterprises receiving loans from accredited banks in specified areas of the 

country. 

number of additional initiatives to support institutions relevant to theThere are a 

financial sector. In particular:
 

EC PHARE has a financial sector development prograrmne which, as well as 

improving the capabilities of the banks through training, seeks to develop the 

insurance sectcr, the accounting and auditing sector, and the tax and fiscal 

administration sector. 

o 	 EBRD has initiated a project using a private company to set up a credit rating 

service. 
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Annex E - Listof PossibleActions 

1. Financing 

Banking Services 

To improve the banking services implies a good infrastructure of payments between 
banks and this means action to develop banking information technology and the 
establishment of a clearing house 

In addition, banks have to be informed, advised and trained in working with this 
new technology. AL;o personnel of banks have to be trained, for examplc tzo be more 
customer friendly. 

Finally, services for foreign transactions, such as provision of letters of credit, are 
underdeveloped and further action needs to be taken to develop these services. 

Credit 

The establishment of a central business register could assist banks in gathering 
information on their clients. Businesses could also use this register to get 
information on their business partners. There are already a number of concepts 
developed for the establishment of such a register.. 

According to normal banking practice, banks ask for collateral when providing 
loans to private business to diminish their risk. The existing relevant legislation in 
Poland hampers this process. Regarding legislation it is necessary to: 
* speed up of the reform of collateral law including the establishment of an 

asset/collateral register 
* reform the bankruptcy law 
* reform the property law 

To judge the value of collateral it would be helpful if standard procedures for the 
valuation of assets/collateral were to be developed whilst in addition a kind of 
information system on the value of assets and collateral should be set up. 

Apart from legislation/regulation and information on collateral also the lack of 
collateral by SMiE is mentioned as one of the constraints in lending to private banks. 
Documentation, reports and interviews suggest that banks will give more credit to 
private business if there are other institutions to share the risk with. To overcome 
this problem a guarantee facilitv can be set up.
 
Two kind o- guarantee faciitie , can be distinguished, namely:
 
* a Mutual Guarantee Scheme 
* a Loan Guarantee Scheme 
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At this moment there are several initiative-, develnppri to set uip Mutual GuaranteeSchemes and Loan a Guarantee Scheme. It would be reasonable to decide that one ofthe initiatives aimed at setting up a Mutual Guarantee Scheme and one aimed atsetting up a Loan Guarantee Scheme will be cdrried out as pilot projects. 

High interest rates form an important constraint for firms for getting loans andconsequently for investment. To stimulate investment soft loans could be providedby banks or by specific institutions. The criteria for eligibility of these loans dependson the strategic objectives developed as part of SME policy and could include:
* manufacturing SMEs 
* Livestment in fixed assets 
• SlMEs in relatively disadvantaged regions

* 
 SMEs in growth potential regions 
• start ups 

To improve banks in dealing with loans to private business it is necessary that bankpersonnel are advised and trained on aspects such as:* assessing creditworthiness and risk evaluation 
* loan monitoring 
* restructuing loans
 
Although there are a numb,,-: 
 of initiatives of donors in this field, the coordination 
and scope of these initiatives should be improved. 

Equity 

As described above there is a lack of equity capital. The provision of equityfinancing by private persons can be stimulated by special tax measures such as:• tax incentives for private persons investing in private business
* 
 similar treatment of dividends and interest on savings 

The number of venture capital institutions is still very limited in Poland. Due tohigh operational costs and tJ'e high risk venture capital firms are eagerparticipate in not tosmall business. Via schemes participation by venture capitalinstitutions can be improved. Such schemes might include• tax incentives for venture capital firms investing in SMiEs* guarantee scheme for venture capital firms 

A further way of introducing equity is through joint venturescompanies. Such ventures have the 
with foreign

added advantage that they introducemanagement skills and technology to the Polish business. There needs to be furtherpromotion of opportunities for joint ventures. 
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Other financial institutions 

The establishment of leasing, factoring and insurance institutions requires a change 
in the legislative and regulatory frame work linked with the activities of such 
institutions. 

Other support schemes 

Apart 	from the above mentioned actions which are mainly aimed at the institutions 
providing financing it also necessary that SME will be informed, advised and 
trained on different aspects of financing: accounting, filling in application forms and 
in preparing other required documents, consequences of foreign exchange credits, 
etc.. In the chapter "Information and counselling" more information is given on the 
ways in which this can be realised. 

The transition to a market economy will inevitably lead to increasing international 
competition. New. technological developments are leading to new and better 
products and services, to more efficient means of production and to an increasing 
productivity. To assist SMEs in improving their competitive position, schemes can 
be developed to assist them in financing activities needed such as: 
* 	 soft loans/grants for the -financingof technical commercialisation 
* 	 soft loans/grants to finance modernisation of the production process 

At this moment the economic situation of the domestic market does not leave much 
room for SME-development, particularly in depresscr regions. To grow SMEs, 
producing goods and services which can be exported, need to export as quickly as 
possible. In the field of export financing the following actions can be developed: 
* 	 soft loans/grants for the financing of export activities 
* 	 an institution can be set up for insurance and financing of export activities 
* 	 financial support to promote the formation of export consortia consisting of 

small firms. Support is given for joint export promotion or marketing 
activities, because in particular these activities are relatively costly for SME to 
finance on their own. In addition cooperation between firms can improve the 
exchange of experiences between SMIE 

2. 	 Information and Counselling 

To address these constraints in the context of existing experience, the following 
actions have been suggested: 

a. 	 To increase the number of local initiatives, some form of central government 
subsidy scheme open to all local initiatives supporting small enterprise. Such 
subsidy would be subject to clear criteria of eligibility, for example: a 
specified maximum amount; at least matching funds from the initiative itself; 
preference to be given to the establishment of initiatives in relatively 
disadvan:-.ed areas; no funding for salar ies or purchase of property; 
business -*an showing how the ir~iiative can become self-financing. In order 
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for such a scheme to be effective in the longer term, attention must be givento ev,,uauLud4 0 e, idLg PZojeLs iS €,e -. S kt,:Ciio of new ones. 

b. To develop standards and knowledge among business counsellors operatingin business support organisations, central government coordination oftraining of such personnel using both Poiish and foreign resources. Suchcoordination could lead to the creation of some form of centre of excellencefor such training, ensuring that standards are kept and that training oftrainers is effective. There should also be morresponding coordination oftraining for relevant public agencies, for example the people working in the
information points in Voievodship offices. 

c. To develop opportunities for relevant training and education forentrepreneurs, similar coordination of training activities in Management andBusiness Schools (together with any training provided by bLuiness support
organisations). 

d. To increase the quality of private consultants acting for the private sector,some form of national accreditation scheme for such consultants which couldbe used by other agencies in referring entrepreneurs to private consultants.
Possibly a national directory of consultants could be published. 

e. To stimulate businesses to use private consultants, the creation or a grant
scheme directed at subsidising consultancy costs. 

f. To ensure that small businesses can locate sources of assistance, a centralgovernment help-line (perhaps with additional regional help-lines) to giveinformation on assistance and to direct entrepreneurs to appropriateinstitutions. This initiative could include the publication of a directory of 
sources of foreign assistance. 

g. To ensure that information on specific subjects reaches entrepreneurs,
coordination of national sources of information so that they use all the localnetworks of business support institutions identified above. This wouldrequire national action in the provision of general business information
together with specific information in the fields of technology, export andforeign trade, privatisation issues, regional action on these issues, and also,for example, opportunities for subcontracting. Although this will notnecessarily solve the corlamunication problem, it could nonetheless improvethe current situation. Any provision of information needs to be coordinatedwith training of personnel in busLness support organisations andVoievodship offices in how to deal with andqueries how to market 

information to entrepreneurs. 

h. To ensure that the information available centrally is relevant and presented in an appropriate way, a study of the information needs of the SM sector. It 
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should be noted that the Cooperation Fund has alrea, 1 initiated such a study 
under 	the PHARE programme. 

i. 	 To develop effective sharing of information between entrepreneurs, a
systematic scheme to help develop autonomous stn.ictures such as Chambers
of Commerce. Foreign donors have already given a rxumber of small amounts
of technical assistance either to the National Chambe. of Commerce or to
local Chambers, but this could be made more effective through coordination. 

j. 	 To support the medium-sized enterprise sector, continued suppurt from the
Polish government and foreign Lonors to organisations assisting medium
sized enterprises through consultancy and dissemination of information on,
for example, technical standards, sources of finance, and other assistance 
available. 

k. 	 To develop the existing networks of business support agencies, continued 
supporL from foreign donors (Business Support Centres, STRUDER, etc).
Foreign assistance should pay attention to mechanisms to ensure that over
time an indigenous Polish consulting and advice sector will develop itself as 
a complement to these networks. 
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Annex F- Listof Persons Interviewed by the Task Fort
 
Secretariat
 

Ms. Eve W. Anderson
 
USAJD
 

Mr. Krystyn Bernatowicz
 
Ministry of Labor
 

Minister Jan Krzysztof Bielecki
 
Minister for European Integration and Foreign Assistance
 

Ms. Nathalie Bolgert
 
BISE - Bank of Social and Economic Initiatives
 

Mr. Radoslaw Czapski
 
EC Delegation
 

Mr. Michael Davenport
 
British Government Know How Fund
 

Mr. Ronald A. Dwight
 
IRIS - Poland Project
 

Minister Zbigniew Eysmont
 
Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion
 

Mr. David A. Fisher
 
CARESBAC-PoLka S.A.
 

Mr. Yves Fortin
 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
 

Mr. Adam GalczvAski
 
Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion
 

Mr. Andrzej Gerhardt 
Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion 

Ms. Krvstyna Gurbiel 
Cooperation Fund 

Mr. Jerzv Gutkowski 
Ministry of Finance 
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Mr. Krzysztof Herbst
 
FISE - Foundation for Social and Economic Initiatives
 

Mr. Konrad Hryciuk
 
DAI/GEMINI
 

Mr. Jacek Jettmar
 
SAKK
 

Mr. Tomasz Jezioraski
 
BISE - Bank of Social and Economic Initiatives
 

Mr. William R Joslin
 
USAID - U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Mr. Wojciech Kostrzewa
 
Polish Development Bank
 

Mr. Marek Kozak 
Office for Undersecretary of State for European ntegration and Foreign 
Assistance 

Ms. Janina Kraszewska
 
National Bank of Poland
 

Mr. Jan Kr6l
 
Member oi the Parliament
 

Mr. Waldemar Kuczyfiski
 
Unia Demokratyczna
 

Mr. Marek Kulczycki 
Polish-American Enterprise Fund 
The Enterprise Credit Corporation 

Mr. Andrzej Lewifhski 
Ministry of Industry and Trade 

Mr. Wojciech Lipka 
Union of Polish Banks 

Mr. Jerzy Loch 
Cabinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion 

Mr.Charles van der Mandele 
Polish Business Advisory Service 
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Annex G - ListofReports and Documents used by the Task Force 
Secretariat 

Poland - Private Sector Assessment
 
World Bank Report
 
Janua.y 19, 1993
 

Poland - Review of the Private Small and Medium Scale Enterprises Sector
 
World Bank Report
 
February 1, 1991
 

The Legal Framework for Private Sector Development in a Tranw.tional Economy 
the case of Poland 
World Bank Report 
November 1991 

Policy on Small ard Medium-Sized Enterprises in Central and Eastern European 
Countries - Internatonal Small Business Congress 
Warsaw 1992 

Small Business and Developing Market Economy - International Small BLasiness 
Congress. 
Warsaw 1992 

Bringing New Technology to the Marketplace: The New Fundamentals
 
First National Entrepreneurship Forum in Gdynia
 
Poland May 12, 1992
 

Draft Concept on Credit Guarantee System
 
:abinet of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion
 
Warsaw, January 1993
 

Promoting the Establishrtent of New Business 
- A'Means of "Grass Roots Privatization" 
[from Mr Schlegel] 

Bottlenecks to Private SME Development in Poland 
Memorandum from David Hartford to Charles van der Mandele 
2' January 1993 

Collateral Law Reform in Poland by Ronald A.Dwight, US-Poland Chamber of 
Commerce, U.S. Poland Connection, 1992, Vol. 2, No.1, p. 17 
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Small and Medium-Size Enterprises in Poland Analysis and Policy
Recommendations by Maciej H.Grabowski & Przemyslaw Kulawczyk from The 
GdaYtsk Institute for Market Economics 

Ronald Dwight's speech presented at the Conference of the Academy of
 
Science - Systems Research Institute, 'Transition to Advanced Market
 
Economies", June 1992, Warsaw
 
Institutional Reform and the Availability of Credit to Small and Medium Size 
Enterprises in Poland - Collateral Law Reform 

Description of the IRIS-Poland Project
 
IRIS-Poland Project (Brochure)
 

Die Bedeutung Mittelstandischer Unternehmen in der Marktwirtschaft
 
(Mr.Schiegel)
 

Finanzierungshilfen fur die Grundung Mittelstandischer Unternehmen in Polen
 
(Mr.Schlegel)
 

Existenzgrundungsfonds (START-Kredit) in Ungarn
 
(Mr.Schlegel)
 

Czech and Moravian Guarantee and Development Bank.
 
Promotion Programmes for Small and Medium-Size Business in the Czech Republic
 
1992
 

Summary Canada's Assistance Program in Poland
 
Warsaw May, 1992
 

Jednostki realizujace programy PHARE
 
1992
 
[Entities implementing PHARE Programs]
 

Industrial Development Agency Profile 

Preliminary opinion of the organization of economic self-government of private 
entrepreneurs on Lhe assumption for the activities of the Task Force for SME 
investment. 
Mr.Boguslaw W6jcik's speech on February 16, 1993; Task Force Meeting 

Draft Country Report for Poland on: The situation of small and medium-sized 
private enterprises in Poland and government activities supporting the development 
of entrepreneurship. 
MIT Dept. for Promotion of Entrepreneurship; Warsaw - May, 19,, 2 

Ministry of Industry and Trade 
Enterprise Development Center Co.Ltd 
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Warsaw, February 1992
 

Finansowanie Malych i Srednich Przedsitbiorstw w PoIsce.
 
Ministry of Ibrdustry and Trade.
 
Warsaw, June 1992
 

Zalozenia programowe dzialaA Pehnomocnika Rzadu ds. popierania przedsie
biorczotci w zakresie wspierania malych i rednich jednostek gospodarczych.
 
Ministerstwo Przemyslu, Departament Promocji Przedsiibiorczoci
 
Warszawa 21 grudzie 1990 r.
 

Rozw6j sieci instytucji twiadczcych ushigi na rzecz malych i trednich przedsie

biorstw w zakresie informacji, szkolenia i doradztwa.
 
Ministerstwo Przemyslu i Handlu. Departament Promocji Przedsi~biorzoci
 
Warszawa, Lipiec 1991
 

Informacja o dzialalnoci Departamentu Promocji Przedsilbiorczotci za okres 1991 -

I kw.1992 r.
 
Ministerstwo Przemyslu i Handlu. Departament Promocji Przedsicbiorczoci
 
30 kwieciefi 1992 r.
 

Objectives for the Activities of the Minister for Entrepreneurship Promotion
 
Cabinet Office of the Minister of Small Business Promotion, Council of Ministers
 
December 1992
 

Zalozenia polityki przemyslowej
 
Ministerstwo Przemyslu i Handlu
 
Wa.rszawa, czerwiec 1992
 

Koncepcja Centrum Informacyjnego Small Businessu.
 
Ministerstwo Przemysilu i Handlu.
 
Instytut Organizacji Przemy7u Maszynowego
 
Warszawa, listopad 1992
 
[Concept of the Small Business Information Center]
 

Zestawienie rodk6w finansowych krajowych i zagranicznych na wsparde sektora
 
prywatnego. Stan na 17.02.1993
 
Gabinet Ministra d/s Promocji Drobnej Przedsi~biorczoki, Urzad Rady Ministr6w
 
[Statement/Listing of financial recources, domestic and foreign, for the support of
 
private sector, as of 17.02.1993]
 

Some Practical and Theoretical Aspects of Poland's Transformation from a
 
Convand Economy to a Market-Driven System, Jan Macieja, 1991
 

Citizens Democracy Corps
 
Assistance to Poland
 
Activities of U.S. Nonprofit Organizations
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1992 

Koniunktura w przemy~le. Sektor prywatny (zaklady os6b fizycznych)
 
Pa~dziernik 1992, Biuletyn Nr 1
 
Instytut Rozwoju Gospodarczego SGH.
 
Warszawa, styczeA 1993
 
[Industial Opportunities. Private Sector. (Private companies)]
 

Polish Chamber of Commerce. Profile 
1991 

Institutions Involved in Management Training and Development in Poland.
 
Cooperation Fund
 
Warsaw, June, 1992
 

Pomoc techniczna przy tworzeniu instytucji wspierajacych rozw6j malej przedsii
biorczogci. Wniosek techniczny. Kwieciei 1992 
Center on Education and Training for Employment. 
The Ohio State University 

Instytucje wspomagajqce small business w Polsce. Informator
 
Minister3two Przemyslu i Handlu. Departament Promocji Przedsi~biorczotci
 
Warszawa, wrzesief. 1992
 
[Institutions supporting Small Business in Poland]
 

Regional Problems and Policies in Poland.
 
by Remy Prud'homme
 
October 1991
 

Small Privatization. Polish Experiences 1990 - 1991
 
The Gdatsk Institute for Market Economics
 
No 22 ,Gdaisk 1992
 

Industrial Policy Premises
 
Ministry of Industry and Trade
 
Wrsaw, June 1992
 

Technical Assiatance to Develop Micro-Enterprise Support Institutions 
Employment Promotion and Services Project 
Terms of Reference 
lvlisty/of Labour and Social Policy 
Excepts from World Bank Report 1992 

Promotion of Entrepreneurship in Poland. 
Ministry of Industry and Trade 
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Programme for Structural Development in Selected Regions (STRUDER) 
1992 

Proposal to Assumptions for National Socio-Economic Policy
 
Industrial arid Commercial Issues
 
Ministry of Industry and Trade
 
Warsaw, July 1992
 

Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in Promoting Economic Development. 
Strategies for Smali Business Development in Job Creation 
OIC Poland, Peace Corps 
Lublin, September 25-27, 1992 

USAID: 
User's Gu-de for Polish Business Seeking Financing, Technical Assistance, and 
Business Training 
February 1993 

Developing the Private Sector:
 
Direct A.ssistance to Private Business
 
February,1993
 

Making Poland Competitive: Management Training
 
July 1992
 

U.S. Assistance to the Republic of Poland
 
September 30, 1992
 

Participant Training Project for Europe
 
January 1993
 

Entrepreneurs International 
The US-Polish Partnership Program 
January 1993 

Status of Projects Report 
Warsaw, Poland 
February 1, 1992 

A National Assessment of the Role of Small and Medium Enterprise in the Agro-
Industry Sector of Poland 
DAI/GEMlNI Poland Small Business Project 
Warsaw, Poland 
January, 1993 

Small and Medium Enterprise Loan Guarantee .acility FeasibilI., Study 
DAI/GEMIM Poland Small Business Project 
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Warsaw, Poland
 
January, 1993
 
A Const.chtin Industry Sub-sector Assessment of 
 Policy Constraints and 
Opportunities fo. Siai and Medium Enterprise Growth 
DAI/GEMINI ?oland Small Business Project 
(Phase 1 Report) 
September 1992 

Program rozAoju sektora prywatnego. Pomoc dla instytucji wspierajacych rozw6j 
sektora prywatnego. 
Cooperatin Fund Raport I Maja 1992 - 30 Pa±dziernika 1992 

Program wspierania rozwoju madych i trednich przedsiebiorstw.
 
Cooperation Fund Report 1 Maja 1992 - 30 Kwietnia 1992
 

1992 Annual Report
 
Polish-American Enterprise Fund
 

Annual Report 1992
 
BISE - Bank for Socio-Economic Initiatives
 

1991 Annual Report
 
Polski Bank Rozwojt.
 

Rola i miejsce drobnej wytw6rczoci w gospodarce Polski
 
by Andrzej Lewiftski.
 
Ministry of Industry arid Trade
 
October 1992
 
[Function and Place of Small Business in Poland]
 

The First Evaluation of the Initial State of Small- and Medium Sized Enterprises of
 
non-socialized economy in the early part of 1990.
 
The Ministry of Industry
 
The Department for Initiative Promotion
 
Warsaw, February 1991
 

Zwiazek Rzemiosla Polskiege
 
Informacja w sprawie dziatalnoci i aktualnych problem6w trodowiska rzemiet
lniczego.
 
Rzemioslo polskie i jego organizacje.
 
Postulaty Zwi.zku Rzemiosla Polskdego z dnia 20.11.1992
 

Publikatieblad van de Europese Gemeenschapr. ,n, no C 169/7, Avies over
 
Mededeling var 
de Commissie getiteld " De rol van onderlinge waarborgsystemen 
in de financiering van middelgrote en kleine bedrijven in de Europese 
Gemeenschap", 1992 
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[Official Journal of the European Communities, no C 169/7, Advice on an 
Announcement of the Commission titled 'The role of Mutual Guarantee Schemes on 
financing of medium-sized ard small entreprises in the European Community", 
1992] 
Uchwala III Walnego Zgromadzenia Zwiazku Bank6w Polskich
 
Serock, 10-11 marca 1993r.
 
Uchwaly Nr 6,7,8,9,10,11 lI1 Walnego Zgromadzenia Zwi.zku Bank6w Polskich
 

Credit Quarantee Scheme for the Small Business Sector by Eckart Jehring
 
International Small Bt.siness Series 11
 

New Organizational Structures for Entrepreneurship Promotion and Small and 
Medium-Sized Enterprises Development in Poland by prof. Joop G. Vianen 
Research Institute for Small and Medium -Size Business. 
Zoetermeer, September 1992 

Pilot Induvrial Subcontracting and Partnership Exchange at Gdaisk/Final Report

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
 
December 7, 1992
 

Lobbying na 6wiecie.
 
Biuro Studi6w i Araliz Kancelarii Senatu
 
Marzec 1993
 

Zaio2enia polityki gospodarczej w 1993.
 
Zalaczaik nr 1 do Uchwaly Sejmu RP z dnia 17 paidziernika 1992r.
 
Monitor Polski Nr 35, 1992;
 

Summary Description
 
Polish Business Advisory Service
 
13 January 1993
 

XIX Intermational Small Business Congress
 
Poland Warsaw'92
 
Recommendations for Poland
 

Private Business Organiza'ions and the Legislative Process
 
Warsaw, Poland
 
DAI/GEMINI Poland
 
3mall Busnes , Project
 
[anuary, 1993
 

Krajowa Izba Gospodarcza: 

Opinia Prezyd.um Komitetu Prz.!dsiebiorstw Malych i grednich K I G na temat 
niezb.dnych zian w polityce promocji prywatnej przedsiebiorczotci. 
Komitet Przed~ieb;orstw Malvch i .4rediuich 
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Warszawa, dnia 5.09.1991 

Stanowisko Prezydium Komitetu Przedsiebiorstw Malych i Srenich K I G wobec 
polityki rz~du w sprawie rozwoju polskiego small businessu. (Malych i 6rednich 
Przedsiebiorstw - M S P). 
Koxidict Przedsi~biorstw Malych i trednich 

A view of SMEs 1992. Information on the number of companies and employment, as 
for December 31, 1992 
Cabinet of the Minister for Small Business Promotion 
4 March 1993 

OECD Economic Surveys.
 
Centre for Co-Operation with European Economies in Transition.
 
Poland 1992
 

Polard. International Economic Report 1991/1992 
World Economy Research Institute 
WaLsaw 1992 

Biuletyn statystyczny nr 1 
Miesi!czrik. Warszawa 1993. Luty 

Male i trednie Przedsiebiorstwa w latach 1990-1991 
Zakdad Badati Statystyczno-Ekonomicznych G16wnego Urz~du Statystycznego 
Polskiej Akademdi Nauk. 
Zeszyt 206 
Warszawa 1992 
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ANNEX G
 

BOTTLENECKS TO PRIVATE SME DEVELOPMENT IN POLAND
 

Paper prepared by: 
David Hartford. 
3P/PBAS. 1992 



Bottlenecks to Private SME Development in Poland 

Introduction 

As 3P/PBAS surveys its experiences ove, the past year, there are some 
generalizations it can put together about the factors it has encountered which impact its 
chosen market segment: private; Polisli-SME's. These factors are important, 3P/PBAS
believes, because if the SME's do not develop, Poland's economy is likely to be fractured 
into extremely large companies, state-owned and foreign, and a proliferation. of very
small enterprises which aren't able to grow to their true potential. If it is presumed that 
employment growth is most likely to come from a vibrant private SME sector, this 
situation would lead to significant unemployment and underemployment. 

The first perception is that there is a very active private many peoplesector: 
starting businesses, particularly trade, and retail of consumer products. There is no 
quest.on about there being a very active entrepreneurial spirit in Poland. The 
govf.rnment statistics about the private sector producing near 50% of GDP is a clear 
indication of this. 

However, there are a number of factors which are inhibiting the development of 
private SME's, particularly the medium-sized businesses. This brief is intended to set 
forth some of these factors as the basis for further discussions, and perhaps research. 
Therefore, no attempt has been made to weigh, or even validate, the factors. This paper
is as exhaustive as possible in trying to identify inhibitors, leaving the determination of 
their relative importance open to a future discussion. 

Many of these factors are not limited in their impact to SME's. However, it is 
believed that their impact on the overall business environment has a fairly clear effect 
on SME development, because it is assumed that even the profitability and growth, or 
lack thereof, of larger enterprises, state or private, whether Polish, foreign or joint
ventures, will impact the SME sector directly, because of the larger enterprises being
potential customers for SME's (suppliers and subcontractors) as wCll as employiig people
who are potential customers for SME's (consumer products and services). What 
3P/PBAS has tried to do in this memo, therefore, is to break the identified factors into 
sections, from the most general to the more specific: 1. factors influencing business 
development generally; 2. factors influencing the private sector generally; and 3. factors 
specific to SME's. 

Also, many of the issues raised in this paper are based on personal observations 
and can not be piu,,;n by any hard statistics. In fact, combined, they present an almost 
contrarian view of what is currently happening in the area of new business 

development, where economic statistics suggest a gradual improving of the economy, on 
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which there also appears to be some consensus among the experts. It may be, as 
suggested by some, that the improvements in the economy are taking place in the state 
sector, in which case the observations by 3P/PBAS would remain generally valid. 
However, some of the observations by 3P/PBAS, e.g., the lack of information for a 
manager to base bis decisions on or the absence of marketing skills within the enterprise, 
would seem to be equally valid for the state enterprise sector as well. The recent 
successes of some enterprises may well be the result of a temporary opening of the 
foreign markets, of luck, or of not yet observed deficits elsewhere (e.g., state-owned 
enterprises not paying their bills, not servicing their debt or paying their taxes. They will 
have gained time fcr the economy to seriously start working on lifting some of the 
inhibitors enumerated below. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT GENERALLY 

1. 	 Economic Environment 

a. 	 internal and external recession; and 
b. 	 loss of traditional markets due to economic and political changes in them. 

2. General Psychological Outlook 

mistrust of others, particularly outsiders (foreigners) This is not entirely 
unjustified: the first wave of foreign partners, and consultants, included a 
lot of carpetbaggers. 

3. Governmental Action and Inaction 

a. 	 lack of comprehensive industrial policv tha" could serve as a framework for 
appropriate legislation. This is the result of moving to the other side of 
the pendulum, i.e. away from even a semblance of state-planning and 
inte.rference; 

b. 	 agreements with foreign governments which limit the ability of Polish 
companies to protect themselves against imports, while restricting their 
access to foreign ma:kets; 

c. 	 foreign export development programs, particularly those which include 
financing at preferential rates, which induce both government and business 
in Poland to buy foreign; and 

d. 	 particular uncertainty about ownership of land and other assets, and 
therefore inability to sell, lease or otherwise contract. 
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4. Infrastructure 

a. 	 while major projects are underway to alleviate tils problem, poor 
telecommunications remain an impoitaii, imp.tdiment (even when it works, 
it's time consuming); 

b. 	 transportation system (roads, railway, air) inefficient, internal and external 
equally remain a bottle-neck to rapid change; 

c. 	 after the collapse or retrenching of the formerly state-owned domestic 
trade organisations, there is a lack of distribution networks that can 
support the individual enterprise that is now forced to establish its own 
network from scratch (even where the know-how is available, this entails 
major costs); 

d. 	 service industries are in infancy (e.g., lawyers, accountants, consultants, 
insurance); and 

e. 	 financial services, especially the banking system, are not yet capable of 
serving a growing, d. -centralized economy. Its management and staff are 
relatively inexperienced (and relatively low paid). There is a lack of an 
efficient clearing system, which makes cash transactions more attractive. 
Finally the banks still offer an only limited financial product range. 

5. Miscellaneous Factors 

lack of access to technology -- being retarded by perceived lack of legal 
prot2ction of int.!lectua! property? 

6. 	 Company Nianagement - General 

a. 	 inexperienced in dealing with all the realities of a market economy; 
b. 	 lack of knowledge of financial planning, cost accountiig, marketing and 

sales; 
c. 	 particular inability to understand the necessity of including financing costs, 

especially related to accounts receivable, in p-ices; 
d. 	 disinclination to plan (a reactio(;, to old central planning ?); and 
e. 	 few international language cap:.'.hilities. 

7. Labor 

a. 	 immobility because of lack of housing in areas where employment is 
possible; 

b. 	 transportation system not ge.red to long-distance commuting, further 
reducing labor mobility; 

c. 	 psychological difficulties in changing from we pretend to work and they 
pretend to pay us 

d. 	 perception that they were the ones who forced the change from the old 
system, but -ire the ones who are bearing the major co.ts of the change; 
and 
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e. 	 educational institutions without resources and capabilities to train for the 
free market environment. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PRIVATE SECTOR GENERALLY 

8. 	 General Psychological Outlook 

a. 	 business ethics (Caveat Emptor ) that are a prerequisite in a modern, 
market-based economy, still have to take root; 

b. 	 unwillingness to share information or to trust others, making it difficuli to 
form joint ventures. For the same reason, many entrepreneurs are 
refusing to i,nzorporate their businesses, making them less attractive to the 
banks; 

C. 	 carryover of psychology that no one should get ahead of others; 
d. 	 tendency to want tc slow or drag down anyone who might make money, 

naturally presumed to be at the expense of others 
e. 	 tendency to not want to stand out and be visible in success (however, there 

are a lot of Mercedes automobiles around); 
f. 	 risk aversion (good performance previously not rewarded, while mistakes 

severely penalized); and 
g. 	 risk addiction (reaction to prior restri .tions being removed?). 

Note: the last two items may appear to be contradictory, but 3P/PBAS sees 
more of the stereo-types at the two ends of the spectrum than in the 
middle. 

9. 	 Information Availability 

a. 	 one of the basic underpinnings of a private free market economy is 
accurate and up-to-date information on both macro :nd micro levels - this 
is quite deficient in Poland; 

b. 	 potential suppliers (and banks) do not knew who is reliable and who is 
not; 

c. 	 financial sources do not know who is already active in a market, or who 
m:y have plans to enter a marker e.g., there has been a proliferation of 
mineral-water and soft-drink bottling plants; .nd 

d. 	 this makes any business or investment decision risky, and as a result, 
worthy cc-.a.ies that want to form custome r relationships and borrow 
morey are subject to extremely long dclav, when information iL being 
verified, at a time when time is particular!y of the essence. 
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10 Legal 	and Tax System 

a. 	 inexperience of legislators and regulators with free market and not 
understanding the economic ramifications of laws and policies; 

b. 	 some residual antipathy among legislators and regulators toward the free 
market system and private companies, i,_'ulting in delays in the 
promulgation of new rules or even introduction of rules that adversely 
affect the outcome of private riterprise; 

c. 	 low pay in government sector rnakii~g people ripe for facilitation fees, 
direct!y &r through so-called business consultants (in fact, lobbyists); 

d. 	 many carryovers from the socialist legal system; 
e. 	 in ordei co make appropriate business decisions, certainty in the legal 

environment 	 is a critical factor - it's better for business for law to be 
certain more than to be right 

f. 	 laws sometimes come into effect, and companies are in violation, for a 
long time before anyone even knows what the laws are; 

g. 	 lack of clear real property recording system; 
h. 	 even with the continuation of the Popiawek, there remains a continuing 

bias in the tax laws against private business; and 
i. 	 labor laws strongly favor full time employees (and concomitant additional 

costs), reducing ability of companies to employ part-time or short-term 
employees, or alternatively encouraging them to break the law by under 
the table payments in order to avoid high ZUS. 

11. 	 Condition of companies 

a. 	 almost universally over-leveraged (c,,i-yover from earlier days of easy 
credit); 

b. 	 many apparently successful private companies are, in fact, 
mini-conglomerates with a number of businesses which are marginal, not 
linked by any strategic focus or synergies, but financially interdependent. 
The whole structure is therefore vulnerable to a downturn in any one of 
the constituent companies - a carryover from the old system, where small, 
strategically unrelated enterprises were safer and synergies were principally 
financial. Many conglomerates are essentially a method to remain 
invisible to tax authorities; 

c. 	 financial information within the companies is often totally lacking or 
irrelevant: 

i. 	 information required by the government is useless for decision 
making; 

ii. 	 systems not in place for collecting and analyzing appropriate 
information 

iii. 	 companies do not know how to value what the)' are selling 
iv. 	 cash flow is often equated to net income or profitability without 

regard to future working capital or asset replacement requirements; 
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d. quality control is riot valued and production management not adequately 
understood; 

e. 	 capable management, particularly middle managers, is at a premium; and 
f. 	 lack of marketing skills, which becomes even more of a bottle-neck in the 

face of the disintegrating distribution system. 

12. 	 Capital Availability to and Receptivity by Private Polish Companies 

Credits 

a. 	 banks generally are still focused on security as opposed to a cash-flow
orientation; 

b. 	 the banks' horizon is very short. They are not willing to take long-ten. 
risks in project finance, particularly not when they can earn tile same 
spread on short-term revolving credits or an only marginally lower spread 
on lower-risk Treasury bonds. This explains, in part, the banks' 
disinclination to offer loans through World Bank, IFC, EBRD and other 
credit 	lines; 

c. 	 for prospective borrowers c,2 Polish Zlotys, interest rates on available 
loans, when available, arc crippling: at a real interest rate of sometimes 
as high as 16%, few Polish company carn hope to remain competitive. 
Manufacturing companies can rarely afford even 10%; 

d. 	 in view of the high cost of local currency loans, Polish companies have 
tended to go for low cost foreign credits, without an understanding of 
the risks they are taking on exchange rate changes, which tend to raise the 
overall cost of foreign borrowings to close to the level for Zloty loans; 

e. 	 even where a borrower's production is sold for hard currency and the risk 
of exchange rate fluctuations is reduced, restrictions reportedly exist 
"mposed by the National Bank of Poland, e.g., in the case of exporters 
wishing to borrow foreign P:,change for (local currency) working capital 
items (capital rationing?); 
the relative shortage of loan capital and its high cost will have a serious 
impact on, e.g., trading companies which would otherwise be able to do 
back-ward integration into production; 

g. 	 misundersianding by Polish companies of the role of banks, and the types 
of risks that are appropriate for banks to take, i.e., financial, not niarket 
or technical; 
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i. 	 equity (both local and foreign) is in short supply and often not 
appreciated: there is only a very short history in Poland of building 
personal fortune legitir ,ately; 

i. 	 perception by foreign investors of lack of receptivity of Polish government, 
partly generated by investor perception that Polish government is 
concerned about being accused of selling assets too cheaply, real or 
imagined; 

j. 	 impact of this perception can be the potential long-term impact of loss of 
strategic investments being made in Central Europe, which may as a 

result go to, e.g., the Czech Republic or Hungaty, where the investment 
climate is viewed to be more positive; and 

k. 	 finally, even when equity is available from a Polish or a foreign source, 
Polish entrepreneurs often are not. enthusiastic about the prospect of 

- sharing information, control or upside potential. 

13. 	 Company Management - Private 

a. 	 trading mentality and focus on the short-term: 

i. 	 this may also reflect a somewhat rational response to a particularly 
uncertain environment 

ii. 	 those who have been successful so far have generally been traders, 
taking advantage of temporary dislocations (i.e., few appropriate 
role models); 

b. 	 extreme focus on ownership of assets, instead of on the dynamics of the 
business: and 

c. 	 usual difficulties in making transition from entrepreneur to manager. 

14. 	 Privatization - Pace and Impact 

a. 	 slow pace of privatization leaves a number of state compairies which are 
inefficient and unlikely to survive, but while they live, they can act 
irrationally in pricing (e.g., not basing on true costs, and riding an asset 
down in value), which can be extremely harmful to the private sector 
company trying to price rationally; 

b. 	 a great many state companies remain vertically integrated, limiting 
efficient allocation of resources; 

c. 	 in more developed e,'nnomies, specialization occurs. As long as the state 
companies are not purchasers of products, those market segn .nts are 
likely to remain inefficient due to lack of economies of scale; 

d. 	 rules regarding privatization get changed in midstream ; 
e. 	 this discourages bona fide entrepreneurs from participating in the process 

and making produi:tive use of the assets; 
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f. secondary impact may be to encourage the establishment of private 
companies which will be put at risk when state companies in the same 
segment are rationalized, resulting in inappropriate investment decisions; 

g. assets retained by state companies are not availabe to the private sector; 
h. inefficient use being made of real property assets because of ownership 

uncertainty (high costs of small proportion of safe real estate); and 
i. the Mass Privatization Program - where does it fit, and what impact will 

it have? 

BROAD FACTORS INFLUENCING SME DEVELOPMENT 

15. Old Private Companies 

It appears that many of the private production companies which were 
started prior to the changes in 1989 have had major difficulties in making 
the transition to a free market economy. This may be due to their 
reliance in the past on sales, often through personal relationships, to 
state-owned companies which are now either not buying, or not paying for 
what they buy (which is undoubtedly worse). In other instances, because 
prior to the market openig, anything that could be made could be sold, 
regardless of quality, there was no real understanding of how to market 
and sell. Many of the managers of these companies have personally had 
an extremely difficult time making the transition, perhaps because they 
had spent so much effort in adapting to the old way (or getting around the 
old way) that it is difficult for them to unlearn this behavior, and to learn 
the new ways. 

16. New Private Companies 

3P/PBAS has encountered few entrepreneurs who are looking to develop 
a company in a step by step, controlled growth fashion. TFhey seem more 
to be on two ends of the spectrum - wanting either to build the biggest of 
something (thus emulating the old state enterprises) or creating a business 
which has extremely limited horizons (akin to mom and pop enterprises), 
which may be a. carryover from the old days, where private enterprise 
could only survive if they weren't visible to the a.thorities. Such zero and 
micro enterprises are significant in providing employment, e.g., they had 
about 27% of employment in the EC in 1986. These latter may, however, 
be extremely vulnerable when someone actually does develop more 
rational approaches to these market segments. 
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17. Time for SME Sector to Develop 

Because the economic changes are so new, and because of the inhibiting 
factors enumerated above, there has been a limited time for SME's to 
develop to their potential. This has two effects: first, it retards the growth 
of SME's that are started, and secondly, because of the lack of successful 
role models, it limits the number of SME's that actually get started. 
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Gupta and Mario D. Davalos, with assistance from Marcia Hextall. GEMINI Technical Report No. 59. 
September 1993. $13.80 

60. "Investing in the Future: Report of the Task Force for Small and Medium Enterprise in Poland." 
GEMINI Technical Report No. 60. May 1993. $13.00 

61. "New Competitiveness and New Enterprises in Peru: Small Businesses in an Internationalized 
Economy." Fidel Castro Zambrano and Ernesto Kritz. GEMINI Technical Report No. 61. August 
1993. $11.80. Also available in Spanish ($13.20). 

62. "Principles for Effective Design and Management of Small Business Development Centers." 
Jennifer Santer, Neal Nathanson, Steve Thalheimer, and Anita Campion. GEMINI Technical Report No. 
62. October 1993. $13.60 
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63. "Mongolia: Options and Strategies for Small- and Medium-Scale Enterprise Development." John 
Magill, Clara Lipson, and Michael McKone. GEMINI Technical Report No. 63. November 1993. [not 
for general circulation] 

64. "Credit Unions and Microenterprises: The WOCCU Perspective." World Council of Credit 
Unions. GEMINI Technical Report No. 64. December 1993. $4.00 

65. "Strategic Option Paper for Malawi Small Enterprise Support Institutions." Stephen C. Silcox,
Anicca Jansen, and Mark Baughan. GEMINI Technical Report No. 65. January 1994. $9.20 

66. "Integration of Gender into GEMINI." Catherine R. Neill and Olaf Kula. GEMINI Technical 
Report No. 66. January 1994. $9.80 

67. "A Training Program for Microenterprise Lending Agencies in Jamaica." Mohini Malhotra, with
assistance from David Logan and Valerie Tate. GEMINI Technical Report No. 67. January 1994. $3.60 

68. "Study of the Financial Sector and SME Development in Poland." Bruce Heatly and Cynthia
Lynn Chrzan-Lanigan. GEMINI Technical Report No. 68. February 1994. Volume One: Main Report
$5.00; Volume Two: Appendices $25.20. 

69. "Private Sector Business Associations in South Africa and Zambia: Advocacy for SMEs." 
Kenneth Angell. Technical Report No. 69. March 1994. $4.80 

70. "A Dynamic Study of Jamaican Micro- and Small-Scale Enterprises." Yacob Fisseha. Technical 
Report No. 70. March 1994. $3.40 

71. "Changes in the Small-scale Enterprise Sector from 1991 to 1993: Results of a Second 
Nationwide Survey in Zimbabwe." Lisa Daniels. GEMINI Technical Report No. 71. $11.80 

Technical Notes: 

Financial Assistance to Microenterprise Section: 

*1. Series Notebook: Tools for Microenterprise Programs (a three-ring binder, Iand 1/2 inches in
 
diameter, for organizing technical notes and training materials) and "Methods for Managing Delinquency"

by Katherine Stearns. April 1991. $7.50. Also available in Spanish and in French.
 

*2. "Interest Rates and Seif-Sufficiency." Katherine Stearns. December 1991. $6.50. Also
 
available in Spanish and in French.
 

*3. "Financial Services for Women." C. Jean Weidemann. 
 March 1992. $5.00. Also available in 
Spanish and in French. 

*4. "Designing for Financial Viability of Microenterprise Programs." Charles Waterfield. March 
1993. $10.00 with diskette 

*5. "Monetary Incentive Schemes for Staff." Katherine Stearns, ACCION International. April 1993. 
$3.80 
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Nonfinancial Assistance to Microenterprise Section: 

*1. "A Field Manual for Subsector Practitioners.' Steven J. Haggblade and Matthew Gamser.
 
November 1991. $4.65. Also available in Spanish and in French.
 

*2. "Facilitator's Guide for Training in Subsector Analysis." Marshall A. Bear, Cathy Gibbons,
 
Steven J. Haggblade, and Nick Ritchie. December 1992. $35.00
 

Field Research Section:
 

*1. "A Manual for Conducting Baseline Surveys of Micro- and Small-scale Enterprises." Michael
 
A. McPherson and Joan C. Parker. February 1993. $13.60 

Special Putlications: 

*1. TrainingResourcesforSmall EnterpriseDevelopment. Small Enterprise Education and Promotion 
Network. Special Publication No. 1. 1992. $11.00 

*2. FinancialManagement of Micro-Credit Programs: A Guidebook for NGOs. Robert Peck 
Christen. ACCION International. Special Publication No. 2. 1990. $19.00 

*3. The ADEMI Approach to MicroenterpriseCredit. A. Christopher Lewin. Special Publication 
No. 3. 1991. $15.00 

*4. Microemp:'esasy PequefiasEmpresasen la Reptiblica Dominicana. Resultadosde una Encuesta 
Nacional. Miguel Cabal. Michigan State University and FondoMicro. Special Publication No. 4. 1992. 
$9.00 

*5. "GEMINI in a Nutshell: Abstracts of Selected Publications." Compiled by Eugenia Carey and 
Michael McCord. Special Publication No. 5. 1993. $10.00 

*6. "GEMINI Publications Catalog." Special Publication No. 6. 1993. 

Other Publications of General Interest: 

1. "Expansion with Quality: Building Capacity in American Microenterprise Programs." Elisabet, 
Rhyne. Development Alternatives, Inc. July 1993. $3.30 

Copies of publications available for circulation can be obtained by sending a check or a draft drawn on 
a U.S. bank to the DAI/GEMINI Publications Series, Development Alternatives, Inc., 7250 Woodmont 
Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814, U.S.A. 
3/94 


